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ABSTRACT 
The thesis presents a phonological analysis of 
Lucknow Urdu based on the phonological principles of 
Columbia School of Form-Content Linguistics. The theoretical 
basis of the theory of Form-Content Linguistics is a chain 
of scholarly descent from Ferdenand de Saussure and Andre 
Martinet. It started from Prague School and reached the 
Columbia School of Linguistics under the steward leadership 
of Professor William Diver who reared and nurtured this 
theory at Columbia University through further research. 
Following this approach, a phonological analysis 
has been carried out with a view to showing the role of five 
orientations, namely, physiological mechanism, human 
behaviour, communication, acoustic medium, and vision as the 
motivating principles for departures from the non-random 
distribution of the phonological units both syntagmatically 
and paradigmatically. 
The verbal repertoire of the artisans, craftsmen, 
and other skilled workers of Lucknow forms the data for the 
analysis. 
The present phonological analysis of Lucknow Urdu 
IS limited in scope, both in the utilization of the data and 
the application of the five orienting principles. Although, 
a vast amount of data was collected during the fieldwork in 
Lucknow, the analysis is mostly limited to the monosyllabic 
words. Some bisyllabic and polysyllabic words are also used, 
at times, as illustrative examples for the reinforcement of 
the analysis. With regard to the orienting principles, we 
have basically concentrated on principles, namely, 
physiological mechanism, human behaviour, communication and 
vision. The fifth orientation, namely, acoustic medium is 
beyond the scope of the present study. However, on the basis 
of received knowledge on acoustics, we have used this 
orientation to reinforce our phonological analysis;. 
The thesis is divided into five main chapters, in 
addition to the Introducion and Summary and Conclusions. The 
five chapters basically cover the five orienting principles 
and look into their role in the phonology of Lucknow. 
Interaction of orientations in the phonological skewings has 
been discussed in Summary and Conclusions of the thesis. 
The major portion of the data alongwith Notes on Glossary of 
Monosallabic Words have been enlisted under Appendix-A. 
Additional list of data comprising monosyllabic, bisyllabic, 
and polysyllabic words has been provided under Appendix-B, C 
ind D, consisting of kinship terms, names of the months and 
festivals of muslim women, and names of the months of the 
Hindu calender, respectively. 
The introductory ch.apter consists of description 
on the historical setting of Lucknow Urdu, the procedures 
adapted during the fieldwork for the purpose of collecting 
the data, a discussion on the theoretical base used for the 
analysis, and the scope of the study. The theoretical 
background of the approach undertaken here has been aealt 
with against the background of Form-Content theory with 
particular reference to the five orienting principles for 
phonological analysis. 
The first chapter deals with the role of 
physiology in the phonology of Lucknow Urdu. In this chapter 
an an attempt has been to determine the role of 
physiological mechanism in the makeup and distribution of 
the phonological units of Lucknow Urdu. This chapter is 
divided into four major sections, A, B, and C. In Section-A, 
the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu is presented which is 
followed by explanatory comments on the various aspects of 
the paradigm. In Section-B, the paradigmatic makeup and the 
distribution of the consonantal units in the syntagmatic 
organization in the word have been analyzed in t(?rms of the 
hierarchy of the adroitness of articulators. The impact of 
the amount of energy utilised in combinatory phonology has 
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been analytically looked into in Section-C. In Section-D uie 
have presented summary and conclusions. 
In Section-A, the communicatively based 61_ 
phonological units of Lucknow Urdu have been presented 
diagramat ical ly in the phonological grid in terms of 8. 
articulators and ?. degrees ai apertures (0 through 8 ) . The 
phonological units are broadly divided into two types, 
namely, constrictions and openings. The constriction 
apertures are 0 aperture (stops), 1, 1 1/2, and 2 aperturps 
(fricatives), and 3 aperture (1iquids).The openings on the 
other hand, extend from 4 to 8 apertures (vowels: 
monophthongs/ diphthongs). It has also been pointed out that 
the phonological grid is different from the "phonemic 
inventory" which is traditionally based on the substitution 
- distribution criteria used by the American structuralists. 
In Section-B it has been shown that the relative 
adroitress of the lingual articulators affect both the 
paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic usage of the 
phonological units. The hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators follow the following order of preference: the 
light, tapering, less massy apex makes the apical units most 
favoured, fallowed by the labials-dorsals as the more 
favoured, medials as the less favoured, and the post dorsals 
i^ tha Iddst favoured phonological unics. ^|y:hough the 
statistical figures da largely validate our claim, there are 
some skewings that go against the preference in terms of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. Adequate rationales 
have been provided for justifying these contrary 
expect at ions. 
With regard to the impact of the amount of energy 
utilized, (Section-C), it has been shown statistically that 
phonological units that utilize a strenuous and greater 
amount of energy of air source are disfavoured in the 
combinatory phonology of Lucknow Urdu. 
Similarly words with consonant clusters (CVCC and 
CCVC) and aspirated consonants are disfavoured because in 
both, the production of consonant clusters and aspirated 
consonants greater amount of energy is consumed. It is seen 
that the units of aperture-1 require the greatest amount of 
energy, followed by the units of apertures 1 1/2, 2, 0 and 
3. 
The role of human behaviour in the phonology of 
Lucknow Urdu has been taken up in Chapter-II. In this 
chapter we have assessed the impact of human behaviour on 
both the paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units in Lucknow Urdu. 
This chapter broadly covers two asfjects of human 
behaviour, namely, the relative preference of gross 
articulatory movements (fewer versus more, etc.) over fine 
articulatory movements, and the human behaviour 
justification for the phonological grid. We have divided 
this chapter five major sections including summary and 
conelusions. 
In Section-A, we highlighted the preference for 
fewer articulators over more articulators in terms of 
voice 1 ess-voiced, unaspirated-aspirated and oral-nasal 
phonological units. It is seen that phonological units which 
employ fewer articulators like the voiceless, unaspirated, 
and non-nasal (vowels) units are preferred over the voiced, 
aspirated, and nasal (vowels) units because the latter 
utilize more articulators in their production and 
therefore, require greater precision of control. 
In Section-B, we have shown that the apico-dental 
("dental") consonants with proximate point of articulation 
are preferred over the apico-palatal ("retrof1 ex " ) 
consonants with remote point of articulation. As compared to 
the paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units, the 
preference for the apico-dental consonants vis-a-vis the 
apico-pa1 at a 1 consonants is conspicuously more in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word. 
In Section-C, we have discussed the assimilative 
traits of neighbouring phonological units. It was seen that 
m successive segments, neighbouring phonological units tend 
not to be precisely differentiated from each other to avoid 
fine precisely coordinated movements and therefore 
assimilated to become similar. The phonological units became 
similar on account of ad-hoc phonological changes as well. 
Section-D dealt with the impact of the aperture 
change on the combination of the phonological units. In this 
section, an attempt was made to validate the claim that in 
successive * segments, large changes of apertures are 
preferred over small changes of apertures and combinations 
of unidirectional aperture changes are favoured over 
combinations with multidirectional aperture changes. 
Justification of the phonological grid of Lucknow 
Urdu in terms of human behaviour formed the basis of 
Section-E. In this section, we made an attempt to provide 
reinforcement to the validity of the phonological units in 
Lucknow Urdu which are established on physiological factors 
in terms of the physiological mechanism. 
Chapter-Ill evaluates the role of communication in 
the non-random distribution of the phonological units at 
both the paradigmatic and the syntagmatic levels. The impact 
of communication on the paradigm of the phonological units, 
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the syntagmatic distribution of the phonological units, the 
phonological merger and homonymy have been discussed here 
under the sections A, B, C and D, respectively. Section E 
IS the summary and conclusions. 
In Section-A, we have provided the communicative 
justification for the presence of 56. phonological units as 
against 61. in the phonological grid. The 56^ "phonemes" or 
distinctive units of Lucknow Urdu have been established in 
terms of phonemic contrast in minimal and sub-minimal pairs. 
The five positional variants (n, n, 1, r, rh)were not 
established communicatively, since they have been 
established on the basis of physiological mechanism alone. 
In section-B, we have dealt with such pairs of 
words in which the phonological units have been reversed to 
highlight the role of communication in the syntagmatic usage 
in the word. We have also discussed the syntagmatic usage of 
monosyllabic words in their entirety and the effect of 
communicative load on the position of the phonological units 
in the word in terms of the hierarchy of the adroitness and 
the number of articulators. It has been shown that a change 
in the order of the phono log ic di 1 units bring about a change 
\n meaning in the CV'C, Cv ana /C I'lcrcz.. 
Through the frequency of usage it has been 
established that the already disfavoured voiced and 
aspirated units in terms of physiological mechanism and 
human behaviour are further disfavoured word finally than 
word initially in terms of communication. With regard to the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators, it has been shown 
through statistical data in terms of frequency count that 
the already favoured apical and the least favoured non-
apical units (labial, dorsal, medial and post dorsal) 
compete well in the initial position of the word due to 
higher communicative load in that position as opposed to the 
communicatively disfavoured final position where the already 
favoured apical consonants are additionally favoured; and 
the less favoured non-apical consonants are further 
d isfavoured. 
In Section-C, we have dealt with the effect of 
communication on the phonological merger of certain 
consonantal units. Total or partial merger of these units 
takes place as a result of their low communicative load. 
Homonymy, which is a communicative problem, has 
been dealt in Section-D. It means a process whereby a word 
becomes the same in form as another, with a clear 
distinction in meaning. Although, the percentage of homonymy 
IS large, the communicative process of Lucknow Urdu is not 
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affected. This xs because, the hamonymoua pairs can be 
distinguished from one another in the context. Homonymy has 
particularly been highlighted with regard to two aspects. 
The first aspect deals with homonymy which is the result of 
word final deaspiratior or loss of h. The second aspect 
discusses the word final deaspiration with aspirated stops 
or h in word initial position. 
Chapter-IV deals with the role of acoustics in the 
phonology of Lucknow Urdu. Although acoustic medium is one 
of the orienting principles of this theory, its use in the 
justification of the phonological grid is merely based on 
received knowledge. We have simply made an attempt to 
provide lip-rounding of the back dorsal vowels in terms of 
formant frequencies. 
The lack of symmetry in the vocal tract is seen to 
be the reason for the rounding of the back vowels. There is 
less space for back (back dorsal) vowels than for the front 
(medial) vowels. For the back vowels the chamber is from the 
dorsum to the larynx and for the front vowels the chamber is 
from the medium to the laryn.x. The chamber is bigger for the 
front vowels as compared to the back vowels, so less 
distinctions of vowels are possible at the back. In order to 
make the back vowels acoustically di-jtinct from each other 
and that from front vowels, it is essential to increase the 
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size of the resonance chamber for the back vowels. The 
utilization of 1ip-rounding for the back vowels form two 
chamber (a> dorsum (back) to larynx; (b) dorsum (back) to 
lips, which increases the size of resonance chambers. Thus 
lip-rounding becomes an essential tool for the distinction 
of back vowels. It is in an acoustic light that we can 
justify the rounding of back vowels and converse 
unroundedness of the front vowels. 
Chapter-V highlights the role of vision as an 
orienting principle for the phonological analysis. We have 
shown that vision has no direct bearing on the phonological 
paradigm. However, its impact is visible on the syntagmatic 
organization of the word. It has been shown through 
frequency of usage that m view of its visibility the labial 
articulator is more preferred at the beginning of the word 
than at the non-initial position. Although, labial 
consonants are next in the line after the apical consonants 
in terms of hierarchy in the word initial position, they 
show a downfall at the end of the word in terms of vision. 
The impact of vision is however limited to the labial 
consonants of Lucknow Urdu. 
Thus, it IS vision which demonstrates the 
importance of communication by favouring visibility in the 
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initial position of the word, Just where most of the 
distinctiveness is at stake. 
The summary and conclusions on the present 
phonological analysis are presented at the end of the 
thesis. The thesis also includes instances of interaction of 
the phonoloQical principles with each other ranging from 
interaction between physiology and communication, human 
behaviour, vision and communication etc. However, we have 
not specified the interaction of acoustic medium with other 
orienting principles on the ground that it is based on 
received knowledge only. The interactions show a strong bond 
in the explanations provided through physiological mechanism 
and human behaviour and in many instances of physiological 
mechanism and communication which justify the favouring or 
disfavouring of certain factors. For example, the rationale 
for the preference of unaspirated consonantal units over 
their aspirated counterparts comes from physiology, human 
behaviour and communication. Similarly, tbe rationale for 
the preference of voiceless units over their voiced 
counterparts comes from both human behaviour and 
communication. 
The thesis consisting of the phonological inalysis 
of LuckriQw Urdu contains fcotn t h ear e t v c a 1 and me thodc i og i c a 1 
innovations in the study of LucKnouj Urdu. It is bast>d on tne 
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assumption that the phonological units of a language are 
tied to one another in a non-random relationship both 
paradigmatically and syntagmatically. The phonological units 
in the paradigm are tied to one another in terms of value 
relations, which is organized in terms of physiologico-
acoustic factors. The syntagmatic arrangemen*: of the 
phonological units are also determined by the orienting 
principles. Thus, thp phonological characteristics of a 
lanrjiiane are fully motivated by the orienting principles 
which IS evident in the phonalagiral anal, -.3 undertaken 
here and proves the validity •">"' our ar.alysi^^ beyond d~sukt. 
Thus, 'he thesis may not only ccsn'.-• ibut e to our 
understanding of t^e inner i-n-chanisT of Lucknow Urdu 
phonology, but al'">o to our understanding of th'^  theory in 
general. It abandons description in favour of r-..!p 1 an at ion in 
terms of distinctly identifiable orientations. It is also 
innovative in that the validation of the phonological 
analysis is conducted through quantitative procedures both 
in the paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic organization of 
the word in Lucknow Urdu. 
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imRODUcnoM 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis makes an attempt to present an 
explanatory phonology of Lucknow Urdu, as spoken in the city 
of Lucknow by the artisans, craftsmen, traders, labourers 
etc. The phonological analysis undertaken here is carried 
out in the light of the phonological principles of Form-
Content Linguistics. 
We make an attempt to introduce the theory with the 
help of four sections, namely A,B,r and D. In Section-A, we 
briefly present the historical setting of Lucknow Urdu. In 
Section-B, we deal with the field procedures used for the 
collection of data. In Section-C, we briefly present the 
theoretical background of the proposed analysis and the 
scope of the study is discussed in Section-D. 
Section-A: Historical Setting of Lucknow Urdu 
No one knows, definitely, when Lucknow first became 
populated, who its founder was or how it got its name. By 
one account, it is said, that when in 1590 Emperor Akbar 
divided the whole of India into twelve Provinces, Lucknow 
was in the first instance, chosen as the seat of the 
Subedar, or Governor of Avadh. At that time one Saikh Abdur 
Rahim, an impecunious nobleman of Bijnaur (U.P.) went to 
Delhi, became a courtier and ultimately became an official 
in the imperial service, was granted land in Lucknow wikich 
he acquired with great pomp and show. Later he buiit a 
strong fort on the land, which had twenty six arches in one 
portion on which the architect had engraved two fishes on 
each arch - the fort was thus called Machi Bhavan - Bhavan 
could be a corruption of "bavan' for its 52 fishes. The 
architect who designed this fort was Lakhna. Some say that 
because of his name the town was called Lucknow. 
Lucknow is an important city of Uttar Pradesh, not only 
for its status as a state capital, but also for its great 
historical importance. It is bounded on the east by Bara 
Banki, on the south by Rae Barelli, on the south-west by 
Unnao, on the north-west by Hardoi and on the north by 
Sitapur. Lucknow has a total area of 2,528 square 
kilometres and a population of about 27,62,801 lakhs 
approximately (Prasad; 1992: 19). Lucknow is transversed by 
two rivers, the Gomti and the Sai. 
Lucknow has been an important school of Urdu prose and 
poetry. Lucknow became a centre for Urdu only after the 
Delhi throne collapsed under British pressure. The Delhi 
poets shifted one by one to Lucknow for want of patronage 
and found a new lease of life under the magnificient 
patronage of the Nawabs of Oudh. 
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The first poet to write masnavis, a form of poetry 
which has always been considered the most important and most 
forceful, was Mir Ghulam Hasan, the son of Mir Zahik, who 
came to Lucknow in his childhood with his father m 1766, 
wrote the famous masnavi Sehr ul Bayan in 1785. He grew up 
in Lucknow society which influenced the writing of his 
masnavis. At the time, Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan Havas wrote 
his masnavi Lai la Majnun and taste for masnavis increased in 
Lucknow. Later on many poets of Lucknow like Atish, Nasikh, 
Pandit Daya Shankar Nasim, Nawab Mirza Shauq, Tahir Lakhnavi 
and numerous others, started writing and popularising 
Lakhnavi style of poetry. 
Another important early form of poetry is marsiya, the 
elegy. As the Shia kingdom of Avadh became the religious 
successor to the defunct safair monarchy, a great impetus 
was given in Lucknow to mourning assemblies. The composition 
of marsiyas was accorded such value that this art reached 
exceptional eminence. In fact these shia practices are the 
source of Lucknow's cultural rise. 
It is also a fact that Urdu prose-writing originated in 
Lucknow with the publication of Mirza Rajab Ali Beg Surur's 
Fasana-e-Ajaib and other works. After this, Nau ratan was 
also published by Mahjur, a product of Lucknow community. 
Politically, Lucknow became well known with the 
appointment of Nawab Burhan-ul-Mulk Sadat Khan as the 
Subedar of Oudh, by the Imperial Court in 1732. Lucknow shot 
into political limelight during the period of Nawab Shuja-
ud-Daula (1753-75). He was a warlike ruler who maintained 
full military decorum and traditions. He participated 
actively in the battle of Panipat. He played a significant 
role in the fight against the Britishers. He was succeeded 
by Nawab Asif-ud Daula (1775-97). 
Unlike his father, he did not possess any of his 
military characteristics and skills. It is said that Asif-
ud-Daula destroyed Faizabad and established Lucknow. 
Hindu Mythology regard it as a gift by Shri 
Ramchandraji to his companion, Lachman, during his 
externment from Ayodhya. About Muslim conquest and 
settlement in Lucknow, the first description is found in the 
statement of Syed Salar Masood Ghazi (1030). Bakhteyar 
Khilji attacked Lucknow in 1202 and then Muslims started 
settling there. 
Emperor Akbar had a special liking for Lucknow. He made 
Lucknow the capital of one of his regions when he divided 
the country into administrative regions. During Akbars 
reign, Lucknow became a centre of trade and commerce. 
The reign of Asif-ud-Daula was marked by lavish 
expenditures on construction of Imam Baras and 
beautification of Lucknow. He was a benevolent and generous 
ruler and his fame reached far and wide attracting many top 
poets, writers, doctors, artists and singers to Lucknow. 
Nawab Asif-ud-Daula was succeeded by Nawab Saadat Ali 
Khan (1798-1814), who had to part with half of his kingdom 
to the British. He patronized arts during his so called 
reign. 
After him Ghazi-ud-Din Haider (1814-27), who was 
another spoilt ruler, emerged on the scene. 
The other successors were Nasir-ud-Din Haider (1827-
37), followed by Muhammad Ali Shah (1837-42), who built the 
new Imam Bara. He was followed by his son Amjad Ali Shah 
(1842-47), who was a charitable man and his reign was a 
boost for saints and Sayyids. His son Vajid Ali Shah (1847-
56) was another gay man who spent his time in the company of 
musicians, courtesans and women. This reign came to an end 
in 1856 when Lord Mellesley, the Governor General, decided 
to annex Oudh to the British Raj. 
Inspite of being a metropolitan state, Lucknow has 
retained its old world charm in the form of historical 
landmarks like Bara Imam Bara, New Imam Bara, Roomi Gate, 
Shah Najaf ka Imambara, Panch Mahal, Firangi Mahal etc. The 
old city still emanates the aroma of the bygone days with 
its old mohallas like Chowk, Sahadat Ganj, Hussainabad, 
Nakhas, Jihulia Ganj, Billoujpura, Malekhan Sarai, Daliganj, 
Khadra, Basmandi etc. These mohallas constitute the Muslim 
population who are Urdu speakers and are generally artisans, 
coming down ages, mostly illiterate, but excellent in their 
arts and skills. The cotton industry is very old and is 
still surviving, though not very thriving now. Chikan work 
is the most important industry connected with cotton. The 
chief patterns are 'muri', 'jali', "tuppa", pachia', 
"zanjiri', "daraj', etc. made on fabrics of different 
textures and qualities. 
Lucknow IS also well known for its 'zardozi' work (gold 
and silver embroidery), manufacturing of silver and gold 
laces popularly known as 'lachka', kalabatun', and 'lais', 
a corruption of the English word. It is also known for its 
exquisite jewellery, bidriware (a kind of silver work), 
ivory carvings, wood carvings, potteries, glass industries, 
tobacco and perfumeries etc. 
Lucknow has an almost equal population of the Hindus 
and Muslims. The Muslims are divided into two major sects 
shias and sunnis. All festivals are celebrated with full 
religious spirits by both alike. Some of the old sports like 
'patang bazx' (kite flying), and at times kabutar bazi' 
(pigeon flying) remind us of the old era and bygone 
splendour. 
Every day speech of the masses and uneducated show 
heavy traces of chaste Urdu which is the result of a long 
drawn social and cultural impact of Urdu. It is interesting 
to note that the speech of a majority of non-flu':;! i ms is also 
influenced by significant word-^ from Urdu. 
Section B: Field Procedures 
Data 15 .1 prime tool in any linguistic research. The 
data collected for the present analysis is carried out 
through fieldwork, which is known ptr, field linguistics. 
Field linguistics is primarily a way of obtaining linguistic 
data and s»tudying linguistic phenomenon (Hockett; 1948: 
119). Field linguistics is a wide term which does not limit 
itself to data collection only, but also extends to handling 
and analysis of the data 
The present phonological analysis deals basically with 
two areas outlined below: 
Section Bl: Collection of the Data 
The complete process undertaken in the collection of 
the data for the study here, includes two major tasks, 
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namely, selection of the informants and actual process of 
data collection. The following subsections present the above 
mentioned procedures. 
Section Bl(a)s Selection of the Informants 
Selection of appropriate informants was the first task 
for the present research. These informants were the native 
speakers who furnished us with the samples of the language 
under study, how the utterances were used and what they 
meant.-
A total of 5. informants were selected for the 
collection of the data. These informants were mostly women 
workers (artisans or skilled labourers) belonging to the 
lower strata of the Urdu speaking community. The informants 
belonged to diverse areas of crafts and skills, as a result 
of which we were able to collect a large number of words 
from them related to their different areas of work. 
For the present study only illiterate persons were 
selected, lacking any kind of formal education. The basic 
informal education they possessed was manifest in the 
knowledge of Urdu alphabets and the reading of the Holy 
Quran. As far as their income, occupation, education, 
cultural possession and intellectual stimulation was 
concerned, they belonged to the lower social class. 
It IS to be noted that all the informants were natives 
of Lucknow belonging to different muslim localities. Their 
speech is a representation of the typical dialect of 
Lucknow. They were linguistically unsophisticated with clear 
pronunciation and audible voices. 
The nartres of the informants and their respective ages 
are as follows: 
Name Age 
Muneer Jehan (MJ) 50 years 
Qamar Jehan (QJ) 45 years 
Mana Begum (MB) 50 years 
Hajra Khatoon (HK) 28 years 
Azam Khan (AK) 45 years 
Out of the 5. informants, 4_ were females and 1. was a 
male. They largely, represented, older age group with the 
exception of one, who though young was competent enough to 
provide us with the required data. 
Section B K b ) : Data Collection 
The data collected for the phonological study of 
Lucknow Urdu is based on face to face interviews running 
into hours. The data collection process has employed only 
those informants who were selected for the study and no one 
from outside. 
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The data collected can be divided into two parts: 
(i > Non-Selective Collection of Data 
To begin with, all kinds of words, phrases and 
sentences were assembled without any reference to word list 
etc. 
(ii) Selective Collection of Data 
By selective collection we refer to the collection of 
the monosyllabic words. This task was done in two ways. 
Firstly, by using J.T. Platts', Dictionary as a guide to the 
possible monosyllabic words in Lucknow Urdu. Secondly, by 
keeping in view the potential slots in the graph based on 
combination of all the phonological units, plotted both 
vertically and horizontally, for actual realization of the 
words. 
The data was recorded in phonetic transcription, which 
tried to capture every phonetic detail of the sounds of 
Lucknow Urdu. The list of the monosyllabic words is 
carefully made to be as exhaustive as possible. 
Section B2s Procedures for the Analysis of the Data 
Analytical procedures used for setting up phonological 
units in the present study, were almost the same that are 
utilized in the discovery procedure for the inventory of 
phonemes by the phonemicists of the American Structuralist 
School. 
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The phonological analysis undertaken here, however, 
demanded procedures which would facilitate an exhaustive 
collection and analysis of the data. As mentioned above, the 
exhaustive monosyllabic data was collected through 
fieldwork. 
The analysis of the data was done by plotting the 
monosyllabic words on the graph sheets. The CWC words were 
plotted, each of which contained all the words realized with 
one initial consonant, followed by all the vowels 
vertically, and with all the final consonants horizontally. 
Additional graphics were employed to get figures for C|C2 
consonant clusters, both initially and finally for the 
monosyllabic words. 
The departures from randomness were then tabulated for 
use in quantitative validation of the phonological analysis 
of Lucknow Urdu, presented in this thesis. 
Section C: Theoretical Background 
The phonological analysis of Lucknow Urdu undertaken 
•Throughout the thesis, we have taken the liberty to 
incorporate ideas from both the published and unpublished 
works of Professor William Diver. It has often been 
impossible to give proper references in view of the 
extensive incorporation of his ideas in pieces. We are 
indebted to him for utilizing his concepts throughout the 
thesis. Any misinterpretation of his ideas does not imply 
that Professor Diver is responsible for it in the present 
work. 
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m this thesis is based on the phonological principles of 
Form-Content Linguistics. Although, the first linguist to 
sow the seed of this linguistic theory was Ferdinand De 
Saussure, it was reared and nurtured into a full-fledged 
branch by Professor William Diver of Columbia University. 
Professor Diver has also been influenced by Professor Andre 
Martinet. But the present form of this theory was fully 
developed by the scholars at Columbia University. The chain 
of development of this theory is a direct descent from 
Saussure to Prague School and from there by way of Andre 
Martinet to the successors at Columbia University. The five 
sections to follow give a brief account of this phonological 
theory. Section-Cl presents the orienting principles for the 
phonological analysis. Section-C2 contains discussion on the 
phonological and grammatical linguistic units. Section-C3 is 
comprised of the concept of double articulation of lanuage 
as a parameter for distinguishing phonology from grammar. In 
Section-C4, we deal with the substance and value in 
linguistic analysis. Finally in Section-C5, we discuss the 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic aspects. We may take each 
section individually now. 
Section-Cls Orientation. Theory and Phenomena: Linouistics 
as a. Discjpl ine 
The discipline of linguistics is regarded as a 
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tripartite organization by Form-Content linguistics. This 
tripartite organization consists of the following: 
a) Orientations: are the common facts about the character of 
language which serve as external control on hypothesizing. 
b)Theory: deals with the explanation of the non-random 
characteristics of phenomena by postulating hypothesis. 
c) Phenomena: are the observable facts of the language. 
The explanatory link between the orientations and the 
phenomena are provided by theory. The phenomena, i.e., the 
speech sounds follow a set pattern or in other words, they 
depart from randomness. The theory explains this non-random 
characteristics of the phenomena. The orientations act as 
justifications for the theory. 
Section C2-iOrientinQ Principles 
Orienting principles or orientations are the facts 
related to the character of a language, which serve as 
external constraints or control over hypothesizing. 
The Form-Content Theory introduced in this thesis, 
consists of five orienting principles, namely <i) 
physiological mechanism (physiology of the vocal tract), 
(ii) human behaviour (psychology), (iii) communication, (iv) 
acoustic medium, and (v) vision. 
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Thus, we can say that Form-Content Linguistics is an 
explanatory theory which takes into account the above 
mentioned five orienting principles as an actual basis for 
analytical work. The phonological theory of a language (or 
dialect) must be motivated by all the five orienting 
principles. We have made an attempt to outline each 
orienting principle in our subsections as follows: 
Section C2(a>: PhvsioloQical Mechanism 
Physiological mechanism as an orienting principle 
emphasizes that the signals (encoded in articulatory 
gestures) of a language or languages are produced by a 
particular medium, the vocal tract. Thus, the 
characteristics of the vocal tract and the dynamics of sound 
production greatly affect the phonology of language. The 
various aspects of sound production (physiology of the vocal 
tract and the mechanism of the production of sound), thus 
serve, as a base for the phonology of language. 
The impact of the human physiology on the study of 
speech sounds, has been emphasized by Professor Diver in the 
form of this first orienting principle - the physiological 
mechanism. The characteristics and limitations of the human 
vocal aperture in the production of speech sound is well 
explored by Professor Diver. It is to be noted that sound or 
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sound sequences, are often replaced by an alternative class 
of sound or sound sequences, identical to the changed sound 
or sound sequences, but lacking the difficult properties. 
The purpose of such changes and substitutions are thus to 
maximize the perceptual characteristics of speech and to 
minimize its articulatory difficulties. 
Humans are endowed with a sophisticated sound producing 
mechanism. This helps them to produce larger number of 
sounds by the manipulation and configuration of the vocal 
tract. 
The asymmetry of the vocal tract affects the production 
of speech sounds because there is comparatively more space 
at the front than at the back. 
The different degrees of configuration of the vocal 
tract affect the production of sounds or phonological units. 
The individual units are classified on the basis of their 
varying degrees of apertures. In Section-C2(ai) and Section 
C2(aii), we deal with the articulators and the degrees of 
apertures respectively. In Section-Cl(aiii), we discuss and 
present the hierarchy of the adroitness of the lingual 
articulators with defacto placement of the labium on the 
scale of hierarchy. 
Sectian-C2(ai): Articulators 
In this section, we will be discussing the 
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physiological characteristics of the articulators to 
determine their role in the production of speech sounds. 
In the phonemic inventory of the traditional American 
structuralists, the consonants are classified or rather 
named depending upon their points of articulation such as 
"dentals", "velars" etc. However, the consonants and vowels 
are classified on the basis of the articulators in a 
phonological grid. The articulators are adroit members of 
the vocal tract and hence can be manipulated to affect the 
production of speech sounds. The shaping and excitation of 
the oral cavity for the production of speech sounds is 
brought about by these adroit articulators. When compared 
with the articulators, the points of artculation play a 
passive role in that they may be touched by the active 
articulators or an approximation be made towards them, by 
the articulator. 
The lips, the tongue (apex, medium, front-dorsum, back-
dorsum and post-dorsum), the velum and the larynx are the 
adroit members of the vocal tract which shape and excite the 
oral cavity in the production of speech sounds. 
We may discuss the adroit members or the articulators 
one by one below: 
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The Lower Lip; 
The lips are muscular structures which are advantageous 
in the sense that they can be watched by the listener. 
The lower lip is the mobile of the two lips, for it xs 
attached to the lower jaw. The lower lip comes in contact 
with the upper lip to form a complete closure, which is 
ideally suited for the production of stops. It also 
articulates against the edges of the upper-teeth, resulting 
in partial closure, which is an ideal situation for the 
production of traditional "fricatives". 
The upper lip acts as an articulator for the labial 
stops like <P,b. etc) and the labial fricatives. The two 
rounded and protruded lips act as articulators to shape the 
oral cavity for the production of the labio-dorsal semi-
vowel (w) and the labio-dorsal rounded vowels (u:, o: etc.). 
The Tongue 
The tongue as an articulator is of prime importance due 
to its physiology, adroitness etc. The complex muscular 
structure of the tongue can be divided into five parts, 
namely; the apex, the medium, the front dorsum, the back 
dorsum and the post dorsum or the root of the tongue. 
i) Apex: The apex of the tongue is the tip of the tongue. 
This extremity of the tongue is very flexible. It moves 
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freely and can be moved to every nook and corner of the 
mouth. Due to its extreme flexibility and adroitness the 
tongue comes in contact with at least three places of 
articulation, namely, teeth, alveolar ridge and palate, to 
produce apico-dental, apico-alveolar, and apico-palatal 
(traditional retroflex) consonants. 
The apex articulates against the edges of the upper 
teeth to produce the traditional 'dental' stops, (such as 
Urdu t, d, s, z>. It also articulates against the alveolar 
ridge to produce the alveolar consonants (such as Urdu l,r, 
etc and English t,d). The apex comes in contact with the 
palate (hard palate) to produce apico-palatal (traditional 
"retroflex") consonants, such as Urdu t d r rh. 
ii) Medium: The medium of the tongue is the part which 
normally lies opposite the palate (hard palate). The medial 
(traditional palatal) consonants (c,j etc.) are produced by 
the articulation of the medium of the tongue against the 
palate. 
ill) Front Dorsum: The front dorsum is that part of the 
tongue which lies behind the medium and falls opposite the 
pre-velum (upper part of the velum). The articulation of the 
front dorsum against the pre-velum results in the production 
of the front dorsal consonants, k, g etc (traditional 
'velars') and the front dorsal (traditional "central 
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unrounded") vowels, such as a and a. 
iv) Back Dorsum: The back dorsum is that part of the tongue 
which falls between the post dorsum (root) and the front 
dorsum and which lies opposite the post-velum (lower part of 
the velum). The back dorsum articulates against the post-
velum to facilitate the production of the back rounded 
vowels (u:, o: etc.). 
v) Post Dorsum or the Root of the Tongue: The post dorsum or 
the root of the tongue is the base of the tongue which is 
the place where the tongue is fixed in the; oral cavity. The 
Arabic and Urdu traditional "Uvular' consonant (q) is 
produced by the articulation of the post dorsum against the 
uvula. 
The ancient Indian phoneticians had a tripartite 
division of the tongue parts. The three terms used by them 
are, the jihva mula, 'root of the tongue', the j ihv'a-madhya, 
'middle of the tongue', and the jihvagra, tip of the 
tongue' (Allen; 1965: 18). 
The Velum 
The velum is a boneless muscular arch capable of 
independent movement up and down (Bloch B and Trager G.L.; 
1942: 15). 
The velum is not only a place of aritculat ion, but it 
also acts as an articulator. Due to its flexible 
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musculature, the velum can open and close the passage to the 
nose. The nasal consonants and the nasal vowels are produced 
through the opening of the nasal cavity by the velum. The 
velum closes the nasal cavity to produce the oral consonants 
and vowels. 
It is to be noted that, the flexibility or the 
adroitness of the velum is limited to only two apertures of 
opening, namely, 0 and approximating aperture 3 in the oral 
cavity. 
Velum can be divided into two parts, namely, (i) pre-
velum, which lies opposite the front dorsum of the tongue 
and is in continuation with the palate and, (ii) the post-
velum which lies between the pre-velum and the uvula, right 
above the back dorsum of the tongue (Brosnahan and Malmberg; 
1976: 39). 
The Larynx 
The larynx is comprised of three main parts, namely, 
the thyroid cartilage, the arytenoid cartilage and the vocal 
cords or the vocal folds. 
(i) The thyroid cartilage is the most important of the 
cartilages in the larynx which forms a shield like structure 
(the Adam's Apple') on the front side of the larynx. It is 
open on the dorsal side (Brosnahan and Malmberg; 1950: 15-
31) . 
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li) The arytenoid cartilages are two pyramid shaped 
cartilages fastened to the upper surface of the cricoid 
cartilage by means of joints which permit them to move 
laterally on it (Brosnahan and Malmberg; 1950: 15-31). 
iii) The vocal folds or the glottal articulators originate 
at the anterior arms of the arytenoids (vocal processes) and 
is the most adroit of all the articulators. 
Vocal folds are two parallel transverse bands or bands 
of muscle extending back from thyroid cartilage (Bloch and 
Trager; 1972: 16). 
Due to its sensitive edges and its high flexibility, it 
is superimposed over the supraglottal articulators to 
produce many variations in consonants and vowels. The vocal 
folds undergo certain mechanism which are as follows: 
a) When two vocal folds come in close contact, they make a 
temporary closure at the glottis, giving us a speech sound, 
known as "glottal stop". 
b) The vocal folds are drawn apart when they are at rest, 
which is an ideal position for breathing and also for 
producing the voiceless sounds, b,d,j,g, etc. 
c) The extreme sensitivity and flexibility of the vocal 
folds can produce various degrees of musical notes, called 
"tones' as is apparent in Tone languages. 
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d) When the two vocal folds show a narrowing, with or 
without voicing, it produces aspirated sounds like ph, bh, 
kh, gh, etc. 
Section C2<aii): Apertures 
In the preceding section we discussed the role of the 
articulators in the production of speech sounds. Here, we 
shall discuss the various degrees of apertures, which is 
also an axis of the vocal tract, that produces speech sounds 
in combination with the articulators. 
The degrees of aperture are reference points for the 
vertical closings and openings of the vocal tract (and of 
the glottis), resultants of the upward and downward movement 
of the lower jaw. We have divided this section into further 
sub-sections for ease of reference. 
Degrees of Aperture 
In this section, we describe the degrees of aperture, 
varying from total closure to maximum opening. Furthermore, 
we also throw light on the combination of individual 
apertures with the articulators to give us a variety of 
speech sounds, ranging from the stop consonants to the most 
open vowels. 
Aperture-0; Aperture 0(zero) refers to a complete closure of 
the,airstream in the vocal tract. 
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The traditionally known "stops' or "plosives' are 
produced by the combination of the 0-aperture with the 
various articulators. 
The various stops produced at 0-aperture are presented 
below: 
Labium : p b etc. 
Apex : t d e t c , t d e t c . 
P a l a t a l : c j e t c . 
Dorsum : k g etc. 
Aperture—1; The obstruction of the airstream is partial at 
this aperture, as a result of which there is a turbulence 
produced by forcing the air through the contact point of the 
articulators and the points of articulation. Speech sounds 
traditionally known as "fricatives' are produced at 
aperture-1. Also, it is important to note here that by the 
contact of the vocal cords on this aperture, voicing is 
produced, at the glottis. 
We may illustrate the fricatives at aperture-1 as 
follows: 
Labium : f v 
Apex : a ^ 
Glottis : V(oice) 
Aperture-1 1/2 An unusual feature of Urdu istVituse of an 
intermediate aperture at the glottis between aperture 1 and 
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2. As already seen, the glottis is used at aperture-1 in the 
production of what is usually called "voice" and at 
aperture-2 in the voiceless aspirates The intermediate 
aperture, here called 1 1/2 a configuration of the vocal 
folds that is more open than that seen in voicing but less 
open than that seen in voiceless aspirates. The folds are in 
vibration first as they are in aperture-1, but the posterior 
section of the folds is continuously more open than in the 
case of plain voicing. 
flperture-2; There is no obstruction of the airstream at this 
aperture. The articulator, however, forms a sufficiently 
narrow constriction so as to control the airstream from the 
lungs in such a way that noise is produced by turbulance as 
the airstream comes in contact with some target. 
Aperture-2 combines with various articulators to 
produce traditional "fricatives' including the sibilants'. 
Furthermore, it may be mentioned here that aspiration is 
produced at this aperture. 
The production of fricatives and of aspiration, at 
aperture-2 are presented below: 
Apex ; s z 
Front Dorsum : ^  i 
Mid Dorsum : x 
Glottis : A(spiration) 
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Apertures-3.4.5 etc.: The articulators produced resonant 
cavities at these successively larger degrees of aperture. 
Since the opening is very large at these apertures, there is 
no turbulence produced, the articulators only shape the 
cavity, whereas the excitation comes from the voicing at the 
glott is. 
The traditional 'liquids', 'nasals', and 'vowels' are 
produced at these apertures. 
In terms of the degrees of opening, aperture-3 can be 
placed between the small apertures (0 through 2) and larger 
apertures (4 through maximum opening). The narrow aperture-3 
is ideally suited for liquids and nasals. It is however, 
unsuited for the production of vowels, which require a 
smooth, unobstructed flow of air stream. 
Aperture-3 combines with the various articulators 
resulting in the production of 'liquids' and 'nasality', 
which is presented below; 
Labium+Back Dorsum : w 
Apex : 1 r etc 
1 r rh etc. 
• • • 
Front Dorsum : y etc 
'Nasality' 
Velum (at Aperture-3) : N(asality) 
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Velum (ApertLire-3+Aperture-0) : Nasal consonants m n etc 
Velum(Aperture-3 + Larger : Nasalized vowels 
-^  >.w '— 
Apertures) : i u a etc. 
Aperture-4 through most open aperture;These apertures are 
ideally suited for "vowels' because they allow free outflow 
of air through the oral cavity. 
Aperture-4 combines with appropriate articulators (of 
the three-part-dorsum), to produce 'close vowels' such as i 
and u. The greater the aperture the vowels become more open 
in quality, (Examples: e o;£. 3 etc.) and the most open 
vowels such as a are produced at the largest aperture. 
Traditional Equivalents of Apertures 
A borderline is drawn between apertures 3 and 4. Thus 
apertures 0 through 3, associated with the production of 
consonants are placed in one division and the apertures 4 
through the most open, concerned with the production of 
vowels are placed in the second division. This two-way 
division of apertures will correspond to the traditional 
division of consonants and vowels, in terms of openings and 
closings of the vocal tract. 
From the traditional viewpoint, we can say that 
apertures 0 through 3 produce consonants and their 
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classification in comparison to the apertures is done in 
terms of manner of articulation like stops', fricatives', 
'liquids', etc. On the other hand, the sounds produced at 
apertures 4 through most open, are the traditional 'vowels'. 
The classification of vowels is done in terms of height of 
the tongue raised such as "high", "mid", "low" etc. in 
traditional terms. 
Our approach in classifying the speech sounds in terms 
of degrees of aperture is advantageous in that we apply a 
single uniform yardstick for both the consonants and the 
voweIs. 
Section C2(aiii>: The Hierarchy of the Adroitness of the 
Lingual Articulators; Defacto Placement of the Labium 
The tongue, which is made of muscular structures, is 
the most adroit among the lingual articulators. The light 
tapering structure of the tongue enables it to be moved to a 
number of points of articulation within the oral cavity. 
The different parts of the tongue vary m their degees 
of adroitness. The apex is not only the most adroit portion 
of the tongue, followed by the medium, front-dorsum, back-
dorsum (the root of the tongue) in order of the hierarchy of 
adroitness, but it is most active among the supraglottal 
art iculators. 
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It is to be noted that the musculature of the medium 
(front-dorsum) of the tongue is more closely associated with 
that of both the apex and the dorsum, than are the 
musculatures of those two with each other. Thus, it is clear 
that the adroitness of the apex and the dorsum is much 
higher than that of the medium. Moreover, the apex lies at 
the free end, hence, it can be maneuvered freely along the 
length and breadth of the oral cavity, whereas the rest of 
the tongue, particularly the medium is not so free. 
It is to be mentioned here, that we have not taken into 
account any other supraglottal articulators, namely, the 
velum or the labium on the scale of adroitness. 
The varying degree of the adroitness of the tongue, 
ranging from highest to the lowest is illustrated in Diagram 
0-2. 
Apex Most adroit 
Dorsum 
Medium 
Post Dorsum 
— More Adroit 
Less Adroit 
Least Adroit 
Diagram 0-1: Scale of Adroitness of the Tongue Parts 
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It has been mentioned in the preceding section, that 
the hierarchy of the adroitness is limited to the tongue 
parts. We have not considered the labium or the velum here, 
among the supraglottal articulators. 
As seen earlier, the lower lip is not only an important 
articulator, but is also adroit to a considerable extent. 
Thus, it would be worthwhile to make a defacto placement of 
the labium (lower lip) on the same scale of adroitness 
(Diagram 0-2) as that of the tongue. Given the musculature 
of the lower lip and the mobility of the lower jaw, we can 
definitely say that the labium occupies a place below the 
apex and above the medium, on the scale of adroitness. To be 
sure, the labium would occupy a place more or less near the 
dorsum of the tongue in terms of the hierarchy of 
adroitness. 
Section C2(aiv): Size. Shape and IJasq of the Linoual 
Articulators 
Keeping in mind, the size, shape and mass of the 
various tongue parts, we can say that it plays a significant 
role in the shaping and excitation of the vocal cavity. 
Since the apex is comparatively thin, less massy and 
narrow in size, it is the most adroit portion of the tongue 
and IS best suited for the production of many consonants. 
However, although the apex plays an active role in the 
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production of consonants, its physiological makeup has 
repercussions on the production of certain sounds like 
vowels, where it has no role to play at all. The thin, 
tapering structure of the tongue fails to mould a proper 
resonating chamber, which is an essential feature for the 
production of vowels. Thus, we may claim that the more massy 
three part dorsum is ideally suited for the production of 
vowels and is at the same time instrumental in the 
production of certain consonants also. 
Section C2(av): Role of the Larynx in the Production of 
Voicino and Afsp i ration 
Urdu shows an unusual feature in that xt uses an 
intermrdiate aperture at the glottis between apertures 1 and 
2. It has been seen that the glottis is utilized at aperture 
1 and 2 for what is called 'voicp' and voiceless aspirates, 
respectively. The intermediate aperture, here called 1 1/2, 
i^ a configuration of the vocal folds that is more open than 
that seen in voicing, but less open than that seen in the 
voiceless aspirates. The folds are in vibration jui.t as they 
are with aperture 1, but the posterior section of the folds 
IS continuously more open than in the case of plain voicing. 
The production of 'voice' and voiceless aspirates takes 
place at two natural positions. In contradistinction, the 
voiced-h projects an unnatural position of the vocal folds. 
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jh ich can be shown in Diagram 0 - 3 , 
Front 
(Neck) 
, ' ^ v 
/ 
\ \ \ 
\ <» s 
VOCAL FOLDS 
iack 
Diagram 0-3: Position of the Vocal Folds in the Production 
of •Voice'. Voiceless Aspirates and Voiced-h. 
Section C2(b): Human Behaviour 
Language is a particular instance of human behaviour, 
as a result of which it is highly influenced by the 
underlying characteristics of inherent human tracts like 
intelligence, laziness etc. The structuring and manipulation 
of language is to a great extent determined by these 
inherent human traits. As a result of these characteristics, 
human beings resort to a minimax solution between 
accomplishment and effort. 
Language is a vehicle of communication. Human beings, 
being what they are, behave in a specific way in all 
situations which makes all human endeavors different from 
the performance of non-humans (animals, machines), language 
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being no exception. Human communication is different from 
other devices of communication, in that unlike mechanical 
devices, human communication does not require one to one 
correspondence between the message and meaning. Humans are 
endowed with physical and mental abilities of intelligence, 
memory, thinking, imagining and reasoning etc. Apart from 
these abilities, human behaviour is characterized by certain 
weaknesses like being inert, lazy etc. 
Laziness is an inherent human trait, as a result of 
which humans save time and energy by leaving a lot unsaid in 
their commuication and are still able to successfully get 
their message across to the hearer. The unspecified gaps in 
the message conveyed are inferred through human intelligence 
from the context or situation. Thus, human traits of 
laziness and human intelligence pave a path for economy and 
inference which in turn affect linguistic communication. 
The traditional phonemicists, may find the concept of 
linking phonological analysis to human behaviour. However, 
it is an important orienting principle for us. Human 
behaviour as an orientation of Form-Content Linguistics, 
thus, affects the structure of a language and becomes an 
important consideration in the analysis of a language. 
Certain phonological skewings which are encountered in many 
languages are explanable through human behaviour. Some of 
these skewings are as follows: 
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(1) Preference of voiceless and unaspirated consonants over 
their voiced and aspirated counterparts. The concept of 
'neutralization' is also a manifestation of this skewing. 
The rationale provided for such types of skewings are found 
in the human trait of favouring speech sounds produced by 
fewer articulators than those produced by more articulators. 
(2) Sounds produced by an articulator at the nearest point 
of articulation are preferred over sounds produced by the 
same articulator at distant point of articulation. 
(3) The characteristics of neighbouring segments tend not 
to be precisely differentiated. The assimilative trait can 
be seen in the combination of phonological units. The 
precise coordination is also evident by making certain 
phonological changes and making neighbouring segments 
similar. Keeping in view a general disfavouring of human 
beings for fine precisely coordinated movements, we may 
expect a favouring for such combinations of phonological 
units which share some feature of articulation. 
(4) In successive segments large changes of aperture are 
preferred to small changes of apertures. 
Such changes are explained in terms of the human trait 
of aperture change and combination of phonological units. 
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Section C2(c): Communication 
It IS not novel to say that language is used for 
communication. Rather novelty lies in claiming that the very 
makeup and structure of the Iranguage are directly motivated 
by the act of communication. 
Language is a particular instance of a system of 
communication, and like other systems of communication it 
indicates meanings by means of signals. In other words, 
language is a principle of classification with communication 
at its heart. 
It has been agreed beyond doubt that communication is 
a basic factor in the structure of a language as far as 
grammar is concerned. The traditional phonemicists have 
argued for a long time whether communication has its domain 
in the phonology of a language or not. Andre Martinet was 
the first to introduce the role of meaning in phonology 
through his concepts of "functional load and functional 
yield". For us, however, communication plays an important 
role in the phonological analysis of language. 
Communication, as an orienting principle, is of prime 
importance for us in that it plays a major role in the 
establishment of the phonological units in the phonological 
grid. The traditional American phonemicists believed in the 
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subst i tut ional - distribiit ional criteria, but resorted to 
meaning distinctions as a short-cut method. For us, we need 
not apologize for resorting to meaning for the establishment 
of the phonological units or traditional "phonemes", for 
communication is an orienting principle for the phonological 
analysis of any language. Thus, the phonological units of a 
language are established communicatively on the basis of 
distinctiveness in meaning. 
Besides the makeup of phonological units, communication 
is also instrumental in the syntagmatic distribution of the 
phonological units. That is, the communicative load of 
various phonological units are not the same. Communicatively 
the initial position of the word is more important than the 
final position of the word. The communicative load is thus 
higher in word initial position than in word final position. 
Phonological units with low communicative load are 
either wiped out or merge with other units which have higher 
communicative load. Trubetzkoy's concept of "neutralization" 
is one of the manifestations of communicative load in a 
language. Communication is thus at the epicenter of human 
1anguage. 
Section C2(d): Acoustic Medium 
Language signals are transmitted through a particular 
medium, the acoustic medium. Recent researches in speech 
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science have shown that apart from articulatory properties, 
speech sounds also show certain specific and unique acoustic 
properties that correlate. 
Acoustic medium as an orienting principle, is basically 
important in the study of vowels, where we deal with 
physioloQico-acoustic features. 
The human physiology dictates that the vocal tract is 
arranged symmetrically along one dimension. There is more 
space in the front than at the back within the vocal cavity. 
In the case of vowels, where the relative height (rise and 
fall of the tongue) is taken into account, the size of the 
resonance chamber matters a great deal. Bigger the chamber, 
more the sounds will be amplified. 
Acoustically, it is easier to distinguish front vowels 
than the back vowels. The oral chamber for the front vowels 
extends from the medium to the larynx, as a result of which 
the sounds are greatly amplified. 
However, for the back vowels, the resonance chamber 
extends from the dorsum to the larynx. Because of a 
comparatively small chamber, the vowels cannot be 
distinguished easily. An additional chamber is formed 
through lip rounding which amplifies the sound and hence 
makes them easily distinguishable. 
This need for lip-rounding is clearly explanable 
through formants which are recorded by the sound spectrogram 
as a result of which we are able to distinguish the front 
vowels from the back vowels. 
It is to be mentioned at this juncture, that our 
comments of acoustic medium are based on received knowledge. 
Section C2(e): Vision 
Language is an instance of the articulation of those 
organs that are visually observable. 
Vision as an orienting principle has no role to play in 
the establishment of the phonological grid. The phonological 
•grid of a language is governed by the other four orienting 
principles, namely, physiological mechanism, communication, 
human behaviour, and acoustic medium. 
In the phonological analysis of language, we may 
encounter skewings where the use of the labial phonological 
units suddenly rise unexpectedly, such skewings can be 
explained through vision, which is one of our orienting 
princ iples. 
Section C2(f): Summary Statements 
To sum up the orienting principles as a whole we can 
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say that from the viewpoint of Form-Content Linguistics, the 
five orienting principles pertaining to the study of 
language can be defined as follows: 
i) Phonology is a particular instance of the utilization 
as a sound-producing mechanism) of the phonological 
characteristics. 
ii) Phonology is to be regarded as a particular instance of 
vehicle of communication. 
iii) Phonology is to be regarded as a particular instance of 
the learning capacity of humans. 
iv) Phonology is to be regarded as a particular instance of 
acoust ics. 
v) Phonology is a particular instance of vision. 
The quintuple orienting principles apply in totality to 
phonology. But only two principles, namely, communication 
and human behaviour are of direct consequence to the theory 
of grammar. 
Section-C3: Linouistic Units 
After introducing the five orienting principles for the 
phonological and grammatical analysis of a language, here, 
we present two types of units which are manifested in a 
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language. They are the phonological units and the signal-
meaning units (or signes). 
Phonology has for its basic unit the phonological 
units, while on the other hand, signes are the basic units 
of grammar. The phonological theory comprises of the 
postulation and the explanation of the phonological units or 
the articulatory gestures. The grammatical theory deals with 
the postulation and explanation of signal meaning units 
(signes). 
All the five orientations, presented in Section-C2 
apply to the makeup and non-random distribution of the 
phonological units. However, only two orientations are 
utilized in the establishment and non-random distribution of 
signes, namely, human behaviour and communication. To put it 
in other words, all the articulatory characteristics of the 
phonological units and their distribution within the word 
are motivated by all the five orientations, while signes 
utilize only two orientations mentioned above. 
Section C4: Doub1e Articulation of LanquaQe 
The articulation of language on two different levels, 
as the name suggests, is termed as the double articulation 
of language. Andre Martinet developed this concept, which is 
one of the basic concepts that bifurcates Form-Content 
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Linguistics into grammar and phonology. Each of the signal 
meaning units which emerges from a first articulation is 
articulated in its turn into phonological units. 
The first aritculation of language is the articulation 
of experience into successive units, i.e. monemes, as 
Martinet refers to them. Human communications are analyzed 
into a succession of units each of which is endowed with a 
vocal form and meaning. 
The second articulation of language refprs to the 
phonic aspect of every moneme into a succession of distinct 
units, the phonemes. The signal meaning units are divided on 
the second plane into distinct articulatory gestures 
(phonological units). These phonological units or phonemes 
recur in different combinations to form the entire inventory 
of signals of the signal meaning pairs of a language. 
Economy is basically the hallmark of the double 
articulation of language. The first articulation propagates 
economy in the sense that with a limited number of fairly 
unspecific signes, it was possible to create an infinity of 
different communications. If a system of communication is to 
be imagined which has a specific meaning attached to a 
specific signal, it would be a limited system of 
communicat ion. 
Just like the first level, the second level of 
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articultion leads to a lot of economy. This economy is seen 
in the fact that any particular phonological unit (phoneme) 
does not occur in simply one situation, but in many 
combinations. Because of the economy at the second level of 
articulation, only a handful of distinctive phonological 
units are needed for language to be conveyed in totality. 
To sum up, we can say that the concept of double 
articulation, the brain child of Andre Martinet, is one of 
the basic concepts through which distinction is made between 
phonology and grammar in the analysis of language. Although 
some of the details pertaining to the double articulation, 
particularly with regard to grammatical analyses, are not 
relevant in the study of language in terms of the study of 
language in terms of the Form-Content Linguistics, the 
concept IS very important for this theory. The phonology 
explains the non-random distribution of articulatory 
gestures in the formation of morphological signals. The 
grammar explains the non-random distribution of 
morphological signals. 
Section-C5: Substance and Value in Linouistic Analysis 
Substance and value are equally important in a 
linguistic analysis. Both substance and value play a role in 
the establishment of phonological units and signes, 
discussed m Section-C3. 
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The last quarter of the nineteenth century was an era 
of diametrically opposed views of the neo-grammanans who 
counted solely on substance and that of saussure who took 
into account value consideration only. It was Andre Martinet 
who ventured out to weigh both substance and value on equal 
scales. He emphasized upon the concept that neither 
substance nor value alone could be considered in linguistic 
analysis. The ideal situation is when both are given an 
equal weightage in linguistic analysis. 
The phonological units are classified on the basis of 
articulators and apertures in terms of physiological 
mechanism. In other words, the units are classified on the 
basis of their phonetic substance in the phonological grid. 
On the other hand, the phonological units also show the 
value interrelationship in the grid. 
It should be noted here that it is not just 
distinctions,but also substantive difference that count in 
establishing linguistic signes. The value, then, is the 
statement of the distinctness of the meininr;'^, o-^ their 
number and of their in t erre 1 a 11 nn'=,h i ns , it is the pattern in 
which the rntiiri inrj'^ . are projected on the substance (Azim; 
1978: 27). 
As mentioned earlier, the Indo-Eu'-cpean i cJ : did all 
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their analysis on the basis of '-.nbstance alone. As a 
reaction to this, Saunsure propagated the concept of value 
in Qrammat ical analysis. He highlighted value at the cost o-^  
substance. 
The Prague School however, incorporated in their 
phonological works, the value relationship (restricted to 
grammatical analysis by Saussure). In fact, the paradigmatic 
axis of the Prague School phonology is based on Sausures 
associative relationship icf. Section C6). 
Section C6: Syntagmat ic versus Paradigmatic Relations 
The syntagmatic versus paradigmatic relations for 
linguistic units is an important dischotomy. 
The concept of syntagmatic versus paradigmatic 
relations was developed by Trubetzkoy of the Prague school 
of Linguistics, particularly for phonological analysis. But 
the dichotomy, under the terms "syntagmatic versus 
"associative" relations was actually introduced with 
particular reference to grammar and lexicon by Ferdinand de 
Saussure, the father of the modern Linguistics (Saussure; 
1959: 122-123). 
According to Saussure, everything is based on relations 
in a language state (synchrony). On the other hand, in 
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discourse, words acquire relations based on the linear 
nature of language because they are chained together. This 
rules out the possibility of pronouncing two elements 
simultaneously. The elements are arranged in sequence on the 
chain of speaking. Combinations supported by linearity are 
syntagms. The syntagm is always composed of two or more 
consecutive units. In the syntagm, a term acquires its value 
only because it stands in opposition to everything that 
precedes it or follows it, or to both (Saussure; 1959: 122-
123) . 
Outside discourse, on the other hand, words acquire 
relations of a different kind. Those that have something in 
common are associated in the memory, resulting in groups 
marked by diverse relations. The coordination formed outside 
discourse are not supported by linearity. Their seat is in 
the brain, they are a part of the inner storehouse that 
makes up the language of each speaker. They are associative 
relations (Saussure; 1959: 122-123). 
Saussure's concept of "associative relation" was 
derived from his concept of "value". It may however be 
noted that his dichotomy of syntagmatic and associative 
relations was limited to only the level of grammar and 
lex icon. 
After Saussure, Trubetzkoy took up this concept and 
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developed it further. It was he who extended the application 
of Saussures dichotomy to the level of phonology. And it 
was he who used the term "paradigmatic" for Saussures 
"associative relation". According to Trubetzkoy, the 
syntagmatic relationship of the units (grammatical and 
phonological) represents the interrelationship of the units 
in the speech chain or in the syntagm, whereas the 
paradigmatic relationship refers to the interrelationship 
of the units in a paradigm. In the case of phonological 
units, the paradigm is the inventory or the repertory of 
phonological units in a language. 
Andre Martinet, who follows Trubetzkoy, also holds the 
same view with regard to the syntagmatic versus paradigmatic 
relations in phonology. Moreover, he introduced a third 
relation, namely, "functional relation" for phonological 
analysis. He was the first scholar to recognize that 
"function". I.e., communication plays a role in phonology. 
Thus, we see that as far a^ the concepts of 
syntagmatic, paradigmatic and functional relations are 
concerned, there is a direct line of scholarly descent from 
Saussure to Prague School, and from there to Columbia 
school through Andre Martinet. 
In the present phonological analysis, both the 
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syntagmatic and the paradigmatic relations have been 
considered. 
Section C7: Validation of the Analysis 
The theoretical framework, consisting of the five 
orienting principles, namely, physiological mechanism, human 
behaviour, communication, acoustic medium, and vision, have 
to be utilized to provide justification of the analysis. 
The comparison of the data collected with the 
phonological principles of the theory is referred to as the 
validation of the theory. In general, the theory provides 
for a statement of the methods of sound production in terms 
of a phonological grid and principles that restrict or 
encourage the potential utilization of the members of the 
grid in the formation of morphemes. In the comments on the 
grid and on the frequency counts detailed comparisons will 
thus be made at every point between the data and the 
principles- This will be done primarily by reference to the 
skewed characteristics readily observable in the data, since 
the point of validation is a demonstration that the skewings 
are produced by the phonological principles themselves. 
Section CO: Scope of the Study 
The present phonological analysis of Lucknow Urdu is 
lifiuted in scops, both in the collection and utilization of 
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data and in the presentation or application of the orienting 
principles for phonology. 
The data utilized in the frequency counts is limited to 
only monosyllabic words in Lucknow Urdu. We have 
occasionally used some polysyllabic words collected randomly 
during field-work. 
The phonological analysis of Lucknow Urdu is limited in 
the application of the five orienting principles. Whereas 
the phonological analysis presented here is carried out in 
terms of all the five orienting principles, it must be 
pointed out that the analysis is limited in terms of the 
orienting principles of acoustic medium. The analysis in 
terms of this orienting principle is based on received 
knowledge on acoustics. However, we have made some 
observations in terms of acoustic medium, that tend to 
reinforce our phonological analysis arrived at through 
physiological mechanism. 
CHAPTER I 
PflYSIOlOGICAl BASS OF 
lUCKNOW URDU 
PHOMOIOGY 
CHAPTER-I 
THE ROLE OF PHYSIOLOGY IN THE PHONOLOGY OF LUCKNQW URDU 
The physiological analysis of Lucknow Urdu is presented 
in terms of the physiology of the voical tract based on 
physiological mechanism, which is an orienting principle for 
the phonological analysis, in this chapter. 
In this chapter, we make an attempt to highlight the 
physiological factors that play a role in the phonology of 
Lucknow Urdu like; (1) the role of physiology in the 
paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units: the 
phonological grid, (2) the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
distributions of phonological units in terms of the 
hierarchy of the adroitness of the articulators, (3) the 
impact of the amount of energy utilized on the frequency of 
usage in the word in Lucknow Urdu. 
We have divided this chapter into four sections. In 
Section A, we present the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu, 
followed by explanatory comments on the various aspects of 
the paradigm. In Section B, we analyze the paradigmatic 
mak&up and the syntagmatic distribution of the consonantal 
units in the word, in terms of the hierarchy of the 
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adroitness of articulators. In Section C, we analyze the 
impact of the amount of energy utilized xn combinatory 
phonology. In Section D, we present summary with concluding 
remarks on the physiological aspects of the phonology of 
Lucknow Urdu. 
Section A: Phonolcxiical Grid of Lucknow Urdu 
The makeup of the phonological units in the paradigm 
are based on the physiology of the vocal tract, which plays 
a very important role. It is however to be noted that the 
phonological units of a language cannot be establishrj in 
terms of physiological mechanism alone. Most of these units, 
traditionally called "phonemes" are in fact established by 
contrast through minimal and sub-minimal pairs in terms of 
communication. However, we deal with the phonological units 
in terms of their physiological makeup. The communicatively 
based phonological units, once established, are placed on 
the basis of their substance on the intersections of the 
relevant phonological axes, namely of articulators and 
apertures. Thus, we get a network of phonological units, 
established on the basis of physiology and communication. 
This network, which also includes some non-distinctive 
positional variants (to be discussed later on) is termed the 
phonological grid. 
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We present the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu in 
Section Al, followed by brief comments in justification of 
the grid established in Section A2. We present a summary on 
the phonological grid as a paradigm in Section A3. 
Secton Al: Presentation of the RhonoloQJcal Grid 
A total of 6X. phonological units have been postulated 
for Lucknow Urdu, which include 41_ consonantal and 20. 
vocalic units. Keeping in mind the traditional terminology, 
we can classify the 41_ consonantal units into 2.1. stops, 5. 
nasals, 8. fricatives and 7, liquids. Of the 20. vocalic units, 
16. are monopthongs and 4 are diphthongs. The 16. pure vowels 
(monopthongs) consist of 6. short vowels (3, oral and 3. 
nasal), and iO. long vowels (5. oral and 5. nasal). In Diagram 
I-l below, we present all the 61_ phonological units of 
Lucknow Urdu. 
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Apertures ^Sftib £4laia D^ign, IgFsum Doraum — " ^ , - l a U A l 
»c->t-*-^-x-i«-K-+-
Diagram l - l i The Phonological GriH of Hicknow Urdu 
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Section A2! CowMwents on the Phonolooical Grid 
The phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu (cf. Diagram I-l) 
is to be fully explained in terms of its physiological 
features below. 
It is to be noted that the phonological grid is 
established on the basis of four out of five orienting 
principles, namely, communication, human behaviour, 
physiological mechanism and acoustic medium. We will be 
limiting ourselves to only the physiological aspect in the 
establishment of the grid here. 
1. Mechanics of DiaoramininQ 
The phonological grid presents the phonological units 
of Lucknow Urdu in the light of its physiological 
characteristics (Diagram I-l). 
The grid presents units based on the vertical axis of 
the degrees of apertures and the horizontal axis of the 
articulators. The crossed and broken black line separates 
the constriction from openings, whereas the dotted and 
broken black line indicates the division between the 
consonants and vowels. 
The phonological units are represented, or symbolized 
by both lower case and capital letters. N, V and A are 
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abstract units of N (asality), v (oicing) and A (aspiration) 
respect ively. 
The interrelationship between the phonological units is 
shown by the solid black line while the dotted black line 
indicates the voicing (coming from V on aperture 1 at 
glottis). The double broken black line shows the aspirated 
units in the grid (aspiration) coming from A on aperture-2 
at glottis). The link between the nasal consonants and N on 
one hand, and between the nasalized vowels and N on the 
other hand is' indicated by the broken black line. 
The labio-dorsality of certain phonological units, is 
marked by the solid green line, which connects the labium 
with the back dorsum; phonological units made up of two 
apertures, with their base units at two apertures are 
highlighted by the broken green line. To be precise, the 
traditional "diphthongs", ai and au are connected to their 
base 'a' at aperture 7 and 'y' and 'w' at aperture-3. 
Arrow, as in apex-teeth; and apex-palate, signifies 
that apex is the common articulator to establish contact 
with two points of articulation, the teeth and the hard 
palate. 
Forks at aperture-3, signal that though the forked 
phonological units are at the intersection of the same 
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articulator and the same aperture, distinction has to be 
made in terms of their phonological makeup. 
2. Constriction .versus Opening 
For Lucknow Urdu the constriction apertures stretch 
from apertures 0 through 2. They are smaller apertures and 
are characterized by noise produced by the narrow contact 
between the articulators and the points of articulation, 
hence ideally suited for stops, nasals and fricatives. As a 
result, the 2X stops, 5. nasals, and 8. fricatives are plotted 
on the constriction apertures for Lucknow Urdu. Since the 
degrees of apertures are narrow, they can be measured or 
labelled in exact or absolute terms. It is to be mentioned 
here that voicelessness is a basic feature on these 
constriction apertures. However, voiced units are also 
produced on these constriction apertures, but they advocate 
the use of an extra articulator (larynx). 
In contradistinction, the opening apertures extending 
from 3 through the most open, are apertures of larger 
openings and are characterised by resonance due to a lack of 
contact or stoppage between the articulators and the points 
of articulation, hence ideally suited for liquids and 
vowels. The 5. liquids and 20. vowels (monophthongs and 
diphthongs) are plotted on these apertures for Lucknow Urdu. 
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These large apertures can be defined in relative terms only 
and not in absolute terms as for the smaller apertures. 
Mention is to be made, that voicing is a basic feature at 
these apertures, which is why we find all voiced units on 
these large apertures for Lucknow Urdu. 
3. Consonants Versus Vowels 
Following the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu (cf. 
Diagram I-l), we see that a clear cut division can be made 
between the consonants and vowels by establishing a line of 
demarcation between aperture-3 and 4 (represented in the 
grid of Lucknow Urdu by the dotted and broken black line). 
One division is for the aperture j6 through 3, under 
which we place the labial, nasal and fricative consonants. 
The second division for apertures 4 through 8 gives us the 
various categories for the vowels (short/long/oral/nasal, 
monophthongs/diphthongs, etc). 
The constriction apertures (discussed in sub-Section-2) 
was limited, to apertures 0 through 2. But in this case we 
apply the bifurcation to apertures 0 through 3. This 
division is justified by the point that the contact between 
the articulators and the points of articulation is quite 
close in the production of phonological units. It may be 
noted that the turbulence within the oral cavity recedes as 
we move from aperture 2 to 3, but some excitation is 
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produced in the production of phonological units at 
aperture-3. 
4. Phonemes Versus PhonoloQical Units 
The phonological units appear to be similar in their 
makeup when compared with the traditional "phonemes". The 
phonological grid shows apparent similarity with the makeup 
of the "phonemic inventory" of the American structuralists. 
It is however, important to enhance the fact that the 
phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu and the "phonemic 
inventory" of the American structuralists are different from 
one another. 
In traditional American Phonemics, the "phonemic 
inventory" is a collection or listing of phonemes of a 
language. To be sure, this listing is presented with a 
reference to points of articulation and manner of 
articulation for the consonants, and in terms of the part of 
the tongue and height of the tongue raised for the vowels. 
However, the points of reference are merely labels to 
identify the individual phonemes. If there is any 
classification of the phonemes, that classification deals 
with a priori notion, such as "symmetry of pattern" or 
"economy " in the setting up of phonemes. 
Unlike the "phonemic inventory", the phonological grid 
is organized in terms of articulators and apertures based on 
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physiologico-acoustic factors. The phonological units that 
actually fall at the intersection of the two axes, do have 
substance. But what is more important from our point of 
view, is the inter relationship of these units in the entire 
phonological grid. In other words, the phonological units of 
a grid are tied with one another in terms of value 
relationships which are most important in the paradigmatic 
makeup of the grid. 
Regarding the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu, the 
phonological units to be established in terms of 
physiological mechanism and communication, include all the 
"phonemes" (cf. "phonemic inventory". Diagram III-l) plus 
"allophones" of the "phonemes" that fall on the 
intersections of relevant axes, which are raised to the 
status of phonological units. The relevant axes of 
articulators and apertures yield 72, intersections for 
Lucknow Urdu. These intersections have not been randomly 
filled, which is apparent by the gaps or holes in the 
pattern. Of these 72. intersections only 61. are filled by 
phonological units. We have 5_ positional variants for 
Lucknow Urdu, listed below, which have been raised to the 
status of phonological units. 
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Art iculators 
Apertures 
3 
Apex 
Palate 
n 
rh 
Medium 
All these 5 positional variants (traditional viewpoint) 
are considered as distinct phonological units when they are 
distributed and plotted in the phonological grid of Lucknow 
Urdu. 
5. The Status of N. V and A as Phonolooical Units 
Although N (asality), V (oicing) and A(spirat ion), as 
well as the consonants and vowels, presented in the 
phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu are all abstract 
phonological units, the N,V and A are to be differentiated 
from other phonological units and their distinctiveness is 
established through physiology and communication in the 
paradigm. In contrast, N, V and A do not occur as separate 
individual entities in the speech chain. Instead, they are 
superimposed on the consonants and vowels in the 
phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu. 
We may take up each separately below: 
(i) Nasality): This phonological unit is established at the 
intersection of the articulator velum and aperture-3. The 
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lowering of the velum opens the nasal cavity, to produce 
N(asality), thus leading to the production of nasal 
phonological units in our grid of Lucknow Urdu (cf. Diagram 
I-l) . 
(ii) V(oicing): This unit is established on the 
intersection of the glottal axis horizontally and aperture-1 
vertically. Voicing to all phonological units which are 
labelled 'voiced' is provided by this. 
Keeping in mind the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu, 
we may point out that all phonological units of aperture-3 
through B are produced in combination with VCoicing), The 
voiced stops and nasals at aperture-^B are also produced by 
this. 
(iii) A(spiratior-. > : A is plotted at the intersection of 
9lotti<^ and aperture-2, horizontally and vertically 
respectively. 
The voiceless aspirated stops of LuCknow Urdu are 
produced at aperture-i3 in combination with A(spiration) at 
aperturs-2 (cf. Diagram I-l). The voiced aspirated stops of 
Lucknow Urdu are produced aL aperture fS with a combination 
of V(oicing) frum aperture-1 and A(spiration) from aperture-
2. 
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The nasal consonants in the grid are produced by a 
combination of the necessary articulators at aperture-fif and 
N(asality) at aperture-3. 
The nasal vowels of Lucknow Urdu are produced with a 
combination of the relevant three-part dorsum at aperture-4 
through 8, and a link with N(asality) at aperture-3. This is 
well projected in our phonological grid (Diagram I-l). 
6. The Production of the Voiced-h 
For details see Introduction, S'?ction C2(aii). 
7. Four-way Classification of Stops 
The phonological grid of Lucknow projects a network of 
21 stops, namely , p ph b bh, t th, d dh, t th d dh c ch j 
jh, k kh g gh and q. It is interesting to note that these 
stops have a four-way classification. We have both voiceless 
stops (p ph, t th, t th, c ch, k kh, q) and voiced stops (b 
bh, , d dh, d dh, j jh, g gh). Another classification is 
seen between the unaspirated stops (p b, td, t d, c j, k g and 
q) and the aspriated stops (ph bh, th dh, th dh, ch jh, kh 
gh) for Lucknow Urdu. 
8. Units Formed with the Combination of Two Apertures 
Some phonological units of Lucknow Urdu are produced by 
a combination of two apertures. These units are the 
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diphthongs ai and au and their nazalized counterparts li and 
'au respectively. 
The diphthongs ai and li are a combination of the 
vowel a at aperture-7 and the semi-vowel y at aperture-3. 
The diphthongs au and 'au are a combination of the 
vowel a at aperture-7 and the semi-vowel w at aperture-3. 
9.Units with Two Articulators Labio-Dorsal Phonolooical 
Units 
Some phonological units of Lucknow Urdu are produced 
with a combination of two articulators. This phenomena is 
apparant in some units at aperture-3 through 7. The semi-
vowel w and the back vowels u:u:, o:o:, U U are produced 
with a combination of back-dorsum and labium (resulting in 
lip-rounding). This phenomena is the result of the 
involvement of two articulators and the rationale behind it 
is based on acoustic factors. We have discussed this in our 
chapter on acoustics (cf. Chapter IV). 
10. Distinct Units Formed at two Points of Articulation 
with the Same Articulator 
Due to its extreme mobility, the apex of the tongue 
comes in contact with two distinct points of articulation to 
produce two series of dental stops. When apex blocks the 
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vocal tract at dentum, we produce the apico-dental stops. 
However, when we curl back the apex to block air passage at 
palatum, we produce apico-palatal stops or the traditional 
"retroflex stops in urdu". 
Taking the case of Lucknow Urdu, and as is visible from 
its phonological grid (Diagram I-l), we can say that the 
apico-dentals (Apex-teeth) are t d, th dh and n. The apico-
palatals (Apex-palate) are t d, th dh and n. Both the 
categories have the same articulator (apex) but clearly two 
points of articulation (teeth and palate). 
Apico—dental Versus Apico-alveolar 
Some phonological units at the apex dentum (apex-teeth) 
project variations in their points of articulation. The 
units s, 1, r and n have points of articulation ranging from 
upper teeth to alveolar ridge. These units are apico-dental 
when they come before apico-dental stops. Elsewhere, these 
units may vary from apico-dental to apico-alveolar. Due to 
an absence of distinction between the apico-dental and 
apico-alveolar consonants, we set up only one axis, namely 
apico-dentum (apex-teeth) for Lucknow Urdu. 
Regarding the point of articulation, it ranges from 
dentum to alveolum for the non-stop consonants under the 
apico-dental series, we may provide a paradigmatic (or a 
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communicative) rationale. As apparant from the phonological 
grid of Lucknow Urdu (Diagram I-l), the apico-dental stops 
are opposed to apico-palatal stops. The point of 
articulation for the two series are clearly maintained. In 
contradiction, to the apico-dental stops, the apico-dental s 
has no counterpart at the apico-palatal axis. The unit s is 
therefore in a position to extend its range from dentum to 
alveolum. 
The remaining apico-dental units n, 1 and r have 
opposition with apico-palatal (retroflex) units n, 1, r. It 
is however, important to note that the frequency of the 
apico-palatals n 1 r is very low because of its low 
functional load. (Parenthetically, it may be pointed out 
that the opposition between n 1 r and n 1 r is non-
distinctive). 
11. Phonetic Variants at Two Points of Articulation with 
the Same Articulator 
Labio-labial Versus Labio-dental 
A look at the phonological grid (Diagram I-l) shows 
that the labio-dental fricatives f, v and the bilabial stops 
and nasals p, b, n etc. have all been classified under one 
articulator, the labium. However, they have two points of 
articulation, namely, the upper lip and the lower edges of 
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the upper teeth. The justification for a single axis is 
provided by the following points: 
(a) The classification of the phonological units of Lucknow 
Urdu is carried out in terms of their respective 
articulators. The above mentioned units are produced by 
a single articulator (labium). 
(b) There is no labio-dental axis in opposition to the 
bilabial axis for Lucknow Urdu. In the preceding 
section, we discussed two separate axes, apico-dental 
versus apico-palatal because the phonological units 
under these were in contrast with each other. This is 
however, not the case with labio-dental and bilabial 
consonants, here for, due to an absence of bilabial 
fricative 0 in Lucknow Urdu, we are unable to establish 
a contrast with the labio-dental fricative f. 
(c) The perforated edges of the upper teeth act as ideal 
points of articulation for fricatives, which require 
friction. On the other hand, the tight contact of the 
upper lip are ideal articulators, and points of 
articulation for stop (and nasals) at aperture-;^^. Thus, 
we have a physiological rationale for the phonological 
unit f to be labio-dental. 
* F-tn ' t In Indo-European when tenues become fricatives in 
Germanic the IE»p-f through the intermediary stage of <t>. 
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12.Vowels and the Non-apical Portiory of the Tonqife 
It has already been mentioned in our introduction that 
the non-apical portions of the tongue are suitable for the 
production of vowels (cf. Introductior>. Section Cl (aiv)). A 
look at the vowels of Lucknow Urdy: ^ cl early show a total 
skewing in favour of the "medial" awd "dorsal" vowels, which 
is shown in Diagram 1-2 , below. 
Medial Frnn <:-fCr-ar*s a 1 Back-dopsal Artie ulators 
Apertures 
4 i: 
i: 
I 
•i 
u: 
U 
u: 
U 
o: 
6 e: 
a 
7 a 
a: 
8 a: 
Diagram 1-2: Vowel System of Lucknow Urdu 
We see that the "medial" and '*darsal" vowels of Lucknow 
Urdu, are based on some physiological rationale (cf. 
Introduction, Section Cl(aiv)). THe apical portion of the 
tongue which is less massy is less^suited for the production 
of vowels. However, the roughly four dimensional more massy 
non-apical portion of the tongue, comprising of the medium 
and dorsum is ideally suited fort the production of the 
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vowels of Lucknow Urdu. The shape and mass of the non-apical 
portions of the tongue provides a good resonating chamber 
which is needed for units articulated at higher apertures. 
Section A3s Sumwarv Statements 
We can summarize the whole of section-A as follows: 
1. In this Section, we have limited our scope to the 
makeup of the phonological units in the paradigm. 
2. The phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu presented in 
section-Al, is a systematic presentation of all the 
phonological units which are established on the 
intersections of the relevant axes of articulators and 
apertures. 
3. The phonological units, presented in the grid, are 
physiologically motivated. The phonetic substance of 
these units is determined by their articulatory 
characteristics. 
4. The phonological grid also indicates the phonological 
value of the units when it highlights the 
interrelationship of these units. 
5. The 61_ phonological units of Lucknow Urdu, 4_1_ 
consonantal and 20^  vocalic (monophthongs and 
diphthongs) are plotted systematically on the 
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intersections of the physiological axes of articulators 
and apertures. 
6. In Section A2, we have offered further comments on the 
phonological grxd of Lucknow Urdu. 
Section B;The Hierarchy of the ftdroitness of the 
Articulators; The Makeup and Distribution of Consonants 
It has been discussed in our Introduction (Section 
C2(aiii), that the apex occupies the top position in the 
hierarchy of adroitness among the lingual articulators, 
followed by the dorsum, the medium and the post dorsum (or 
the root) in that order. It may also be mentioned that we 
also made a defacto placement of the labium on the scale of 
adroitness of articulators. In view of the musculature of 
the lower lip and the mobility of the lower jaw, we had a 
fairly good reason to place the labium somewhere close to 
the dorsum in terms of its adroitness, definitely below the 
apex and above the medium. 
The paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units at apertures 0 
through 3 are affected by the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
the articulators. That is, the impact of this hierarchy is 
restricted only to the consonantal units ("stops", 
"fricatives", "liquids" and "nasals"). In view of this 
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greater mobility of the apex as the most adroit articulator, 
we expect that the apical consonants should be favoured. The 
labial and the dorsal consonants produced by the more adoit 
labium and the dorsum, though less favoured than the apical 
consonants, should be more favoured than the medial 
consonants which are produced by the comparatively less 
adroit medium of the tongue. The post dorsal consonants 
produced by the least adroit post dorsum should be least 
favoured. 
In Section Bl, we examine the effect of the hierarchy 
of the adroitness of the articulators on the number of 
consonantal units in the paradigm. In Section B2, we deal 
with the impact of the hierarchy of adroitness on the 
frequency of occurrences of the consonantal units in the 
monosyllabic words in Lucknow Urdu. In Section 83, we give 
concluding remarks on the entire section. 
Section BlrParadiomatic Makeup and the Number of the 
Phonological units in Terms of the Hierarchy of 
the Adroitness of the Articulators 
It has been stated earlier that the apex is the most 
adroit among the lingual articulators. Given the high 
adroitness of the apex, we expect its optimum use in the 
production of consonantal units. As a result of this 
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adroitness we expect the number of apical consonantal units 
to be highest. On the other hand we also expect the post 
dorsal consonantal units to be lowest in number. 
This section is an attempt to validate our claim and to 
examine the impact of the hierarchy of the adoitness of the 
articulators on the paradigmatic makeup and number of the 
phonological units. In Diagram I~3, we present the 
phonological units in terms of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators. 
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Aperture 0 1 2 3 Total 
Articulators 
Teeth t d; th dh,n s z 1 r 9 
Apex 17 
Palate t d; th dh,n 1 r;rh 8 
Labium p b; ph bh;m f v w 
Dorsum 
Medium 
Post-Dorsum 
G.Total 
k g; 
c j; 
q 
kh gh;n 
ch jh;n 
V 
X g 
¥ 
w 
y 
8 
i_ 
1, 
41 
DLagraa 1-3: Hierarchy oS^ tiie Adroitness ^ Articulator and the 
Makeup of Consonantal Units. 
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A total of 12. consonantal units are produced by the 
highly adroit apex. This consists of 9 apico-dental and g. 
apico-palatal units. The labium and the dorsum produce 8. 
units each (including the labio dorsal liquid w), while the 
medium is instrumental in the production of 7, consonantal 
units. As the post dorsum (root of the tongue) is the least 
adroit, we encounter only 1. unit at that axis at aperture 0 
through 3. 
Me can see from the figures that the apex tops the list 
of the articulators in order of hierarchy of adroitness by 
producing the maximum number of units. Our claim of the apex 
being the most adroit articulator is also reinforced by the 
fact that the apex comes in contact with two separate, 
distinct points of articulation, namely the teeth and the 
palate to produce two series of stops and liquids (apico-
dentals and apico-palatals). Thus, here again, the apex 
projects a wider range in terms of place of articulation. 
It is interesting to note that the number of the apical 
consonants is almost double the number of the labial, dorsal 
or medial consonants. Although there is a minute difference 
in the number of the dorsal and medial consonants, the 
disfavourings for the medial consonants clearly shows up in 
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th» frequency of usage in the word in Lucknow Urdu (cf. 
Section B2). 
Section B2s Syntaomatic Usaoe of thf Consonantal Unita in 
Terms of the Hierarchy of the Adroitness of the 
Articulators 
This section contains an assessment of the hierarchy of 
the impact of the adroitness of articulators and the 
frequency of occurrence of the consonantal units in Lucknow 
Urdu. Given the hierarchy of adroitness (apex, labium-
dorsum, medium and post dorsum), we expect that the apical 
consonants should be most preferred, to be followed by the 
labial-dorsal, medial, and post dorsal consonants, in their 
frequency of occurrence in the word. We assess the impact of 
the hierarchy of articulators on the distribution of 
consonantal units in the word through statistical support. 
We have presented this quantitative assessment in six 
subsections below. 
In Section B2(a), we examine the effect of the 
hierarchy of articulators on the consonantal units in their 
entirety. In SectionsB2(b), B2(c), B2(d>, and B2(e), we 
evaluate the impact of this hierarchy on the "stops", 
"fricatives", "liquids" and "nasals" respectively. In 
Section B2(f), we present concluding remarks with regard to 
the effect of the hierarchy of the articulators on the 
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syntagmatic distribution of phonological units in Lucknow 
Urdu. 
Section B2(a) sConsonantal units in T T W S of th« 
Articulators in the Hierarchy of Adroitness 
Here, we assess the effect of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators on the frequency of occurrence of 
all the consonants in Lucknow Urdu. The relative frequency 
of the opposing consonantal units is given in TableI-1. 
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Consonantal Units CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
(Apertures if 1,2,3) 
Articulators No/X No/% No/% No/% 
Apico-Dental 1109/ 133/ 8/ 1250/ 
74.78 88.67 100 76.17 
Apico-Palatal 374/ 17/ 391/ 
25.22 11.33 23.83 
Apical 1483/ 150/ 8/ 1641/ 
48.38 55.97 34.78 48.9 
Labial 633/ 45/ 5/ 683/ 
20.65 16.79 21.74 20.30 
Dorsal 524/ 25/ 4/ 553/ 
17.10 9.33 17.39 16.48 
Medial 405/ 41/ 6/ 452/ 
13.21 15.30 26.09 13.47 
Post-Dorsal 20/ 7/ ~ 27/ 
0.65 2.61 0.80 
Total 3065/ 268/ 23/ 3356/ 
100 100 100 100 
Brand Total 3356 
Tablg I-li Frequency of Occurrence of th<? Consonantal Units in the 
lionosyllabic Words in Terms of Articulators. 
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Commen ts on theT ab 1 e; -
Of a total of 3556 occurrences of consonants (stops, 
fricatives, liquids, nasals combined), 1641 (48.90%) are 
apical, 688 (20.35*/.), labial, 553 (16.48*/.) dorsal, 452 
(13.47*/.) medial and 27. (0.80*/.) post dorsal. This 
distribution of consonantal units is clearly in accordance 
to our expectation in terms of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators. 
It is to be noted that almost half the consonantal 
occurrences are produced by the most adroit articulator, the 
apex alone.* 
As expected, apical consonants top in the frequency of 
usage followed by the labial and the dorsal consonants. It 
is not a coincidence that there is a fair competition 
between the labial and the dorsal consonants. For labium and 
dorsum occupy almost the same position on the "-.rale of 
adroitness of articulators. 
*Ftni Among thp apical consonants,there is a skewing in 
favour of the apico-dental 1250 (76.17'/) in comparison 
with the apico-palatal (" retrof lex" ) 391 (23.83*/.). The 
rationale for this skpwing is to be found in the human 
trait of preferring the proximate point of articulation 
over the remote point articulation, (cf. Chapter II, 
Sect ion B ) . 
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It IS seen that as expected the frequency of usage for 
the medial consonants goes down further, as these consonants 
are produced by the less adroit medium. There is a drastic 
skewing against the post dorsal consonants, which account 
for a mere fraction of the percentage for the total number 
of consonantal units. This skewing against the post dorsal 
consonants is justified, for they are produced by the least 
adroit post dorsum. 
2. For the CVC words, we again encounter the expected 
skewings in the occurrences of the consonantal units in 
consonance with the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators. The apical consonants produced by the most 
adroit apex, account for almost half of the total occurrence 
of consonantal units in these words. 
Of the 3065 consonantal occurrences in these words, 
there are 14B3 occurrences of the apical consonants alone. 
Although they are much less frequent than the apical 
consonants, the labial consonants 633 (20.657.) and the 
dorsal consonants 524 (17.10'/.) compete well with each other, 
which is what we expect in view of their parallel placement 
on the scale of the adroitness of articulators. 
As expected, the frequency of the medial consonants 405 
(13.21*/.) goes down further followed by the post dorsal 
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consonants 20. (0.65y.), which is justified in that fr,)r»«y at^B 
produced by the least adroit post dorsum. 
3. Of a total of 268 CVCC words, the apical consonants, 
account for more than half of the total frequency of 
occurrence 150 (55.97*/.), because they are produced by the 
most adroit apex. 
The difference between the apical consonants, the 
labial consonants 45_ (lA.??*/.), and the dorsal consonants 25. 
(9.33%) conforms to our expectations regarding the hierarchy 
of articulators. 
The figures for the medial consonants £1. (15.30*/.), 
however, do not conform to the principles of this hierarchy. 
This sudden upsurge in the frequency of occurrence of the 
medial consonants here, lies in the fact that most of these 
words are Perso-Arabic loan words and have retained their 
original form in the usage in the word. 
4. Qf a total of 23 CCVC occurrences, we encounter a 
* 
total of 8. apicals. The frequency of occurrence of the 
labials 5. (21.74*/.) and dorsal 4. (17.39*/.) consonantal units 
show a receding usage in comparison to the apical consonants 
which is what we expect. We, however, encounter a rise in 
the frequency of usage of the medial units. The rationale 
for thie i^ provided in the explanation that for Uucknow 
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Urdu, the second member of the CCVC cluster is either the 
medial w or y which is to be found in words like pya:r 
' love' 
kya: 'what' 
dwa:r 'door' etc. 
Thus we see that the figures and their percentages 
clearly show skewings in favour of the consonants produced 
by the most adroit apex, followed by the consonants produced 
by the more adroit labium dorsum, the medial consonants 
produced by less adroit medium and the post dorsal 
consonants produced by the least adroit post dorsum. 
Notwithstanding the above statistics, we also encounter 
a few unexpected skewings which do not conform to the order 
of this hierarchy of adroitress. We have however, provided 
suitable rationale for these skewings. 
Section B2(b): Stops in Terws of the Articulators in the 
Hierarchy Qf^  Adroitness:APertare Q_ 
In this section we assess the effect of the hierarchy 
of the adroitness of articulators on their frequency of 
occurrence for the apical, labial, dorsal, medial and post-
do irsal stops for the CVC, CVCC and the CCVC words. 
In Table I-l(a) below, we present the proportional 
occurrences of the above mentioned stops. 
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Stops CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
(Apertures H ) 
Articulators No/'/, No/X No/% No/*/. 
Apico-Dental 323/ 43/ 2/ 368/ 
52.44 81.13 100 54.84 
ApicQ-Palatal 293/ 10/ - 303/ 
47.56 ia.B6 45.16 
Apical 616/ 57/ 2/ 671/ 
32.96 44.54 25.00 33.62 
Labial 442/ 23/ 5/ 470/ 
23.65 19.33 62.5 : 
Dorsal 444/ 19/ 1/ 464/ 
23.76 15.97 12.5 23.25 
Medial 
Post-Dorsal 
Total 
Grand Total 1996 
Table I-l(a): Frequency of Occurrence of Stops in the Monosyllabic 
Words in Terms of Articulators. 
347/ 
18.57 
20/ 
1.07 
1869/ 
100 
17/ 
14.29 
11 
5.88 
119/ 
100 
-
8/ 
100 
364/ 
18.24 
27/ 
1.35 
1996/ 
100 
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Commentg on the Table: 
1. A look at the table shows that there are a total of 
1196 occurrences of stops in the monosyllabic words. 
Out of these the apicals 671 (33.62*/.) top the list, 
followed by the labial 470 (23.55*/.) the dorsal 464 
(23.25*/.), the medial 364 (18.24*/.), and the post dorsal 
stops 27. (1.35*/.) in descending order. The figures and 
their respective percentages adequately suit out 
expectations regarding the effect of the hierarchy of 
the adroitness of articulators on the frequency of 
occurrence of the monosyllabic stops. 
2. A cursory glance at the figures and percentages for the 
CVC stops show that they conform to our expectations. 
The apical stops 616 (23.96*/J) outnumber the almost 
equal labial stops 442 (23.65*/{) and the dorsal stops 
444 (23.76*/.), which is what we expect. 
The medial stops, produced by the less adroit 
medium, account for 347 (18.57*/.) which is justified. 
The comparatively low figure for the post dorsal 
stops 20. (1.07*/.) is justified by the fact that they are 
produced by the least adroit post dorsum among the 
lingual articulators. 
3. Of a total of 119 CVCC stops, the apical stops ^ 
(44.54*/.) comprise almost half of the total number of 
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occurrence, which are followed by the labial stops 23. 
(19.33*/.), the dorsal stop 19. (15.97*/.), the medial stop* 
17 (14.29*/.) and the post dorsal stops 7 (5.88*/.) which 
is what we expect as a result of this hierarchy. 
4. We have a total of 8 occurrence for the CCVC stops. 
Out of these 8, 2 (25.00*/.) are apicals, 5 (62.50*/.) are 
labials and 1. (12.5*4) are dorsal stops. The unexpected 
increase in the percentage of the labial stops gives us 
a skewing which goes against our expectations for this 
hierarchy. The rationale for this skewing can be 
explained in terms of vision (cf. Chapter V). Vision as 
an orienting principle dictates that in view of its 
visibility the labial articulator is more preferred, 
especially in the word initial position. 
Section B2(c): Fricatives in Terms of the Articulators 
in Hierarchy of Adroitness: Aptfrtures J. onj 2. 
In this section, we discuss the effect of the hierarchy 
of the adroitness of the articulators for the fricatives in 
the monosyllabic words through Table I-l(b). 
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Fricatives 
(Apertures 1,2) 
Articulators 
CVC 
Ho/'A 
CVCC 
No/X 
CCVC 
No/'/ 
Total 
Ho/'A 
Apico-Dental 223/ 34/ 2/ 259/ 
100 100 100 100 
Apico-Palatal 
Apical 223/ 34/ 2/ 259/ 
52.97 47.89 66.67 60.94 
Labial 38/ 14/ — 52/ 
9.03 19.72 12.24 
Dorsal 41/ 6/ 1/ 48/ 
9.74 8.45 
Medial 49/ 17/ — 66/ 
11.64 23.94 15.53 
Post-Dorsal 
Total 351/ 71/ 3/ 425/ 
100 100 100 100 
Grand Total 425 
Table I-l (b): Freouencv of Occurrence of Fricatives in the 
Monosyllabic Words in Terms of Articulators. 
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ConMients on the Table* 
1. Of a total of 425. words, we encounter 259 (60.94'/.) of 
apical fricatives, 52. (12.24*/.) of the labial 
fricatives, 48. (11.29*/.) of dorsal fricatives and 66. 
(15.53*/.) of medial fricatives. All figures favour our 
expectations except for the comparatively high medial 
fricatives. The rationale for this will be provided in 
our comments below. We also find a total skewing 
against the apico-palatal fricatives, for which we have 
already provided a rationale in our footnote in Section 
B2(a). 
2. Of a total of 351 CVC fricatives, we encounter 223 
(52.97*/) apicals which is more than half of the total 
percentage. This is justified in that they are produced 
by the most adroit apex. 
The almost parallel figure for the labial and the 
dorsal fricatives also conform to our expectations. 
The medial fricatives are 49. (11.64*/.), which 
results in an unexpected rise in their usage in the 
word. This skewing against the medials in terms of the 
hierarchy of the articulators is accountable to the 
fact that we have a proportionable number of Perso-
Arabic words in Lucknow Urdu which have remained 
unchanged. 
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3. Of a total of H CVCC fricatives, wt have 34. (47.89*/.) 
apical fricatives which are produced by the most adroit 
apex. 
The labial fricatives are only l± (19.72*/.) which 
is justified and the comparatively low dorsal 
fricatives 6 (8.43*/.) are also justified in that they 
are produced by the dorsum of the tongue. 
The medial fricatives IX (23.94*/.), however, show 
an upward trend which is explanable by the fact that 
most of these CVCC words are Perso-Arabic and have 
remained unchanged in their usage in the word.-K-
4. We encounter a total of 3 occurrences in the CCVC 
words. Out of these 3, occurrences, the apical 
fricatives account for more than half of the total i.e. 
2. (66.67*/.), which is perfectly justified by the fact 
that they are produced by the most adroit apex among 
the lingual articulators. 
We have only one occurrence for the dorsal 
fricative, which is produced by the more adroit dorsum. 
•Ftn. The sudden rise for the CVCC monosyllabic fricatives 
in their frequency of usage is also a resultant of the 
high number of Perso-Arabic words in Lucknow Urdu. 
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We however, get a total skewing at the medial and post 
dorsal order. This further justifies and validates our claim 
that the medial and post dorsal units will be less and least 
preferred respectively, in terms of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of the articulators. 
Section B2(d)zLiauids in Terms of the Articulators in 
the Hierarchy of Adroitness: Aperture3 
In this section, we assess the effect of the hierarchy 
of the adroitness of articulators on the frequency of 
occurrence of the monosyllabic liquids through Table I-l(c). 
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Liquids CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
(Aperture 3) 
Articulators Uo/% No/X No/X No/X 
Apico-Dental 379/ 34/ 3/ 416/ 
78.79 100 100 80.31 
ApicQ-Palatal 81/ — — 31/ 
16.83 15.64 
Apical 460/ 34/ 3/ 497/ 
95.63 100 27.27 94.49 
6/ 
1.14 
1/ 8/ 
18.18 1.52 
6/ 15/ 
54.55 2.85 
Labial 
Dorsal 
Medial 
Post-Dorsal 
6/ 
1.25 
6/ 
1.25 
9/ 
1.87 
Total 481/ 34/ 11/ 526 
100 100 100 100 
Brand Total 526 
Table I-l(c): Frequency of Occurrence of Liquids in the 
Monosyllabic Words in Terms of Articulators. 
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Coimwents on the Table; 
1. Among the liquids at aperture-3, ute have a total of 526 
occurrence of the monosyllabic words of LucknoM Urdu. 
The apicals comprise a major chunk of the total i.e. 
497 (94.49*/.) which shows that there is a clear 
preference for the apical liquids as compared to the 
labial, dorsal, medial and a total skewing against the 
post dorsal liquids. There is however an increase in 
the number of medial liquids which is 1^ {2.85*/4) when 
compared to the dorsal liquid which is only 8 (1.52V.) . 
The rationale for this skewing is provided by the fact 
that in initial clusters the second member is either a 
'y' or a 'w* in Lucknow Urdu. 
2. Among the CVC liquids, all figures conform to our 
expectations regarding the effect of the hierarchy of 
the adroitness of the articulators except the unusual 
increase in the usage of medial liquid y as compared to 
the more preferred l^bio-dorsal w. This sudden increase 
in the medial consonant and a drop in the labio-dorsal 
w can be explained in terms of the human trait of 
preferring fewer articulators over more articulators 
(cf. Chapter II, Section A). Due to inherent human 
trait to minimize and economize efforts in all 
situations, the preference given to the fewer 
articulators over those using more articulators is 
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inevitable. In as much as the medial liquid involves 
two articulators (palate+glottis), and the labio-dorsal 
involves three articulators (labium+dorsum+glottis), 
the phonological units employing few articulators are 
preferred. The medial liquid y which is preferred over 
the labio-dorsal w. 
3. The CVCC liquids show a massive skewing in favour of 
the apical liquids. Out of a total of 34_ CCVC liquids, 
all comprise on the apical units. There is total 
skewing against the use of the labial, dorsal, medial 
and post dorsal liquids here. 
4. Amongst the CCVC words, the apicals and dorsals are 
however outnumbered by the use of the medial liquid 
which amounts to more than half of the total percentage 
i.e. 6 (54.55%). The rationale for this skewing can be 
seen in the fact that in the CCVC clusters, w' and 'y' 
are preferred as the second member of the cluster, 
which is why the frequency of occurrence of the medial 
liquid increases. 
Section B2(e): Nasals in Terms of the Articulators in the 
Hierarchy of AdroitnesstApert|jre fi and 3 
Here we assess the effect of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of the articulators on the frequency of the 
occurrences of the apical, labial, dorsal, and medial nasals 
amongst the monosyllabic words through Table I-l(d). 
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Nasals CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
(Apertures 0 & 3) 
Articulators No/« No/54 Ho/'A No/X 
Apico-Dental 184/ 22/ 1/ 207/ 
100 75.86 100 96.73 
Apico-Palatal — 7/ ~ 7/ 
24.13 3.27 
Apical 184/ 29/ 1/ 214/ 
50.55 65.91 100 52.32 
Labial 147/ 8/ — 155/ 
37.90 
Dorsal 33/ — — 33/ 
8.07 
Medial -- 7/ ~ 7/ 
1.71 
Post-Dorsal 
Total 364/ 44/ 1/ 409/ 
100 100 100 100 
Grand Total 409 
Table I-l(d): Frequency of Occurrence ol Nasals in. the. 
Monosyllabic Words ia Terms Q± Artic;ulator8. 
40.38 
9.07 
18.18 
^^ . 
15.91 
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Comments on the Tablei 
1. A look at the total figures for the apical, labial, 
dorsal and medial nasals show the preference for the 
apical nasals followed by the labials, dorsals and the 
medials. The apicals produced by the most adroit apex, 
comprise more than half of the total number and 
percentages here, 214 (52.32%). 
The labials 155. (37.90*/.), the dorsals 33 (8.07*/.) 
and the medials 7. (1.71*/.) conform to our expectations 
regarding this hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators. 
2. Even amongst the C^/C nasals, the apicals are 
contributing to more than fifty percent of the total 
figures which is in favour of our expectations in terms 
of the hierarchy of the adroitress of articulators. 
3. We encounter almost the same results for the CVCC 
nasals, where out of a total of 44. occurrences, the 
apicals comprise 29. (65.91*/.) which is more than half of 
the total. 
The labial nasals occur in 8 (IH.IRV.) of the total 
occurrences followed hy the medial nasals which are 7_ 
(15.91*/.) whirh is what we expect in terms of the 
hierarchy of articulators. 
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4. And finally, a look at the figures for the? CCVC nasals 
show a total skewing in favuur of the apical nasals xn 
contrast to a total skewing against all the rest of the 
nasal units. This is jue>-tified in that they are 
produced by the most adroit apex among lingual 
articulators. 
Section B2(f)s Concludino Remarks. 
To sum up section B2 as a whole we present a few 
concluding remarks here: 
1. The hierarchy of the adroitness of articulators has an 
impact on the syntagmatic distribution of consonantal 
units in Lucknow Urdu. 
2. As a result of the hierarchy of the adroitness, we 
expect the apical consonants to be most preferred, 
followed by the labial-dorsal, medial, and the post 
dorsal, consonants in descending order. To validate our 
claim, we have taken the help of statistical data. 
3. The figures and percentages clearly show that the 
apical consonants produced by the most adroit apex are 
most preferred in their syntagmatic usage in the word, 
followed by the labial-dorsal consonants produced by 
the more adroit labium and the dorsum, respectively the 
medial consonants produced by the less adroit medium 
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and the post dorsal consonants produced by the least 
adroit post dorsum (root of the tongue) in this order. 
5. It may be parenthetically remarked that among the 
apicals, we encounter skewings which either totally or 
partially favour the apico-dental consonants, in 
comparison to the apico-palatal consonants. This 
skewing can be explained in terms of the human 
behaviour trait, whereby proximate points of 
articulation are preferred over remote points of 
articulation (cf. Chapter II, Section B). 
6. We have also encountered instances when we have 
unexpected high figures for the less favoured medial 
consonants. We have provided suitable rationale for 
such type of skewings. 
7. To conclude, we can say that the imapct of the 
hierarchy of the adroitness of articulators gives us 
massive skewings in favour of the apical consonants, 
followed by the labial-dorsal, medial and the post-
dorsal consonants in the frequency of occurrence in the 
word in Lucknow Urdu. 
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Section B3: Summary Statements 
We present a brief summary on the various aspects and 
effect of the hierarchy of adroitness of the articulators 
below: 
1. Apex lies at the top of the hierarchy of adroitness 
among all the lingual articulators. Beloui the apex lies 
the dorsum, followed by the medium and finally the post 
dorsum (root of the tongue). This difference in the 
adroitness of the various tongue parts is mainly due to 
the difference in their mass and musculature. 
2. The impact of the hierarchy of adroitness of 
articulators can be seen in the production and usage of 
the consonants at ajaertures 0 through 3. It is the 
result of the high adroitness of the apex that the 
apical consonants outnumbered the non-apical 
consonants, both in their paradigmatic makeup and their 
syntagmatic distribution. The apicals outnumbered the 
dorsal, medial and labial consonants when analysed 
through frequency counts in the form of statistical 
tables. 
3. The comparatively less frequent use of the labials and 
dorsals and the least frequent use of the medials 
against the most frequent use of the apicals in the 
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monosyllabic words are presented in the form of tabular 
frequencies for stops, fricatives, liquid and nasals. 
In each case we conclude that the physiologically based 
hierarchy of the adroitness of articulators play a 
significant role in the makeup and distribution of the 
phonological units in Lucknow Urdu. 
Section Cs Impact of the Amount of Energy Utilized on 
the Combination of Units. 
In this section, we will make an attempt to show as to 
how the amount of energy utilized by the apertures affect 
the combination of units of Lucknow Urdu. 
In Section C(a), we will deal with the CVC, CVCC and 
CCVC combinations to see the impact of the amount of energy 
utilized on them. In Section C(b) and section C(c>, we deal 
with the initial clusters and aspiration respectively, to 
highlight the effect of the amount of energy utilized on the 
combinatory phonology of Lucknow Urdu. In Section C(d) we 
present concluding remarks. 
Section C(a)s Effect of the Amount of Energy Utilized and 
the CVC.CVCC and CCVC combination of the Unita 
The frequency counts of the occurrence of the CVC, CVCC 
and CCVC combinations of the phonological units of Lucknow 
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Urdu are presented below in Table I<e). 
CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
Number 1669 101 S 1778 
Percentage 93.87 5.68 0.45 100% 
Tab 1 e 1(e): Frequency of Occurrence of the CVC cotiibinations 
versus CVC and CCVC combinations 
Comments on the Tablei 
1. Here we present the CVC, CVCC, and CCVC words for 
frequency count in totality. 
2. It is to be mentioned that different apertures (0 
through most open) require different amounts of energy 
for the production of the phonological units. 
Aperture-1 requires the greatest amount of energy to 
allow the passage of air through the narrowing of the 
vocal tract. Aperture I j 1/2,and 2 require a little 
leas amount of energy as compared to aperture-1. As for 
the apertures 0 and 3, the units articulated at these 
apertures are easier to articulate. From aperture-3 
onwards there is a further decrease in the amount of 
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energy required for the articulation of the 
phonological units at these apertures. There is a 
gradual decrease in the amount of energy utilized for 
the articulation of the phonological units with the 
rise of apertures. The combinations of units 
articulated with lesser amount of energy are to be 
preferred over those that are produced by the 
utilization of greater amount of energy. Thus we can 
say that, the combinations that husband (conserve)the 
source of energy are preferred to those that dissipate 
(waste) it. 
3. A cursory glance at the table conforms to our 
expectations. Of a total of 1778 monosyllabic words in 
Lucknow Urdu, we find 1669 (93.87*/.) of the CVC 
combinations as opposed to a handful of 101 (5.68*/.) 
combinations of CVCC words and only 8 (0.45*/.) 
combinations of CCVC words. Thus we can say that the 
CVC combinations are preferred over the CVCC and CCVC 
combinations in their usage in the word. 
4. It is to be noted here that, the increased frequency of 
the C^C combinations show that units articulated at 
apertures-ji, 1, 1, 1/2, 2 or 3 prefer to combine with 
higher apertures. This is due to the fact that the 
units articulated at higher apertures require lesser 
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amount of energy in their articulation. Thus, we can 
say that the combinations that conserve the energy are 
preferred over those that dissipate it. 
5. It is to be pointed out here, that the CVC combinations 
are also preferred over the consonant clusters in terms 
of human behaviour orientation (cf. Chapter II, 
•aect ion-D) • 
Section C(b);Effeet of the Amount of Energy Utilized and 
the Initial Clusters 
In this section we make an attempt to show that the 
combinations of initial clusters that conserve the source of 
energy are preferred over those that dissipate it. The 
actual occurrences of initial clusters in the CCVC of Lucknow 
Urdu are presented in Table- I"l(-f) beiouj: 
Stops 
No/y. 
stops 
Nasals 
Fricatives 
Liquids 
Total 
Nasals 
No/'/. 
-
-
Fricatives 
No/*/. 
-
-
Liquids 
No/y. 
7/87.5 
1/12.5 
a/100 
Total 
No/y. 
7/87.5 
1/12.5 
8/100 
Table-I-1 (f) zFrequencv of C3ccurrence of the Initial 
Consonants Clusters. 
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Comments on the Table; 
1. The actual frequency of occurrence of the initial 
consonant clusters are presented in the table above. 
2. Sixteen combinations of consonant clusters like stop 
(0) + (0), stop (j2^ )+f ricative (1) etc. are taken up for 
the word initial clusters. 
3. It has already been mentioned in the previous section 
that, the amount of energy utilized for the production 
of the phonological units vary. Some utilize more 
energy and some less. The units of aperture-1 require 
the greatest amount of energy, followed by the units of 
apertures. 1 1/2, 2, Sf and 3. With the rise of 
aperture, there is a gradual decrease in the amount of 
energy required for the articulation of the 
phonological units. As a result, units utilizing lesser 
amount of energy are to be preferred over those that 
utilize a greater amount of energy. 
4. The figures in the table presented above conforms to 
our expectations. Qf a total of 8, instances of initial 
consonant clusters, 7. (87.5*/.) combinations are of stop 
+ liquid (j2(+3) and only 1. (12.5*yJ) combination is of the 
type fricative + liquid (2+3). There is a vast skewing 
in favour of such combinations that conserve the source 
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of energy as against those that require a greater 
amount of energy in Lucknow Urdu in the initial cluster 
words. 
Section C(c): Effect of the Amount of Energy Utilized 
and Aspiration. . 
Here, we will see the effect of the amount of 
energy utilized on the aspiration of the units and also 
on the frequency of occurrence. We discuss this in the 
two sub-sections to follow. In Section C(ci) we analyze 
the monosyllabic words which have undergone deaspiration 
in the word final position. In Section C(cii) we discuss 
aspiration and voicing in the CVC words to show the 
impact of the amount of energy utilized in their 
frequency of usage in the word. 
Section C(ci)sEffect of the Amount of Energy Utilized on 
the Aspirated Monosyllabic Words. 
Here, we take up two types of aspirated monosyllabic 
words which have been deaspirated in the final position of 
the word in the subsections to follow. 
(a) Monosyllabic Words with Initial Unaspirated Units. 
The deaspiration in the word final position of the 
monosyllabic words in Lucknow Urdu is taken up here in terms 
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of the amount of energy utilized by them. A few examples of 
the deaspirated monosyllabic words are presented below-N' 
Classica 
a:h 
u:bh 
pu:ch 
bUdh 
baith 
• 
1 U rdu L uc know Urdu 
a: 
u:b 
ptaic 
bUd 
bait 
Gloss 
sigh 
be fed up 
tail 
Wednesday 
seat oneself. 
sit down 
•Ftn.:For a detailed list of deaspirated monosyllabir 
words see Chapter III, Section-Dl. 
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Comments; 
1. The deaspiration has taken place in the words presented 
above, in the word final position. 
2. Me have a physiological rationale for the deaspirated 
units here. Aspirated units which are based on h of 
aperture 1 1/2 and A of aperture 2, utilize a great deal 
of energy, similar to that of units at aperture-l. 
Units at aperture 0 require much enorny for explosion 
and also doss aperturo 7,. That is, the combination of 
aspiration (h and A) with the units of apertures Sf and 
5 makes the combination highly energy consuming. Thu'-., 
aspirated units occurring in a syll.ible or a word 
require lots of enerqy and hence are physiologically 
d isf avourorl. 
2. The c1 i'^ .favouring for the aspirated units in the final 
position of the word is also motivated through the 
communicative factor. It is seen that the word final 
position carries minimum communicative load (cf. 
Chapter-Ill Section-B3). Aspiration is also disfavoured 
in terms of utilizing an extra articulator (larynx) 
<cf. Chapter II, Section A2). 
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(b): Monosyllabic Words with Both Initial and Final 
Aspirated Stops. 
In this subsection, we present the monosyllabic words 
of Lucknow Urdu, that are both initially and finally 
aspirated and in which deaspiration has taken place in the 
final position of the word. We list a few of such words of 
Lucknow Urdu below:« 
Classical Urdu Lucknow Urdu Gloss 
bhi:kh bhi:k begging alms 
jhu:th jhu:t lie 
ha:th ha':t hand 
Commentss 
1. We see that in the above words deaspiration takes place 
finally. 
2. It is to be noted here that aspiration has been 
retained in the initial position of the word. Thus, it 
is Grassman's Law in a reverse order being applied 
here, which signals a manifestation of physiology and 
communication. 
Ftn.:For a detailed list of finally deaspirated words 
with initial aspiration or h see (Chapter II, Section-
D2) 
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3. As mentioned earlier, the aspirated units which are a 
result of h at 1 1/2 aperture and A at aperture-2 
require a great amount of energy which is very similar 
to that of units at aperture-1. Units of aperture-^ f^  due 
to their explosion and of aperture-3 also r equire much 
energy. Thus, a combination of aspiration (h+A) and of 
the units at apertures li and 3 utilize a lot of energy. 
When two aspirated units occur in a syllable or in 
successive syllables, they require a lot of energy for 
their pronounciation. This makes the pronunciation 
difficult which is physiologically not suitable. So in 
terms of the amount of energy utilized, the occurrence 
of two aspirated stops in a syllable is highly 
disfavoured. Thus, the dropping of aspiration in the 
final position of word is justified in terms of the 
amount of energy utilized. 
4. Grassman's law dictates the deaspiration of the initial 
aspirated stops. However, physiologically, the 
aspirated units are disfavoured in the final position 
and favoured in the initial position of the word. For 
tha aspirated units we have to exhale the air which is 
coming from the lungs. Ule have more air available in 
the initial position of the word than in the final 
position of the word. Thus, in Lucknow Urdu, the final 
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a s p i r a t e d u n i t s a r e d e a s p i r a t e d w h i c h i s b a s i c a l l y 
G r a s s m a n ' s l a w w o r k i n g i n r e v e r s e . 
5 . The c o m m u n i c a t i v e f a c t o r a l s o r e i n f o r c e s t h i s 
d e a s p i r a t i o n i n t h e w o r d f i n a l p o s i t i o n b e c a u s e t h e 
f i n a l p o s i t i o n o f t h e w o r d c a r r i e s t h e m i n i m u m 
c o m m u n i c a t i v e l o a d ( c f . C h a p t e r I I I , S e c t i o n B 3 ) . 
S e c t i o n C ( c i i ) ; E f f e c t o f t h e Amount o f E n e r o v U t i l i z e d on 
A s p i r a t i o n and V o i c i n o i n t h e CVC S t o p s . 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n , we make an a t t e m p t t o h i g h l i g h t 
p h y s i o l o g i c a l l y t h e c o m p l e x i t y o f a s p i r a t i o n o v e r v o i c i n g 
i n t h e l i g h t o f t h e f r e q u e n c y o f o c c u r r e n c e o f t h e 
a s p i r a t e d / u n a s p i r a t e d and v o i c e d / v o i c e l e s s s t o p s i n t h e 
i n i t i a l and f i n a l p o s i t i o n s o f t h e CVC w o r d s . The a c t u a l 
o c c u r r e n c e s h a v e b e e n p r e s e n t e d i n T a b l e - I - 1 ( g ) , b e l o w . 
Stops Vo ice less Voiced To ta l Unaspirated Asp i ra ted 
No/y, No/'/, No/% No/y. No/y, 
I n i t i a l 572/53.46 498/46.54 1070/100 724/67.66 346/32.34 
F i n a l 557/69.71 242/30.29 799/100 782/97.87 17/2.13 
To ta l 1129/60.41 740/39.59 1869/100 1506/80.58 363/19.42 
T i b l t I - l ( ^ > i Friqutncy Ol Qeeurrtnee QI Voica lea i /Voic id m d 
Unasp i ra ted /Asp i ra ted Stops i n the CVC Wordi^ 
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Comments on the Table; 
1. The frequencies of the unaspirated/aspirated and 
voiceless/voiced stops have been taken up here. The 
units are p ph b bh; t th d dh: t th d dh: c ch j jh: k 
• • # • 
kh g gh. 
2. The aspirated and voiced stops involve an extra 
articulator, the larynx, in their production in 
comparison to their unaspirated and voiceless 
counterparts respectively. Thus, the aspirated and 
voiced stops are to be disfavoured over their 
unaspirated and voiceless counterparts in the use of an 
extra articulator which is a manifestation of the human 
behaviour orientation (cf. Chapter II, Section-A). 
3. In terms of communication, we expect that the aspirated 
and voiced stops will be competing well with their 
unaspriated and voiceless stops in the initial position 
of the word which carries maximum communicative load 
(cf. Chapter III, Section B3). 
4. It is to be noted that physiologically, the aspirated 
stops are more complex than the voiced stops. For, in 
the production of the voiced stops, the vocal folds 
vibrate, which does not require much energy. However, 
on the other hand, in the production of the aspirated 
stops, we require a puff of breath which is expelled 
from the lungs through the larynx. This process 
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involves extra energy. Moreover, aspirated stops are 
formed at aperture SS combining with h of aperture 1 1/2 
and A of aperture-2) which require a great deal of 
energy. This make it physiologically disfavoured in 
terms of the amount of energy utilized in their 
production. 
5. A cursory glance at the table conforms to our 
expectations. Of a total of 1070 occurrences initially 
724 (67.66*/.) are unaspirated and 572 (53.46*/.) are 
voiceless. On the other hand, 346 (32.345) are 
aspirated and 498 (46.54*/;) are voiced occurrences xn 
the initial position of the word. Of a total of 799 
final stops, we find 782 (97.87*/.) of unaspirated stops 
and 557 (69.71*/i) of voiceless stops. In contrast to 
these figures, we have only 1_7_ (2.13*^ ) aspirated stops 
and 242 (30.29*/4) voiced stops in the final position of 
the word. 
The above statistics clearly indicate the 
disfavouring for the aspirated and voiced stops over 
the unaspirated and voiceless stop, respectively. It is 
to be noted that aspiration having 32.34*/. occurrences 
in the initial position and only 2.13*/( in the final 
position as compared to voicing which has 46.54*/. 
occurrences initially and 30.29*/., finally, is further 
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disfavoured in terms of voicing in the word final 
position. 
Section C(d>: Concluding Remarks.: 
1. Among the CVC, CCVC and CVCC words, combinations which 
require the least amount of energy are preferred over 
those that utilize a large amount of energy. 
2. In initial clusters also, such combinations are 
preferred that conserve the source of energy rather 
than waste it. 
3. It has been also seen that in the monosyllabic words 
of Lucknow Urdu, deaspiration has occurred finally in a 
large number of words. This is basically because of the 
increased amount of energy required for aspiration 
which is physiologically difficult, and is also 
supported by the communicative and human behaviour 
factors. 
4. The figures analyzed for the initial and final 
positions of the unaspirated/aspirated and 
voiceless/voiced stops, show a clear disfavouring for 
aspiration over other features. This is because, 
features like aspiration involve some amount of 
complexity in that they are difficult to produce, both 
physiologically and in terms of the use of an extra 
articulator (larynx) (cf. Chapter II, Section A). This 
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disfavouring is increased in the word final position 
because of low communicative load and the lesser need 
to keep distinctions apart in terms of the 
communicative factor. 
Secticjn D: Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter we make an attempt to briefly present 
the physiological base of Lucknow Urdu in terms of 
physiological mechanism, an orienting principle of Form-
Content Linguistics. Me begin this chapter with the 
paradigmatic aspect, whereby, we present the phonological 
grid of Lucknow Urdu. In this, we present systematically the 
phonological units of Lucknow Urdu. Both the paradigmatic 
and the syntagmatic aspects probe the effect of the 
hierarchy of the adroitness of articulators on the making 
and distribution of the consonantal units respectively. We 
also analyze the impact of the amount of energy utilized on 
the combinatory phonology of Lucknow Urdu. 
In Section-A, the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu has 
been presented accompanied by relevant comments on the grid 
in the various sub-sections. It has been seen that the 
communicatively based phonological units are placed on the 
basis of their physiological substance on the relevant 
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physiological axes of articulators and apertures in the 
phonological grid. 
We have postulated 61. phonological units for Lucknow 
Urdu which include both consonantal and vocalic 
(monophthongs and diphthongs) units. A systematic 
representation is given in Section Al, where we have 
comprehensively presented the phonological grid of Lucknow 
Urdu. In Section A2, we have made an attempt to explain the 
phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu in terms of its 
physiological features under different headings like 
mechanics of diagramming, constriction versus opening, 
consonants versus vowels etc. We have also highlighted the 
fact that although the phonological grid comprising of the 
phonological units, and the "phonemic inventory" consisting 
of the "phonemes", appear to be similar in their makeup, 
they do show some diversity from each other. It is to be 
noted, that the "phonemic inventory" of the language lists 
only the phonemes of that language. While on the other hand, 
the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu lists all the 
phonological units which also include the "allophones" of 
that language "Allophones" that fall on the intersection of 
the relevant axes are raised to the status of phonological 
UDiti^ t Thi^ i9 because the phonological units are tied with 
one another in terms of value relationships. It is to be 
noted that all intersections yielded by the articulators and 
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apertures are not filled. There are holes or gaps in the 
pattern which shows that there is a departure from 
randomness in the arrangement of the phonological units in 
the grid of Lucknow Urdu. 
Me have shown three abstract phonological units in our 
grid for Lucknow Urdu. They are N(asality), V(oicing) and 
A(spiration) which do not occur as independent phonological 
units, but are superimposed on the already established units 
of Lucknow Urdu. They provide nasality, voicing and 
aspiration to the respective phonological units where they 
are required. 
The phonological units of Lucknow Urdu can also be 
broadly divided into consonants (apertures fS through 3) and 
vowels (aperture 4 through 8). This broad division also has 
some physiological justification. The phonological units 
established at apertures 0 through 3 (the consonants, 
including liquids and nasals) are all characterized by 
turbulence. In contrast, the phonological units formed at 
apertures 4 through 8 (the vocalic units, both monophthongs 
and diphthongs), are produced without any physiological 
hinderance. 
Thp pff3ct of the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
I l l 
articulators on their paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic 
usage in the word is discussed in Section B. 
Keeping in mind, the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators, we expect the apical consonants to be most 
preferred, followed by the more preferred labial dorsal 
consonants, the low preferred medial consonants and the 
least preferred post dorsal consonants, in this order, both 
paradigmatically and syntagmatically. 
In Section Bl, we make an attempt to assess and 
validate our claim of this hierarchy on the number of the 
phonological units in the paradigm of Lucknow Urdu. 
In Section B2, we analyze the effect of the hierarchy of 
the adroitness of articulators on the frequency of 
occurrence of the consonantal units in the word. Me have 
provided statistical figures to validate our claim that the 
effect of this hierarchy favours the apicals, followed by 
the labial-dorsal, the medial and the post dorsal 
consonantal units in descending order in their usage in the 
word in Lucknow Urdu. 
Apart from assessing the effect of this hierarchy on the 
consonantal units in their entirety, we have also separately 
dealt with the monosyllabic stops, fricatives, liquids and 
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nasals in individual subsections, supported by statistical 
data. 
In Section C, we make an attempt to show how the amount 
of energy utilized by the various phonological units at 
different apertures, affect their usage in the word. 
In Section C(a) we see that as a result of lesser 
utilization of energy by the CVC words, as compared to the 
CVCC and CCVC words, the frequency of occurrence is much 
higher for the CVC words as opposed to the cluster words. In 
other sections it is also seen, that in Lucknow Urdu, for 
the initial clusters in the monosyllabic words, only such 
combinations are preferred which husband the source of 
energy rather than dissipate or waste it. It is also seen 
that aspiration, which requires a great amount of energy, is 
also avoided mostly in the word final position, both in 
cases where the words begin with or without aspirated units. 
Besides, physiological factors, there are other factors like 
human behaviour and communication which support it. 
To conclude we can say that the physiological factors 
play a role in determining the phonological units of a 
language. It is however communication, through which these 
units are established. The physiology of the vocal tract 
affects the makeup and distribution of the phonological 
units in Lucknow Urdu. 
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We however, also encounter certain skewings which do not 
totally conform to our expected results in terms of the 
hierarchy of the adroitness of the articulators. We have 
provided proper rationales to explain these skewings 
wherever possible. 
CHAKfSR n 
HUMAXM 3£HAVIOUR} ITS 
HOil m TH£ PMOMOIOGY OF 
lUCKMOW URDU 
CHAPTER-II 
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR; ITS ROLE IN THE PHONOLOGY OF LUCKNOM URDU 
The previous chapter was an attempt to hiqhlight the 
role of physiological mechanism in the paradigmatic makeup 
and the syntagmatic usage of the phonological units of 
Lucknow Urdu. In the present chapter, we will be making an 
attempt to explain the paradigmatic makeup of the 
phonological units and their sequences in the speech chain 
in Lucknow Urdu in terms of human behaviour which is a very 
important orienting principle of Form-Content Linguistics. 
Humans resort to minimax solution, i.e. maximum output 
through minimum input. This is an inherent trait of human 
beings which they resort to in their daily endeavours. Human 
laziness <desire to use minimum possible effort) and human 
intelligence (through which maximum output is sought), 
interact to exert great pressure on the language, which 
result in phonological skewings and are explanable in terms 
of human behaviour. It is to be noted here that whereas, 
there may be other aspects of human behaviour which 
influence the functioning of language, our interest is here 
limited to only two traits of the human psyche (laziness and 
intelligence), which together explain the skewing motivated 
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by the human behaviour. 
It may be pointed out here, that the phonological 
skewings which are resultant of the two traits of human 
behaviour may not be specific to a particular language; in 
fact, their general characteristic may recur from language 
to language. 
As we have mentioned in our Introduction, it is through 
an interaction of the two traits of human behaviour namely, 
human laziness and intelligence that we as speakers and 
hearers of the language minimize time and effort to get the 
maximum output by inferring from linguistic or non-
linguistic context or from past experience. Thus, inference 
IS one of the manifestations of human behaviour which has an 
impact on the total functioning of a language. 
The human traits of laziness and intelligence have a 
bearing on both the grammar and phonology of a language, we 
are limiting ourselves in assessing the impact of these 
traits on the phonology of Lucknow Urdu. 
We have divided this chapter on human behaviour into 
six sections. In Section-A we highlight the preference for 
fewer articulators over more articulators m the production 
of the phonological units. In Section B, we show that the 
apico-dental ("dental") consonants with proximate point of 
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articulation, are preferred over the apico-palatal 
("retroflex"> consonants with remote point of articulation. 
In Section C, we discuss the assimilative traits of 
phonological units whereby they tend to become similar in 
succession. In Section D, we analyze the aperture change and 
combination of the phonological units. In Section E, we make 
an attempt to assess the role of human behaviour in the 
makeup of the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu. In Section 
F, we present summary and conclusions with regard to th 
impact of human behaviour ori the phonology of Lucknow Urdu. 
Section A:Preference for Fewer Articulators Over more 
Articulators 
Phonological units are a product of the combinations of 
articulators and various degrees of apertures. The 
phonological units may be produced by fewer or more 
articulators. It has been mentioned in the beginning of this 
chapter that it is an inherent human trait to minimize and 
economize in all situations. It is thus anticipated that 
phonological units employing fewer articulators will be 
preferred over those using more articulators. The 
simultaneous use of the greater number of articulators 
requires fine and precise coordination of the articulators 
that is disfavoured due to the laziness trait of h urn an 
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behav iour. 
The paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units will be affected by 
the preference of fewer articulators over more articulators. 
The skewings on both these levels will be taken up as we 
deal with the phonological dichotomies involving fewer 
versus more articulators. 
The dichotomies among the phonological units of Lucknow 
Urdu a.re mainly three in number that are produced by the use 
of an extra articulator: 
Voiced versus Voiceless consonants 
Aspirated versus Unaspirated consonants 
Nasal versus Oral Vowels. 
We will deal with the three types of opposing units in 
Subsections Al, A2, A3 respectively, followed by concluding 
remarks in Subsection A4. 
Section Al;GIottis as an Additional Articulator; Voiced 
versus Voiceless Consonants 
Among the consonants of Lucknow Urdu, the stops and the 
fricatives show a distinction of voicing and voice 1essness. 
The voiceless consonants are produced by only the 
supraglottal articulators as opposed to their voiced 
counterparts which are produced by an additional 
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articulator: the glottis. The simultaneous use of the 
glottal articulator (i.e., the vocal folds, producing voice) 
makes the voiced consonants less favoured than their 
voiceless counterparts in terms of the number of 
articulators. We therefore expect a great skewing in favour 
of the voiceless consonants as compared to their voiced 
counterparts. 
Three subsections are presented here to show the impact 
of fewer versus more articulators on Lucknow Urdu phonology. 
In Section Al(a), we examine the makeup of the voiceless and 
voiced consonants in the phonological paradigm of Lucknow 
Urdu, in terms of the number of articulators. In Section 
Al(b), we present and evaluate, in terms of the same 
criterion, the proportionate occurrences of voiceless and 
voiced consonants in the syntagmatic organization of the 
word in Lucknow Urdu. In Section Al(c) we present the 
concluding remarks with regard to the impact of this 
criterion on the phonology of Lucknow Urdu. 
Section Al(a); Makeup of the Voiceless and Voiced Consonants 
in the Phonological Paradigm 
The phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu (Diagram I-l), 
shows that the voiceless and voiced distinction is 
restricted to the stops (phonological units at aperture ^), 
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and the fricatives (phonological units at aperture 1, 1 1/2, 
and 2). 
Of a total of 2JL_ stops in Lucknow Urdu, 1_1. stops 
(p t t c k q; ph th th ch kh) are voiceless and 1_0. stops 
(b d d J Q; bh dh dh jh gh) are voiced. This skewing in 
favour of the voiceless units is justified in terms of the 
fewer versus more articulators. 
It IS worthnoting here, that among the stops, the 
skewing occurs at the physiologically disfavoured post 
dorsal axis. This can be seen in the absence of a voiced 
counterpart of the voiceless stop q, which is in accordance 
with our expectations. 
Of the 8 fricatives at apertures 1, 1 l/2^and 2, there 
are 4^  voiceless and 4^  voiced units. There is a parity 
between the voiceless-voiced units here which is not as we 
expect. But we need to examine these phonological units more 
carefully. At aperture 1, the parity between the voiceless 
fricative f and voiced fricative v is neither against nor in 
favour of the criterion here. 
The voiced-h at aperture 1 1/2 is a very special case. 
This voiced-h is required to complement or support the 
voiced aspirated series (bh dh dh jh gh) in Lucknow Urdu, as 
in other Indo-Aryan languages. Urdu and its dialects. 
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including Lucknow Urdu, lacks a voiceless-h. This skewing in 
Urdu and other Indo-Aryan languages requires additional 
acoustic research, which is beyond the scope of our study 
here. 
At aperture 2 in Lucknow Urdu, we find 5. fricatives; 3 
voiceless ( s 4 x) and 2. voiced (z t^) . The preference for 
the voiceless units over their voiced counterparts goes in 
favour of our expectations with reard to the number of 
articulators. 
Inasmuch as the preference in the paradigmatic makeup 
of the voiceless and voiced consonants is concerned, it must 
be stated that the preference for the voiceless consonants 
over their voiced counterparts is only slight in the makeup 
of the phonological units in the paradigm. However, we 
expect the tilt in favour of the voiceless consonants as 
against the voiced consonants to show up in the syntagmatic 
usage of the word which will be dealt with in following 
subsect ions. 
Section Al(b): Voiceless and Voiced Consonants; Distribution 
in the Word. 
This section deals with the impact of fewer versus more 
articulators on the voiceless and the voiced consonants 
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(stops and fricatives) in their frequency of usage in the 
monosyllabic, words in Lucknow Urdu. This syntagmatic 
distribution of the opposing consonants has been taken up in 
three subsections dealing with (i) the consonants (both 
stops and fricatives) in their entirety, (ii) the stops and 
( l i i ) the fricatives. 
Section Al(bi);Voiceless versus Voiced Consonants (Stops and 
Fricatives). 
Here the voiceless and voiced consonants (both stops 
and fricatives combined) are compared to highlight their 
frequency of usage in the monosyllabic words. We present the 
frequencies of the opposing consonants in Table II-l. 
Consonants CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
No •/. No y. No •/. No •/. 
Voiceless 1432/ 130/ 7/ 1569/ 
62.53 65.33 70.00 62.79 
Voiced 858/ 69/ 3/ 930/ 
3 7 . 4 7 3 4 . 6 7 3 0 . 0 0 3 7 . 2 1 
Total 2290/ 199/ 10/ 2499/ 
100 100 100 100 
Table II-liFrequency of the Voiceless and Voiced Consonants 
in the Monosv11abic Words. 
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Comments on the Table; 
1) Of a total of 2499 consonants (stops and fricatives) 
used in the monosyllabic words, 1569 (62.79*/.) are 
voiceless and 930 (37.21*/.) are voiced. Thus, we 
encounter a clear skewing in favour of the voiceless 
consonants as opposed to their voiced counterparts in 
the overall usage in the word in Lucknow Urdu. 
It 15 to be noted here that there is a clear cut 
preference for the voiceless consonants produced by 
•fewer articulators over the voiced consonants produced 
by more articulators in the syntagmatic usage in the 
word in Lucknow Urdu. Here compared to the paradigmatic 
aspect, the effect of fewer versus more articulators is 
more pronounced in the syntagmatic organization of the 
word . 
2) In the CVC words with 2290 consonants (stops and 
fricatives), there are 1432 (62.53*/.) occurrences of the 
voiceless consonants and 858 (37.47*/.) occurrences of 
the voiced consonants. The CVC words show a favourable 
skewing as compared to the monosyllabic words in their 
totality in terms of fewer ve rsus more articulators. 
3) Of a total of 199 consonants (stops and fricatives) in 
the CVCC words, we find 130 (65.33*/.) occurrences of the 
voiceless consonants as opposed to only 69_ '34.67*0 
occurrences of the voiced consanantn. Hore \'j?.^'^ ."^  '~:^t 
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figures which show a skewing in favour of the voiceless 
consonants in comparison to the voiced consonants, 
which IS what we expect in terms of fewer versus more 
articulators. 
4) Of a total of 1^ occurrences of consonants in the CCVC 
words, there are 1_ (70.00*/.) instances of voiceless 
consonants vis-a-vis 3. (30.00'/.) instances of the voiced 
consonants. The figures fully conform to our 
expec tat ions. 
Section Al(bii): Voiceless versus Voiced Stops. 
Here we make an attempt to compare the frequencies for 
the voiceless and the voiced units, limiting ourselves to 
the stops. The actual occurrences of the opposing stops in 
the monosyllabic words of Lucknow Urdu are presented in 
Table II-2, below. 
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Stops eye CVCC CCVC Total 
No y. No */. No •/. No y. 
Voiceless 1129/ 69/ 5/ 1203/ 
60.41 57.98 62.50 60.27 
Voiced 740/ 50/ 3/ 793/ 
3 9 . 5 9 42 .02 3 7 . 5 0 3 9 . 7 3 
Total 1869/ 119/ 8/ 1996/ 
100 100 100 100 
Table II-2:Frequency of the Voiceless and Voiced Stops in 
the Monosyllabic Words 
Comments on the Table; 
1) Among a total of 1996 stops in the monosyllabic words, 
1203 (60.27y.) are voiceless and 793 (39.737.) are 
voiced. There is a clear skewing in favour of the 
voiceless stops over the voiced stops. However, the 
margin of preference is slightly lower than that for 
the voiceless consonants (stops and fricatives 
combined) over their voiced counterparts (cf. Table II-
2 ) . The use of an additional articulator, namely, the 
glottis for the voiced stops result in their 
disfavouring as compared to the voiceless stops. 
3) Of a total of 1869 CVC stops, there are 1 129 (60.417.) 
voiceless stops and 740 (39.597.) voiced stops. Thus, 
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the voiceless stops emplaying fewer articulators are 
being favoured over the voiced stops with more 
articulators in the ratio 3:2. 
4) Of a total of 119 occurrences of the stops in the CVCC 
words, 69 (57.987.) are voiceless and 50. (42.02*/.) are 
voiced. Here again, the voiceless consonants have an 
edge over their voiced counterparts which is justified 
from the viewpoint of fewer ve rsus more articulators. 
5) Of the B.occurrences of the stops in the CCVC words, 5. 
(62.50*/.) are voiceless and 3_ (37.50*/.) are voiced. This 
clear skewing in favour of the voiceless stops and 
against the voiced stops can be attributed to the 
preference in terms of fewer versus more articulators. 
Section Al(biii): Voiceless versus Voiced Fricatives 
In this section we make an attempt to highlight the 
impact of the fewer versus more articulators on the 
voiceless and voiced fricatives in their frequency of usage 
in the monosyllabic words. Table II-3 gives us the 
frequencies of the opposing units belowt 
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Fricatives CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
No •/. No •/. No •/. No •/. 
Voice 1 ess 
Voiced 
Total 
303/ 
71.97 
118/ 
28.03 
421/ 
100 
61/ 
76.25 
19/ 
23.75 
80/ 
100 
2/ 
66.67 
1/ 
33.33 
3/ 
100 
366/ 
72.62 
138/ 
27.38 
504 
100 
Table II-3;Frequency of the Voiceless and Voiced Fricatives 
in the Monosyllabic Words 
Comments on the Table: 
1) Among a total of 504 fricatives in the monosyllabic 
words, we find 366 (72.62y.) instances 138 (27.38%) 
instances of voiced fricatives. The voiceless 
fricatives outnumber almost 3 to 1 voiced fricative. 
This apparent, skewing in favour of the voiceless 
fricatives as against the voiced fricatives is due to a 
preference for fewer versus articulators. 
2) Of a total of 421 CVC words, we find 303 (71.97'/.) 
occurrences of the voiceless fricatives and 118 
(28.03V.) of the voiced fricatives. There is an almost a 
ratio of 2 1/2 voiceless fricative to 1 voiced fricative, 
This vast skewing in favour of the voiceless fricatives 
as against the voiced fricatives is due to the use of 
one more articulator namely, the glottis, used in their 
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product ion• 
3) Of total of 8£ CVCC fricatives in the monosyllabic 
words, 61_ (76.25*/.) are voiceless and 19^  (23.75*/.) are 
voiced. This vast skewing in favour of the voiceless 
fricatives is justified from the viewpoint of fewer 
versus more articulators. 
4) Among the 3. instances of fricatives in the CCVC words 
we find 2 (66.67*/.) voiceless fricatives and 1. (33.33*/.) 
voiced fricatives. Thus, this major skewing in favour 
of the voiceless fricatives as against their voiced 
counterparts is explanable in terms of the use of an 
extra articulator for the voiced fricatives. 
Section Al(c): Concludino Remarks 
1) In the paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units of 
Lucknow Urdu, there is a slight preference for the 
voiceless consonants which are produced by fewer 
articulators over the voiced consonants produced by 
more articulators. We have \JL_ voiceless stops as 
opposed to 1_0. voiced stops and 4_ voiceless fricatives 
as opposed to 3. voiced fricatives. 
2) This preference for the voiceless consonants over their 
voiced counterparts are more significant in the 
syntagmatic usage of the word in Lucknow Urdu. The 
ratio for the voiceless and voiced consonants is 3:2 in 
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the monosyllabic words in their entirety, which is 
justified in terms of fewer versus more articulators. 
It is to be noted that the favouring for the 
voiceless consonants is slightly higher for the CVC 
words as compared to CVCC and the CCVC words. 
3) This opposition of voiceless and voicing is limited to 
only the stops and the fricatives among the 
consonants. 
4) We encounter vast skewings in favour of the voiceless 
stops as against the voiced stops in the monosyllabic 
words. The margin for the preference is slightly lower 
as in the case of the consonants (stops and fricatives 
combined) in their entirety. The CCVC and the CVCC 
stops also show preference for the voiceless stops over 
their voiced counterparts. This favouring for the 
voiceless stops is also due to the non-uti1ization of 
the larynix as an additional articulator. 
5) The frequency of occurrence of the voiceless and voiced 
fricative is almost 3:1 in the monosyllabic words. We 
also encounter a preference for the voiceless 
fricatives over the voiced fricatives in the CVC, CVCC 
and the CCVC words, which is justifiable in terms of 
fewer versus more articulators. 
6) As seen in the syntagmatic organization of the word, we 
find that the voiceless consonants are preferred o^er 
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the voiced consonants. This skewing is brought about by 
the human trait of minimizing the effort by avoiding 
the use of greater number of articulators. 
Section A2: Glottis as an Additional Articulatpr; Unaspirated 
versus Aspirated Stops 
The stops of Lucknow Urdu possess the 
unaspirated/asp 1 rated feature among all other consonants. 
The unaspirated stops are produced by the supraglottal 
articulators. On the other hand, the aspirated stops are 
produced by an additional articulator: the glottis. 
Aspiration is the result of the upcoming puff of breath from 
the lungs, chanelled through a particular maneuvering of the 
glottal articulator. The triangular configuratidn of the 
vocal folds force the air through a small channel which 
produces aspiration. The additional use of the glottal 
articulator makes the aspirated stops less favoured than 
their unaspirated counterparts which do not employ an 
additional articulator. Keeping this in mind, we expect a 
favouring in favour of the unaspirated stops vis-a-vis the 
aspirated stops, both in the paradigmatic makeup and 
syntagmatic distribution in the word. 
In Section A2(a), we examine the makeup of the 
unaspirated and aspirated stops in the phonological paradigm 
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of Lucknow Urdu, in terms of the number of articulators. 
Keeping in mind the same criterion, we present and assess 
the proportionate of occurrences of the two opposing 
categories of stops in the syntagmatic organization of the 
word in Section A2(b). In Section A2(c) we present 
concluding remarks. 
Section A2(a): Makeup of the Unaspirated and Aspirated Stops 
in the Phonological ParadiQm 
The phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu (Diagram I-l), 
presents 21 stops - IJ^  unaspirated and 1^ aspirated. We may 
thus point out that the unaspirated stops are slightly more 
preferred over their voiced counterparts in terms of the 
number of articulators. 
The unaspirated stops are p t t c k q and b d d j g and 
the aspirated stops are ph th th ch kh and bh dh dh jh gh. 
It IS to be noted that the paradigmatic skewing here occurs 
at the physiologically disfavoured post dorsal axis. Thus, 
there is no aspirated counterpart for the unaspirated stop 
q, which fully conforms to our expectations. 
The preference for the unaspirated stops over their 
aspirated counterparts is only marginal in the paradigmatic 
makeup, we encounter a vast skewing m favour of the 
unaspirated stops as against the aspirated stops in their 
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frequency of usage in the words; which is to be valuated in 
the following section. 
Section A2{b): Distribution of the Unaspirated and Aspirated 
Stops in the word 
Here, we assess the effect of fewer versus more 
articulators on the syntagmatic distribution of the 
unaspirated and aspirated stops in Lucknow Urdu. The 
frequencies of the unaspirated and the aspirated stops to 
evaluate their actual occurrences are presented below in 
Table II-4*. 
Stops CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
No •/. No •/. No V. No •/. 
Unaspirated 1506/ 127/ 7/ 1640/ 
8 0 . 5 8 9 8 . 4 5 8 7 . 5 8 1 . 7 5 
Aspirated 363/ 2/ 1/ 366/ 
19.42 1.55 12.5 18.25 
Total 1869/ 129/ 8/ 2006/ 
100 100 100 100 
Table II-4;Frequencv of Occurrence of the Unaspirated and 
Aspirated Stops in the Monosyllabic Words 
Comments on the Table; 
1) Among the 2006 stops m the monosyllabic words, 1640 
(81.75*/.) are unaspirated and 366 (18.25*/.) are 
aspirated. There is a vasit skewing in favour of the 
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unaspirated stops viz-a-viz the aspirated stops, which 
can be explained in terms of fewer versus more 
articulators being discussed here. This claim is 
further supported by physiological mechanism (cf. 
Chapter I, Section B ) . 
2) Of a total of 1869 CVC words, there are 1506 (80.58%) 
occurrences of the unaspirated stops and 563 (19.42*/.) 
of the aspirated stops When monosyllabic words in 
entirety are compared with the unaspirated and 
aspirated stops, it may be observed that the skewing in 
favour of the unaspirated stops (with fewer 
articulators) is slightly lowered against the aspirated 
stops in the CVC words. This minute difference however 
does not affect or reduce the clear skewing in favour 
of the unaspirated stops in the CVC words m terms of 
the human trait for preference of fewer ve rsus more 
articulators. 
3) Among 129 stops in the CVCC words, 127 (98.45*/.) are 
unaspirated and 2_ (1.55*/.) are aspirated instances of 
the stops. Here we find a near total skewing in favour 
of the unaspirated stops as compared to the aspirated 
stops which IS attributed to preference for fewer 
ve rsus more articulators. 
4) Of the a occurrences of the CCVC stops, there are 7_ 
(87.5*/.) occurrences of the unaspirated stops and only J^  
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(12.5*/.) occurrence of the aspirated stops. Thus, we 
encounter a vast skewing here in favour of the 
unaspirated stops and against their aspirated 
counterparts. The rationale can be given in terms of 
the fewer versus more articulators, supported by the 
physiological mechanism that further disfavours 
aspiration. The disfavouring against the more complex 
aspirated units is further magnified by the syntagmatic 
complexity inherent in the cluster words. For both CCVC 
and CVCC words are disfavoured as compared to the CVC 
words in terms of the human trait of avoiding smaller 
aperture change in the syntagmatic makeup of the words 
(cf. Section D ) . 
Section A2(c): ConcludinQ Remarks 
1) The phonological paradigm of Lucknow Urdu projects a 
clear-cut, though slight preference for the unaspirated 
stops (fewer articulators) as opposed to the aspirated 
stops (more articulators). The unaspirated stops are 1_1. 
in number vis-a-vis 10 aspirated stops. 
2) The syntagmatic distribution of the word in Lucknow 
Urdu highlights the preference for fewer versus more 
articulators in the form of vast skewings in favour of 
the unaspirated stops. Among the monosyllabic words the 
ratio of the unaspirated and aspirated stops is almost 
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4:1. This clear cut preference is explained in terms of 
fewer versus more articulators and is also supported by 
physiological mechanism which disfavours aspiration. 
In the C\/C words, the ratio remains almost the 
same as above,, the rationale being provided by the 
above mentioned factors. 
3) Among the CVCC and the CCVC words, the tilt in favour 
of the unaspirated stops as against the aspirated stops 
IS more obvious. The syntagmatic complexity of these 
cluster words accounts for the additional tilt found in 
them. The change of aperture in these cluster words is 
also small as compared to the non-cluster words 
produced by larger change of aperture, which ma'-^s fneTi 
less favoured. Thus, the less favaL'-ed aspirat'^ '-! ^.tops 
are further disfavourad in tho •-y'^  *" "in.ma t ic al 1 y complex 
c luster wcriJ i . 
Section A3: Vcltim a's aji Additional Art iculator; Oral versus 
Nafaal Vowels 
The con-sonants and vowels in L.cknaw Mrdu, I i!'p 
standard Urdu, appear as nasal phnm ^  1 og i c a 1 unit's prodiaced 
by the velun as an nlJitional art icul a'jDr. At ap'^rture 3, 
thp nasal can<^.onants (r, n n ri n ) a m produced by the velum 
in cambinition with Lhe relevant oral articulators and the 
voicing being provided by the larynx. 
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As discussed earli-er in Section Al, the voicing/ 
voiceless distinction are found in the stops and fricatives. 
The oral articulators are shared by both the voiceless and 
voiced consonants (stops and fricatives), the voiced 
consonants are produced by the larynx as an additional 
articulator. 
The nasal consonants seem to be more complex as 
compared to the voiced stops and voiced fricatives, in that 
they are produced by three articulators - the relevant oral 
articulator, the velum (Nasality) and the larynx (Voicing). 
However, the larynx (voice) should not be considered an 
additional, complicating articulator in the case of nasal 
consonants because it is an essential tool or basic feature 
for all the phonological units at aperture 3 and above. 
Therefore, we may place the nasal consonants at par with the 
voiced stops and the voiced fricatives in terms of the 
number of articulators. 
It may be pointed out that the case of the oral versus 
nasal vowels is quite different. As mentioned above, the 
phonological units at open apertures (3 through 8) require 
V(aicing) for the excitation of the cavity. Thus, both the 
oral and nasal vowels have an investment in V(oice). The 
nasal vowels are however, made more complex due to the 
addition of N(a5ality) in the form of an extra articulator; 
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velum. We therefore expect that the oral vowels should be 
favoured over the nasal vowels. 
In the subsections below, we make an attempt to 
validate the claim that the oral vowels will be preferred 
over the nasal vowels xn terms of the number of 
articulators involved. In Section A3(a) we examine the 
makeup of the oral and nasal vowels in the phonological 
paradigm of Lucknow Urdu. The actual occurrences in terms of 
frequency counts of the oral and nasal vowels in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word is presented in Section 
A3(b). In Section A3(c) we present concluding remarks on the 
impact of the fewer versus more articulators on the oral 
versus nasal opposition of vowels in Lucknow Urdu. 
Section A3(a): Makeup of the Oral and Nasal Vowels in the 
PhonoloQical Paradigm 
The phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu (Diagram I-l) 
presents a total of 20_ vowels consisting of 1^ oral vowels 
(I U a: i: u: o: a:; ai au) and IjO nasal vowels (I U a; i:u: 
o: a:; ai au). We encounter a parity between the oral vowels 
(fewer articulators) and the nasal vowels (more 
articulators) which goes against our expectations. 
The paradigmatic makeup of the nasal vowels vis-a-vis 
the oral vowels is not affected by the complexity produced 
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by the velum as an additional articulator as far as their 
number is concerned. However, we do encounter vast skewing 
in favour of the oral vowels as against their nasal 
counterparts in the syntagmatic organization of the word, 
which is evaluated through frequency counts below. 
Section A3(b): Distribution of Oral and Nasal Vqwels in the 
Word 
Here we assess the impact of fewer versus more 
articulators on the frequency of occurrence of the oral and 
nasal vowels in the monosyllabic words of Lucknow Urdu. 
Table II-5, presents the actual occurrences of the opposing 
vowels below: 
Vowels CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
No */. No •/. No •/, No •/. 
Oral 1237/ 69/ 7/ 1313/ 
74.12 68.32 87.50 73.85 
Nasal 432/ 32/ 1/ 465/ 
25.88 31.68 12.50 26.15 
Total 1669/ 101/ 8/ 1778/ 
100 100 100 100 
Table I I-5:Frequencv of the Oral and Nasal Voufels in the 
Monosyllabic Words 
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Comments on the Table; 
1) Among a total of 1773 vowels in the monosyllabic words, 
1313(73.85'/.) are oral and 465 (26. 15*/.) are nasal. Thus, 
we encounter a vast skewing in favour of the oral 
vowels as against their nasal counterparts which can be 
attributed to the human trait of preferring fewer 
versus more articulators. 
2) The CVC words show a further increase in this favouring 
for the oral vowels as opposed to the nasal vowels. Of 
the 1669 occurrences of the vowels, 1257 (74.12%) are 
oral and 432 (25.88*/.) are nasal. The figures conforms 
to our expectations in terms of the number of 
articulators. 
3) When we examine the 101 CVCC words, we find 69_ 
(68.32*/.) oral vowels and 32. (31.68*/.) nasal vowels. The 
figures for the frequency of occurrence fully conform 
to our expectations in terms of the human trait of 
fewer versus more articulators. 
4) Of the 8^  occurrences of vowels in the CCVC words, 7_ 
(87.50*/.) are oral and 1_ (12.50*/.) are nasal. The near 
total skewing in favour of the oral vowels as against 
the nasal vowels is attributed to the use of velum as 
an additional articulator in the production of the 
nasal vowels. 
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Section A3(c): ConcludinQ Remarks 
, 1) We encounter a parity between the oral vowels (fewer 
articulators) and the nasal vowels <more articulators) 
in the paradigm of the phonological units of Lucknow 
Urdu. 
2) The syntagmatic organization of the word in Lucknow 
Urdu shows up vast skewing in favour of the oral vowels 
as against the nasal vowels which is justified in terms 
of fewer versus more articulators. 
3) The frequencies of the oral and the nasal vowels in the 
CK^C words also conforms to our expectations in terms of 
the number of articulators. 
4) The vast skewings in favour of the oral vowels is 
further increased among the CVCC words which can be 
attributed to the preference for fewer versus more 
articulators. 
5) It may be pointed out that there is an almost total 
skewing against the nasal vowels and in favour of the 
oral vowels among the CCVC words,which is the result of 
the use of the velum as an additional articulators. 
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Section B: Proximate Point of Articulation versus Remote 
Point of Articulation 
Sounds produced by an articulator at a proximate point 
of articulation are preferred over sounds produced by the 
same articulator at some remote point of articulation. This 
statement is in the light of the fact that it is much easier for 
an articulator to approach a nearer point of articulation, 
whereas that same articulator will have to make complicated 
movements forward and backward, to approach a distant point 
of articulat ion. 
The apex of the tongue being most adroit, comes in 
contact with two separate points of articulation, namely, 
the teeth and the palate to give us the apico-dental and the 
apico-palatal series of consonants traditionally termed as 
the "dental" and "retroflex" consonants respectively (cf. 
Chapter I, Section C ) . 
The apex comes in contact with the teeth in the 
production of the apico-dental consonants. The direct 
proximity of the teeth to the apex make them the natural 
target of the apex. Thus, it is easier to produce apico-
dental ("dental") consonants. 
As opposed to the apico-dental consonants, the apico-
palatal ("retroflex") consonants require a complex curling 
back of the tip of the tongue in an almost semicircle to 
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touch the hard palate. This procedure being more complex, we 
expect a disfavouring for the apico-palatal consonants as 
compared to the apico-dental consonants, both in their 
paradigmatic makeup and syntagmatic organization in the 
word. 
The following sections deal with both the paradigmatic 
and syntagmatic aspects of the impact of the proximate point 
of articulation versus the remote point of articulation. In 
Section Bl, the number of the apico-dental ("dental") 
consonants produced at the proximate point of articulation 
and the apico-palata1 ("retrof1 ex") consonants produced at 
the remote point of articulation are compared. In Section 
B2, we compare the frequency of occurrence of these opposing 
phonological units in their syntagmatic distribution in the 
word in Lucknow Urdu. Section B3, presents concluding 
remarks. 
Section Bl:Impact of the Proximate versus Remote Point of 
Articulation on the Paradigmatic Makeup of the 
Phonolooical Units 
The phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu (Diagram I-l), 
shows that the apico-pa1 atal ("retrof1 ex") consonants are 
found at apertures 0 and 3 only, and the apico-dental 
("dental") units appear at apertures 0,2 and 3. 
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There are a total of 9^  apico-dental units (nt th d dh 
s z 1 r ) , as opposed to only 8_ apxco-palatal units (n t ^h d 
dh 1 r rh). Thus, we find that the number of the apico-
• • • » 
dentals exceed the number of apico-palatals, which is due to 
the fact that the apico-dentals are produced at a proximate 
point of articulation, in contrast to the apico-pa1 atals 
produced at a remote point of articulation requiring fine 
and precise coordination. 
There are 4_ (t th d dh) apico-dental stops and 4. (t th 
d dh) apico-pal atal stops at aperture j6. There is a parity 
between the two here, which is neither against nor in favour 
of the criterion under study. 
The 2 nasals at aperture 0, show \_ apico-dental and 1_ 
apico-palatal units. Here, again we find a parity among the 
two categories. 
There are 2. fricatives (sz) at aperture 2, and both 
apicQ-dental units. Thus, we encounter a total skewing 
against the less favoured apico-palatal consonants which can 
be attributed to the use of the palate (a distant place) as 
point of articulation. 
It IS to be noted that we encounter a hole in the 
pattern at the apico-palat a 1 order as opposed to the two 
apico-dental units (sz). Physiologically, it is not 
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impossible to articulate apico-palatal s and z, for we 
encounter apico-palatal % in Sanskrit, which has either been 
dropped or merqed with s in Hindi and Urdu. Thus, our claim 
is further reinforced by the above statements. 
Of the 5_ liquids at aperture-3, there are 2. apico-
dentals (1 r) and 3 apico-palatals (1 r rh). Here, we find 
that the less favoured apico-palatal consonants exceed the 
number of the more favoured apico-dental consonants. 
However, it is worthwhile to mention at this juncture, that 
the apico-palatal (1) is only a marginal unit that does not 
occur at all m the monosyllabic words being analyzed here 
and the apico-palatal pK occurs in only a few monosyllabic 
words here. Thus, we can say that the apico-dentals are 
still preferred over the apico-palatals in the light of the 
above explanations. 
The paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units in 
Lucknow Urdu show a favouring for the apico-dentals in 
comparison to the apico-palatals in terms of the proximate 
versus remote point of articulation. This favouring for the 
apico-dentals and against the apico-palatals is to be 
further evaluated in their syntagmatic usage in the word in 
the following section. 
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Section B2; Impact of the Proximate versus Remote Point of. 
Articulation on the Frequency of Occurrence of 
the PhonoloQical Units 
In this section the actual occurrences of the apxco-
dental and apico-palatal consonants in the monosyllabic 
words are taken up to refute the preference for the apico-
dentals (nearer point of articulation) in contrast to the 
apico-palatals (further point of articulation) in their 
syntagmatic usage. Table II-6, gives us the frequencies of 
the apico-dentals and apico-palatals in the monosyllabic 
words. 
Consonants CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
No •/. No v. No •/. No •/. 
Apico-dental 1109/ 133/ 8/ 1250/ 
74.78 88.67 100 76.17 
Apico-palatals 374/ 17/ 0/ 391/ 
25.22 11.33 23.83 
Total 1483/ 150/ 8/ 1641/ 
100 100 100 100 
Table I I - 6 i F r e q u e n c v of Occurrence of the A p i c o - d e n t a l 
and Aplco-palatal Consonants In. t t e Monosyllabic Words 
Comments on the Tablet 
I) Of a t o t a l of 1641 c o n s o n a n t s in t he m o n o s y l l a b i c 
w o r d s , 1250 (76.17'/.) a r e a p i c o - d e n t a l and 391 ( 2 5 . i r / . ) 
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are apico-palatal. We encounter, a clear skewing in 
favour of the apico-dentals as against the apico 
palatals in their overall usage in the word here. 
2) Among the 1483 occurrences in the C\fC words, 1109 
(74.787.) are apico-dentals and 374 (25.22'/.) are apico-
palatals. The skewing in favour of apico-dentals 
(proximate point of articulation) is further increased 
as compared to the apico-palatals (remote point of 
articulation) among the CVC words vis-a-vis the 
monosyllabic words. 
3) In the CVCC words, there are 133 (88.67*/.) apico-dental 
consonants and 1_7^  (11.33*/.) ap ico-pal atal consonants. 
The figures fully conform to our expectations. 
4) Among the CCVC words, we find a total skewing against 
the apico-palatal consonants vis-a-vis a total of 
instances of apico-dental consonants which is 
justified in terms of the proximate versus remote point 
of articulation. 
Section B3; ConcIudinQ Remarks 
1) The apex, being the most adroit articulator, comes in 
contact with two separate points of articulation, 
namely, the teeth and the palate to produce two series 
of consonants, the apico-dental and the apico-palatal, 
traditionally known as the "dental" and "retroflex" 
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consonants. The palate being a dista-.t point 
articulation, as compared '-.z^ teeth, r-'iquires fine and 
precise movements. 
2) The chonolog ir-." paradigm of Lacknow Urdu, shews a 
clear cut preference for the apico-dental consonants 
Vis-a-vis the apico-palatal consonants. 
3) l-lowever, the preference fo-^  the apico-dental consonants 
Vis-a-vIS the apico-pa 1 atal consonants clearly shows up 
in the syntagmatic organization of the word m Lucknow 
Urdu. The apico-denta Is are preferred 3:1 against rhe 
apico-palatals in the monosyllabic words in their 
entirety. 
It IS to be noted that the favourings for the 
apico-dental consonants are slightly increased in the 
CVC words and there is a total skewing in the CCVC 
words, 
4) The validation of the claim that the proximate apico-
dentals are to preferred over the remote apico-pa1 atals 
15 strengthened through statistical support. 
Section C: Assimilative Trait of Neiohbourino PhonoloQical 
Units 
In this section, we make an attempt to explain that the 
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characteristics of neighbouring segmep*:3 tend no*: to he 
precisely differentiated. 
It IS well kncvjn that t!ie phonological un:.t5 combiMt? to 
form siQna 1-meaning unit or signss. The phonological units 
dve marked by distinction of articulator, aperture, points 
of articulation, relative mobility and muscular tension of 
the articulator. They may also show distinctions based on a 
difference in -.•oicmg, a^jpiration or nasality. To exemplify, 
qt share two features of articulation - the apical 
articulator and vo i c e 1 essness . On the other hand, g_t_ lack 
these features, since g. is front-dorsal voiced unit and t_ is 
a voiceless apical unit. If two successive segments are very 
different from each other then fine and precise manipulation 
of articulators are required to distinguish these segments. 
However, if two successive segments share some features of 
articulation, then the movement from one unit to another is 
earned out smoothly, without precision of control of the 
art icu1ators, 
The human trait disfavours the use of fine and precise 
movements. Thus, keeping in mind this disfavouring we may 
expect a favouring for the combination of phonological 
units, sharing some feature of articulation. 
The assimilative trait can be seen in the combination 
of phonological units. The precise coordination is also 
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evident by making certain phonoloQical changes and making 
neighbouring segments similar. 
The assimilative trait is visible in the monosyllabic 
words of Lucknow Urdu. We compare the occurrences of the 
phonological units in terms of the assimilative trait of 
human beings in Section CI. 
Section CI: Assimilative Trait and the Occurrence of the 
PhonoloQical Units 
The monosyllabic words of Lucknow Urdu show the 
assimilative trait in the occurrence of the voiceless, 
voiced and nasalized units in CVC and CVCC words. 
1> Initial Voiceless Stops + Final Voiceless Stops. 
Total Number of Words = 222 
2) Initial Voiced Stops + Final Voiced Stops 
Total Number of Words = 87 
3) Initial Voiceless Stops + Final Voiced Stops 
Total Number of Words = 50 
4) Initial Voiced Stop + Final Voiceless Stop 
Total Number of Words = 141 
5) Initial Voiceless Fricative -t- Final Voiced Fricative 
Total Number of Words = 5 
6) Initial Voiced Fricative + Final Voiced Fricative 
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Total Number of Words = 2 
7) Initial Voiceless Fricatives + Final Voiceless 
Fricative 
Total Number of Words = 17 
S) Initial Voiced Fricative + Final Voiceless Fricative 
Total Number of Words = 6 
We see that among the CVC words, the initial voiceless 
and final voiceless units exceed the number of initial 
voiceless and final voiced units. Similarly, the number of 
initial and final voiced units is more than that of either 
initial voiceless and final voiced unit or initial voiced 
and final voiceless units. Thus, in the CVC words, the 
number of voiceless units occurring with the voiceless units 
IS more as compared to the voiced units occurring with 
voiced units. 
Among the CVCC words,in the final clusters, we find a 
preference for a combination of voiceless + voiceless over 
voiced + voiced consonants. The number of occurrences of 
the voiceless and voiced clusters are as follows: 
1) Voiceless fricative + voiceless stops = 30 
Voiced fricative + voiced stops = 02 
32 
2) Voiceless fricative -t- voiced stop = 1 
Voiced fricative + voiceless stop = 0 
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In the CVCC words, the nasals mostly occur before 
voiced stops, which is seen in 1^ occurrences of the nasal 
+ voiced stops and only B. occurrences of nasal + voiceless 
stops. 
In CVC words, when a vowel is either preceded or 
followed by nasal consonants then we find a preference for 
nasalized vowels which is a clear case of assimilative 
trait. Similarly, in the case of the CVCC words, when a 
vowel IS either preceded by a nasal consonant or the first 
member of the cluster following the vowel is a nasal 
consonant, then we encounter a preference for the nasalized 
vowels. Moreover, there are instances of loan words (5) 
showing preference for nasalization in which although the 
preceding consonant is nasal, none of the members of the 
cluster is a nasal consonant. In the data, there are also 
two instances of non-nasalization despite the vowel being 
preceded by nasal consonant and the following clusters being 
non-nasals. This is probably because of the fact that in 
standard Urdu these words occur without nasalization and 
therefore the status quo is being maintained. We present the 
occurrence of nasalized vowels below: 
cvc 
CVN 
NVN 
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Number of Words 
134 
180 
37 
T o t a l o f CVIM+NVN 217 
^ 1 7 
26 
4 
2 
0 
5 
*Ftn N 
N^  
C 
N 
^ = C^ of the £.\>Z^d?- words 
£?• of the CVC^C-^ words 
any consonant (p, t, c, s etc.) 
nasal consonant (m, n, etc.) 
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Section C2: Ad-hoc Phonolooical Changes and the Assimilative 
Trait 
In Lucknow Urdu, we come across a few ad-hoc 
phonological changes as a result of which phonological units 
become similar. 
The ad-hoc phonological changes are given below: 
Set 1_ Classical Urdu b. -^ f. iji Lucknow Urdu 
nabs nafs 
Set 2. Classical Urdu b. _» Q. iH Lucknow Urdu 
zabt 2apt 
xabt xapt 
habs haps 
In the words listed above the change of b to f (set 1) 
and p (set 2) is taking place to make phonological units 
similar occurring in quick succession. 
i> In the word listed above (set 1>, voiced stop changes 
to voiceless fricative as a result of regressive 
assimilation where the last consonant is a voiceless 
fricative which is influencing the preceding voiced 
consonant to lose its voiceness. 
li) In three words listed above, b changes to p. The voiced 
stop b is being followed by a voiceless consonant in 
these words. The loss of voiceness is a clear case of 
regressive assimilation and may also be explained in 
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terms of human psyche which invariably goes for economy 
of effort. 
Section C3: Concludino Remarks 
1) The characteristics af the neighbouring phonological 
units tend not to be precisely differentiated. 
2) In the CVC and the CVCC words, the occurrence of two 
voiceless or voiced sounds in quick succession are 
preferred over one voiceless and one voiced units. 
Nasalized vowels mostly occur before nasal consonants. 
3) Assimilative trait among phonological units is seen 
when two units become similar. 
Section D;Impact of the Aperture Change on the Combination 
of the PhonoloQical Units 
In this Section, we make an attempt to validate the 
claim that in successive segments, large changes of 
apertures are preferred o\fer small changes of apertures and 
combinations of unidirectional aperture changes are favoured 
over combinations with multidirectional aperture changes. 
Similarly for the unidirectional aperture changes the 
articulatory movements are easier. On the other hand, for 
the multidirectional aperture changes we require fine and 
precise coordination of articulators. 
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We analyze the effect of the degree of aperture change 
on the combinatory pattern of Lucknow Urdu in Section Dl and 
its subsections. In Section D2 and its subsections, we take 
up the undirectional and multidirectional changes of 
apertures. Finally in Section D3, we sum up the entire 
Section D. 
To put it differently, greater changes of aperture are 
likely to be preferred because greater precision of control 
is required for units at the same aperture or slightly 
different aperture. We require difficult and rigid movements 
•for small changes of apertures. In contradistinction, the 
large changes of apertures, allow greater freedom of 
movement and need less precision and fineness of 
coordination among articulators. 
Section Dl: Large Aperture Change versus Smal1 ftperture 
Change; CVC versus CCVC and CVCC Words 
Here we compare the potential and actual number of the 
CVC, CCVC and CVCC words to ascertain our claim that units 
with large changes of aperture are preferred over small 
changes of aperture. In Table-II-7 below, we present the 
potential and actual number of CVC, CCVC and CVCC words. 
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Total Number of Consonants - 41 
Total Number of Vowels - 20 
CVC = C^V = .41'^ ;•; 20 = 33620 1669 (4.96% of 33620) 
CCVC = C^ V --• 41^ ;< 20 --•• 1373420 101 (0.01% of 1373420) 
CVCC = C^v - 41^ K 20 = 1373420 B (0.0005'^ of 1375420; 
2790460 1778 
Table I I - 7 : P o t e n t i a l and Actual Number of Monosyllabic 
Words in Lucknow Urdu 
Comments on t h e T a b l e : 
1) As e v i d e n t from t h e t a b l e , t h e t o t a l n u m b e r of c o n s o n a n t s 
f o r Lucknow Urdu i s 4_1_ and t h e t o t a l n u m b e r of v o w e l s i s 
2 0 . G i v e n t h e t o t a l n u m b e r of c o n s o n a n t s and v o w e l s , t h e 
p o t e n t i a l n u m b e r f o r t h e CVC w o r d s i s 3 3 6 2 0 and t h e a c t u a l 
t u r n o u t IS 1669 (4.96*/. o f 3 3 6 2 0 ) . 
In t h e c a s e of CCVC and CVCC w o r d s , t h e p o t e n t i a l 
n u m b e r i s 1 3 7 8 4 2 0 b u t t h e i r a c t u a l o c c u r r e n c e s a r e much 
l o w e r t h a n t h e CVC w o r d s . The a c t u a l n u m b e r of t h e CC\/C 
w o r d s IS 8 ( 0 . 0 0 0 5 ' / . of 1 3 7 8 4 2 0 ) and of t h e CVCC w o r d s i s 101 
( 0 . 0 1 7 . o f 1 3 7 8 4 2 0 ) . T h u s , we f i n d , t h a t t h e t a b l e f o r t h e 
a c t u a l and p o t e n t i a l n u m b e r f o r t h e C^C, CCVC and C\/CC w o r d s 
show a c l e a r p r e f e r e n c e f o r t h e CVC w o r d s , b e c a u s e t h e C^C 
w o r d s a r e m a b s o l u t e m a j o r i t y . 
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2) The preference for the CVC is motivated by the maximum 
change of aperture in successive segments. In CVC words, 
there is maximum change of aperture from constriction 
(0,1,2,3) to opening (4-8), then back to constriction. On 
the other hand, in CCVC and CVCC words, the initial and 
final clusters demand for smaller changes of aperture (from 
consonant to consonant). Thus, the CVC words, involving 
large changes of aperture are preferred over the CCVC and 
CVCC words in successive segments. 
Section Dl(a): Large Changes of Aperture versus Smal1 
Changes of Aperture in CCVC Words 
The impact of the aperture change on the CCVC words is 
discussed in this section. 
1) We find only eight words in Lucknow Urdu, all having 
0,1,2 as first member of the consonant cluster and 
aperture 3 units (w,y) as the second member of the 
consonant cluster. We have !_ words of the type 0 + 3 
(kya:, pya:s etc.), and only i_ of the type 2+3 (xwa:b). 
The figures clearly show a skewing in favour of the 
large changes of aperture. 
2) Of a total of 8. CCVC words, we find that the most open 
vowels a or a: (cf. Phonological Grid, Diagram I-l), 
are utilized in all the words here. This also shows a 
preference for large aperture changes, since after 0,2, 
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aperture 3 unit is used and then from 3 there is 
maximum aperture change, to 7 or 8 aperture for the 
following vowels (a, a:). 
3) Another point which suggests the preference for large 
changes of aperture in successive segments is the fact 
that in initial clusters where the first member of the 
cluster IS a unit of aperture 0,2,w aperture as second 
member of cluster, though in other combinations v 
occurs. The preference of w as a secoiid member of 
cluster over v is explanable only in terms of avoidance 
of small changes of apertures, w is a unit of aperture 
3 as opposed to v which is a unit of aperture 1, which 
IS why w 15 preferred over v in successive segments. w 
represents large changes of aperture than V. 
Section Dl(b): LarQe Changes of Aperture versus Swal1 
Changes of Aperture in the CVCC Words 
We will make an attempt to explain the phonological 
skewing in the CVCC words of Lucknow Urdu, which are 
resultant of the degrees of aperture changes in the CVCC 
words, in this Section through suitable comments below: 
1) As seen in the CCVC words earlier, the CVCC words too 
utilize the most favoured vowels a, a: and "a,'a: in terms of 
degrees of aperture change. These vowels occur 62. times in a 
total of lot CVCC words. Thus, we can say Chat in the CVCC 
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words, after an initial consonant (C-) and before a final 
cluster (-CC), the most favoured vowels are the most open 
vowels, since these vowels yield the maximal difference of 
aperture from one consonant to another consonant. 
When a comparison is made of the consonant cluster in 
terms of the degree of aperture change in the CVCC words, we 
get the following figures: 
(i) Number of Words with No Aperture Change 
€^ +0 = T (i.e. zapt, xapt) 
1 + 1 = 0 
2+2 = 2 (i.e. bax^, saxs) 
3+3 = 0 
3+nasal = 1 (i.e. jurm) 
Total= 6 
(11) Number of Words with One Aperture Change 
0+1 = 4 (i.e. koft , lutf) 
1+2 = 1 (i.e. nafs) 
2+3 = 9 (i.e. arz, ars) 
2+nasal = 6 (i.e. ca^m,hUsn) 
Total = 20 
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( i i 1) Number of UJords wi th Two Aperture ChanQe 
0+2 = 29 (i.e. dast, go:It) 
1+3 = 2 (i.e. balf, zulf) 
l+nasal= 0 *(see footnote 1 & 2) 
Total = 31 
(1V) Number of UJords Ni th Three Aperture Change 
0+Z = 18 (i.e. gard, tUrk) 
0+nasal = 2 6 (i.e. b'and, ran j ) 
Total = 44 
The above figures conform to our expectations in terms 
of preference for units with large aperture changes as 
opposed to the units with small aperture changes. The number 
of combinations in the clusters m the CVCC wards with no 
aperture change is only 4_. But as the difference of aperture 
increases, the number of words also increase. Thus, we see 
that with one aperture change the number is 20., with two 
aperture change 31 and with maximal change in aperture, the 
number is 44. 
* Ftn.l A gap at the combination of 1+nasal is due to the 
fact that aperture 1 involves greater effort and 
difficulty and hence is used in the minimum number 
of combinations (cf- Chapter 1, Section B ) . 
Ftn.2 Nasals are produced at two apertures 
simultaneously (^+3), since nasality, their main 
characteristic comes from an open nasal passage to 
aperture-3, therefore they can also be regardtjd as 
a unit of 3perture-3. 
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Section Dl(c): Concludino Remarks 
1) We see that in Lucknow Urdu, in successive segments, 
units with large changes of aperture are preferred over 
small changes of aperture. 
2) The preference for large aperture changes is visible in 
the massive favouring of the CVC words over the CC\/C 
and CVCC words. This favouring for the CVC words is the 
result of the fact that the CVC words represent maximum 
change of aperture for successive segments, from 
constriction to opening and then back to constriction. 
3) The preference for the most open vowels in between 
consonants in both the CCVC and CVCC words ar-s a 'Z'-cc-' 
for preference for large changes c-^  ac e"'rur--' p^r! smill 
changes of aperture. 
4) The preference for 'TT'IP aperture change is also 
V 1 s i h 1 f> in the increase in the combination far final 
clusters with the increase in the iiffer^"^: .' of 
aperture change. 
Section D2: Dni-directional Com!' i nat ion'n versu--. 
MuLt id tree t lonal Comb inat ion'j 
In th I •• section, we hiyrilighb L'l it in -.ncc ess i v •? 
segment:'",, aperture chantj. in on"? direction i:, preferred 
a\/&r change m inore than cne rl i r-jc t i an . 
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In the combination of the phonological units, changes 
of articulators and apertures are to be made, because the 
same units cannot be used in a large number of words. It has 
been pointed out earlier in Section Dl, that large changes 
of aperture are preferred over small changes of aperture. 
However, the change of aperture can be in one direction or 
in more than one direction. The combination of phonological 
units that represent a gradual decrease or increase of 
aperture change are unidirectional changes of apertures. To 
exemplify, a combination like 3+4+2+1 is a unidirectional 
change and a combination like 3+4+0+2+1 is a 
multidirectional change beause it represents increase 
followed by decrease and again increase of aperture in the 
word. 
In successive segments, the direction of aperture 
change corresponds to the different adjustments of 
articulators. We require a fine coordination of articulators 
for multidirectional changes because they have to be 
maneuvered to different directions in quick succession. As a 
result, we expect the multidirectional change of apertures 
to be avoided in usage and the more easier unidirectional 
change of aperture to be preferred. 
In Section D2(a), the effect of the change of direction 
of aperture on the CCVC words is dealt with. In Section 
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D2(b), the effect of the change of direction of aperture on 
CVCC words is assessed. And finally, in Section D2(c), we 
present concluding remarks. 
Section 02(a): CCVC words in Terms of the Unidirectional and 
Multidirectional Change of Aperture 
The number of CCVC words in Lucknow Urdu is a meagre 8_, 
all having w or y as the second member of the cluster. The 
combination of aperture followed by them is 0,2 + 3 + 7 , 8 + 
3,2 
Examp 1e: 
p +y + a: (r) - pya:r "love' 
In the above example, there is unidirectional change of 
aperture. The aperture increases from 0 or 2 to 3 then 
further increases to 7 or 8 and then is further reduced to 3 
or 2 at the end of the word. In Diagram II-l, we show the 
direction of aperture change for some CCVC words found in 
Lucknow Urdu, with a view to exemplify why these 
unidirectional change of apertures are preferred over 
multidirectional change of aperture. 
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pysir D v a ; s xuia; r 
* v p a ; r y p a : s w x a : r 
» Ftn. Indicates not found 
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A look at the diagram shows that combinations like 
ypa:r, ypa:s, wxa:r are not encountered in Lucknow Urdu 
because they represent multidirectional change of aperture 
as opposed to combinations like pya:r, pya:s, xwa:r which 
represent unidirectional change of aperture. It is 
interesting to note that all the 8. CC\JC words are 
combinations of unilateral change of aperture. 
Section D2(b): CVCC words in Terms of the Unidirectional and 
Multidirectional Change of ftperture 
The number of CVCC words in Lucknow Urdu is 101. The 
combinations of apertures fallowed by them is as follows: 
0 - 3 + 4 - B + 0 - 3 + 0 - 3 
Examp1e: 
p + U + ^ + t = pU^t 
These words are also characterized by their preference 
for unidirectional aperture change because in a majority of 
words, the aperture is increased at the beginning for the 
following vowel, and then gradually reduced to minimum. 
There are few words which involve alternations between small 
and large apertures, and hence involve multidirectional 
change of aperture. 
Qf the 101 C\/C words, there are BJ. CVCC words with 
unidirectional aperture change and 20. CVCC words with 
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multidirectional aperture change. Thus, there is a clear 
preference for words with unidirectional change of aperture 
as opposed to words with multidirectional change of 
aperture. 
In Diagram II-2, we show some combinations that are 
unidirectional and multidirectional: 
(a) Diaoramatical Representation of Unilateral Aperture 
change 
pars balf gjULAt 
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b) Diagrammatical Representat ion 
Aperture Chanqe 
1 
1 1/2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
of Multidirectional 
lUtf haps 
Diagram II-2: Final Clusters in Terms of Di rection of 
Aperture Change 
A look at the diagrams show the unidirectional aperture 
changes are easier than multidirectional aperture changes, 
which IS why the number of unidirectional combinations are 
more in number. 
However, it may be pointed out that the CVC words have 
not been dealt with because they lack any multiplicity of 
direction of aperture change. In the CVC words, the aperture 
changes from small (consonants) to large (vowels) and then 
back to small (consonants) at the end of the word. 
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Section D2(c): ConcludinQ Remarks 
1) In a series of successive segments, aperture change in 
one direction is preferred to aperture changes in more 
than one direction for multidirectional changes require 
fine and precise coordination of articulators, which is 
avoided by humans. 
2) In Lucknoui Urdu, all the CCVC words are characterized 
by unidirectional aperture changes. 
3) In the CVCC words also, we find a preference for the 
unidirectional change of apertures as compared to the 
multidirectional change of apertures. 
Section D3: Summary Statements 
1) Human beings prefer movements that need less precision 
and fineness of coordination among articulators. 
2) As a result, large changes of apertures are preferred 
over small changes of aperture. 
3) Among the monosyllabic words too, the CVC words 
involving large aperture changes over the CVCC, CCVC 
words which require smaller changes of apertures for 
clusters (consonant to consonant). 
4) Even among the cluster words, preference in usage is 
given to those combinations that utilize large changes 
of aperture. 
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5) It 13 seen that unidirectional change of aperture is 
preferred over multidirectional change of aperture. 
b) All CCVC words show unidirectional change of aperture. 
A majority of the CVCC words are also unidirectional in 
nature. 
Section E: Justification of the Phonological Grid of Lucknow 
Urdu in Terms of Human Behaviour 
Here, we make an attempt to provide reinforcement to 
the validity of the phonological units in Lucknow Urdu which 
are established on physiological factors in terms of the 
physiological mechanism in Chapter 1, Diagram I-l. 
A common trait of Human behaviour in the form of a 
principle is: 
"It is easier to learn the use of smaller number of 
tools than a larger, and up to a certain point it is easier 
to learn to perform a given task by combining the resources 
of tools with which one is familiar than by learning to use 
a new tool". 
The above mentioned principle motivates the makeup and 
distribution of the phonological units in human language as 
follaws: 
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"It IS well-known that phonological system tend to be 
organizations of a relatively small number of units used in 
varying combinations, rather than collection of a relatively 
large number of non-combining phonological units. 
It IS to be noted that Lucknow Urdu has a total of 6X 
phonological units; 4_1_ consonantal and 20. vocalic (cf. 
Diagram I-l). These handful of distinct units combine and 
permute to form the entire inventory of signals of the 
signal meaning (signes) of the Urdu dialect under study. The 
human language thus minimizes on the specific part of memory 
in this way. The concept of "double articulation", developed 
by Andre Martinet is utilized in the form of economy 
achieved in the formation of signals. 
Moreover, the entire set of phonological units is 
formed by combination of a relatively small number of 
apertures and articulators. To be precise, we have only 9^  
degrees of apertures (0,1,1 1/2,2,3,4,5,6,7,8), and 8. 
articulators (labium, apex, medium, front-dorsum, back-
dorsum, post-dorsum, velum and glottis). 
The unsymmetrica1 nature of the grid is due to both the 
physiological and human behaviour rational. The number of 
units produced with less effort and precision exceed those 
units that are more complicated physiologically and which 
require more precision and control in their production. 
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A cursory glance at the phonological grid of Lucknow 
Urdu shows holes or gaps in the pattern, thus making it 
unsymmetrical. It is beyond the scope of present research to 
explain the absence of each potential phonological unit 
here. We will thus take in account only those gaps that are 
found relative to some existing phonological units in the 
grid (cf. Diagram I-l). 
1) Absence of Voiced and Aspirated Stops Relative to Post-
dorsal g. 
In Lucknow Urdu, q, occurs as a voiceless, unaspirated 
post-dorsal stop and is marked by the absence of its voiced 
or aspirated counterpart. We can attribute the non-
occurrence of the more complex voiced stop with post-dorsal 
articulator to the human trait of fewer versus more 
articulators. Moreover, q is the sole phonological unit at 
the post-dorsal axis and is marked by very low frequency in 
comparison to the frequency of other stops in Lucknow Urdu. 
The above statements are due to the effect of the 
physiologico-acoustic factors, that causes skewings in the 
formation of phonological units at the post- dorsum. 
2) Sc a re i t V of the Phonoloqical Uni ts at Aperture-1 
In Lucknow Urdu, f and v are the only 2^  phonological 
units at aperture-1 vis-a-vis 5_ phonological units at 
aperture-2. The meagre number of phonological units at 
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aperture-l is mainly due force and effort involved in the 
production of units at aperture-l, because the air is 
released through a very restricted channel. 
3) Two axes for apex in opposition to one each for other 
articulator 
The impact of human behaviour is explicit in the 
asymmetrical use of the articulators in the formation of 
phonological units. The most adroit apex is utilized to make 
two distinct categories of "dental" and "retroflex" 
consonants by the speakers of many Indian languages. 
A look at the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu shows 
that it distinguishes two points of articulation by the 
apex, namely, the dental and palatal at apertures 0 and 3. 
The use of the apex on two distinct points is due to the 
greater adroitness of apex among all the lingual 
articulators (medium, dorsum). 
Thus, we can say that the phonological grid of Lucknow 
Urdu, earlier established in terms of the physiological 
mechanism, is further reinforced through the human behaviour 
o n en tat ion. 
Section F: Summary and Conclusions 
The favourable and unfavourable skewings in terms of 
the avoidance of fine, precise coordination of articulatory 
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movements have been discussed in section-A. We make an 
attempt to explain both the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
aspects of the distribution of the phonological units. 
The first phonological aspect in terms of human 
behaviour orientation which is dealt here, is the preference 
for phonological units produced by fewer articulators. 
Phonological units which employ fewer articulators like the 
voiceless, unaspirated and non-nasal units (vowels) are 
preferred over the voiced, aspirated and nasal units 
(vowels) because the latter utilize more articulators in 
their production, and therefore, require greater precision 
of control. 
In Section-B, the second type of skewing is in terms of 
the apico- palatal units being disfavoured over the apico-
dental consonants. It is comparatively easier for the apex 
to come in contact with dentum which is an adjacent point, 
than it IS to come in contact with the palate which is a 
distant point of articulation. Thus, the apico-palatals 
require more precision, so they are comparatively less 
favoured. The comparison of the number of units and their 
frequency of occurrence, clearly show the disfavouring for 
the ap1cQ-palatals as opposed to the apica-denta 1s. 
In Che combinatory a'spect of Lucknow Urdu phonology, we 
have seen that the CVC words are preferred over the CVCC and 
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the CCVC words. This preference is attributed to large 
changes of aperture for the CVC words. The change taking 
place from constant (constriction) to vowel (opening) and 
than back to consonant. There is also an increase in the 
combination for final cluster in the CVCC which have greater 
change of aperture. 
Further, another skewing is explained in terms of 
avoiding the fine coordination which is apparent in the 
assimilative trait of neighbouring phonological units. As a 
result of this assinilative trait, the voiceless units occur 
with voiceless units and the voiced units. The preference 
for nasalized vowels before nasal consonants is also a 
result of the assimilative trait. 
^4otwi thstand ing the two instances of non-nasa 1 i zat ion 
in CVCC words, there is a clear case of assimilative trait 
in both CVC and CVCC words. In case of ad-hoc phonological 
changes, whether the change is from b to p or b to f there 
IS a clear case of regressive assimilation in which the 
voiceless consonant has influenced the preceding voiced 
consonant to lose its voiceness. 
In Section-D, we decrease the human trait of prefeing 
large changes of apertures over small changes of apertures. 
Large changes of apertures require less precision of 
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movements, as a result they are favoured over small changes 
of apertures because they require fine and precise movements 
and coordinations. We also find that among the monosyllabic 
words, the CVC words are most preferred because they have 
maximum change of aperture. Amongst the CCVC and CVCC words, 
the frequency of such combinations are more which utilize 
large aperture changes. 
Further, in the same section, we also highlight the 
fact that in terms of precision of control and fineness of 
movement, unidirectional changes are preferred over 
multidirectional changes of apertures. 
In Section-E, we deal with the human factors which 
provide reinforcement to the validity of the phonological 
units in Lucknow Urdu, as established in terms of 
physiological mechanism in Chapter-I, Diagram I-l. As 
discussed in the sections, the phonological units that are 
produced with much less efforts and precision, outnumber 
those units that are physiologically more ccmplo:-:, u^r^r-n 
requiring more precision of centre]. T^l^•' p no f p r-nr^ c e for *:hn 
production cf simp la M'•!'-•-: i •- v 11 i b 1 r> m mar? number -j-f 
unitv, •.:H..-h involve .1 r •: i r u', ,i t O P S . In other wards, ':'-? 
y,n \'• a] :•,.-_- ,,-,,) un isp 1 r 11 f'd unit'j are mor'.^  as comp j. •• • - i to ^.h-2 
voiro,; ^-~i .-piritod _ - • *• z . ri-zc ai ap 0 r t'j - •• - 1 , *• h c nombfir 
jf ;j!v.or.c 1 og c ca 1 ur^  l-t, :. •: -.' least bu;cau9s it 1.9 th'^  '-:-': 
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d'-f''icult aperture. Fu-t'-ier, two a>;°s for apex as compared 
to other articulaturs is also reinforcement by the human 
b ehavlOur. 
To conclude we can say that in this chapter, we make an 
attempt to assess the role of human behaviour in the non-
random distribution of the phanolagical units on both the 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic levels. 
CHA?T£R in 
COMMUNICATION t ITS liOU 
m Vr\t PHONOLOGY OF 
lUCKNOV/ URDU 
CHAPTER-III 
COMMUNICATION; ITS ROLE IN TTHE PHONOLOGY OF LUCKNOM URDU 
The fact that language 13 a tool of communication 
IS well known. It is, however, novel to claim that 
communication motivates the very makeup and structure of the 
language directly. 
In this chapter, we aim at providing rationale for 
the above mentioned claim, by highlighting the role of 
communication.in the phonological analysis of Lucknow Urdu. 
It has been a moot point far a considerably long 
time, whether communication controls the structure of the 
language? As far as grammar is concerned, there is no doubt 
in the concept that communication is a controlling factor. 
Ferdinand de Saussure's concept of siqne (significant and 
signifie) is clearly based on communication. Bloomfields 
minimal units of form and meaning also suggest the existence 
of what we call 5ignal-me aning relationship within language. 
However, as far as phonology is concerned, it has been 
argued by the traditional phonemicists that communication is 
not a controlling factor m the makeup and structure of 
Ianguage. 
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Communication plays a significant role both an the 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic aspects of phonology. It is to 
be pointed out that the characteristics and distribution of 
the phonological units are not only determined by 
physiological and human factors, but it is greatly 
influenced by the communicative factor. Language, is a 
medium of communication, therefore communication lies at the 
very heart of linguistic analysis. 
The role of meaning in phonology was first 
introduced by Andre Martinet (Martinet; 1955:193), through 
his concepts of "functional load" and "functional yield". 
Martinet highlights the fact that function plays a major 
role in the makeup of the phonological structure. He further 
emphasizes that the factors of functional n-nportance exert 
influence on both the syntagmatic and paradigmatic aspects 
of the phonological units. 
It IS to be pointed out that as the term 
"function" IS loaded with various connotations, the term 
communication is used instead in Form-Content linguistics. 
The chapter has been divided into five sections. 
In Section A, we de-il with the effect of communication on 
the paradigm of the phonological units. In Section B, the 
impact of communication on the syntagmatic distribution of 
the phonological unit^ li highlighted in Lucknow Urdu. The 
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phonological merger of consonantal units is dealt with in 
Section C. In Section D, we discuss homonymy which is a 
communicative problem. Finally, we present summary and 
conclusions in Section E. 
Section A: Communicative Impact on the Paradigmatic Makeup 
of the PhonoloQical Units 
The impact of communication can be seen on the 
paradigmatic relations of the phonological units of Lucknow 
Urdu. In this section we make an attempt to highlight the 
same . 
We presented the phonological units of Lucknow 
Urdu in Chapter I, on the basis of physiological factors. It 
was however, mentioned there that most of the phonological 
units (traditionally known as "phonemes"), are to be 
established in terms of the "phonemic principle" 
(distinctiveness in meaning), which is clearly based on 
commun1cat ion. 
In traditional American phonemics, the phonemes 
are established following the discovery procedure. 
Theoretically, they are established by following 
substitutional distributional criteria. However, a short cut 
IS resorted to when they are established through contrast in 
minimal and sub-mmimal pairs, on the basis of meaning 
distinct ions.In practice, therefore, phonemes are 
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established in terms of meaning, although this word is a 
taboo in traditional phonemics. 
It may be pointed out at this juncture that the 
"phonemic inventory" presented here overlooks the concepts 
of "pattern congruity" and "economy", that are essential in 
traditional phonemic analysis. We are interested in the 
phonemic inventory only because all the phonemes presented 
in it are communicatively motivated phonological units. 
Of a total of 61_ phonological units presented in 
the grid (cf. Diagram I-l), 56. units can be labelled as the 
"phonemes" of Lucknow Urdu. 
The 56. "phoneme" type phonological units, were 
classified in terms of their physiological makeup, to be 
placed on the phonological grid, corresponding to their 
relevant axes of articulators and apertures. The role of 
communication, however, in the makeup of the phonological 
grid was implicit in our presentation and justification of 
the grid. 
The comments in Chapter I, show that 5. additional 
phonological units were established (traditional "positional 
variants") that fall on the intersections of the relevant 
axes of articulators and apertures. 
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The 57. phonological units, thus established with 
an implicit use of the "phoneme" principle in Chapter I, are 
explicitly established here through contrasting them in 
minimal and sub-minimal pairs, resulting in a change of 
meaning, thus highlighting the role of communication in the 
distinctiveness of the phonological units established 
through the "phoneme" principle. 
The "phonemic inventory" of Lucknow Urdu is 
presented in Section Al. Section A2 deals with the 
systematic presentation of the phonemic contrasts, both 
consonantal and vocalic, through contrasting minimal and 
sub-minimal pairs. Concluding remarks for the entire Section 
A is given in Section A3. 
Section Al: Presentation of the Phonemic Inventory of 
Lucknow Urdu. 
The "phonemic inventory" as presented in Diagram 
III-l, lists all the 56. "phonemes" of Lucknow Urdu that can 
be established following "phoneme" principle. Dur interest 
in these 56. "phonemes" is based on the fact that they are 
communicatively based. 
The "phonemes" are arrived at following the 
discovery procedure in traditional American phonemics. 
Theoretically, they are established by following 
subst1tutlona1-d1stributlonaI criteria. However, a short cut 
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IS resorted to by establishing them through contrasts in 
minimal and sub-minimal pairs, using meaning distinctions. 
In practice, therefore, "phonemes" are established in terms 
of meaning, although this word is a taboo in traditional 
phonemics. 
It is to be noted that, the concepts of "pattern 
congruity" or "economy", that are essential in traditional 
phonemic analysis have not been taken into account here. Qur 
interest in the " phonemic inventory" is limited to the fact 
that all the "phonemes" presented in it are communicatively 
motivated phonological units. 
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D i a g r a m l l l - l t Ihe Phonemic Inventory of Lucknow Urdu 
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Comments on the Phonemic Inventory 
1) The "phonemic inventory" differs in its makeup when 
compared with the phonological grid (cf. Diagram I-l). 
2) The consonantal phonemes in the "phonemic inventory" 
are classified on the basis of manner of articulation 
and points of articulation. As for the vowel phonemes, 
the classification is done in terms of the height of 
the tongue raised, part of the tongue raised, and 
position of the lips. 
3) As shown in the "inventory", the consonants are divided 
on the basis of manner of articulation into stops 
(plosives), fricatives (spirants), nasals, lateral, 
rolled and semi-vowels. In terms of the points of 
articulation, they are classified into the bilabials, 
1abio-dentals, dentals, retroflex, palatal, velar, 
uvular and glottal consonantal phonemes. 
4) The vocalic phonemes can be divided into 3. classes: 
long vowels, short vowels, and diphthongs. 
5) The "phonemic inventory" gives a list of all the 
"phonemes" of Lucknow Urdu. Its importance is limited 
to merely listing of the "phonemes". The "phonemes" are 
not m any way tied with one another in terms of value. 
They do project some substance, which is indicated by 
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reference to point of articulation and manner of 
articulation. An "inventory" is basically a convenient 
device to diagramitically present the "phonemes" of a 
language. 
Section A2: Phonemic Contrast 
The "phonemes" or the individual phonological 
units are established on the basis of contrast in minimal 
and sub-minimal pairs, resulting in a change of meaning. 
The contrasts are taken up for both initial and/or 
non-initial positions of the word. We have taken the liberty 
to refer to the word final position as the non-initial 
position because we have employed some bisyllabic words also 
to establish contrasts, which occur in the medial position 
of the word and were randomly collected during fieldwork. 
It IS to be noted that in our presentation of the 
"phonemic contrasts", we have dealt with the consonantal 
contrasts first followed by the vocalic contrasts (vowels 
and diphthongs). Moreover, the contrast of individual units 
IS restricted to only those units that are closely opposed 
to each other. But, in principle, the individual units are 
interrelated with all other in the grid. 
Finally, it may be pointed out that the phonemic 
contrasts are restricted to the communicatively important 
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initial position of the word. We have 7 
pairs for consonants in word final position, 
vowels are concerned, we can have only one positioi. 
monosyllabic words treated here. 
The consonantal contrasts of Lucknow Urdu are 
presented in Section A2(a). In Section A2(b) we present the 
vocalic contrasts which includes both the vowels and the 
diphthongs of Lucknow Urdu. 
Section A2(a): Consonantal Contrast 
The consonantal units of Lucknow Urdu are 
contrasted in minimal and sub-minimal pairs in this section. 
A list of the contrasted pairs is presented below: .rm65 
Consonantal Contrast 
Four way contrast of Stops (Voicing and Aspiration) 
QpposinQ Contrast Initial Gloss Non- Gloss 
Units Initial 
p/ph/b/bh p/ph pal moment -
phal fruit 
p/b pak be cooked khe:p single 
time; per-
iod ical 
supply (of 
grain or of 
merchandize) 
bak babble khe:b row 
p/bh par feather 
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ph/bh 
ph/b 
b/bh 
t/th/d/dh t/th 
th/d 
d/dh 
bhar 
phu: 1 
bhu: 1 
phak 
bak 
ba: t 
bha: t 
tak 
thak 
ta: 1 
da: 1 
fill 
flower 
err 
momen-
tariness 
chatter, 
babble 
talk. 
conver-
sation , 
cooked rice 
stare 
be 11 red, 
wean ed 
lake,pond 
pulse 
t/d l sa:t seven 
said twentieth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
Alphabet 
t/dh 
th/dh 
tan 
dhan 
than 
dhan 
tha«l 
da: 1 
do: 
dho: 
tan 
body 
wealth 
udder 
wealth 
plate 
pulse 
give 
wash 
ton t/th/d/dh t/th ba:t measure of 
weight 
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c/ch/j/jh 
t/d 
t/dh 
th/dh 
th/d 
d/dh 
c/ch 
c/j 
c/jh 
than 
• 
ta:l 
• 
da:l 
• 
ta:l 
« 
dha: 1 
• 
thak 
dhak 
thas 
das 
• 
da: 1 
• 
dha: 1 
cak 
chak 
cab 
J ab 
ca: 1 
jha: 1 
be fixed 
(in the 
mind) , 
be resol-
ved 
firewood 
store 
branch 
f1rewood 
store 
slope 
sound of 
knocking 
or hamm-
ering 
cover, 
conceal 
be stuffed 
bi te,sting 
branch 
slope, 
bent 
taste 
be trick-
ed, be 
dece1ved 
be chewed 
when , 
since 
movement 
pungency 
(as of 
pepper or 
chI 11ies) 
bai th 
ka:t 
• 
ka:d 
-
-
-
-
bai th 
fa's id 
-
— 
pu:c 
pu:ch 
jac 
j a j 
b i :c 
bu: jh 
sit down 
be cut 
card 
-
-
-
-
sit down 
band 
-
— 
ask 
tail 
be examined 
judge 
centre 
understand 
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ch/jh cha:l skin,barl< po:ch wipe 
jha:! pungency bo:jh load 
(as of 
pepper or 
chi11ies) 
ch/j cha:p impress- pu;ch ask 
ion 
ja:p mutter pu:j worship 
j/jh ja:Q wakeup bUj be extin-
guished 
jha:g foam bU:jh understand 
k/kh/g/gh k/kh ko:t court sik be warned, 
be heated 
kho:t deceit, sIkh Sikh 
fraud 
k/g kap cup de:k see 
gap idle talk, de:g large metal 
gossip cooking 
vessel; 
caldron 
k/gh 
kh/gh 
kh/g 
g/gh 
kar 
ghar 
kho: 1 
gho: 1 
kha: d 
ga: d 
g I r 
gh I r 
do 
house 
open 
solution 
manure 
dirt 
fall 
be surr-
ounded 
— 
-
-
-
JO: kh 
JQ:g 
-
-
— 
-
-
-
we igh 
joining 
-
-
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Six-way Contrast of Stops CArticulators) 
p/t/t/c/k/q p/t pe:l crush bo:p father 
te:l oil ba:t talk 
t/t ta:p heat; la:t kick 
warn 
ta:p tramp of la:t lord 
a horse 
t/c ta:p paw or beat pa:t slab 
the ground 
ca:p 
c/k cal 
kal 
k/q kUl 
qUl 
ph/th/th/ch/kh ph/th phak 
thak 
th/th thak 
thak 
th/ch thak 
sound of 
footsteps 
ujal k 
tomorrow 
total 
first 
word of 
some 
Suras 
momenta-
riness 
be 11 red 
be t i red 
sniind n'f 
knack ing 
sound of 
knock ing 
pare 
p a : c 
pa: k 
t a: k 
ta: q 
-
-
-
-
ba 1 th 
five 
five 
pure 
stare, 
g 1 ance 
arch , n 
-
-
-
-
sit do 
chak be tricked bich be spread 
be dece i ved 
ch/kh cha:l bark pilch wipe 
kha: 1 i.k 1 n dUkh ache 
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b/d/d/j/g b/d hn:d after a:b water 
da:d apppre- a:d half 
elation 
d/d da:l pulse la:d load 
da:I branch la:d affection 
d/j da:l branch lard affection 
• • • 
ja:l net la:j modesty 
j/Q ja:l net la:j modesty 
Qa:l check laig correlation 
bh/dh/dh/jh/Qh bh/dh bhak blast 
dhak smal1 
louse 
dh/dh dhak small - -
louse 
dhak cover 
dh/jh dha:i pour 
jha:l pungency 
jh/gh jho:l puckering 
ghQ:l solution - -
Stops and Nasals Contrasted 
b/m/d/n/g/n b/m ba:l hair 
ma:1 wealth 
d/n dam breath 
nam wet 
g/n - -
ba:b 
ba: m 
ba:d 
ba :n 
jag 
J an 
chapter 
balm 
bind,fasten 
arrow 
world 
battle 
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Contrast of Nasals (Articulators) 
m/n/n m/n 
n/n 
ma:n 
na:n 
-
-
respect 
bread 
-
-
nlitn 
na'cn 
ma:n 
ma^ :n 
name 
bread 
honour 
Mant,demand 
Stops and Fricatives Contrasted 
p/f/t/s/c/l/k/x 
p/f pa:l bringup na:p measurement 
fa:l omen, na.:f navel 
augury 
t/s taj give up sa:t seven 
saj be adorned sa:s mother-in-
1 aw 
c/s cab be chewed no:c scratch 
sab night no:s drinking, 
eating 
k/x kas tight si:k Sikh 
xas fragrant si:x skewer 
grass 
b/v/d/z/g/^ b/v ba:r time,turn sab night 
va:r blow siv Lord Shiva 
d/2 da:d appreci- sa:d twentieth 
at ion letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
2a:d twenty sa:2 musical 
first instru-
1et ter of men t 
he Urdu 
alphabet 
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g/§ ga:r wring ba:g tiger 
§a:r cave ba:g garden 
Contrast of Fricatives (Articulators) 
f/s/s/x f/s 
J\ 
\ / , 
fa:l 
sa: 1 
sab 
sab 
sai r 
xai r 
(Voicin ID) 
omen 
year 
all 
night 
poet 
wel 1-
be ing 
sa: f 
sa: s 
kas 
kas 
ta I's 
t a: X 
clean 
mother-in-
law 
t ight 
puff 
p1 aying 
cards 
arch,niche 
f/v/s/z/s/x/g/h 
f/v faraq differ- - -
ence 
varaq page - -
s/v sar head sajs mother-m-
1 aw 
zar gold sa:z musical 
instrument 
x/g xair well- ta:x arch,niche 
be ing 
gair stranger te:^ sword 
v/z/§ v/z va:r blow tava: griddle 
za:l thirteenth tacza: fresh 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
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x/g/h 
2/9 
x/h 
;^/h 
za: 1 thi rteenth ba:z 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
hawk 
ga: r 
xa: k 
ha: k 
ga: r 
ha: r 
cave 
ash,dirt 
drive, 
boast 
cave 
garland 
. V 
ba:g 
sa: X 
sa:h 
ba:^ 
ba:h 
garden 
branch 
Shah 
garden 
arm 
Fricatives and Liquids Contrasted 
v/w 
z/l/r 
v/w 
:/l 
2/r 
va: r 
wa: h 
za: 1 
la: 1 
re 
b law -
b ravo' -
th1rteenth ba:1 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
red ba: 
Si Xteenth sa:2 
letter of 
the urdu 
alphabet 
fourteenth sar 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
hair 
b ack , aga in 
musical 
instrument 
head 
Contrast of Liquids (Articulators) 
w/1/r/r/y w/1 
w/r 
wo: 
lo: 
wo: 
he,she,it a:w 
take pa:1 
he,she,it ta:w 
mucus 
b ring up 
heat 
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l/r 
ro: 
rarg 
la:g 
-
-
cry 
raaa 
correlat-
t ion 
-
1 
ta: r 
par 
pal 
par 
par 
string 
feather 
moment 
feather 
fall,drop 
r/r 
r/y re: fourteenth - -
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
ye: this - -
1/y la:d load ta:la lock 
ya:d memory ta:ya paternal 
uncle 
Retroflex Stop and Retroflex Flap Contrasted 
d/r d/r - - ka:d card 
ka:r embroider 
Section A2(b): Voca1ic Contrast 
The vocalic units (vowels and diphthongs) of Lucknow Urdu 
are contrasted in minimal and sub-minimal pairs in this section. 
A list of the contrasted pairs is presented below: 
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Contrast of Medial and Labio Dorsal Vowels 
Opposino Contrast Pairs 
i;i; .II.e;e; 
:C—' '*>> «. 
u:u:, U U, 0:0: 
Gloss 
1: /u: 
1 : /u: 
I/U 
I/U 
e : /o; 
e : /o: 
ki :c 
ku:c 
gi : J 
Qu: J 
pll 
pUl 
p In 
pUn 
se : r 
so: r 
ge :d 
go*: d 
mud 
decamping 
mash 
echo 
rush 
with han 
against 
bridge 
pin 
good 
1 ion 
deed 
noise 
ball 
gum 
d 
Front Dorsal versus Medial Vowels 
I I,e:§: 
a/I 
a/I 
a: /e ; 
pal 
Pll 
ban 
bin 
ba: 1 
moment 
rush against 
be made, formed 
wi thout 
hair 
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b e : l c l^eep ing p l a n t ; 
e m b r o i d e r y 
a:/e: sa:n mix upf mash 
se:n hole made in the 
wall by burglars 
Front Dorsal versus Labio Dorsal Vowels 
U U, 0:0: 
a/U 
a/U 
a: /o: 
a: /a: 
Short versus Long Vowels 
I T, a.|, U "D 
i:i:,e:e:,a:a:fO:Q:fU:u: 
I/i: 
I/i; 
kal 
kUl 
kam 
kUm 
jha: 1 
jho: 1 
jha: k 
jho: k 
pit 
p i : t 
sin 
tomorrow;yesterday 
whole,total,al1 
less, rare 
conf inement; 
oppressive heat 
pungency 
puckering 
peep, look 
inclinat ion; 
impulse 
be beaten 
back 
age 
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I/e: 
I/e: 
a/a; 
a/a: 
U/u; 
U/u: 
U/O! 
U/o; 
Oral versus Nasal Vowels 
i!lei t a a;, u:U o: 
T:Te: , 5 '5: , W: "U "J: 
i:/i 
I/I 
e: /e: 
SI :n 
cit 
ce: t 
sin 
At 
se :n 
jal 
ja: 1 
Chan 
cha:n 
cUr 
cU:r 
cUn 
cU:n 
cUr 
CO: r 
nUc 
no: c 
p 1 : t 
1 : t 
siga:r 
sIga:r 
re : t 
eighteenth letter 
of the Urdu alphabet 
lying flat 
become irritated 
age 
hole made in the 
wall by burglars 
burn 
net 
thick bracelet 
be strained 
sound of cracking 
powder, sawdust 
gather,pick 
p1 eats, frill 
sound of cracking 
thief,burglar 
be scratched 
scratch 
beat 
brick 
cigar 
makeup 
sand 
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re:g crawl 
,/^ a/a pak be cooked 
pak uiing 
i.'./Zi ba:s smell 
b'S'is bamboo 
u:/u: su:k dry 
su:g smell 
U/U pUl bridge 
pUn good deed 
o:/o: o:t cover 
ho:t 1ips 
Monophthongs versus Diphthongs 
/^ ^*f *\t 
ai au, ai "au 
e:/ai me:l meeting 
mai1 dirt, f11th 
a:/ai pa:r apposite bank 
pair foot, leg 
o:/au borl speak, talk 
baul ball 
a:/au ba:l hair 
baul ball 
"et/ai ch'erk interrupt 
c a m chain 
a:/ai bliis bamboo 
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o:/au 
a: /au 
bhais 
f o:m 
f aum 
kirn 
kaun 
buffalo (female) 
foam 
form 
ear 
who 
ai au 
ai au 
Oral Diphthongs versus Nasal Diphthongs 
ai/ai bhais 
bh'ain 
au/au sau 
sauf 
buffalo (female) 
sister 
hundred 
aniseed 
Medial Diphthongs versus Back Dorsal Diphthongs 
a 1 T ^ ^ 
au, au 
ai /au Qai r 
gaur 
ai/au c a m 
jaun 
stranger 
deep thought 
relief, peace 
who, which 
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Section A3: Concluding Remarks 
The explicit rale of communication is seen in the 
establishment of the phonemes of Lucknow Urdu by 
establishing contrasts in minimal and sub-minimal pairs. 
Theoretically, in American structural linguistics, the 
"phonemes" are established by following substitutlonal-
distributlonal criteria. But, in practice, it is done 
through contrast m minimal and sub-minimal pairs, using 
meaning distinctions, which is a short cut method. 
The presentation of our "phonemic inventory" is 
limited to merely listing the "phonemes" using meaninp as a 
tool for identification of the "phonemes". We have ignored 
concepts of "pattern congruity" and "economy" het^e. 
P'ollowing the principle of contrast in minimal and 
sub-minimal pairs, we have established a total of 57^ 
phonemes, 36. consonantal phonemes and 20. vocalic phonemes 
(vowels and diphthongs), which is systematically presented 
in Diagram III-l). 
It may be pointed out that although the contrast 
of individual phonological units is restricted to only the 
neighbouring units, in principle, the individual 
phonological units are interrelated with all other units in 
the phonological grid. That is, unlike the phonemes, which 
are merely listed in the "phonemic inventory", the 
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phonological units presented in the grid express value 
relations. 
Section B;Communicative Impact on Combinatory Phonology 
In Section A, of this Chapter, we highlighted the 
paradigmatic relations of the phonological units in terms of 
communication. Here, in Section B, we make an attempt to 
justify the role of communication in the syntagmatic 
relations of the phonological units of Lucknow Urdu. 
In Section Bl, we deal with such pairs of words in 
which the phonological units have been reversed to highlight 
the role of communication in the syntagmatic usage in the 
word. In Section B2 we duscuss the syntagmatic usage of the 
monosyllabic words in their entirety. In Section B3, the 
effect of communicative load on the position of the 
phonological units in the word is taken up in terms of the 
hierarchy of the adroitness of the articulators and the 
number of articulators. And in Section B4, we present 
concluding remarks on the entire Section B. 
Section Bl: Pairs of Words with the Same Phonolooical Units 
in Reverse Order 
The monosyllabic words or the C^C words, analysed 
here, begin and end with a consonant, except for a few words 
where C ((\a.y be zero initially and/or finally. The C in the 
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CVC words represents any of the forty-one (41) consonants 
(cf. Diagram I-l). 
It is interesting to note that there are many 
instances in Lucknow Urdu, where an interchange of the 
initial and final consonants results in a drastic change in 
meaning. To put it more precisely, interchange of consonants 
syntagmat ical ly like Cj^ VC-p and Z'^C-2 may represent two well 
defined words with entirely different meanings. 
This s^tagmatic interchange of cdnsonants is 
illustrated by listing the following pairs a^ monosyllabic 
words. 
Consonants P a i r s of G l o s s * 
Interchanoed Words 
-0/p a :p you ( p o l i t e ) 
p:a obtain 
0/ J a: J todiay 
J : a go 
a :g f i r e 
0/q g : a s i n g 
a :s hope 
0^ /s s:a 1 ike , resembl ing 
a:s soup,broth 
s:a a title assumed 
by fakirs 
/^ /l a: 1 seal 1 ion 
la: bring 
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0/r a:r disgrace 
r:a way, path 
0/b u:b be fed up 
b:u odour 
0/U. e: k one 
k:e of; be longing to 
Si/t o:t vote 
t:o search 
p/t pat leaf of a door 
tap sound of dropping 
p/k pak be cooked 
kap cup 
p/c pic sound of spitting 
d p 
p/1 pll rush against 
lip be p1astered 
p/c pUc be wiped,be dusted 
cUp quiet 
p/ch pUch wipe 
chUp hide 
p/t pa:t slab 
ta:p tramp (of a horse) 
p/c pa:c five 
carp chop 
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p/k pa:k pure 
ka:p tremble 
p/t pi:t beat: strike 
ti:p compress, squeeze 
p/c pi:c rxce gruel,starch 
ci:p press 
p/s pits piece 
si:p oyester-shel1 
p/s pu:s tenth month of the 
the Hindu Calendar 
su:p winnowing basket 
p/r pu:r suffice 
ru:p beauty 
p/t pert stomach 
te:p tape 
p/c pe:c screw 
ce:p gum (of mangoes) 
p/s pe:s front; vowel marker 
for U and u: 
se:p shape 
p/1 perl crush, drive on 
fore lbly 
le:p p1 aster,ointment 
p/t po:t white wash with mud 
ta:p canon 
p/t po:t flatter 
torp hat 
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p/k paik pack 
kaip cap 
p/c pare five 
carp chop 
b/d bad bad 
dab deficient, less 
b/t bat tripe 
tab t«ih 
b/c bac be saved 
rah be chewed 
b/j baj be sounded 
jab when 
b/k bat< babh ^  H 
kab when 
b/s bds power, author-ity 
sab all 
b/1 bal strength 
lab lips 
b/r bar wasp 
rab lord, master 
b/t ba:t talk 
ta:b splendour, strength 
b/(l ba: d after 
da:b pressdown, squeeze 
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b/g 
b/s 
b/1 
b/r 
b/j 
b/r 
t/1 
t/r 
t/j 
t/n 
t/k 
t/1 
t/r 
ba: g 
ga:b 
ba:s 
5a:b 
ba:l 
la:b 
ba: r 
ra:b 
b 1 : j 
J i :b 
bo: r 
rQ:b 
tal 
lat 
tar 
rat 
tUj 
jUt 
tan 
nat 
ta:k 
ka: t 
ta: 1 
la:t 
ta: r 
tiger 
pregnant (animal) 
sme 11 
mister 
hair 
profit, gain 
time, turn 
clarified sugar 
seed 
tongue 
bore 
commanding or awe 
inspiring presence 
fry 
bad habit 
wet 
chariot 
you 
be ploughed 
st retch 
nose-ring 
stare, glance 
sp in 
lake, pond 
kick 
wire, St ring 
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t/j 
t/r 
d/1 
d/kh 
ra: t 
ri: t 
dal 
lad 
dUkh 
khUd 
sa: d 
da: 1 
di :n 
ni :d 
tak 
kat 
tal 
lat 
tar 
• 
rat 
night 
ti:j third day of a lunar 
fortnight 
J i : t v i c t o r y 
ti : r arrow 
custom 
grind 
be loaded 
ache, pain 
be dug 
dag astonished, amazed 
gad odour, bad smell 
da:s slave 
twenteith letter of 
the Urdu alphabet 
pui se 
^^'•^ load 
faith , religion 
sleep 
be stitched 
be out 
pass over 
stick, pole 
c roak 
repeat 
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t/n 
t/k 
t/1 
t/s 
t/1 
t an 
nat 
t a: k 
ka: t 
• 
ta: 1 
la:t 
11 : s 
SI : t 
tu: 1 
lu: t 
tu : r 
ru : t 
to: k 
ko: t 
ta:g 
ga: t 
da: k 
« 
ka: d 
da: 1 
la:d 
do: 1 
• 
la:d 
(ja : r 
ro: d 
ton 
rope-dancer 
st 1 tch 
cut 
put off 
lord 
pain, throb 
seat 
stool 
rob, plunder 
roller for wrapping 
gold or silver lace 
be vexed, displeased 
quest ioning, 
checking 
coat 
leg 
knot, tie 
letter 
card 
branch 
affect ion, 
tenderness 
bucket 
load 
thread, twine 
road 
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c/r car graze 
rac be stained 
c/n cUn gather, pick, choose 
nUc be scratched; 
be plucked 
c/k ca:k potter's wheel 
ka:c glass, crystel 
c/k cu:k commit an error 
ku:c decamping 
c/n ci:n China 
nT:c low, mean 
c/m cu:m kiss 
mu:c moustache 
j/g jag war, battle 
g'aj a p l a c e o f 
me rchandize 
j/m jam became firm, 
f 1 xed 
ma J be c 1 eaned, 
be polished 
j/1 ja:l net 
la:J modesty, honour 
j/s ju:s juice 
su:j swe11 
j/khi jo:kh weigh, measure 
kho:J search 
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j/m 
k/f 
k/s 
k/l 
k/h 
k/r 
k/< 
k/1 
k/1 
k/s 
k/s 
ja:m goblet, bowl 
ma;j clean,polish 
kaf ph1egm 
f ak 
sak 
rak 
ka: 1 
la:k 
•^ /^  ka:r 
lik 
ke :s 
se : k 
ko:s 
so: k 
lost (as colour 
from the face) 
^^^ draw tight 
sak be able 
kas puff 
doubt 
^^^ say, speak 
•^ ak right 
^^^ do, make 
keep 
*^ ^^  who, what 
^^^ be heated 
inauspiclous 
time 
lac 
car 
^^'•^ ashes 
^^'•^ nai 1 , peg 
nit 
case 
warm, heat 
unit of linear 
measure 
soak, absorb 
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k/r 
k/n 
9/1 
g/r 
g/l 
g/r 
g/l 
m/n 
m/n 
n/s 
f/1 
s/r 
ko: r 
ro: k 
ka:n 
na: k 
gal 
lag 
gar 
rag 
ga: 1 
1 a:g 
ga: r 
ra: g 
go: 1 
lo:g 
man 
nam 
ma: n 
na: m 
nas 
san 
fa: 1 
la:f 
sar 
edge 
stop 
car 
nose 
be cooked or boiled 
till soft 
be attached; seem" 
if 
artery, vein 
cheek 
correlation;bearin9 
strain, filter 
raga 
round,circular 
peop1e 
heart, mind 
damp, moist 
honour, respect 
name 
pulse 
be smeared 
omen, augury 
boast 
head 
ras juice 
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s/r sir head 
ris drip; trickle 
s/r sa:r mend, repair 
ra:s suitability, 
rightfulness 
s/r su:r blown on the day 
of resurrection 
ru;s Russia 
s/r se:r seer:measure of 
weight 
re:s race 
z/r 2o:r force, pressure 
ro:z day; daily 
h/r har every, each, any 
rah remain, stay; 
be left 
h/r ha:r neclace, garland 
ra:h way, path 
h/r hu:r virgin of paradise 
ru:h soul , sp i n t 
A* 
h/m he:m hem 
me:h rainfall 
The pairs of words presented above are good 
examples of communicative economy achieved through 
combinatory phonology. It is to be noted that we get two 
words with different meanings by employing the same number 
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of phonoloQical units in reverse order. Although our word 
list includes only selected monosyllabic words, a fuller 
utilization of phonological units in different order with 
change in meaning, can be seen in the organisation of 
polysyllabic words in Lucknow Urdu. This concept of 
communicative economy through combinatory phonology is fully 
developed in terms of double articulation' by Andre 
Martinet (1964; 22-24). 
Section B2: Communication and the CVC. CVCC & CCVC Words 
Unlike the CVC words, the words wilh consonant 
clusters (including geminates) require greater precision of 
control in their production, simply because there are more 
phonological units to be co-ordinated. We, therefore, expect 
that the CVC words should be preferred over both the CVCC 
words and the CCVC words. The frequencies of usage of the 
three types of monosyllabic words is presented in Table III-
1. 
CVC CVCC CCVC Total 
Number 1669 101 8 1778 
Percentage 93.87 5.68 0.45 100*/. 
Table III-l: Frequency of Occurrence of the Monosyllabic Words 
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Comments on the Tablet 
The figures in Table III-l shows that there is a clear 
preference for the CVC words over both the CVCC and the CCVC 
words. As a matter of fact, the CVC words 1669 outnumber by 
101 to a both the CVCC and the CCVC words combined 109. 
Thus, there is a marked skewing against the cluster words in 
Lucknow Urdu. Although it is mainly motivated by human 
behaviour in avoiding greater precision of control (cf. 
Chapter II), this skewing is also reinforced by 
communication. For the communicative load of phonological 
units IS progressively reduced as we move from the first 
phonological unit to the last phonological unit in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word in a language. 
Furthermore, fewer units will be preferred over a greater 
number of units to signal the meaning of a morpheme. 
Therefore, the use of consonant clusters, with too many 
phonological distinctions, is disfavoured in Lucknow Urdu 
from the view point of both communication and human 
behaviour reasons. 
Section B3: Communicative Load and the Initial and Final 
Positions of the PhonoloQical Units 
Communication has a major role to play in the 
combinatory phonology of a language. It is a well known 
SHperience that the initial position of the word carries 
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greater communicative load than does the end of the word. As 
a result, we expect the maximum utilization of the 
phonological units in the word initial position. On the 
contrary, for the final position of the word, we expect 
these units to be selectively under-utilized. 
To assess the impact of communicative load on the 
occurrence of the consonants in the initial and final 
positions, we take the help of statistical figures. It may 
however be pointed out here that we have limited our 
analysis to the C^C words only. 
Section B3(a): Communicative Load and the Hierarchy of the 
Adroitness of Articulators. 
In aurCiiapter I, on physiological mechanism, we 
dealt in detail with the effect of hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators on both paradigmatic makeup and 
syntagmatic distribution of the phonological units of 
Lucknow Urdu (cf. Chapter I, Section B). 
Physiologically, it is seen that the apicals 
produced by the most adroit apex were most favoured, 
followed by the labials-dorsals, produced by the more adroit 
labium and dorsum, followed by the medials produced by the 
less adroit medium, and the post dorsals produced by the 
least adroit post dorsum. 
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In this sectian we make an attempt to see the 
effect of communication or communicative load on the 
occurrences of the phonological units of Lucknow Urdu, both 
in word initial and word final positions in terms of this 
hierarchy. 
It will be readily agreed that the initial 
position of the word carries more communicative load than 
does the end of the word. Given this communicative need, we 
expect a competitive use of the phonological units in word 
initial position. On the contrary, we expect a selective use 
of those units in word final position. 
We will be limiting ourselves to the CVC words 
only. In Subsections B3(ai), B3(aii), B3(aiii), B3(aiv), and 
B3(av), we examine the communicative impact on the relative 
preference of the consonantal units, the stops, the 
fricatives, the liquids and, the nasals in the initial and 
final position of the word in terms of the hierarchy of 
articulators, respectively. 
Section B3(ai);Impact of Commun i c a t i on on the Relative 
Preference of the Consonantal Units in Terms 
of Articulators in the CVC Words. 
It has already been discussed earlier (cf. 
GhsptPP I| Section B), that the hierarchy of the adroitness 
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of articulators affects the syntagmatic distribution of the 
consonantal units. That is, it has an impact on the 
frequency of occurrence of the apical, dorsal, labial, 
medial and post dorsal units. 
The order of preference in terms of the hierarchy 
of adroitness of articulators for the consonantal units is 
generally the apicals the labial-dorsal units, the medials, 
and the post dorsal units. Here we assess, from the view 
point of communication, the distribution of the consonantal 
units in the initial and final position of the CVC words in 
terms of articulators through Table III-2(a). 
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Comments on the Table; 
1) The frequency of occurrence of the consonantal units in 
the CVC words refers to stops, fricatives, liquids and 
nasals in terms of articulators. 
2) From the view point of the hierarchy of the adroitness 
of articulators (physioloQical mechanism), we expect 
that amongst CK/C words, the apicals will be most 
preferred followed by the labials-dorsals, medials and 
the post dorsals in order of preference. 
Of a total of 3062 occurrences of the CVC 
consonantal units (stops, fricatives, liquids and 
nasals), we have 1552 apical units, 633 labial units, 
521 dorsal units, 356 medial units and 20. post dorsal 
units. The figures ideally conform to our expectations 
in terms of the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators. 
3) When we examine the figures in tr>rw^ of communication, 
taking into account thp occurrenres of the consonantal 
units 1 f^  the initiil position of the word, w9 find that 
the skewings we get there also respcrid to UT-- high 
communicit I v? load c.i'^ ried by ':•• e beginning of the 
word. There is rrn'H or less ^^  competitive use of the 
api-^'^-- ^34 '4l.T?y.), ljbial3 433 'S3.40*';), dor 3a IT 241 
(46.26'/.;, medial-. 234 '65.^3".) m the .oo-d initial 
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position. The apicals are the highest in number which 
is basically due to the high adroitness of the apex. 
The labials however, though less than the apicals, 
outnumber the dorsals in this position. This rise in 
the frequency of usage of the labial units in 
comparison to the dorsal units is justified by vision, 
where the labials are always preferred in the initial 
position of the word (cf. Chapter V, Section A ) . 
3) In the communicatively less important final position of 
the word, we expect that the more favoured units like 
the apicals will be additionally favoured and the less 
favoured units like the medials and the post dorsals 
will be additionally disfavoured. 
Here we find that the apicals 398 (58.62%) are 
being additionally favoured as compared to the other less 
preferred units. noreover, the labials that are both 
physiologically and communicatively favoured initially, are 
drastically disfavoured finally due to a lesser 
communicative load and lesser visibility impact at the end 
of the word. 
Section B3(aii): Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Stops in Terms of 
Articulators in the CVC Words 
The frequency of occurrence of the opposing stops 
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in the initial and final positions of the CVC words in terms 
of the articulators are communicatively examined here. In 
Table-II1-2(b) we give the actual occurrences of the 
opposing stops in word initial and final positions. 
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Comments on the Table; 
1) The number of occurrences in the CVC words as compared 
in the table, refer to apico-dental stops (t,d; th,dh), 
apico-palatal (retroflex) stops (t d; th dh), medial 
stops (c,j; ch,jh) dorsal stops (k,g; kh,gh>, and post-
dorsal stop (q) . 
2) In terms of adroitness of articulators (physiological 
mechanism, we expect that apical stops would be most 
favoured, followed by labial, dorsal, medial and post 
dorsal stops respectively. The figures in the table 
almost fully conform to our expectations, with the 
exception of one instance where the dorsals outnumber 
the labials by an extremely small margin. Being most 
adroit, the apex is the only articulator which has two 
opposing series of stops-the apico-dental and the 
apico-palatal. The apico-dental stops 323 and the 
apico-palatal stops 293 together comprise £>16 
occurrences combined. In comparison with apical stops, 
we have 444 occurrences of the dorsals and 442 
occurrences of the labial stops. At this point, the 
dorsals and the labial stops are competing well with 
each other. There is a substantial drop for the medial 
stops with 347 occurrences. The least favoured post-
dorsal stops occurs only 20. times of the CVC words. 
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3) However, when we examine the figures for word initial 
position, we find that skewings there also respond to 
the high communicative load carried by the beginning of 
the word. Thus, whereas the percentage of the more 
favoured apical stops and dorsal stops goes down in the 
initial position of the word, the percentage of the 
less favoured medial stops goes up in that position of 
the word. But a note is to be made here, that rather 
than going down, the percentage of the more favoured 
labial stops goes up in word initial position. In fact, 
of all the stops with 1070 (57.25*/.) occurrences in word 
initial position, the labial stops occur most 
frequently with 321 (72.62'/.) occurrences followed by 
the apical stops 297 (48.217.) occurrences. Beside, 
physiology and communication, here vision (visibility 
of the lips in articulation) plays a role in the 
substantial increase in the number of occurrences for 
labial stops. 
4) In the final position of the word which is 
communicatively less important, we expect that the more 
favoured apical stops and front-dorsal stops will be 
additionally favoured, whereas the less favoured medial 
stops will be additionally disfavoured. And the figures 
in the table fully conform to our expectations. 
Hc,(..jisv!3rt phys valog ica L Ly and visually favoured Iibiil 
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stops are drastically reduced in their occurrences xn 
response to the lesser communicative load of word final 
position and to the lesser visibility impact at the end 
of the word (cf. Chapter V, Section A). 
Section B3<aiii): Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Fricatives in Terms 
of Articulators in the CVC Words 
In this Section, we will be discussing the 
frequency of occurrence of the fricatives in both the 
initial and final position of the CVC words in terms of the 
articulators from the communicative angle. The actual 
occurrences of the fricatives alongwith their percentages 
are shown in Table III-2(c>: 
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Comments on the Table: 
1) Out of a total of 351 fricatives in both the initial 
and final position of the CVC words, the apicals are 
223, the labials are 38., the dorsals are 41. and the 
medials are 49. All the figures conform to our 
expectations except for the rise in the figures for the 
medials which goes against the hierarchy of 
articulators. This is probably because many words of 
Perso-Arabic origin have retained their original form 
in usage in Lucknow Urdu and begin or end with the 
palatal fricative |. 
2) Initially, of a total of 194 occurrences, there are 120 
(53.81'/.) apicals, 20. (52.63y.) labials, 24. (58.54%) 
dorsals and 30. (61.22*/.) medials. Since the 
communicative load is high in the initial position of 
the word, we find that there is a fair competition 
between the apical, labial, dorsal and medial 
fricatives in this position of Lucknow Urdu. 
3) However, in the final position of the word, we expect 
the favoured units to be additionally favoured and the 
less favoured units to be additionally disfavoured. 
Thus of a total of 157 final occurrences, we have 103 
(46.19'/.) apical fricatives, which is a very competitive 
use of the apicals which are produced by the most 
adroit apex. 
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The _1^ (47.46*/.) occurrences of the labials and i7_ 
(41,37*/.) occurrences of the dorsal fricatives do show that 
these less favoured units are being selectively utilized in 
the final position of the word. 
Contrary to our expectations, the medials compete 
well with the labials and the dorsals. This skewing can be 
explained by the fact that most of the Perso-Arabic words 
used in Lucknow Urdu, begin and end with the medial 
fricative %. 
Section B3(aiv): Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the L iquids in Terms of 
Articulators in the CVC Words 
Here, we will examine the effect of communicative 
load on the usage of the liquids in the initial and final 
position of the CVC words. The actual occurrence of the 
liquids in the initial and final positions of the word are 
given in Table III-2(d) below: 
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Comments on the Table* 
1) Of a total of 475 liquids in the initial and final 
positions of the CVC words, we have 460 apical liquids 
which is a very high frequency and is fully justified 
in terms of hierarchy. The less preferred labial 
liquid, dorsal liquid and the medial liquid are 
comparatively very low in usage, and are justified in 
terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. 
2) From the communicative viewpoint, the initial position 
of the word carries the maximum communicative load. Of 
a total of 134 initial occurrences, we get 122 (26.52*/.) 
apical liquids as compared to the rather low labial, 
dorsal and medial liquids. Although, communicatively, 
we expect all of them to compete well with each other, 
the rather high number of the apicals can be explained 
in terms of the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators. Thus physiologically apicals are most 
preferred in comparison to the labials, dorsals, 
medials etc. 
3) Communicatively, we expect that units that are favoured 
initially in the final position of the word and the 
less favoured units will be selectively used in the 
same position. Thus of a total of 341 liquids, we get 
33B (73.48*/.) apicals and only 3 C50.00*/.) occurrences 
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each of the labial and the dorsal liquids which is 
justified from the communicative viewpoint. 
Section B3(av);Impact of Communication on the Relative 
Preference of the Nasals in Terms of 
Articulators in the CVC Word 
Here we assess the communicative effect on the 
frequency of occurrence of the nasals in both the word 
initial and final positions in terms of the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators in the CVC word. The actual 
frequencies of occurrence are systematically presented in 
Table III-2(e): 
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Comments on the Table: 
1) The hierarchy of the adroitness of articulators 
dictates the highest use of the apicals, followed by 
the labial, dorsal, medial and post-dorsal nasal units. 
Of a total of 364 nasal units in the CVC word, we have 
184 occurrences of the apicals, 147 occurrences of the 
labials and only 33. occurrences of the dorsals which is 
justified in terms of hierarchy. 
2) In the initial position, since the communicative load 
IS high we expect a fairly good competition between the 
d1f ferent units. 
Thus, of a total of 154 nasals here, we have 65_ 
(35.33*/.) apicals and 39, (60.54*/.) labials. The labials 
however outnumber the apicals which can be explained in 
terms of vision (cf. Chapter V, Section A ) . 
3) In the final position of the word, we expect these 
units to be more preferred as a result of the low 
communicative load. Thus we find a rise in the apical 
119 (64.67*/.) here. There is however, a downfall in the 
labial nasal 58. (39.47*/.) which is due to lesser 
visibility impact at the end of the word (cf. Chapter 
V ) . We have 33. (100.00*/.) dorsal nasals in the final 
position, in contrast to a total skewing in the initial 
position. This is justified because the dorsal nasal 
does not ocur initially in Lucknaw Urdu. 
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Section B3(b):Impact of Communication on the Initial and 
Final Position of the Word in Terms of Number 
of Articulators 
It is human nature to resort to minimax solution 
(cf. Chapter II). Thus, from the view point of human 
behaviour, we expect that the phonological units involving 
fewer articulators will be preferred over those utilizing 
more articulators (cf. Chapter II, Section A ) . 
However, from the communicative view point, we 
expect a rather competitive use of the phonological units 
(voiceless versus voiced, unaspirated versus aspirated) in 
the initial position of the word and a selective use of the 
same in the final position of the word. 
In this section, we make an attempt to examine the 
effect of communication on the frequency of occurrence of 
the units utilizing both few and more articulators in the 
word initial and final positions. 
We are limiting ourselves to the CK>C words here. 
In Section B3(bi), we take up the unaspirated and aspirated 
stops in the CVC words. In Sections B3(bii), 93;biii), and 
B3(biv) we examine the effect of communication in the 
initial and final position of the word an the voiceless and 
voiced consonants, stops and fricatives in the CVC '^ jord^  
respective1y. 
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Section B3(bi);Aspirated and Unaspirated Stops in the CVC 
Words. 
In this section, we assess the effect of the 
communicative load of phonological units in the distribution 
of the unaspirated and aspirated CVC stops in the initial 
and final position of the word with the help of Table III-
3(a) . 
Stops Unasp1 rated 
No •/. 
Asp 1 rated 
No •/. 
Total 
No •/. 
Initial 
Final 
724/ 
48.07 
782/ 
51 .93 
3^6/ 
95.32 
17/ 
4.68 
1070/ 
57.25 
799/ 
42.75 
Total 1506/ 
100 
363/ 
100 
1869/ 
100 
Table II1-3(a);Frequency of the Unaspirated and Aspirated 
Stops in the Initial and Final Position of 
the CVC Words. 
Comments on the Table: 
1) The occurrences of all the unaspirated stops 
(p , t , t ,c , k ,q ,b ,d ,d , J ,g ) and of all the K>. aspirated 
stops (ph, th, th, ch, kh, bh, dh, dh, jh, gh) XVB 
compared here in both positions of the CVC words. 
2) As shown by the total figures for the stops in tht? 
table, there is a general preference for the 
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unaspirated stops 1506 vis-a-vis their aspirated 
counterparts 363. This preference is supported by both 
physiological mechanism and human behaviour. For, the 
production of aspirated stops require a rather 
unnatural configuration of the glottis with the rush of 
air coming from the lungs. Furthermore, unlike 
voiceless unaspirated stops, the aspirated stops (both 
voiced and voiceless) are more complex in being 
produced by an additional (glottal) articulator (cf. 
Chapter II, Section A ) . 
3) It may be noted that in the initial position both the 
unaspirated stops 724 (48.077.) and aspirated stops 346 
(95.32'/.) compete well. However, in the final position 
the favoured unaspirated stops are additionally 
favoured 7S2 (51.93*/.) and the comparatively disfavoured 
aspirated stops are drastically reduced to 1_7_ (4.68'/.). 
This skewing is partly motivated by the physiological 
mechanism in that more air from the lungs is available 
at the beginning of the word than at the end of the 
word. However, this relative preference of aspiration 
for word initial position is mainly motivated by the 
heavy communicative load earned by the first 
phonologial unit in the word. 
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Section B3(bi i):Voiceless and Voiced Consonants in the CVC 
Words. 
Here we assess the impact of communication on the 
difference in the frequencies of the voiceless and voiced 
consonants in the initial and final position of the CVC 
words through Table III-3(b). 
Consonants Voiceless Voiced Total 
Initial 742/ 571/ 1313/ 
51,82 6.6.55 57.34 
Final 690/ 287/ 977/ 
48.18 33.45 42.66 
Total 1432/ 958/ 2290/ 
100 100 100 
Table III-3<b);Frequency of the Consonants in the TniIlal 
and Final Positions nf the CVC Words. 
Comments on the Table; 
1) The tible Qivi,s us fiQuret. and percentages for all the 
voiceless and voiced consonants (stops and fricatives) 
for the CVC ^ords. 
2) The voiced consonants are produced by an extra 
articulator (glottis) 3<^. compared to their voiceless 
counterparts. Thus, in trrm^ of human behaviour, the 
voiced consonants should bt? relatively disfavoured in 
comparison to the voiceless consonants in terms of 
number of articulators (cf. Chapter II, Section A ) . 
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Of a total of 2290 voiceless and voiced consonants 
in the CVC words, we have 1432 voiceless occurrences 
and 858 voiced occurrences. These figures are justified 
in terms of number of articulators. 
3) We find a general preference for the voiceless 
consonants over their voiced counterparts. However, 
communication also plays a role in creating additional 
skewings in the initial and final positions of the 
word. 
As a result of higher comrinun icat i ve load, we 
expect that in the word initial position the voiceless 
and voiced consonants should be competitively utilized. 
Of a total of 1313 combined frequencies of the 
voiceless and voiced consonants in the initial 
position, we get 742 (51.82'/.) of voiceless occurrences 
and 571 (66.55*/.) of voiced occurrences. Thus both 
voiceless and voiced units show fair competition in the 
initial position. 
4) In contrast to the word initial position, the final 
position of the word is characterized by a low 
communicative load. We therefore expect a further 
favouring for the already favoured voiceless 
phonological units and an added disfavouring for the 
already disfavoured voiced units. 
Thus of a total of 977 occurrences, we get 690 
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(48.81*/.) voiceless occurrences and 287 (33.45*/.) voiced 
occurrences, which conforms to our expectations in 
terms of communication. 
Section B3(biii);Voiceless and Voiced Stops 
We assess the role of communication with reference 
to the difference in the frequencies of voiceless and voiced 
stops in the initial and final position of the CVC words of 
Lucknow Urdu in this section. The actual occurrences of the 
opposing stops in word initial and final position are 
presented in a Table III-3(c) below: 
Stops Voiceless 
No •/. 
Voiced 
No •/. 
Total 
No 
Initial 
Final 
572/ 
50.66 
557/ 
49.34 
498/ 
67.30 
242/ 
32.70 
1070/ 
57.25 
799/ 
42.75 
Total 1129/ 
100 
740/ 
100 
1869/ 
100 
Table III-3<c)iFreoaency of the Stops in the Initial and Final 
Position of the CVC Words. 
Comments on the Tablet 
1) The table presented above displays figures for all the 
11 voiceless stops (p,t,t,c,k,g,q,ph , th , th ,ch , kh ) and 
all the iO_ voic.i?d stops (b , d , d , j , g ,bh ,dh , dh , jh ,gh ) , is 
they occur in all irstance'i of the CVC warda. 
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2) The voiced unaspirated stops (b,d,9 etc) are produced 
by an extra (glottal) articulator in addition to the 
articulators used for the voiceless stops (p,t,k,etc ) . 
The voiced unaspirated stops should be relatively 
disfavoured than their voiceless counterparts in terms 
of the number of articulators (cf. Chapter II, Section 
A ) . Moreover, the voiced aspirated stops (bh, dh, gh 
etc) are produced by a highly unnatural configuration 
of the glottis in comparison with the glottal 
configurations for their voiceless counterparts (ph, 
th, kh etc). Keeping in view, tne unnatural glottal 
dynamics in their production, we expect that the voiced 
aspirated stops would be disfavoured in comparison to 
the voiceless aspirated stops. The figures in the table 
for the voiceless versus voiced stops fully conform to 
our expectations. Of the 1869 occurrences for the 
stops, 1129 are voiceless, whereas only 740 are voiced. 
3) The figures in the table show the general preference 
for the voiceless consonants over the voiced 
consonants. However, the communicative factor also 
plays a role in creating additional skewings in word 
initial and final positions. As we have noted earlier, 
that the communicative load is higher in word initial 
position. We, therefore, expect that contrasting 
phonological units should compete well in their 
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occurrences in the initial position of the word. And, 
as is apparent from the table, the voiced stops compete 
well in the initial position of the word as compared to 
the voiceless stops in the same position. The number 
for the voiced stops 498 (67.30*/.) competes well with 
the number of the voiceless stops 572 (50.66'/.) in word 
initial position in Lucknow Urdu. Furthermore, in the 
communicatively less important word final position, the 
number of the voiceless stops 557 goes upto (49.34*/.) 
whereas the number of the voiced stops 242 goes down to 
(32.70*/.). These figures thus, show a clear 
manifestation of the role of communication in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word in Lucknow Urdu. 
Section B3(biv): Voiceless and Voiced Fricatives 
Here we highlight the role of communication in the 
distribution of voiceless and voiced fricatives in word 
initial and final positions. We present the occurrences on 
the two types of fricatives in the initial and final 
positions of the word in Table Ill-Sd) below: 
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Fricatives Voiceless Voiced Total 
No •/. No y. No •/. 
Initial 
Final 
170/ 
56.11 
133/ 
43.89 
73/ 
61.86 
45/ 
38.14 
243/ 
57.72 
178/ 
42.28 
Total 303/ 118/ 421/ 
100 100 100 
Table II1-3(d);Frequency of the Fricatives in the Initial 
and Final Position of the CVC Words. 
Comments on the Tablet 
1) The figures of occurrences presented in the table refer 
to the voiceless aspirants f,s,5,x and the voiced 
spirants v,z,"§,h in all their occurrences in the CVC 
words. 
2) The table above projects a massive skewing in favour 
of the voiceless fricatives 303 in comparison with the 
voiced fricatives 118. The human behaviour orientation 
for preference of ieMer articulators over more 
articulators motivates this (cf. Chapter II, Section 
A) . 
3) It may be noted that there is a slight decrease in the 
percentage of occurrence for the voiceless fricatives 
170 (56.11'/.) m word initial position of the word. 
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Simultaneously, there is a slight increase in the perccji-
"tdoe for the voiced fricatives 73_ (61.86*/.) in that 
position of the word. This skewing for the voiceless 
and voiced fricatives in the initial position of the 
word is mainly motivated by heavy communicative load 
carried by the beginning of the word. 
4) In contrast to the word initial position, the final 
position of the word is characterized by a lower 
communicative load. We, therefore, expect that the 
highly favoured voiceless fricatives ' will be 
additionally favoured in word final position, whereas 
the highly disfavoured in word final position. 
The table presented above shows that there is a 
slight increase in the usage of the voiceless 
fricatives 133 {43.99'/.) in word final position, and a 
consequent decrease in the usage of the voiced 
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fricatives 45. {38.14*/.) in that position of the word. 
5) Parenthetically, it may be jointed out that the voiced-
h has been included among the voiced fricatives. 
Initially, it occurs in 49_ monosyllabic words. Its 
frequency down to 2i.» which is more than half in the 
final position of the word. This skewing is motivated 
by both communication and physiological mechanism. For 
it is more difficult to provide rush of air from the 
lungs at the end of the word than at the beginning of 
the word. 
Section B3(c>: Summary Statements 
To summarize Section B3 as a whole : 
1) As we have mentioned earlier, the beginning of the word 
carries more communicative load than does the end of 
the word. Therefore, even the disfavoured phonological 
units in terms of other orienting principles, are quite 
substantially utilized in the initial position of the 
word. The process is however, reversed in word final 
position, which is communicatively less important, 
where the favoured phonological units are additionally 
favoured and the disfavoured phonological units are 
additionally disfavoured. 
2) The relative preference of the consonants in terms of 
the degrees of the adoroitness of articulators, is also 
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affected by communication. Thus, on the one hand, the 
most favoured apical consonants are highly favoured in 
word final position, they face touQh competition from 
the labial and dorsal units in the initial position of 
the word. It is to be noticed that the disfavoured 
medials and post dorsal units fare well in this 
communicatively important position of the word. 
3) Due to high communicative load in word initial 
position, the disfavoured aspirated stops compete well 
in the same position. This is manifest in large number 
of minimal pairs for aspirated and unaspirated stops in 
this communicatively important position of the word. 
However, the aspirated stops are drastically reduced in 
their occurrences in word final position in Lucknow 
Urd. 
4) Similarly, the disfavoured voiced consonants (both 
stops and fricatives) compete well with their 
counterparts in the initial position of the word. 
However, the number of voiced fricatives is markedly 
reduced in favour of the voiceless fricatives in word 
final position. 
Section B4: ConcludiriQ Remarks 
Communication plays a very important role in the 
syntagmatic makeup and distribution of the phonological 
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units. Communicative economy can be seen in the interchange 
of phonological units in different positions of the word. As 
a result of this economical mix-n-match formula, we need to 
employ only a handful of units to be utilized in a wider 
area of human communication. 
It IS also seen that the communicative load is 
greater at the initial position of the word as compared to 
the final position of the word. As a result of this, both 
voiced and aspirated phonological units tend to compete well 
with voiceless and unaspirated phonological units in the 
initial position of the word. In contrast, this close 
competition is widened remarkedly in the word final 
position, where the cammunicative load is low. 
Section C: Communicative Load and the Meroer of Phonological 
Units 
It has been highlighted earlier, that the 
phonological units of a language or dialect are not randomly 
arranged. Keeping in mind, the physiologico-acoustic 
reasons, it is seen that certain phonological units may be 
frequently utilized in a large number of words, whereas some 
others may be utilized mare rarely in only a limited number 
of words. Thus, we can say that the frequently used 
phonological units have a higher communicative load, 
whereas, units that are comparatively underutilized have low 
communicative load. The degree of communicative load thus 
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vanes for the phonological units. 
As we can expect, the phonological units with 
higher communicative load are likely to survive in a 
language or dialect. Contrarily, the rarely utilized 
phonological units with low communicative load may be 
eliminated and merged with the neighbouring phonological 
uni t. 
Lucknow Urdu has preserved all the vowels of 
standard Urdu. However, the consonantal units do merge with 
other phonological units with higher communicative load 
which is discussed below: 
Conson an t a 1 tleroer 
In classical Urdu and modern standard Urdu, 
aspirated nasals (mh and nh) and aspirated liquid (Ih and 
rh) are considered to be distinct phonological units. These 
units are disfavoured in terms of physiological factors and 
also have very low communicative load. As a result of low 
communicative load, three of these aspirated units (mh, nh 
and Ih) are totally lost in Lucknow Urdu. They merge with 
their unaspirated counterparts (m,n, and 1) respectively. 
The aspirated liquid (rh) is almost merged with its 
unaspirated counterpart (r)because it is found in very few 
words. 
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Examples: 
Classical Urdu Lucknow Urdu Gloss 
tumh'e: tume": for you 
Unhl: Un"?: for him, for her 
cu:lha: cu:la: stove 
korh kar leprosy 
ba:rh bar flood 
It may be pointed out that we find cn^y 3 w e d s 
ending with the aspirated liquid (rhK but not without f^e 
exception of an unasp i-^ at ed form. They are listed below: 
Lucknnm Urdu Gloss 
parh re---'! 
(c f . par ) 
k a : j"h e m b r o i d e r , 
(k a:r ) d r au 
garh mould, cast 
(c'f. gar) 
Furtlier, the standard Urdu z has been totally lost 
in Lucknow Urdu. Standard Urdu words that have z are 
pronounced with t in Lucknow Urdu and thus is just one 
instance of its occurrence in the data. 
Standard Urdu Lucknow Urdu Gloss 
y 
azdaha: azdaha: python 
We can see that the loss of ^ and its merger with 
z IS motivated by communication. It's use is limited to a 
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few words only which mostly occur in literary Urdu (poetry, 
ghazals etc). 
Some consonants of Lucknow Urdu show partial 
merger, in that they interchange with other consonants in a 
few words. As far as the phonological unit (q) is concerned, 
there seems to be a partial merger of (q) with (k) and (x). 
We also encounter partial loss of original (x) in Lucknow 
Urdu in the final position of the word. The original (^ ) is 
partially merged with (g)and original (^ ) is partially 
merged with (s) in Lucknow Urdu. 
We list a few words below which show partial 
merger of the phonological units mentioned above. 
Standard Urdu Lucknoui Urdu Gloss 
qad qad height 
kad 
ta:q ta:q arch, niche 
ta: X 
te:^ te:g sword 
te :g 
ci:x ci:x cry, scream 
c 1 : q 
de:s de:s country 
de: s 
"=>! s SI : hushing 
st sound 
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However, in Lucknow Urdu, we do not encounter any 
vocalic merQer. 
Section-D: Homonvmy 
This Section deals with homonymy which is a 
communicative problem. Homonymy means a process whereby a 
word becomes the same in form as another, with a clear 
distinction in meaning* It thus creates communicative 
problems for the speakers of the language, for they have to 
infer the correct meaning with the help of the context. With 
human intelligence, homonymy can be tolerated to some 
extent. However, large scale homonymy in a language becomes 
problematic. 
In Section Dl, we deal with homonymy which is a 
result of word final deaspirat ion. In Section D2, we discuss 
the word final deaspiration with aspirated stops or h in 
word initial position. Section D3, provide summary 
statements on the entire Section D. 
Section-Dl: Word Final Deaspiration and Homonymy in Lucknow 
Urdu 
The previous section clearly .shows that the 
aspirated stops and h are disfavoured in comparison to the 
unaspirated stops, for both physiological and human 
behaviour reasons. As a result of this disfavouring we get 
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an almost total skewing against the aspirated stops in the 
final position of the word which is communicatively less 
important. This results in a sudden upsurge of homonymous 
pairs in Lucknow Urdu. But what is worth noting is the fact 
that in a large number of words the drop of aspiration does 
not create any homonymy at all. We may say a word about h. in 
word final position at this juncture. There does not seem to 
be a total skewing against h in the communicatively 
important word final position. However, we see that there is 
a presence of an alternate form without h in all words. We 
encounter where there is a presence of h in word final 
position in Lucknow Urdu. When compared with the other cases 
where aspiration is being dropped, the progression for h is 
low and in the process of being dropped. 
The CVC words, which have lost the final 
aspiration and h_ of classical Urdu, in Lucknow Urdu are 
listed below: 
Gloss 
half 
stand up 
sigh 
half 
e igh t 
be fed up 
Serial 
1. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
No. Luck 
ad 
Ut 
• 
a: 
a:d 
a: t 
• 
u:b 
now U rdu Urdu 
adh 
Ulih 
a:h 
a :dh 
a: th 
• 
u:bh 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
o: 
o: r 
a: k 
u:g 
tji: n 
ait 
"aud 
par 
put 
pUc 
plk 
part 
p i : t 
pi : r 
• 
pu:c 
po:c 
paud 
pu:c 
bar 
bic 
bUd 
bUd 
bUj 
ba:g 
ba: r 
o:h 
o: rh 
• 
1i: kh 
urgh 
u:gh 
ai th 
• 
"aundh 
Parh 
pUth 
pUch 
plnkh 
pa: th 
p i : th 
p 1 : rh 
pu:ch 
po:ch 
paudh 
purch 
barh 
• 
bich 
bUdh 
bUdh 
bUjh 
ba:gh 
ba: rh 
oh 1, alas' 
cover with 
eye 
doze 
doze 
twist 
turn upside down 
read 
upper arm 
be wiped, be dusted 
wing, feather 
lesson 
back 
shooting pair 
ask 
wipe 
sap ling 
tail 
grow 
be spread,laid out 
Wednesday 
Lord Buddha 
be put out. 
extinguished 
t iger 
flood 
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32. bu:J 
33. bo:d 
34. bo:j 
35. bait 
36. ba; 
37. ba:d 
38. ba;d 
39. ba:j 
40. ba:n 
41. bhi:k 
42. bhu:k 
43. tUj 
44. tham 
45. tha: 
46. dik 
47. dUk 
48. dUk 
49. da: J-
50. du: 
5 1 . du:d 
52. de:k 
53. dha; 
54. dhi:t 
bu: jh 
bo:dh 
bo: Jh 
bai th 
• 
ba:h 
b'a:ndh 
b1f:ndh 
ba: jh 
bH:ndh 
bhi :kh 
bhu:kh 
tUjh 
thTmbh 
tha:h 
dikh 
dUkh 
dUkh 
da: fh 
du :h 
du:dh 
de : kh 
da: h 
dhi:th 
• • 
understand 
Buddhist 
load, burden 
seat oneself. 
sit down 
arm; sleeve 
embankment; dam 
bind, fasten 
barren (woman) 
bind,fasten 
begging, alms 
hunger 
you 
stem 
depth, bottom 
be seen 
pain, misery, 
distress 
ache, pain 
jaw-tooth 
milk 
milk 
see,look at 
burning; heat 
bold, shameless, 
obst mate 
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55. to: to:h track, search 
56. to: to:h feel, touch,search 
57. that thath stand, endure,last 
• • • • 
58. that thatha: laugh 
• • • • 
59. tha:t tha:th plenty, abundance, 
• • * * 1 
luxury 
60. thett the;th pure,real,chaste 
61. thu;t thu:nth stump of a tree; 
amputated hand 
or arm 
62. de:r de:rh one and a half 
63.• dhx:t dhi:th bold, shameless, 
obstinate 
64. cak cakh taste; experience 
65. car carh go up, mount, climb 
66. cir cIrh offence huff; 
aversion 
67. cIr cIrh become irritated, 
be vexed 
68. cUb cUbh be pricked, 
be pierced 
69. ca: carh wish, desire,love 
70. ca: ca:h wish,desire,love 
71. chat chath sixth day of a lunar 
fortnight; name of a 
Hindu festival 
72. chare charch buttermilk 
73. cha: ch'arnh shade, shadow 
74. jirb jirbh tongue 
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75. je:t je:th second month of the 
Hindu calendar; 
Husband's elder 
brother 
76. jo:k jo:kh weigh, measure, 
estimate 
77. Ja:Q jacngh thigh 
78. ja:g ja:ngh thigh 
79. jhu:t jhu:th 1le,falsehood 
80. jhu:j jhu:jh fight,struggle 
81. jh'a:j jha:jtH cymbal; hollow 
tinkling anklet 
82. kar karh be drawn, be 
embroidered 
83. kUc kUch few 
84. kUr kUrh be annoyed, 
be disgusted 
85. kUm kUmbh kumbh; a Hindu fair 
held every twelfth 
year 
86. ka:t ka:th wood, timber 
87. ka:c ka:ch skim, gather 
88. kar ka:rh embroider, draw 
89. ko:k ko:kh belly, abdomen, womb 
90. ko:r ko:rh leprosy 
''I- kai kah say, speak, utter 
92. k'aud ka'undh flash, glitter, 
1igh ten 
93. kho: kho:h cave, den 
94. gac gach agree 
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95. 
97. 
102, 
1 13, 
gar 
gar 
gid 
98. QUt 
99. gtJd 
100. ga:b 
101. ga:t 
gu: 
103. gu:t 
104. go-r 
105. gaud 
106. ga:t 
107. gu:d 
108. gu:nd 
109. gha:g 
110. gh'e:g 
111- mat 
112. 
mar 
115• ma:g 
oarh 
garh 
gidh 
gUth 
gLJndh 
ga:bh 
ga:nth 
gu :h 
gu: th 
go: rh 
gaudh 
ga : th 
gti: n d h 
gu:ndh 
gha:gh 
ghe:ngha 
math 
marh 
fort; cast 1e 
mould, cast 
vulture 
thread , p i ait, 
braid 
be kneaded 
pregnant (animal) 
knot, tie; 
bung 1e, packet 
human excrement 
thread,plait,braic 
to sc rape out, 
scratch; dig 
bunch, c luste r 
(of bananas) 
knot, tie; bundle, 
packet 
knead 
knead 
shrewd, wily 
goitre 
beat up, churn 
^r^\j f^T^ f a c 3 KJ-»#^I^ « J 
'"^J majh 
^'^'^' '"'^ nj manjh 
:c 
with cloth, leather) 
be c 1 eaned, 
be polished 
be c 1 eaned, 
be polished 
ma:gh eleventh month of 
the Hindu calender 
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116. mu;c mucch moustache 
117. me:g me:gh cloud 
118. mo: mo:h fascination, love, 
affect ion 
119. ma: ma:h month 
120. m'arj ma:jh clean, polish 
121. m'a:'nj m'a:njh clean, polish 
122. m'u: m'u:h mouth, face 
123. mu;c mu:ch moustache 
124. me: me:h rain, shower 
125. nib nibh be carried on; 
be managed 
126. su:J su:jh seeing, vision, 
percept ion 
127. su:j su:jh became visible, 
be seen 
128. su:k sUkh Friday 
129. su:l< su:kh dry; become dry 
130. se:t se:th big businessman; 
banker 
131. so:t so:th dry ginger 
132. 5o:k so:kh soak, absorb 
133. sai sah bear, tolerate 
134. s'a:j sa: jh evening 
135. su:g su;gh smell, sniff, inhale 
^^^- su:"n su:gh smell, sniff, inhale 137. ^Ub Ubh auspiclous, 
fortunate 
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138. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
158. 
sak 
sa: 
hap 
ha: t 
ho: t 
* 
ha:p 
h'a-: t 
h'o: t 
• 
rat 
rak 
ra: k 
n : J 
ri : r 
ru: 
ru: t 
lat 
Ilk 
lant 
la:b 
la:k 
1 1 :k 
sakh 
V . 
sa:h 
haph 
ha: th 
ho: ^ h 
ha':ph 
h'a: th 
ho: th 
• 
rath 
rakh 
ra: kh 
n : jh 
n : rh 
• 
ru:h 
ru: th 
• 
lath 
• 
llkh 
1 anth 
la:bh 
la:kh 
li:kh 
conch-shel1 
a title assumed 
by the faqirs 
be out of breath; 
pant 
hand 
1 ips 
be out of breath; 
pant 
hand 
lips 
chariot 
put, p lace, I ay 
ashes 
be rejoiced, 
incline (toward) 
back-bone, spine 
soul, sp1ri t 
be vexed , 
d ispleased 
stick 
w n te 
stupid;contentious 
gain 
Lakh: one hundred 
thousand 
egg of a louse; 
nit 
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159. lo:t lo:th incapacitated 
160. 11:9 largh jump (over), 
spring (over) 
161. la:n lltgh jump (over), 
spring (over) 
162. Ma: uia:h well donel, 
bravo! 
Notwithstanding the above examples, the elimination of 
classical Urdu aspiration and h_ in word final position does 
create some homonymy Lucknow Urdu. 
The homonymous pairs thus created are listed below: 
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Lucknow 
Urdu 
a: 
pa: t 
pi: t 
bar 
Classical 
Urdu 
a:h 
pa: th 
• 
pi:th 
barh 
Gloss 
sigh 
l9ssan 
back 
grow 
Lucknow :-^6 Gloss 
Classical Urdu 
a: come 
pa:t slab 
pi:t beat;strike 
ba:r Indian fig 
tree,banyan 
ba:9 ba:gh tigsr ba:9 rein,bridl3 
ba:r barrh flood ba..'.f fence, 
en-insure 
ba:n b3:ndh -sir.d, fas ten ba:n rope (^:ide 
of ;Tiu: : ) 
bhuik bhu:kh hunger bhu:K bark 
tham thaiTibh stem thain s tand s t i l l ; 
be auppo-tec 
t h a : thdih depth,bottoiT! t h a : was (aiascul m; 
s ingul ar'' 
car carh group ,iT.aunt, car sound of 
climb tearing or 
cracking 
ca: caih wish,desire ca: tea 
ci: ca:h uash,desire ca: tea 
lave (as a 
chat chath •ii;;th dav chat be picked. 
^jf 3 lunar be dispersed 
fortnight; 
•.:ii!ie o f a 
i-li. ni.iu 
:^eitivdl 
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kUm kLJmbh 
k a r t 
kho! 
g a r 
Q 5 r 
( i Z D 
i a : t 
mat 
n a: t 
n 3 : d 
k a : t h 
k a i c k a r c h 
ka:r k o : r h 
ka i kah 
kho :h 
g a r h 
q a r h 
"^  • 
garbh 
qaip . th 
• • ' • • 
math 
n a : t h 
n a : d h 
Kumbh:a kUin 
Hindu f a i r 
h e l d 5V8ry 
t w e l f t h y e a r 
iiioad, tiiT)ber k a : t 
skim,gather '<a:c 
leprosy ko:r 
say,speak kai 
utter 
c3V9,aen Kho: 
f a r t j c a s t i e g a r 
mould, c a s t g a r 
p r e g n a n t ga ; 
(aniiTial) 
knot, tie; ga: 
bundle, 
p ac k e t 
beat 1. 
churn 
lord 
yoke 
-'•P, mat 
n a: t 
n a: d 
confinement; 
apprs55ive 
heat 
cut,cleavage, 
bite 
glass,crystal 
dig out 
how many, 
hci'i mucri 
lose; part 
"iith 
aenetrate, 
pierce, oe 
driven (into; 
penetrate, 
pierce, D e 
driven (inbc} 
tree L'iosp; 
rosglutmi-
f era 
guard 
mind, liiisdcm 
hymn 
large cpt?n 
mouthed, bated 
clay trough 
ilk 
5a:t 
sIkh 
sarth 
sikh 
together, 
incompany 
sik 
ia: t 
be warmed, ie 
heated 
seven 
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53:t 5a:^n sixty sait stick,jam 
su:t 3*3: th bale out 3u:t cotton, thre id, 
(water), zo string 
drain, 
exhaust 
5u:j surjh seeing, su:j sii/sii 
vision 
perception 
3u:j 3a: Jh become 5u:j sui?!! 
visible 
be seen 
lark lasvh Lakh zone la:k lac 
hundreci 
thousand 
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Section D2: Word Final Deaspiration with Aspirated Stops 
or h in. the Initial Position of the Word 
In Lucknow Urdu we encounter some situations where 
the word final aspirated stop or h is deaspirated in final 
position owing to the fact that it has an aspirated stop or 
h in the initial position of the word. As a result of this 
final deaspiration or drop of h, we come across a few 
homonymous pairs. 
We have listed all CVC words beginning with an 
initial aspirated stop or h and have lost the aspiration or 
h finally, below: 
Classical Urdu Gloss 
bhi:kh begginq, alms 
bhu:Vh hunge r 
th'ambh stem of a tree 
tha:h depth , bn*: ! om 
dhirth bold, shameless 
« 
thath stand, endure, 
last 
t h a t t h a l a u g h 
t h a : t h p l e n t y , 
a b u n d a n c e 
the:th pure,real 
dhi:th bold , shame less 
chath sixth day of a 
lunar fortnight 
12. cha:c cha:ch buttermilk 
Serial No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Lucknow Urdu 
bhi:k 
bhu: k 
th'am 
tha: 
dhi;t 
that 
• • 
that 
• • 
tha: t 
the: t 
• • 
dhut 
• • 
chat 
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13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
la. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
24. 
jhu: t 
jhu: j 
jh'a: j 
kho: 
Qha:g 
gt(e :g 
hap 
ha: t 
ho: t 
h'a:p 
ht:t 
hH: t 
jhu:th 
jhu:jh 
jh'a: Jh 
kho:h 
Qha:9h 
ghe:gha: 
haph 
ha: th 
ho: th 
• 
ha: ph 
ha: th 
h'o: th 
lie, falsehood 
figh t,st rugg1e 
cymbal 
cave, den 
shrewd 
goi tre 
be out of 
breath 
hand 
lips 
pant 
hand 
lips 
The drop of final aspirated stops or h does 
create some homonymy in the language. The homonymous pairs 
so created are listed below: 
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Lucknow Classical Gloss Lucknow and Gloss 
Urdu Urdu Classical Urdu 
bhu:k bhu:kh hunger bhu:k bark 
tha'm thTmbh stem thifm stand still; 
be supported 
tha: th3:h depth,bottom tha: l^as dnas-
culine 
singular) 
chat chath si;<th day of chat be picked 
• • • 
a lunar out 
fortnight 
kho: kha:h cave kho: je lost 
Thus, we see that out of a large number of words 
where the final aspirated stop is deaspirated or h is 
dropped, there is only a handful of homonymous pairs which 
is easily tolerated by the language. 
Section D3: Summary Statements 
To summarize Section D on homonymy we may 
highlight the following points: 
1) Although large scale homonymy is avoided in a language, 
we find some amount of homonymy in all languages. 
Unlike computers, the human beings can easily 
disambiguate the limited number of homonymous pairs in 
the context of situation with their intelligence. 
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2) The end of the word is characterized by a low 
communicative load, hence, there are relatively fewer 
instances of the aspirated-unaspirated contrast in the 
final position of the word even in the classical and 
early modern Urdu. 
Section E: Summary and Conclusions 
In this Chapter, an attempt has been made to 
assess the role of communication in the phonology of Lucknow 
Urdu. We examine the non-random character of the 
phonological units both syntagmatically and 
paradigmatically. 
In Section A, we studied the impact of 
communication on the paradigm of most of the phonological 
units of Lucknow Urdu presented in the phonological grid 
(Diagram I-l). We have presented the "phonemic inventory" of 
Lucknow Urdu by contrasting the minimal and sub-minimal 
pairs for both the consonants and the vowels, which is based 
on communication. 
In Section B, we examined the combinatory pattern 
of the phonological units that was clearly motivated by 
communication. Through pairs of words, it was shown how 
interchange of consonants in the CVC words created a change 
in meaning. We also examined the number of percentages of 
the CVC, CCVC and C^fCC words in usage in the monosyllabic 
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words of Lucknow Urdu. With regard to the hierarchy of the 
adroitness of articulators and the number of articulators, 
we have very clearly shown through statistical counts the 
preference for the voiceless stops over the voiced stops and 
the favouring of the unaspirated stops over their aspirated 
counterparts in the word final position, whxch xs clearly 
motivated by low communicative load at that position. In all 
these comparisons, it was found that the favoured 
phonological units are additionally favoured at the expense 
of the disfavoured units in word final position. However, 
the preference of favoured units is slightly reduced to the 
advantage of the unfavoured units in the initial position of 
the word. This divergence from the norm in the two positions 
of the word is brought about by the communicative factor. 
In Section C, we have dealt with the effect of 
communication on the phonological merger of certain 
consonantal units. Total or partial merger of these units 
takes place as a result of their low communicative load. 
In Section D, which deals with homonymy, we have 
given examples to show the homonymy being created in the 
language as a result of final deaspiration or drop of h. ^'^ 
the final position of the word. We have seen that such type 
of homonymy is easily tolerated by Lucknow Urdu. 
To conclude: 
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1) The phonological units are mostly established through 
contrast in mininal pairs. 
2) These units can be utilized in various combinations and 
can even be interchanged as separate signals for the 
signal meaning units (the siones). For effective, 
successful communication, the multiplicity of signals 
is thus achieved by an economic use of the phonological 
units in combinatory phonology. 
3) Initial position of the word carries more communicative 
load. In contrast, the end of the word is 
communicatively less important and hence have less 
communicative load. As a result, there is a partial 
"neutralization" of voiceless-voiced contrast (in 
favour of voiceless stops) and of unaspirated-aspirated 
contrast (in favour of unaspirated stops) in the final 
position of the word in Lucknow Urdu. 
CHAPrSR IV 
AXCOUS'nC SAS£ Of TH£ 
?HOMOlOGY OF lUCKMOW 
URDU 
CHAPTER-IV 
ACOUSTIC BASE OF THE PHONOLOGY OF LUCKNOM URDU 
In this chapter, we make an attempt to provide the 
acoustic rationale for the establishment of the phonological 
grid of Lucknow Urdu (cf. Diagram I-l). The phonological 
grid is established on the basis of certain physiologico-
acoustic factors. 
The whole mechanism of speech is also dependent on the 
physical phenomena of sound, since speech is intelligible 
only in physical terms. So, it is necessary to view the 
physical sound of language as well. However, to capture the 
physical nature of sounds fully, we must know both the 
position of the various parts of the vocal tract and the 
corresponding resonant frequencies requiring extensive 
laboratory work which has not been possible here. We thus 
limit our comments on the basis of received knowledge only. 
Insofar as, the acoustic rationale for the 
phonology of Lucknow Urdu is concerned we wil^ r)f»al with 
only one aspect i.e. the roundi'-in nf back-dorsal (hack) 
vowels and the converse unroianding of medial ("front) 
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vowels, which is to be presented in terms of formant 
frequencies of Urdu unrounded and rounded vowels. 
Lucknow Urdu is rich in vowels. It has a total of 20. 
vowels; iO. oral and 1.0. nasal vowels, 16. monophthongs and 4 
diphthongs. Of these 20. vowels, the 6. back dorsal vowels are 
rounded in nature i.e., they involve rounding of the lips. 
All the other vowels falling on the axis of articulators 
medium and front-dorsum are unrounded i.e., they are 
articulated without lip rounding. Thus the backdorsal vowels 
(U, u, o:, U, u,o:,) are rounded and the medial vowels and 
front-dorsal vowels (I,i:, e: I,i:, e: and a a a: a:) are 
unrounded. 
It would be worthwhile to present a brief account of 
the articulatory features of Lucknow Urdu vowels. 
We present the articulatory features of Lucknow Urdu 
vowels in Section-A. In Section-B, we provide the acoustic 
rationale for the lip rounding of the back vowels on the 
basis of received knowledge. In Section-C, we present 
summary and conclusions on the acoustic base of the vowels 
of Lucknow Urdu. 
Section-A: Articulatory Features of. Lucknow Urdu Vowels 
In Diagram-IV-1 below, we present the articulatory 
features of Lucknow Urdu vowels. 
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Articulators 
Apertures Medial Front-Dorsal Back-Dorsal 
T: u: 
4 i: u: 
I U 
5 I U 
e: 
a 
a 
a: 
8 a: 
Diagram IV-1: Lucknow Urdu Vowe1s 
The articulatory features of Lucknow Urdu vowels are 
discussed as follows: 
1. Medial Vowels ftrticulated at flperture-4; 
i:/i: - In the articulation of these vowels at 
aperture-4, the medium of the tongue is raised high towards 
the roof of the mouth to make a narrow cavity. 
2. Medial Vowels Articulated at Aperture-5; 
I/I - The difference between the I/I and is/i: can be 
seen in the height of the tongue raised. The resulting 
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cavity for I/I is slightly bigger than i:/i: and the 
duration of articulation is also different. 
3. Medial Vowels at ADerture-6; 
ei/et - The vowels articulated at aperture-6 are 
traditionally known as the "mid-frontal" vowels. The lower 
jaw opens wider for e:/e: v is-a-v is i!/i: and I/I. The 
tongue also projects considerable restrictions and the lips 
are spread and drawn apart. 
4. Front-Dorsal Vowels Articulated at Aperture-7; 
a/a - The traditional "mid-central" short vowels are 
articulated by a slight raising of the front-dorsum towards 
towards the soft palate. The cavity is more open in this 
case . 
5. Front-Dorsal Vowels Articulated at Aperture-8; 
ar/ai: - These traditional "low-central" vowels are 
characterized by maximum opening with the tongue lying low 
in the mouth, 
6. Back-Dorsal Vowels Articulated at Aperture-4; 
u:/u: - For these traditional "back-high" vowels, the 
back-dorsal part of the tongue approximates towards the soft 
palate. They are characterized by lip-rounding. 
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7. Back-Dorsal Vowels ftrticulated at Aperture-5; 
U/U - These vowels U/U are differentiated from u:u: in 
terms of tongue height, the bigger cavity and the duration 
of articulation. 
8. Back-Dorsal Vowels Articulated at Aperture-6s 
ot/o: - These vowels are differentiated from u:/u: and 
U/U on the basis of the tongue height. They are also 
characterized by lip-rounding which is lesser than the other 
back vowels. 
Section B: Acoust ic Rat ionale for Lip Roundino of Back-Dorsal 
Vowels 
In this section, we make an attempt to examine the 
quality of the vowels of Lucknow Urdu with an acoustic view 
point. We also provide an acoustic rationale for lip 
rounding of back-dorsal vowels. The acoustic study, will be 
based on the formant structures for Lucknow Urdu. Vowels are 
characterized by acoustic spectrum consisting of different 
peaks on the frequency scale. These spectral peaks or 
frequency bands, where the acoustic energy is concentrated 
are called formants. These formants, which are 
characteristic for vowels are a series of formants, of which 
the lowest two or three are most important for 
identification of specific vowels. Fj^  , F2 , the lowest two 
formants play an important role in forming and modifying the 
quality of a vowel. Well-spaced first and second formants 
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are an essential tool to distinguish vowels and make them 
acoustically clear. The changes in the frequency of formant 
1 and formant 2 are the resultant of the ways of openings 
and size of the various cavities at the front and back. 
There is a direct correspondence between the frequencies of 
the formants and the articulatory position of the vocal 
organs (tongue, lip). By the various configurations of the 
vocal tract (backward/forward, upward/downward) by the 
movements of the tongue and the rounding of the lips, we can 
observe the change in the volume and opening of the front 
and back cavities. The size and volume of the resonating 
cavity is a determining factor in modifying for the formants 
1 and 2. We may state a few points regarding this: 
1) Tongue fronting raises second formant by decreasing the 
volume of the front cavity. 
2) Lip rounding lowers the second formant by increasing th 
front cavity volume. 
3) The lowering of the tongue raises the first formant t 
decreasing the volume of the back cavity. 
Formant structures play a vital role in the recognition 
and differentiation of speech sounds. It is to be mentioned 
here, that there is quite noticeable differences both in the 
range of formant structures and in the dimensions of the 
vocal tract, as we go from one speaker to another, 
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particularly men, women and children. The general formant 
pattern makes it easy for the listners to recognize the same 
vowels, despite acoustic variability. Me can arrive at an 
average value of formant frequencies by measuring enough 
formant structures produced by a large sample of speakers. 
For vowel sounds generally, (and this is true for Lucknow 
Urdu vowels also) a significant part of the information, is 
carried out by the disposition of F^ and F2. Thus, it is 
necessary to make generalizations about the acoustic 
characteristics of the different classes of the vowels in 
the make up of the vowel system of Lucknow Urdu. 
This section is an attempt to systematically present 
the vowel system of Lucknow Urdu with a acoustic view point. 
In SectionjBl and B2 we deal with the short and long vowels 
respectively. In Section B3, we present summary statements. 
It is to be noted that the formant structure of the Lucknow 
Urdu vowels, to be presented in the tables below are based 
on the acoustic research carried out by Dr. Israr Khan, 
Department of Physics, Aligarh Muslim University (1990). 
Section Bl;Formant Frequencies of Short Vowels 
In the table below we give the frequencies for F, and Fry 
for the 3. short vowels (alU) of of Lucknow Urdu. 
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TablelV-l 
Minimum Formant Frequencies of Short Vowels 
Vowels F.J F^2 
I 570 2542 
a 700 1632 
U 574 1796 
Table-IV-2 
liaximum Formant Frequencies of Short Vowels 
Vowels F_y F.2 
I 610 2750 
a 750 1670 
U 612 1850 
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Table-IV-3 
Average Formal Frequencies of Short Vowe1s 
Vowels F.1 E2 
I 581 2667 
a 722 1643 
U 595 1816 
Both the formants F. and Fy are enough to determine the 
vowel quality. We show the relative position of the short 
vowels of Lucknow Urdu based on the average of F j^  and F2 in 
the graph IV-1, presented on the next page. 
The average values plotted in the graph suggested that 
the progression from close medial articulation to open 
medial articulation is marked to open medial articulation is 
marked by the gradual approximation of the basis for F^  and 
F2. With the shift to back dorsal articulation F< and F2 
come much close together. 
Section-B2: Formant Frequencies of Long Vowels 
The long vowels of Lucknow Urdu alongwith the readings 
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3100 
3000 
2900 
2800 
2700 
2600 
2500 
2400 
2300 
2200 
2100 
2000 
1900 
1800 
1700 
1600 
1600 
1500 
1400 
1300 
1200 
1100 
1000 
900 
800 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
u 
Graph IV -1: Location of Formants for I a U 
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of the frequencies of F, and F2 are presented in the tables 
beloM. 
Table-IV-4 
Minimum Formant Frequencies of Long Vowe1s 
Voioels F J F.2 
i: 524 2958 
e: 600 2495 
a: 790 1810 
u: 653 1690 
o: 560 1833 
Table-IV-5 
Maximum Formant Frequencies of Long Vowels 
Vowels 
i : 
e: 
a: 
u: 
o: 
^-l 
542 
632 
824 
670 
590 
^ 
3083 
2694 
2000 
1726 
1910 
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Table-IV-& 
flveraoe Formant Frequencies of Long Vowels 
Vowels F_j^  F^ 2 
i : 536 300B 
e: 618 2618 
a: 804 1896 
u: 660 1702 
o: 575 1868 
We show the relative positions of the 5_ long L.ucknow 
Urdu vowels based on the average of F^ and F^ figures in the 
graph IV-2, presented on the next page. 
The average values plotted on the graph suggest that 
the progression from close medial articulation to open 
medial articulation is marked by the gradual approximation 
of the basis for F. and F2 and come much close together. 
Section-C : Summary Statement 
It is evident from the graphs IV-1 and IV-2, that the 
different vowels of Urdu can be distinguished from each 
other by the location on the frequency scale for the first 
and second formants. It has been mentioned earlier that the 
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a: u: 
Graph IV - 2 : Location of Formants 
for i; e; a; o; u; 
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characteristics of F, is determined by the resonant cavity 
which is formed behind the tongue (pharynx). The height of 
the tongue also determines F^, F2 is determined by the 
resonant cavity in front of the tongue (mouth). The 
frequencies of F« and F2 are measured on the spectogrAf)Vi 
which is similar to measuring the resonance notes of the 
back and front cavities. It is obvious that the shape and 
size of the oral cavities result in different F, and F2, by 
which we are able to distinguish between different vowel 
quali ties. 
A look at the formant frequencies for Urdu vowels show 
that F^  for i: and o: is lowest and nearly same or a little 
higher for I, U and e:. 
Frequencies of F j^  for i:, u: and e!,a: is almost the 
same. Given these frequencies it would not be possible to 
distinguish the vowels i: from u: and the vowels e: from o:. 
This means that the cues of F j^  alone will not be of much use 
for us in distinguishing the vowels produced in the front 
from those being produced at the back. 
When we study the frequencies of F2 for the five vowels 
under observation, we find that there is a steady fall of 
frequencies from 1: to u:. The frequency of 1: is the 
highest and that of its counterpart u: is the lowest. Thus, 
we can see that the F^ frequencies for the two are 
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different. Similar is the case for e: and o: each having 
different frequencies with major differences. Thus, we can 
easily distinguish the front vowels from the back vowels. 
This acoustic distinction is made possible by driving down 
the Fy frequency of the back-dorsal vowels by inclusion of 
lip-rounding. As a result of lip-rounding, a second chamber 
is made which drives the F2 frequency of o: and u: further 
down. Without lip-rounding and the addition of the second 
chamber, it would not be very easy to distinguish i: from u: 
and e: from o:. Thus lip-rounding enlarges and closes the 
front cavity and lowers F2-
It IS to be noted here that only the back vowels are 
rounded and not the front ones. The answer to this lies in 
the lack of symmetry in the vocal tract. There is less space 
for 'back' (back dorsal) vowels than for the "front" 
(medial) vowels. For back vowels the chamber is from the 
dorsum to the larynx and for the front vowels from the 
medium to the larynx. The chamber is bigger for the front 
vowels as compared to the back vowels, so less distinctions 
of vowels are passible at the back. In order to make the 
back vowels acoustically distinct from each other and that 
of front vowels, it is essential to increase the size of 
the resonance chamber for back vowels. The utilization of 
lip-round ing for the back vowels form two c'^  i.-^.*:! ?'-3 '\) 
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dorsum <back) to larynx; (b) dorsum (back) to l^ins, which 
increases the size of resonance rhamber. Thus lip-rounding 
becomes an essential tool for the distinction of back 
vowe l*^ . 
To conclude, lip-rounding is an acoustic need for the 
backvowels in Urdu. It is in an acoustic light that we can 
justify the rou-ding of back vowels and the convL^rse 
un-^oundertni^ss of the front vowels. 
CHAKfSR V 
[<OU OF VISION IN TH£ 
?HOMOlOGY OF lUCKNOW 
URDU 
CHAPTER -V 
ROLE OF VISION IN THE PHONOLOGY OF LUCKNOW URDU 
Vision has been introduced as an orienting principle for 
the phonological analysis of Lucknow Urdu, in our 
Introduction earlier. The justification for the introduction 
of vision as an orienting principle, is provided by the 
statistical data which shows skewings in favour of the 
labial consonants in word initial position. 
We have highlighted in Chapter-I, that in combination 
with £f-3 apertures (consonants), lingual articulators are 
preferred in the order of hierarchy of mobility: apical, 
dorsal, medial and post-dorsal . The defacto placement of 
the labium on the same scale was done below the apex, above 
the medium and close to the dorsum. The labial consonants of 
Lucknow Urdu are favoured in the initial position of the 
word than at the middle or end of the word. This favouring 
for the labials can be justified in terms of vision, i.e., 
visibility of the articulartor, namely, labium. 
In chapter III, we find that the communicative load 
carried by the initial position of the word is greater than 
the medial and final position of the word. That is, we may 
expect an increased employment of the labium at the word 
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initial position than at the word final position to make the 
identification of word easy, by reinforcing m speech act, 
another sense, vision. Many gaps' of hearing are filled 
through vision. We often watch the lips of the speaker, and 
even see people saying 'watch my lips'. Language used by 
deafmutes, consists of the spoken symbols, involving vision 
through the action of speakers lips or his facial 
expressions. Thus, the visibility of the labial articulator 
definitely boosts comprehension. It may be noted that in a 
situation where the speaker and hearer can not see each 
other, the visibility of the articulator does not aid in 
comprehension but the ordinary conversational situation has 
always allowed for visual reinforcement in comprehension. 
In this chapter, we make an attempt to compare the 
frequencies of the labial consonants with that of the 
apical, dorsal, medial, and post-dorsal consonants in the 
initial and final position of the word in terms of vision. 
In Section-A, we compare the labial and non-labial 
consonants in the initial and final positions among the CVC 
words. The impact of vision on the phonology of Lucknow Urdu 
is summarized in Section-B. 
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Section A: Consonants in the Word Initial and Final Position; 
Labial versus Non-Labial 
The skewings for the labial and non-labial consonants 
in the initial and final positions of the word is analyzed 
in three subsections below. The occurrences of the labial 
and non-labial stops is taken up in Section-Al. In Section 
A2, we compare the labial and non-labial fricatives in the 
initial and final positions. We further compare the 
proportionate occurrences of the labial and non-labial 
nasals in Section A3. 
Section Al: CVC Stops in the Initial and final Positions; 
Labial versus Non-Labial 
The actual occurrences of the labial and non-labial 
stops in word initial and final positions are presented in 
Table-V-1 below. 
Apical Labial Daryal Medial Past Total 
Hc/'/> Ho/'/, No/% tia/'/, dorsal No/% 
Initial 297/ 321/ 217/ 225/ 10/ 1070/ 
'18.21 72.62 48.87 64.34 50.00 57.3^  
Final 319/ 121/ 227/ 122/ 20/ 799/ 
5 1 . 7 9 2 7 . 3 8 5 1 . 1 3 3 5 . 1 6 5 0 . 0 0 42.6'/ 
T o t a l 6 1 6 / 4 4 2 / 444 / 347 / 2 0 / 1849/ 
iOO 100 100 100 100 100 
T a b l e V - 1 : Lab ia1 v e r s u s N o n - L a b i a l S t o p s i n t h e Word 
I n i t i a l and F i n a l P o s i t i o n in t h e CVC Words . 
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Comments on UeT ablet 
1) Among the 1070 occurrences of the CVC stops in the word 
initial position, 321 (72.62y.) are labials.297 (48.21*/.) 
are apicals, 225 (64.84*/.) are medials, 217 (48.87*/.) are 
dorsals, and ^0. (50.00*/.) are post dorsals. The labial 
stops in the initial position of the word show an edge 
over the others which can be attributed to Vision' 
visibility of the articulator which makes the 
identification of speech easy. 
2) The above table shows that in the final position of the 
word the apical stops are the least preferred 121 
(27.38*/.) and the apicals rise sharply 319 (41.79V.) 
here. This sudden upsurge in the apical stops is due to 
the high adroitness of the apex. The low frequency of 
the labials are justified in terms of vision, for the 
beginning of the word carries more visibility impact 
than the end of the word. 
Section A2;C.VC Fricatives in the Initial and Final Positions; 
Labial versus Non-Labial. 
In this section, we compare the relative frequencies 
of the labial and non-labial fricatives in the initial and 
non-initial position of the CVC words. The actual 
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o c c u r r e n c e s of t h e l a b i a l and n o n - l a b i a l f r i c a t i v e s are 
p r e s e n t e d in Table -V-2 be low. 
Initial 
Final 
Apical 
No/ v; 
120/ 
51, 
103/ 
46. 
,50 
,19 
Labial 
No/ % 
20/ 
3.:.. S<j 
13/ 
47.37 
Dorsal 
No/ '/, 
24/ 
58.54 
17/ 
41.46 
Medial 
No/ X 
30/ 
61.22 
19/ 
30.78 
Total 
No/ y. 
194/ 
55.27 
157/ 
44.73 
Total 223/ 38/ 4 1 / 49/ 351/ 
100 100 100 100 
Table V-2: Labial versus Non-Labial Fricatives in the Word 
Initial and Final Position in the CVC Words 
CommentsontheTable; 
1) Of a total of 194 occurrences of the fricatives in the 
initial position, 20. (52.63'/.) are labial, 120 (51.50*/.) 
are apical, 24. (58.54*/.) are dorsal and 30^ (61.22*/.) are 
medial. The labial compete well in the initial position 
which is basically due to the visibility of the 
articulator and its contribution in reinforced 
comprehension. The high frequency of the apical 
fricatives is a result of the adroitness of the apex. 
2) In the final position among the fricatives we find that 
the usage of all the labial and non-labial units is 
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decreased as compared to the initial position. The 
labial fricatives come down to only 1^ (47.37*/.) 
occurrences in the final position which is justified 
both in terms of vision (visibility of the articulator) 
and the communicative aspect. 
Thus we can say that the greater preference for 
the labial fricatives in the word initial position is 
definitely due to the fact that the visibility of 
articulators plays an important role in the 
identification of the word. 
SectionA3* CVC Nasals in the Initial and Final Positions; 
Labial versus Non-Labial 
* Here we compare the labial and non-labial nasals m the 
initial and final position of the CVC words. The 
proportionate occurrences are presented below in Table.V-3. 
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Initial 
Final 
Total 
Ap i c a 1 
No/ y. 
65/ 
35.33 
119/ 
6.67 
184/ 
100 
Labial 
No/ •/. 
89/ 
60.54 
58/ 
39.46 
147/ 
100 
Dorsal 
No/ y. 
33/ 
100 
33/ 
100 
Total 
No/ y. 
154/ 
42.31 
210/ 
57.69 
364/ 
100 
Table V-3: Labial versus Non-Labial Nasals in the Words 
Comments orTtheTable; 
1) It is to be mentioned here that only the apical and 
labial nasals occur in both the initial and final 
positions of the words, so we shall consider only the 
two here. The table shows that the labial nasals 
outnumber the apical nasals in the initial position of 
the word. Of a total of 154 nasals in the initial 
position, 89. (60.545) are labial and 65. (35.33%) are 
apical nasals. This preference far the labial nasals in 
the initial position is justified in terms of vision, 
which boosts communication by filling gaps in the form 
of visibility of the articulators. 
2) We find a sudden lowering 5J. (39.46y.) of the labial 
nasals in the final position of the word, the initial 
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position is more important in terms of vision. 
Section B: Sumwarv and Conclusions 
The analysis is done in the present chapter by 
comparing the initial and final positions of the word. The 
statistical counts for the CVC words in both positions shout 
the preference for the labial consonants in the initial 
position as opposed to the final position of the word. The 
preference for the labial consonants is geared by the fact 
that they employ labium as an articulator, which is visible 
and thus leads to ease in identifying the words, by 
reinforcing in speech another sense that is vision. 
Thus, it is vision which demonstrates the importance of 
the communication by favouring visibility in the initial 
position of the word, just where most of the distinctiveness 
IS at stake. 
CHAmR VI 
SUMMARY AMD COMCIUSIOMS 
CHAPTER -VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A phonological analysis of Lucknow Urdu has been 
carried out with a view to showing the role of five 
orientations^ namely, physiological mechanism, human 
behaviour, communication, acoustic medium, and vision as the 
motivating principles for departures from the non-random 
distribution of the phonological units, both syntagmatically 
and paradigmatically. This chapter is divided into three 
sections. Section A comprises a chapterwise summary of the 
analysis presented in the thesis. Section B deals with the 
selected phonological skewings that are produced by the 
interaction of two or more orienting principles. Section C 
contains our conclusions with a remark on the worth of our 
analysis. 
Section As Chapterwise Sumiwarv; 
The introductory chapter consists of description on the 
historical setting of Lucknow Urdu, the procedures adopted 
during the fieldwork for the purpose of collecting the data, 
a discussion on the theoretical base used for analysis and 
the scope of the study. The theoretical background of the 
approach undertaken here has been dealt with against the 
backdrop of Form-Content theory with particular reference to 
the five orienting principles for phonological analysis. 
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In the first chapter entitled "The role of physiology 
in the phonology of Lucknow Urdu", an attempt has been to 
determine the role of physiological mechanism in the makeup 
and distribution of the phonological units of Lucknow Urdu. 
This chapter is divided into three major Sections, A, B, and 
C. In Section-A, the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu is 
presented which is followed by explanatory comments on the 
various aspects of the paradigm. In Section-B, the 
paradigmatic makeup and the distribution of the consonantal 
units in the syntagmatic organization in the word have been 
analyzed in terms of the hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators. The impact of the amount of energy utilized in 
combinatory phonology has been analytically looked into in 
Section-C. 
In Section-A,. the communicatively based 61_ 
phonological units of Lucknow Urdu have been presented 
diagramatically in the phonological grid in terms of 8 
articulators and 9, degrees of apertures (0 through 8). The 
phonological units are broadly divided into two types, 
namely, constrictions and openings. The constriction 
apertures are 0 aperture (stops), 1, 1 1/2, and 2 apertures 
(fricatives), and 3 aperture (1iquids).The openings on the 
other hand, extend from 4 to 8 apertures (vowelsi 
monophthongs/ diphthongs). It has also been pointed out that 
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the phonological grid is different from the "phonemic 
inventory" which is traditionally based on the substitution 
- distribution criteria used by the American structuralists. 
In Section-B it has been shown that the relative 
adroitress of the lingual articulators affect both the 
paradigmatic makeup and the syntagmatic usage of the 
phonological units. The hierarchy of the adroitness of 
articulators follow the following order of preference: the 
light, tapering, less massy apex makes the apical units most 
favoured, fallowed by the labials-dorsals as the more 
favoured, medials as the less favoured, and the post dorsals 
as the least favoured phonological units. Although the 
statistical figures do largely validate our claim, there are 
some skewings that go against the p'-pference in terms of the 
hierarchy of adroi tnc'-.'^  of articulators. Adequate rationales 
havp been provided for justifying these contrary 
expectations. 
With regard to the impact of the .nmount of energy 
utilized, (Section-C), it h.ns been shown statistically that 
phonological units that utilize a strenuous and greater 
amount of energy of air <_,oiirce are disfavoured in the 
combinatory phonology of Lucknow Urdu. Similarly words with 
consonant clusters (CVCC and CCK^C) and aspirated consonants 
are diafavourad because in both, the production of consonant 
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clusters and aspirated consonants greater amount of energy 
i? consumed. 
In the second chapter entitled, "Human Behaviour:Its 
role in the phonology of Lucknoui Urdu", we have assessed the 
impact of human behaviour on both the paradigmatic makeup 
and the syntagmatic distribution of the phonological units 
in Lucknow Urdu. 
This Chapter broadly covers two aspects of human 
behaviour, namely, the relative preference of gross 
articulatory movements (fewer versus more, etc.) over fine 
articulatory movements, and the human behaviour 
justification for the phonological grid. We have divided 
this chapter into five major sections. 
In Section-A, we highlighted the preference for fewer 
articulators over more articulators in terms of voiceless-
voiced, unaspirated-aspirated and oral-nasal phonological 
units. It is seen that phonological units which employ fewer 
articulators like the voiceless, unaspirated, and non-nasal 
(vowels) units are preferred over the voiced, aspirated, and 
nasal (vowels) units because the latter utilize more 
articulators in their production and therefore, require 
greater precision of control. 
In Section-B, we have shown that the apico-dental 
("dental") consonants with proximate point of articulation 
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are preferred over the apico-palatal ("retroflex") 
consonants with remote points of articulation. As compared 
to the paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units, the 
preference for the apico-dental consonants vis-a-vis the 
apico-palatal consonants is conspicuously more in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word. 
In Section-C, uie have discussed the assimilative traits 
of neighbouring phonological units. It was seen that in 
successive segments, neighbouring phonological units tend 
not to be precisely differentiated from each other to avoid 
fine precisely coordinated movements and therefore 
assimilated to become similar. The phonological units became 
similar on account of ad-hoc phonological changes as well. 
Section-D dealt with the impact of the aperture change 
on the combination of the phonological units. In this 
section, an attempt was made to validate the claim that in 
successive segments, large changes of apertures are 
preferred over small changes of apertures and combinations 
of unidirectional aperture changes are favoured over 
combinations with multidirectional aperture changes. 
Justification of the phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu 
in terms of human behaviour formed the basis of Section-E. 
In this Section, we made an attempt to provide reinforcement 
to the validity of the phonological units in Lucknow Urdu 
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which are established on physiological factors in terms of 
the physiological mechanism. 
As the title, "Communication: Its role in the phonology 
of Lucknow Urdu" suggests, Chapter-Ill evaluates the role of 
communication in the non-random distribution of the 
phonological units at both the paradigmatic and the 
syntagmatic levels. The impact of communication on the 
paradigm of the phonological units, the syntagmatic 
distribution of the phonological units, the phonological 
merger and homonymy have been discussed here under the 
Sections A, B, C and 0, respectively. 
In Section-A, we have provided the communicative 
justification for the presence of 56. phonological units as 
against Al_ in the phonological grid. The 56_ "phonemes" or 
distinctive units of Lucknow Urdu have been established in 
terms of phonemic contrast in minimal and sub-minimal pairs. 
In Section-B, we have dealt with such pairs of words in 
which the phonological units have been reversed to highlight 
the role of communication in the syntagmatic usage in the 
word. Me have also discussed the syntagmatic usage of 
monosyllabic words in their entirety and the effect of 
communicative load on the position of the phonological units 
in the word in terms of the hierarchy of the adroitness and 
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th» number of articulators. It has been shown that a change 
in the order of the phonological units bring about a change 
in meaning in the CVC, CV and VC words. 
Through the frequency of usage it has been established 
that the already disfavoured voiced and aspirated units in 
terms of physiological mechanism and human behaviour are 
further disfavoured word finally than word initially in 
terms of communication. With regard to the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators, it has been shown through 
statistical data in terms of frequency count that the 
already favoured apical and the less favoured non-apical 
units compete well in the initial position of the word due 
to higher communicative load in that position as opposed to 
the communicatively disfavoured final position where the 
already favoured apical consonants and less favoured non-
apical consonants are further favoured and disfavoured, 
respectively. 
In Section-C, we have dealt with the effect of 
communication on the phonological merger of certain 
consonantal units. Total or partial merger of these units 
takes place as a result of their low communicative load. 
In Section D, which deals with homonymy, we have given 
examples to show the homonymy being created in the language 
as a result of final deaspiration or drop of h in the final 
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position of the word. We have seen that such type of 
homonymy is easily tolerated by Lucknow Urdu. 
The fourth chapter entitled, "Acoustic base of the 
phonology of Lucknow Urdu", deals with the role of acoustics 
in the phonology of Lucknow Urdu. Although acoustic medium 
is one of the orienting principles of this theory, its use 
in the justification of the phonological grid is merely 
based on received knowledge. We have simply made an attempt 
to provide lip-rounding of the back dorsal vowels in terms 
of formant frequencies. 
The fifth and the last chapter entitled, "Role of 
vision in the phonology of Lucknow Urdu", highlights the 
role of vision as an orienting principle for the 
phonological analysis. We have shown that vision has no 
direct bearing on the phonological paradigm. However, its 
impact is visible on the syntagmatic organization of the 
word. It has been shown through frequency of usage that in 
view of its visibility, the labial articulator is more 
preferred at the beginning of the word than at the non-
initial position. Although, labial consonants are next in 
the line after the apical consonants in terms of hierarchy 
in the word initial position, they show a downfall at the 
end of the word in terms of vision. The impact of vision is, 
however, limited to the labial consonants of Lucknow Urdu. 
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The thesis ends with "Summary and Conclusions". 
Section B: Interaction of Orientationa in t^ e^ Phonological 
Skewinos 
In the present work we have made an attempt to present 
the explanation of the non-random distribution of 
phonological units in Lucknow Urdu in terms of five 
orienting principles of Form-content linguistics. The 
phonological skewings encountered in Lucknow Urdu have been 
taken up in individual chapters in terms of these 
principles. Inasmuch as these orienting principles are 
interactive in nature, the need is to highlight as to how 
interaction of different orientations creates phonological 
skewings in Lucknow Urdu. 
As mentioned earlier, it may be pointed out that out 
of the five orienting principles, acoustic medium has not 
been taken into consideration here because it is based on 
received knowledge. In Lucknow Urdu we come across many 
phonological skewings which are favoured or disfavoured by 
more than one orientations. Only the selected phonological 
skewings are discussed here in three subsections, by taking 
two or more orienting principles. 
Section Bl: Non-aspiration versus aspiration 
The rationale for the preference of unaspirated 
consonantal units over their aspirated counterparts comes 
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from physiology^ (Chapter I, Section C), human behaviour 
(Chapter II, Section A), and communication (Chapter III, 
Section B3). 
In terms of physiology, the unaspirated consonantal 
units (p, t, t, r etc.) are preferred over their aspirated 
counterparts (ph, th, th, rh, etc.). This is because unlike 
the former units, the latter units involve the highly energy 
consuming combination of aspiration or h. with the units of 
apertures 0 and 3. Furthermore, the production of aspirated 
units requires supply of air from the lungs that must be 
pushed through the larynx and gushed through the oral cavity 
to produce puff of air at the release of the oral closure. 
This additional physiological factor becomes responsible for 
the disfavouring of the aspirates. 
The human behaviour also Justifies the additional 
favouring of unaspirated consonantal units over their 
aspirated counterparts. While both the aspirated and 
unaspirated units are produced by the same supraglottal 
articulators, the production of the aspirated units requires 
the use of an extra articulator i.e. the larynx. As the 
simultaneous use of more than one articulators requires a 
fine, precise coordination of these articulators, the 
phonological units so produced are disfavoured due to the 
human preference for minimum effort. 
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The preference for the unaspirated units is further 
increased in word final position for communicative as well 
as physiological reasons. As mentioned earlier, the 
aspirated units are produced by exhaling the air to be 
supplied by the lungs. In the initial position of the word 
we have more air available in the lungs than in the final 
position. Therefore, the disfavouring of aspiration in the 
final position is reinforced by the communicative factor. 
Section B2: Voice1essness versus VoicinQ 
The rationale for the preference of voiceless units 
over their voiced counterparts comes from both human 
behaviour (cf. Chapter II, Section A) and communication (cf. 
Chapter III. Section B3). Unlike their voiced counterparts 
(b d d; bh dh dh etc.), the voiceless units (p t t; ph th th 
etc.) do not involve any extra articulator in their 
production i.e. the larynx. In the absence of this extra 
articulator, the voiceless units are easier to produce as 
they require less precision of control and are, therefore, 
favoured in terms of human behaviour. 
In the communicatively favoured initial position of the 
word, there will be a fuller utilization of opposing 
phonological units - voiced versus voiceless, aspirated 
versus unaspirated. Despite the fact that the voiceless and 
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the voiced consonants compete well in the initial position 
in Lucknoui Urdu, the voiceless units are still slightly 
preferred over their voiced counterparts. In the 
communicatively less important word final position, however, 
there is a drastic skewing in favour of the voiceless 
consonants. This is in full conformity with our 
expectations. For the least complex units in terms of 
physiology, acoustic, and human behaviour should be 
productively utilized in word final position with minimum 
communicative load. 
Section B3: Skewinos in the Makeup and Distribution of 
Apical. Labial. Dorsal. Medial and Post 
Dorsal Consonants 
The skewings in the makeup and distribution of apical, 
labial, dorsal, medial and post dorsal consonants bring the 
three orienting principles, namely, physiology, 
communication and vision together in terms of interaction. 
In terms of hierarchy of adroitness of the various 
supraglottal articulators, the apex stands at the top being 
the most adroit articulator owing to its extra flexibility. 
Then comes labium, dorsum, medium and finally post dorsum. 
We expect an effect of this relative adroitness of the 
various supraglottal articulators on the makeup as well as 
on the frequency of usage of consonantal units in Lucknow 
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Urdu. Thus, we have 17, apical consonants (9 apico-dental and 
8. aplco-palatal) f 8. labial consonants (including w), 8. 
dorsal consonants (including w), and 7, medial consonants and 
only 1, post-dorsal consonants. This paradigmatic 
distribution conforms to our expectation in terms of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. 
The preference for the apical consonants produced by 
the most adroit apex, is vastly enlarged in the frequency of 
usage for the four types of consonants in their syntagmatic 
distribution. Of the 3356 occurrences of the five types of 
consonants, the apicals appear in 1641 (48.90*/) instances, 
the labials occur in 683 (20.30*/) instances, the dorsals 
occur in 553 (16.48*/.) instances, the medials appear in 452 
(13.47*/.) instances, and the post-dorsal in 27. (0,80*/.). It is 
noteworthy that despite the additional tilt in favour of the 
apicals, the relative preferences in terms of the adroitness 
of hierarchy remain constant. 
There is a different kind of tilt in the frequency of 
usage for the five types of consonants in the initial and 
the final position of the word in Lucknow Urdu. This tilt is 
caused by the interaction of communication and vision with 
physiological mechanism. 
In the communicatively important word initial position, 
we expect fuller utilization of the contrasting phonological 
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units. That is, there should be a fair competition between 
the apical, the labial, the dorsal, the medial and the post-
dorsal consonants in that position of the word. As a result 
of the interaction of communication with the adroitness of 
hierarchy, there is a significant levelling off in the usage 
between the five types of consonants. Thus, of the 1552 word 
initial occurrences of these consonants, the apicals appear 
in 634 (41.38%) instances, the labials in 433 (68.407*) 
instances, the dorsals in 241 (46.26%) instances, the 
medials in 234 (65.73*/.) instances, and the post-dorsals in 
10 (50.00*/) instances. Despite the levelling off dictated by 
communication, it is to be noted that the relative 
preferences in terms of the adroitness of hierarchy remain 
constant even here. 
Here, there is one discrepancy in the usage of the five 
types of consonants that still needs to be accounted for. 
There is an unusual increase in the number of occurrences 
for the labial consonants in word initial position. 
Communication and vision together cause this skewing in 
favour of the labial in that position. 
In contradistinction to word initial position, the 
final position carries the minimum communicative load in the 
word. Rather than the competitive use of the opposing 
phonological units, we expect selective use of phonological 
units, preferring the easy to pronounce and the least 
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complex consonants in word final position. That is, both 
communication and physiological mechanism join forces in 
tilting the balance in favour of the apicals (and other less 
complex consonants) in that position of the word. Thus, of 
the 1510 word final occurrences of the five types of 
consonants, the apicals appear in 899 (58.62*/.) instances, 
the labials in 200 (31.60*/.) instances, the dorsals in 280 
(53.74*/.) instances, the medials in 122 (34.27*/.) instances 
and the post- dorsals in 10. (50.50*/) instances. 
Again the discrepancy in the usage of the labial 
consonants is noteworthy. For these consonants are 
significantly reduced in their frequency of occurrence in 
word final position. This is due to a compensatory decrease 
of the labials in the communicatively less important word 
final position to offset the substantial increase of the 
labials in the communicatively more important word initial 
position, as a result of interaction with vision. 
Section C: Conclusions 
The following points may be presented by way of 
conslusion: 
1) Of the total number of 6JL_ phonological units set up for 
Lucknow Urdu, 41. are consonantal units and 20. are 
vocalic units (monophthongs and diphthongs). 
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2) Of a total of 6i_ phonological units set up for Lucknow 
Urdu, there are 56. "phonemes" established through 
contrast in minimal and sub-minimal pairs and the 
remaining phonological units are phonetic variants or 
"allophones" that fall on the relevant intersections of 
the articulators and apertures based on physiological 
mechanism and are raised to the status of phonological 
units. 
3) Phonological grid of Lucknow Urdu is basically 
different from its "phonemic inventory". As a result of 
this difference, the criteria of establishing 
"phonemes" are also different. Thus the "phonemes" 
listed in the "inventory" are although formally 
established through substitution- distribution 
criteria, in actuality they are established through 
contrast in minimal and sub-minimal pairs. On the other 
hand, the criteria of meaning become the basis for 
establishing the phonological units in the grid. 
Communication, which is one of the orienting principles 
used in this study, provides a justification for the 
use of meaning in phonological analysis. 
4) The phonological units in the grid do not have a 
vacuous existence. Unlike the "phonemes" which are 
merely listed in the "phonemic inventory", the 
phonological units presented in the grid highlights the 
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value relationship of the phonological units. Further, 
the articulatory (and acoustic) characteristics form 
the basis for determining the phonetic substance of the 
phonological units. Thus, in the present phonological 
analysis, both phonetic substance and phonological 
value are weighed on an equal scale. 
5) Since the motivation for the non-random distribution of 
phonological units in a language comes from all the 
five orienting principles of Form-Content linguistics, 
the interactive nature of these principles help further 
justify the phonological skewings encountered in 
Lucknow Urdu. For example, the preference for the 
unaspirated consonantal units over their aspirated 
counterparts, or the voiceless units over their voiced 
counterparts etc. get justification and support not 
just from one principle, but from two or more 
principles in terms of interaction. 
6) A number of studies have been carried out for the 
analysis of Modern Standard Urdu and some of its 
important dialects from the descriptive linguistics 
framework. Even phonetic and phonological descriptions 
have also been written for Modern Standard Urdu and its 
regional variants like Deccani Urdu, Delhi Urdu, etc. 
However, these studies suffer from certain limitations. 
Based on selective data, these works simply present the 
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phonemic analysis in the framework of traditional 
linguistics. Against the background of these 
shortcomings, the present study is an improvement over 
the traditional analyses. In the phonological analysis 
presented here, we provide the explanation of the non-
random distribution of the phonological units in both 
their paradigmatic interrelationships in the grid and 
their combinatory characteristics in the syntagm, in 
terms of the five orienting principles. 
7) The qualitative support through frquency counts based 
on the exhaustively collected data (comprising 
monosyllabic words) further validates the phonological 
analysis presented here. It also helps vindicate the 
modest submission that the present phonological 
analysis is innovative and departs radically from the 
traditional analysis. 
The evidence that we have presented for 
establishment of the phonological grid for Lucknow Urdu, 61. 
units, and for their non-random occurrences in the various 
positions of the monosyllabic words, in terms of the 
phonological principles of Columbia School of Linguistics, 
seems to prove the validity of our analysis beyond 
reasonable doubt. Besides, explaining the inner mechanisms 
of the phonology of Lucknow Urdu this thesis has also 
contributed towards our understanding of the phonological 
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theory that presents new procedures for the validity of 
phonological units and their non-random distributional 
patterns. 
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A\Pf»£MDiaS 
Appendlx-A 
GLOSSARY OF MONOSYLLABIC WORDS IN LUCKNOW URDU 
The following glossary is based on the monosyllabic 
words collected in the historic city of Lucknow. A selected 
group of members of a particular community using Urdu as 
their mother tongue have been employed for the collection of 
the monosyllabic words. 
The glossary includes only those monosyllabic words 
which occur freely as free forms. The glossary is thus 
limited in that it excludes all other kinds of forms here. 
The monosyllabic words included in the glossary belong 
to the following form classes, namely, nouns, pronouns, 
verbs, adverbs, adjectives, prepositions, postpositions, 
conjunctions, interjections, particles and auxiliaries. 
The following glossary has five columns for each entry. 
The f1rst column lays down the serial numbers for the 
entries, indicating on which number a particular item is 
occurring in the lexicon. The second column lists the 
entries, written on the basis of the established 
phonological units of Lucknow Urdu in the phonological grid 
(Diagram I-l). Thus, entries having the same meaning, but 
with a difference of any phonological units have been listed 
as separate entries. Thus, entries having the same meaning, 
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but with a difference of any phonological units have been 
listed as separate entries. The forms which are related 
somehow are being compared from one another in order to show 
the relatedness between them. The third column lists the 
form classes to which each of the entry of the present 
glossary belongs. 
Abbreviations used for the different form classes are as 
follows:-
Form Classes Abbreviations 
1) Noun N 
Noun masculine type 1 Nm j^  
Noun masculine type 2 Nm2 
Noun feminine type 1 Nf, 
Noun feminine type 2 Nf2 
2) Pronoun Pron 
Relative pronoun Rel Pron 
Demonstrative pronoun Demon Pron 
Personal pronoun Pers Pron 
3) Adjective A 
Adjective type 1 A* 
Adjective type 2 A2 
Predicate Adjective type 1 PA, 
Predicate Adjective type 2 PA-j 
4) Verb V-
Verb intransitive Vi 
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Verb intransitive-transitive "^ i ^ "^ t 
5) Auxiliary Aux 
Present Auxiliary Pres Aux 
Future Auxiliary Fut Aux 
h) Adverb Adv 
Negative Adverb Neg Adv 
Interrogative Adverb Interrog Adv 
7) Preposition Prep 
8) Postposition Post 
9) Conjunction Conj 
10) Interjection Interj 
11) Particle Pel 
Enclitic Particle End Pel 
Conjunction Particle Conj Pel 
Emphatic Particle Emph Pel 
The fourth column is of Urdu orthography for each entry. 
It should be pointed out here that the Urdu orthography used 
in the glossary takes into account standard Urdu equivalents 
also. These standard Urdu equivalents have been written 
(within paranthesis ( )) on the left side of the column. The 
fi fth and the last column gives us the gloss of the entries 
m English. 
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As mentioned earlier, the entries are written in terms 
of the phonological units of Lucknow Urdu. Thus, the 
alphabetical order in which the entries are being listed in 
the glossary is in accordance with the order of the 
phonological units, put in the phonological grid of Lucknow 
Urdu (Diagram I-l) with some difference. The vowels are 
being taken first and their order is not the same as it is 
in grid. 
The alphabetic order of the entries in the glossary is 
as follows:-
Vowe 1 
alU 
s: 
a: i: u 
Consonants: 
P 
t 
t 
c 
k 
f V 
w 
ph 
th 
th 
ch 
kh 
s z 
1 
: e: o: 
b 
d 
d 
J 
Q 
t 
r 
bh 
dh 
dh 
Jh 
gh 
m 
q 
It is to be noted that the order of the phonological 
units presented above is similar to that of the letters in 
the Devanagan alphabet with some modifications. Here, the 
consonants start from labials and end at dorsals. In 
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Devanagan script, however, they begin with the dorsals and 
end at the labials. The last series of the consonants is 
also in reverse order here in comparison to that of 
Devanagari. 
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Serial 
Mo. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Entries 
ab 
ad 
at 
• 
aks 
ark 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
Ad v 
Adj 
Nmj 
araohv 
• 
(^^Dfi 
OJ/^L/JS 
Gloss 
now,presently 
half 
be filled 
reflection 
juice f extract 
(ci, arq) 
arq 
(cf. ark) 
arz 
arl 
ar 
t 
Is 
Isk 
(cf.Isq) 
Nm^/Nf J {0^)JJ^ 
Demon 
Pron 
Nm. 
it 
:(^>ui\ 
juice f extract 
width,breadth; 
request 
throne, throne 
of God; heaven 
be obstinate 
this;he,she, it 
love 
(cf. Isk) 
Nm, love 
ut 
• 
Ug 
Uf 
Us 
Ur 
• 
(cf. 
an 
In) 
'^ i 
^i 
Intr j 
Demon 
Pron 
Vi 
Nfflj 
Nm, 
(^hils 
J\ 
o\ 
c/f 
ii 
LJI 
C:JI 
stand up 
germinate, 
grow 
Oh!,alas! 
that;he, she 
it 
fly 
I imb 
Oram 
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Serial 
No. 
Entries 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
29. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
an 
(cf. 
In 
Inc 
1J 
tin 
Uns 
a: 
(cf. 
?9) 
a:h) 
a: 
a:p 
a:b 
a:d 
J^ a:dha 
a: t 
a:c 
(cf. Ire) 
a: J 
a:g 
a:s 
a:s 
a:h 
(cf xa: ) 
For* 
Classes 
Nm^ 
Demon 
Pron 
Nmj 
Intrj 
Demon 
Pron 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
Vi 
Pron 
Nm^/Nf^ 
«1 
Al 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohy 
c4 
e" 
^ ' 
c// 
c/ 
c/< 
y 
y 
<-// 
SI OSS 
Nf 
Adv 
Nf. 
Nf, 
Nf, 
Nf, of 
limb 
these;them; 
him, her 
inch 
of interroga-
tion; of anger 
those;them 
him, her 
attachment, 
affection 
sigh 
come 
you 
(polite) 
water;sharpness, 
lustre;dignity 
half 
eight 
flame 
today 
fire 
hope 
soup ;b 
sigh 
roth 
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Serial Entries Fort Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraphy 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
a:l 
a:l 
a:r 
a: r 
• 
i:d 
i:J 
(cf. 
u:b 
e: 
e :k 
o: 
(cf. 
o: t 
• 
a:s 
o:h 
(cf. 
a:l 
o:r 
o: r 
(cf. 
ai 
alb 
. V 
ais 
i: 
o: 
o; 
it) 
• 
ih) 
1 ) 
ho: r) 
Nfi 
Nfi 
Nfi 
Nfi 
Nfj 
Nfi 
Vi 
Intr j 
^1 
Intr j 
Nm j^  
Nf ^  
Intr j 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
'^ t 
Intr j 
Nriii 
Nfi 
it 
f^'^f 
(lii/Jtt;' 
A.\ 
(o^fhl 
(tt^^)ti/^/ 
c/^/ 
Ofi 
0>\ 
J9\ 
(pji\)ji\ 
L\ 
iJtfijH 
off-spring 
sea11 ion 
disgrace; 
modesty 
barrier 
Eid: a muslim 
festival 
brick 
be fed up 
hey 1 
one 
Oh', alas' 
vote 
dew 
oh ! , alas' 
corm, hail 
side 
cover with 
hey ! 
fault;vice 
pleasure, 
enjoyment, 
luxury 
Serial 
No« 
57. 
58. 
Entries 
aut 
* 
aur 
Form 
Classes 
Nfj 
Al ;Adv; 
Con j 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraohv 
J^ il 
J^i 
Gloss 
covering 
other,another; 
more; and 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
a:t 
l:c 
(cf. a;c) 
^:k 
a:m 
a:m 
a:n 
a: w 
(cf. i:t) 
i:c ^ 
(cf. khi:c) 
u: t 
u:g 
(cf. 'u;n) 
u:n 
r* -
u:n 
(cf. u:g > 
o;m 
'Sit 
ain 
ain 
aud 
Nf, 
Nf, 
Nf 
Nm. 
A 
Nf, 
Nm< 
Nf, 
V. 
Nmi 
Vi 
Nm, 
V 
Nm 
^1 
Nm, ^^^e/' 
intestine 
flame 
eye 
mango 
common 
se I f-respect, 
ego 
mucus 
brick 
draw, drag, 
pull 
came 1 
doze 
wool 
doze 
Om 
twist 
twenty fourth 
letter of the 
Urdu alphabet 
exact, precise 
turn upside 
down 
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Serial 
No. 
11, 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
Entries 
'aut 
• 
pat 
• 
pat 
• 
pat 
• 
pat 
• 
pac 
pak 
pas 
pas 
past 
pal 
pal 
par 
par 
par 
pars 
^ paras 
par 
par 
(cf. 
parh 
(cf. 
pit 
pit 
parh) 
par) 
For* 
Classes 
Vi/V^. 
Nm^ 
Nfj 
PA, 
Vi 
Vi 
Vi 
Nmj 
Vi 
PA, 
Nm, 
Vi 
Nm, 
Postp 
Con J 
Nf, 
Vi 
Vi 
Vi 
Nm , 
Vi 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraohv 
i;>,\ 
• 
• 
• 
m 
^ • 
c ^ 
cc 
• 
a 
Ci 
• 
v^ 
• 
CCi 
4 
• 
• 
dc; 
6 loss 
beboiled; boil 
leaf of a door 
sound of 
falling 
lying flat; 
waste (land) 
be f 11 led; 
be remitted 
be digested 
be cooked 
pus 
be skimmed 
IOM; mean 
moment 
be brought 
up 
feather 
on, upon 
but 
purse 
lie down 
read 
read 
gal1-bladder 
be beaten 
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Serial 
No. 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Qrtho-
Qraphy 
Gloss 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108 
109 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
pic Vi 0 
pIc 
pis 
p l l 
put 
• 
pUc 
(cf. pUch) 
pUch 
(cf. pUc) 
pUst 
pUl 
(cf. pu:1) 
pUr 
(cf . pu:r) 
pak 
(cf. pakh) 
p^kh 
(cf. p^k) 
p^mp 
Vi 
Vi 
Vi 
Vi 
Vi 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
Vi 
Nm^ 
Nf, 
& 
ui 
u 
4" 
• 
' = ^ 
&. 
•4 
• m 
A 
^ 
p^nc Nm 
ptn Nf. 
pin Nf, 
pint Nm 
(cf.' p'ait) 
pUn Nm 
pa; V^ . 
pa:p Nm 
sound of 
spitting 
be pressed 
be ground 
rush against 
upper arm 
be wiped, 
be dusted 
be wiped, 
be dusted 
generation; 
back 
bridge 
suffice 
wing, feather 
wing, feather 
pump 
assembly of 
five men 
pin 
pen 
paint 
good deed 
obtain 
sin 
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S e r i a l 
N o . 
1 1 8 . 
1 1 9 . 
1 2 0 . 
1 2 1 . 
1 2 2 . 
1 2 3 . 
1 2 4 . 
1 2 5 . 
1 2 6 . 
1 2 7 . 
1 2 8 . 
E n t r i e s 
p a : d 
p a : d 
p a : t 
• 
p a : t 
• 
p a : t 
• 
p a : t 
• 
p a : c 
( c f . p a L : c ) 
p a : k 
p a : s 
p a : s 
p a : 1 
F o r m U r d u 
C l a s s e s O r t h o -
o r a o h v 
N f , 
•^t 
Nmj 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
^ 1 
Nm J : 
A d v 
Nm^ 
r 
4 
^ \ 
(li'i'il 
Pfl; U'l 
o-'i 
c/t 
Gloss 
fart 
fart 
lesson 
slab 
pot 
cover 
five 
pure 
pass 
near 
layers of 
straw leaves 
etc, between 
which unripe 
mangoes are 
ripened within 
doors 
129. pa:l Vj. (JL bring up 
130. pa:r Adv j\i opposite 
bank 
131. pa:r Nm^ yt border of a 
sari 
132. pa:r V^ yt make or 
collect kohl 
beloved 
drink; smoke 
pus 
back 
beat; strike 
1 3 3 . 
1 3 4 . 
1 3 5 . 
1 3 6 . 
1 3 7 . 
p i : 
p i : 
p i : p 
p i : t 
• 
p i : t 
"^t 
 
j^
'^t 
Nffij 
^ t 
Nm^ 
N f , 
v^ 1 
m 
m 
« 
ci 
a 
• 
^ 
•t4^ 
^ 
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Serial 
No. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
14i&. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
Entries 
pi :c 
pi :k 
pi :s 
pi :s 
pi : r 
pi : r 
• 
pu: t 
pu:c 
(cf. 
pu:cf-
(cf. 
pu: j 
pu:s 
pu; I 
(cf. 
pu: 1 
(cf . 
pu: r 
(cf. 
pe: 
pe: 
pe: 
m 
pu:ch) 
1 
pu:c ) 
pUl) 
po: I ) 
pUr) 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
Qraphv 
Nf J 
Nfj^ 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nm^ 
Hi, 
Nm, 
^t 
^t 
^t 
Nm , 
Ntn, 
Nm Y 
^x 
Nmj^ 
Nfj 
Postp 
^ 
^ 
cd 
a:? 
ji 
-^"i^ i^i 
c^J, 
(4^>H 
4i 
H 
i/i 
• • 
Oi 
4 
m 
m 
^ 
Gloss 
rice gruel, 
starch 
juice of the 
betel leaf 
chewed and 
spit out 
p lece 
grind 
sp i n tual 
guide; 
Monday 
shooting 
pain 
son 
ask 
ask 
worship 
tenth month 
of the Hindu 
calendar 
bridge 
pole 
suff ice 
third letter 
of the Urdu 
alphabet 
pay 
on, upon 
JJ4 
S e r i a l 
N o . 
1 5 5 . 
1 5 6 . 
1 5 7 . 
E n t r i e s 
p e : t 
• 
pe :c 
V 
p e : s 
Form 
C l a s s e s 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Urdu 
O r t h o -
o r a o h v 
^ , 
^ 
Ui: 
Gloss 
158. 
163. 
pe: I 
1 5 9 . 
1 6 0 . 
1 6 1 . 
1 6 2 . 
p e : r 
9 
p e : r 
• 
p o : p 
p o : t 
po: t V. 
O-r. 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nm^  
Nm, 
> 
> . 
• • 
oy 
«=-;!: 
1 6 4 . 
1 6 5 . 
1 6 6 . 
1 6 7 . 
1 6 8 . 
1 6 9 . 
1 7 0 . 
1 7 1 . 
1 7 2 . 
1 7 3 . 
1 7 4 . 
p o : t 
• 
p o : t 
• 
p o : c h 
( c f . 
p o : s 
p o ; s t 
p o : z 
p o : I 
p o : I 
( c f . 
p o : 1 
p o : r 
p a i p 
p o : c h ) 
p u : 1 ) 
Nf ^ 
^ t 
^ t 
^ t 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nf ^ 
Nf ^ 
Nm^ 
^ ^ 
'iMi 
Wd 
l i t < j j 
^ii 
04 
• 
Oi 
m 
stomach 
sc rew 
front; vowel 
maker for U 
and u: 
crush, drive 
on forcibly 
tree 
squeeze 
Pope 
glass beads; 
kind of woven 
embroidery 
wh1tewash 
with mud 
bulb of garlic 
or of onion 
flatter 
wipe 
rear, nourish 
poppy head 
pose 
hoilowness 
pol e 
secret 
joint of the 
fingers, knuckle 
pipe 
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Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
Qraphy 
175. 
176. 
177. 
178. 
179. 
180. 
181 . 
182. 
183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
189. 
190. 
1 9 1 . 
192. 
193. 
pa ic 
pa ik 
pa i r 
paud 
pya;s 
f, paya;s 
pya:z 
f, paya:z 
p y a : r 
p paya : r 
pya: 1 
p'a:c 
( c f . pa:c ) 
pa:n 
pa:w 
pu:c 
( c f . pu:ch) 
pu:ch 
( c f . pu :c ) 
p'ezg ^ ^ 
( c f . pe :n ) 
/* -pe:n 
( c f . pe:9> 
po:ch 
( c f . porch) 
paxt ^ 
( c f . p i n t ) 
• • ft 
pa i t 
phat 
N f j 
N f i 
N f i 
N f i 
^1 
Nf ^  
Nf ^  
N f , 
N f i 
^ t 
Nm^ 
N f ^ 
Nm J 
PA, LJ^ 1 * ^ 
< i^; 
• 
Ci 
4 
f^^^-^ 
4 
-4 
^ 
^ 
patch 
pack 
foot,leg 
sapling 
thirst 
onion 
love 
long grass 
five 
betel 
foot, leg 
tail 
tail 
swing 
swing 
wipe 
paint 
pants, slack 
sound of 
blowing 
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Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Qrtho-
qraphv 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 
198. 
199. 
200. 
201. 
202. 
203. 
phat 
phak 
phas ^ 
i d . phas) 
phal 
phal 
phar 
• 
phit 
phi r 
phi r 
phUs 
^1 
Nm. 
^1 
Nmj^ 
Vi 
Nf^ 
•^x 
^x 
Adv 
Nf ^  
d^ 
(ir^>i^. 
Ji 
0^. 
^ 
• 
A 
A 
trf 
204, 
205. 
206. 
207. 
208. 
209. 
210. 
phUr 
phan 
phas 
(cf. phas) 
phUn 
pha: t 
• 
pha: r 
• 
phu: t 
« 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
^1 
Nf ^  
Nm j^  
^t 
Nmj 
A 
^ , 
oY 
iA 
» 
^M 
^ ^ 
be torn 
momentarx-
ness 
be entrapped 
fruit 
bear fruxt 
flapping 
of wings 
be beaten up 
into froth; 
mx xed 
turn, return 
then, agaxn 
soft sound of 
f1imsy 
substances, 
hissing of a 
snake 
whir (of a 
bird); whxz 
hood of a 
snake 
be entrapped 
tasse1 
dxvxsxon, 
breadth 
tear, spIx t 
spilt, rift; 
cracked, 
musk-meIon 
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Serial 
No. 
211. 
212. 
213. 
214. 
215. 
216. 
217. 
218. 
219. 
220. 
221. 
222. 
223. 
224. 
Entries 
phu: t 
phu: k 
(cf. phu; 
phu: k 
(cf. phu! 
phu:s 
phu: 1 
phu: 1 
phe-: t 
(cf. ph"?: 
phe: k 
(cf. phe: 
phe: r 
phe: r 
pho: r 
phai 1 
pha: k 
pha: k 
Ik) 
Ik 
i t ) 
• 
k) 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
QraDhy 
V, tt^' 
m 
V,(J^(^ 
Nfi C / ^ 
Nm^  (J:^ 
Vi cJyi 
Nm^ ^ 
t^ yf(-
Vt M 
^x C ^ ^ 
Nfi (jfii 
v^/Vt Ufl^ 
Gloss 
be broken 
b louj 
b loM 
dry grass, 
straw 
f lower 
blosso(n,b loom; 
swel 1 
beat up into 
froth; mix 
throw 
turn , 
tot at ion 
turn,return 
break,sp1it 
be spread; 
expand 
slice, pi ece 
chuck (dry 
grain,powder) 
into the mouth 
from the palm 
of the hand 
225. 
226. 
227. 
228. 
pha:n 
pha:s 
pha:s 
phu: k 
(cf. phu; :k) 
'^ i 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nf ^  
f^'k)Ulaf, 
/Ni^c/lpc 
leap, jump 
a splinter 
(of bamboo, 
etc. ) 
- entrap, trap 
blow 
338 
Serial 
No. 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphy 
Gloss 
229. 
230. 
231. 
232. 
233. 
234. 
235. 
236. 
237. 
238. 
239. 
240. 
241. 
242. 
243. 
244. 
245. 
246. 
247. 
phu: 
(cf. 
phu: 
(cf. 
phe: 
(cf. 
ph'e; 
(cf. 
phe: 
bad 
bat 
• 
bat 
• 
bac 
ba j 
bak 
baks 
i, ba 
k 
phu 
n 
fu:i 
t 
• 
phe 
k 
phe 
n 
1 
kas 
:k) 
n) 
:t) 
• 
:k> 
bas 
bas 
bas 
bas 
bas 
bast 
baxs 
Vt ciW 
^t '*-*-^  
Nm 
Nm. 
^t 
Nf 
Nm 
Nfj 
1 
Int rj 
PA; fti^^lt^ 
blow 
telephone 
beat up into 
froth; mix 
throw 
foam 
bad, corrupt 
tripe 
be- divided, 
distributed 
be saved 
be sounded 
chatter, 
babble 
box 
power, 
authority 
bus 
be scented, 
perfumed 
settle, dwel1, 
abide 
enough, 
sufficient' 
burst 
give, bestow 
339 
Serial 
No. 
248. 
249. 
250. 
251. 
252. 
253. 
254. 
255. 
256. 
257. 
258. 
259. 
260. 
261. 
262. 
263. 
264. 
265. 
266. 
267. 
268. 
Entries 
bah 
bal 
bal 
balf 
^ ba] 
bar 
bar 
barq 
bar 
bar 
bib 
bic 
(cf. 
bich 
(cf. 
bik 
bis 
bll 
bll 
but 
bUd 
bUd 
bUj 
bUk 
Laf 
bIch) 
bIc) 
Form 
Classes 
^x 
Nnij^ 
Nfflj 
Nfflj^  
Nm j^  
Nf^ 
N-fj 
Nm^ 
^1 
Nf, 
^1 
^ 1 
^1 
Nm^  
Nmj^ 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
^1 
Nf, 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohv 
--f-
J. 
&. 
• • • 
A 
Ji 
A 
9 • (4>^-
4-
^ 
d 
d 
C^  
i/^^ 
u 
Gloss 
f low 
strength, 
might 
cox 1, twist 
turn 
bulb 
prospective 
bridegroom 
wasp 
light 
Indian fig 
tree, banyan 
grow 
bib 
be spread, 
laid out 
be spread, 
laid out 
be sold 
poison 
hole,burrow 
bill 
Idol 
Wednesday 
Lord Buddha 
be put out, 
extinguished 
book 
340 
Serial 
No. 
269. 
270. 
271. 
272. 
273. 
274. 
275. 
276. 
I l l . 
11^. 
279. 
280. 
281 . 
282. 
283. 
284. 
285. 
286. 
287. 
288. 
Entries 
bam 
ban 
bl^n 
b^n 
band 
b'ln 
(cf. 
bin 
bin 
bine 
bdn 
(cf. 
ba:p 
ba:b 
ba: t 
ba:d 
ba:t 
• 
ba: t 
4 
ba: t 
(cf! 
ba:g 
ba:g 
ba:s 
btjn) 
b'ln) 
b'a:t) 
For« 
Classes 
Nffij 
Nm* 
Nf^ 
"^i 
«1 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohy 
r< 
w. 
c/. 
ex 
X/. 
V^/Vt iz/. 
^i 
Pos 
Nf^ 
u: 
t p (:/^ 
s-
v^/v^ e/T 
Nm^ 
Nmj^ 
Nf, 
Adv 
Nmj^ 
Nf j^  
^ 1 < 
Nf ^  
Nm^ 
Nm^^ 
* 
ot 
('vty^^t 
ill 
'J^'Uiti 
a. 
(/^Ji 
'U'h)L/[ 
Gloss 
bomb 
forest 
bun 
be made, 
formed 
closed, shut 
weave, k m t 
be picked up; 
be cleaned 
wi thout 
bench 
weave, 
kni t 
father 
1esson, 
chapter 
talk , 
conversation, 
matter 
after 
weight 
path 
twist, 
twine 
rein, bridd1e 
t iger 
dwe11ing, 
lodQino 
Serial 
No. 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
341 
Gloss 
289. 
290. 
291. 
292. 
293. 
294. 
295. 
296. 
297. 
298. 
299. 
300. 
301. 
302. 
303. 
304. 
305. 
306. 
307. 
308. 
ba:s 
ba:z 
ba; z 
ba:g 
ba:l 
ba:l 
(cf. haul) 
ba:r 
ba: r 
ba: r 
• 
bi: 
bi: 
bi:t 
bi:t 
• 
bi :c 
bi : j 
bi :s 
bi : r 
bu: 
bu: t 
bu:t 
• 
Nf, 
Nm^ 
Adv 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nf, 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
Nf ^  
^1 
Voc 
^1 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
^1 
Al 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 1 
Nm^ 
i / t 
• 
vt 
Ok 
Ok 
A 
% 
afiyil 
((/>iO. 
Pel 0 
^ . 
^ • 
e-
tc*. 
X-
^. 
ftfttll^y 
'i^>'. 
smelI, odour 
perfume 
hauik 
back, again 
Qarden 
hair, ear 
of corn 
ball 
time, turn 
flood 
fence, 
enclosure 
V-shaped 
Vocat1ve 
particle used 
in addressing 
1adies 
pass, befall 
dung (of 
b1rds) 
midd le, 
centre 
seed 
twenty 
possessed 
odour, smel1 
chick-pea 
boot 
342 
Serial 
No. 
309. 
310. 
Entries 
bu: J 
(cf . bu:jh) 
bu: jh 
(cr. bu: j ) 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
Qraohy 
1^ ^'^t(<fi>^i 
^,/^t ^,i 
Gloss 
understand 
understand 
312. 
313. 
314. 
315. 
316. 
317. 
318. 
319. 
320. 
321. 
322. 
323. 
324. 
325. 
326. 
be: 
be:t 
be :c 
be :g 
(cf. baig) 
be :g 
be :s 
be:l 
be:l 
be: I 
be: r 
bo: 
bo:d 
bo:d 
• 
bo: j 
(cf. bo:jh) 
bo: jh 
(cf. bo:j) 
Nm^ 
Nfi 
^t 
Nnrii 
Nm^ 
Adj 
Nm j^  
Nf J 
^t 
Nfi 
"^t 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
••• 
^ • 
^ . 
c/. 
1^. 
&.. 
&.. 
&.. 
/ -
i 
("^^xi 
u 
l^i^&i 
si 
second letter 
of the Urdu 
alphabet 
cane 
sell 
bag 
Beg; A Mughal 
title 
f xne, wel1 
Bel:wood 
apple 
creeping 
plant; 
embroidery 
roll dough 
into a flat, 
round bread 
for baking 
the ber 
fruit 
sow 
Buddhist 
board 
load, 
burden 
load, 
burden 
343 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. 
327. bo:l Nmj (Jx speech, 
utterance 
p
Classes 
^1 
^1 
^t 
Nm, 
Ortho-
qraphy 
d^. 
M 
A 
A 
328. bo:l V^  (Ji. speak, 
talk 
329. bo:r A^ ^ boring, 
t i resome 
330. bo:r V^ y^ dip 
331. bald ^ X/^ physician 
practising 
ind igeneous 
medic ine 
332. 
333. 
334. 
335. 
336. 
337. 
338. 
339. 
340. 
341. 
342. 
bait 
• 
bait 
(c-f .' baith 
• 
bai th 
(cf! bait) 
baig 
(cf. 
bail 
bai r 
bau 
(cf. 
baul 
(cf. 
ba: 
(cf. 
ba:d 
ba:d 
(cf. 
be :g ) 
bhau) 
ba:l ) 
ba:h) 
ba:n ) 
Nf^ 
^1 
'^ i 
NfTij 
N m 4 
Nfiij 
Nf ^  
Nf , 
Nf, 
Nm^ 
^t 
0K^» 
^ , 
it-
A 
O^'^A 
dA 
(^IJOk 
{AJ^hjCl 
(a>A,)Xk 
bat 
seat, 
oneseIf, 
sit down 
seat 
onese If , 
sit down 
bag 
ox 
enemi ty 
daughter 
in law 
ball 
arm; 
sleeve 
embankme 
dam 
b ind, 
fasten 
344 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
Qraphv 
343. bS:t V^ (i^t to distri-
bute 
344. ba:t V^ (i^ t twist, 
345. biTij A^  (^k^0[ 
346. ba:k Nm^ l-A crooked-
350. 
352. 
353. 
356. 
358. 
359. 
t 
• 
t 
( c f .* 
if: J 
:  
b a : g 
( c f . 
ba:m 
ba:m 
ba :n 
b a : n 
b a : t ) 
• 
b1i :n) 
347. c Nf 
354. ba:s Nm, ir\ bamboo 
355. 
ba :n 
( c f . 
b ^ :n 
( c f . 
: s 
b ^ : h 
( c f . 
b i :m 
b i : n 
b i :n 
b u : n d 
b a : d ) 
b'a:g> 
b'a; ) 
(Jl 
348. m Nm, /•i balm 
349. ^ m Hi^ A 
351. n Nf^ ^ ( , 
^ 5 ^ ' ^Ji'n Nf, (2/^ Indian 
flute 
v^ (fi^A^^i 
m, 
^
N f , 
N f ^ 
f i 
^ t 
IMf^ 
L/^  
cPt 
/p't 
^ • 
fc^ 
fci^. 
>v 
twine 
barren 
(woman) 
ness 
I ^m^ *i crowing 
(of a cock) 
ee 1 
Nm^ (^l arrow 
rope, 
(made of 
mu: j ) 
bind, 
fasten 
crowing 
(of a 
cock ) 
arm; 
sleeve 
beam 
pick, 
gather 
drop 
345 
Serial 
No. 
360. 
361 . 
362. 
363. 
364. 
365. 
366. 
367. 
368. 
Entries 
b6:g 
(cf. 
bS:n 
(cf. 
baid 
• 
b'aik 
b^in 
(cf. 
bhad 
bhak 
bhar 
bhar 
bo:n) 
bo:g) 
bhain) 
Form 
Classes 
Ni, 
m, 
Nmj 
Nmj 
Nfj 
Nm J 
Nm^ 
^1 
Enc! 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraDhv 
^ . 
J^. 
Jtif. 
ivi')^^. 
M 
Jk 
/ • 
I Pcy^ 
Gloss 
Shin bone 
shin bone 
band 
bank 
sister 
sound of a 
fai1ing 
body 
blast, 
flash 
be f 111ed; 
fill 
full, 
r o m n 1 e +: P . 
369, 
370. 
bhir 
bhUk 
371. 
372. 
373. 
374. 
bh'ag 
(cf . 
bhan 
bh^n 
(cf. 
bhUn 
bhSin) 
bhSfg) 
V, 
PA, 
Nf 
PA, 
V. 
Jiff, 
whole, 
ent ire 
come into 
collusion; 
shut, 
close 
be pierced, 
be pricked 
be stabbed 
broken, 
spoi1t 
buzz 
broken, 
spoi1t 
be roasted, 
be fried, 
be parched 
346 
Serial 
No. 
375. 
376. 
377. 
378. 
379. 
380. 
381. 
382. 
383. 
384. 
385. 
386. 
387. 
388. 
389. 
390. 
Entries 
bha: 
bha:p 
bha:t 
bha: t 
• 
bha:g 
bha :g 
bha: r 
bha: r 
* 
bhi: 
bhi : j 
(cf. bhi;g) 
bhi:k 
bhi :g 
(cf. bhi:j) 
bhi:l 
bhi : r 
bhu: t 
bhu: k 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
oraphy 
V, L^ 
m 
Nm^  O ^ 
Nm^  it/y. 
Nnij UW 
Vi ijy. 
Nm^ vt^ 
Nmj iy^ 
Emph P<z\if-
x^ (J^)t0' 
N^ / ^ t ^ 
.^ c ^ 
Nm^/Nf J 
•^ 1^ J^ 
Gloss 
seem good; 
be approved 
steam, 
vapour 
cooked 
rice 
hereditary 
panegyrist; 
bard 
luck,fate 
run,flee 
weight, 
burden 
fire place 
for parch 
ing grain; 
furnace 
also,too, 
even 
be wf't 
begging, 
alms 
be wet 
a sched-
uled tribe 
1iving in 
the 
Vindhya 
Hills 
crowd 
evil 
spirit 
hunger 
347 
Serial 
No. 
391. 
392. 
393. 
394. 
395. 
396. 
397. 
398. 
399. 
400. 
401. 
402. 
403. 
404. 
405. 
406. 
407. 
Entries 
bhu: k 
(cf. bhurk) 
bhu:s 
bhu: 1 
bhu: 1 
bhe :d 
bhe: j 
bhe :s 
bhe : r 
• 
bhe: r 
• 
bho: j 
bho:g 
bho:g 
bho: r 
bhais 
(cf. bh'ais) 
bhau 
(cf. bau) 
bh^rp 
bha:g 
(cf. bh5:n) 
Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphv 
^.iJ^h/^. 
Nf J 
Nf J 
^1 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nm, 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nmj^ 
Nmj 
^t 
Nmj 
C/!^ 
0^ 
O'f 
^ 
&i-
u^. 
}^-
^J 
M 
M 
J^ 
. / • 
N^i^c/i^(/^ 
Nfi 
^t 
Nf^ 
C^')^ 
U'y. 
Jy. 
Gloss 
bark 
chaff 
husk 
fo^Qet-
f ulness 
mistake 
forget, 
err 
secret, 
mystery 
dispatch, 
send 
appearance, 
guise 
sheep 
shut, 
close 
feast 
enjoyment; 
eating 
suffer, 
undergo 
break of 
day, dawn 
buffalo 
(female) 
daughter 
in-law 
guess 
hemp 
S e r i a l E n t r i e s Form Urdu G l o s s 
N o . 
4 1 7 . 
4 i e . 
4 1 9 . 
4 2 0 . 
4 2 1 . 
b h a : r 
• 
b h u : k 
( c f . b h u : k ) 
b h u : n 
b h e : t 
b h o : k 
b h a i n 
( c f . baTin) 
b h a i s 
( c f . b h a i s ) 
hWiu 
t a p 
t a b 
t a j 
t a k 
( c f . t a : k ) 
i 
CJU 
348 
r  
a s s e s 
Nfi 
Nmj 
Nmj 
"^1 
'^t 
O r t h o -
Qraohv 
Jy 
riV>>V 
i^j:.y,)^M 
J^ 
Ui^ 
408. bha:n j {Jflfif hemp 
( c f . b h a : g ) 
4 0 9 . b h a : r m W juV^^*^ e a r t h e n 
p o t o r 
v e s s e I 
4 1 0 .  , (A>\ff) l/? j e s t e r , 
buffoon 
4 1 1 . u :k V, L^J^ bark 
4 1 2 . V^ 097 roast, 
fry, 
parch 
413. e: Nm^ li*^ present 
414. o: V^ L J ^ pierce, 
prick, 
stab 
415. Nf, IMf.itfZ'. sister 
416. Nf, LrZ^' buffalo 
(female > 
eyebrow 
be heated; 
burn 
then 
give up 
stare 
422. tak Postp f^ upto, 
till 
423. tast Nm^ C * ^ large 
platter 
^t 
N ^ l « 
N l f , 
Nfj 
^ 1 
Adv 
^ 1 
Vt 
s t  
m^  
J^^ 
Vf')(:^-
^ -
0/ 
• 
i 
J-
oit 
349 
Serial 
No. 
424. 
425. 
426. 
427. 
428. 
429. 
430. 
431. 
432. 
433. 
434. 
435. 
436. 
437. 
438. 
439. 
Entries 
tah 
tal 
talx 
tar 
tark 
tar 
< 
tib 
til 
tUj 
tUk 
tui 
tUrk 
V 
tUrs 
tag 
(cf. tSTfi) 
tin 
tan 
Form 
Classes 
Nmj 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraDhy 
/Nfi ^ * 
V^/V, (/ 
Al 
^1 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
Nmj 
t 
•^  
y' 
u^ -
CL>;t-x 
d^  
Pers (^)t 
Pron 
Nfl 
^1 
Nfflj 
^1 
PAi 
NfTlj 
^x 
u^ -
( / 
c^ -
cA/ 
^ -
•• 
Gloss 
layer, 
fold 
fry; be 
fried 
bitter 
wet 
abandoning 
setting 
aside; 
abandon-
ment 
sound 
produced 
by quick, 
successive 
strokes 
unan i 
medicine 
sesame 
seed; mole 
you 
cadence 
be drawn 
up in 
array 
Turk 
sour 
narrow, 
t ight; 
troubled 
body 
stretch 
350 
Serial 
No. 
440 
441. 
442. 
443. 
444. 
445. 
446. 
447. 
448. 
449. 
450. 
451. 
452. 
453. 
454. 
455. 
Entries 
tanz 
tai=l 
(cf. 
tUm 
(cf. 
ta: 
ta: 
ta:p 
ta:b 
ta: J 
ta: k 
ta:k 
(cf. 
ta:q 
ta:s 
ta: X 
(cf. 
ta:w 
jE ta: 
ta:l 
ta:l 
tag ) 
tu: ) 
tak) 
ta: X) 
ta:q) 
o 
Form 
Classes 
PA, 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphy 
r/^-
d-
«* 
Pers r 
Pron ' 
Nm^ 
Adv 
^t 
Nfi 
Nmj 
Nfi 
^t 
(r 
t-
m 
• 
£X' 
Jr 
Nmi (JU')^(r 
Nf ^  
Nmj 
Nnrij 
ii-
Olr 
Of 
Gloss 
taunt, 
ridicule 
narrow, 
t ight; 
troubled 
you 
(neutral) 
playing 
hide and 
seek with 
chiIdren 
to,unt i1 
heat;warm 
oneself 
strength, 
ability; 
splendour, 
radiance 
crown 
stare, 
glance 
stare, 
glance 
arch,niche 
piaying 
cards 
arch , 
niche 
heat 
c1apping 
chine 
lake,pond 
351 
Serial 
No. 
456. 
457. 
458. 
459. 
460. 
461 . 
462. 
463. 
464. 
Entries 
ta: r 
ta: r 
ti : j 
ti :s 
t i : r 
tu: 
(cf. 
tu:t 
tu: r 
te: 
fj 
tUm) 
Form 
Classes 
Nm^ 
Nnrij 
Nm^ 
«1 
Nm« 
Urdu 
Ortho-
qraphy 
yt-
it-
LTt 
** 
X 
Pers y 
Prop 
Nmj( 
Nmj^ 
Nmj 
{j>)J 
(1^)^ "^ 
6 loss 
wi re , 
string; 
te legram 
palm-
tree 
third day 
of a lunar 
fortnight 
thirty 
arrow 
you 
(rude) 
mulberry 
Mount 
Sinai 
fourth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
465. 
466. 
467. 
468. 
469. 
te :g 
V 
(cf . te;g) 
te: z 
te :g 
(cf . te : g ) 
te:l 
to: 
Nf^  i^.)Li 
Hi 1 dJ. 
Nmj (y):f 
sword 
sharp, 
quick, 
piercing 
sword 
oil 
twenty 
second 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
Serial 
No. 
Entries 
352 
Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
QraDhv 
4 8 0 . t a i r 
4 8 3 . t a u l 
<c f . t o : l ) 
Nfj 
^t 
Nnrij 
^t 
Nf ^  
^t 
m 
*• 
dy 
ill 
}Q 
1 ( ^ ) ^ 
IKIQ. t a i t A d v ( C i ? J O ^ 
479. tais ^ Hm^iiJZ^ 
f, tahas 
^ 1 / -
481. tauq ^^^((J^MJP 
(cf. taux) 
482. taux Nmi 
(cf. tauq) 
V, c/y 
484. taur Nm, 
Gloss 
470. to: Conj jl therefore, 
then 
471. to:p U/y Qun,cannon 
 
472. to:p V^ t-^ y cover, 
bury 
473. to:s m, C/X toast 
474. to:l 
(cf. taul) 
475. to:r 
476. to:r 
477. tai PA 
we igh, 
balance 
ank let 
break 
cone luded^ 
settled 
decided, 
f i xed 
under, 
belouj 
anger, 
rage 
swim. 
float 
neck-ring 
(for puni 
shment); 
neck lace 
neck-ring 
(for puni 
shment); 
necklace 
weigh, 
balance 
manner, 
mode, way 
353 
Serial Entries 
No. 
485. 
486. 
487. 
488. 
489. 
490. 
491. thak 
492. thUp 
493. tham 
494. tha^ m 
495. 
496. 
497. 
t a : t 
t a : n 
t a : n 
11 :n 
( c f . 
i /o:n 
( c f . 
t ^ i 
t ^ : 
: n ) 
d ) 
t han 
t h a : 
t h a : 
( c f . 
t h e : , 
t h i : 
i t h l " : ) 
Form 
C l a s s e s 
Nm. 
Nfj 
^a 
Al 
Nf, 
Nf J 
^ 1 
^ 1 
Nm^ 
^ 1 
Nmj 
Nfj 
P a s t 
Aux 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraohv 
I ^i-
Ul" 
cii" 
*• 
MJi:)^ 
U^ 
m0 
>^v^  
c/^ 
(oU/)l^ 
i^ 
Gloss 
'^ '^ B. tha:p N„ ^ ^ 
thread, 
fibre, 
loom 
tune , 
key-note 
stretch 
three 
1 arge 
belly 
1 arge 
belly 
be 11 red, 
weaned 
be plast-
ered; be 
imposed 
stem of 
a tree 
stand 
still; be 
supported 
udder 
depth, 
bottom 
was 
(masculine 
singular 
beat (of 
a drum) 
pat cow-
dung into 
cakes (for 
fuel ) 
m ass,heap 
354 
Serial Entries Forin Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
Qraphy 
501. tha:l Nfj (Ji^ plate, 
platter 
502. tha:r Nm^ v(^ Thar 
Desert in 
north west 
Indi a 
503. thi: Past IT was 
(cf. tha:) Aux (femine 
s ingular 
504. thu: Intrj ^ fie I, 
shame I 
505. thu:k Nm^ c/^ spitting, 
saliva 
506. thu:k V^ LJ^ spit 
507. the: Pdst ^ were 
(cf. tha:) Aux (masculine 
plural) 
508. tho:p V^ i ^ ^ pat, 
plaster; 
impose 
509. tho:k Nm, C^^^ mass,heap 
whole-sum 
5 1 0 . th i r :m V .^ ^i^ support, 
clutch 
511. tha:n Nf, tJl^ material 
in yardage 
512. thi: Past (J^ were 
(cf. tha:) Aux (femine 
plural) 
513. dab PA^ C/-> less, 
deficient 
lower 
514. dab V^ t-/> be pressed 
down, be 
squeezed 
ux 
  J
m^ 
^t 
ux 
t^ 
m^ 
t^ 
f J 
ux 
Al 
(/ 
•* 
J^ 
U  
V ^ 
J/ 
(^ 
0\? 
(jtp 
• 
Serial 
No. 
515. 
516. 
517. 
518. 
519. 
520. 
521. 
522. 
523. 
524. 
525. 
926. 
527. 
528. 
529. 
530. 
355 
Entries Form 
Classes 
das 
dast 
dal 
dal 
(cf. dar, V^) 
dar 
dar 
(cf. dal, V^) 
dar j 
jc dara j 
dik 
dlq 
(cf. dix) 
dix 
(cf. dlq) 
dll 
dUt 
(cf. dUr,dhat> 
dUk 
dUk 
(cf. dUkh) 
dUkh 
(cf. dUk) 
dUr 
(cf.dUt, dhat) 
Ai 
Nmj 
Nm, 
"^ t 
Nm< 
"^ t 
Nfitj^ 
^1 
Nm^ 
Nm< 
Nmj 
Int 
^x 
Int 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
i/> 
t=tO 
d' 
6> 
y^ 
jy 
^jj> 
(/>)db 
;PAi a? 
• 
d> 
rj J> 
Gloss 
ten 
hand;loose 
mot ion 
mass,heap, 
great 
number 
gr ind 
coarsely, 
spl i t 
door 
grind 
coarsely, 
spl it 
entry, 
registra-
tion 
be seen 
chronic 
fever; 
irritated 
chronic 
fever; 
irritated 
heart 
away!, 
begone! 
misery, 
distress 
ache,pain 
ache,pain 
away 1 
begone' 
Serial 
No. 
531 
532, 
533, 
538. 
539, 
540, 
541. 
542, 
543. 
Entries 
dag 
(cf. dan) 
dam 
dan 
534. 
535. 
536 
537. 
dan 
(cf. dag) 
din 
dUm 
da:b 
da:d 
da:d 
da:s 
da:§ 
da:^ 
da: 1 
544. 
545. 
546. 
da:l 
da: r 
• 
di :p 
356 
Form 
Classes 
PA 
Nm 
Nm 
PA 
Nm 
Nf 
Nf 
Nm 
Nf 
Nm 
Nm 
V4. 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
Gloss 
Nm, 
th 
dh 
Nfj Oh 
Nm 
'1 V — 
astoni-
shed. 
amazed 
breath; 
strength 
speed, 
swiftness 
astoni-
shed , 
amazed 
day 
tai 1 
press down 
supress, 
squeeze 
ringworm, 
herpes 
apprec i-
at ion 
slave 
spot 
mark by 
burning 
with hot 
i ron; 
cauterize 
eleventh 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
pulse 
jaw-tooth 
1 amp,1ight 
Serial 
No. 
547. 
548. 
549. 
550. 
551. 
552. 
553. 
554. 
555. 
556. 
557. 
Entries 
du: 
(cf. 
du:b 
du: t 
du:d 
du: J 
du:h 
(cf. 
du: r 
de: 
de: k 
(cf. 
de: kh 
(cf. 
de :g 
du 
du: 
de: 
1 
de: 
:h) 
: ) 
:kh) 
:k) 
V , 
357 
Form 
Classes 
•^t 
Nm, 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
^t 
Ad J 
^t 
^t 
^t 
Nf J 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohy 
(099)3> 
• 
OA> 
ifi>9y)7» 
t^y 
09y 
y>> 
^ > 
^> 
(bjyLfy 
Gloss 
milk 
grass 
messenger 
milk 
second day 
of a lunar 
fortnight 
milk 
distant, 
far 
give, 
grant 
see, 
look at 
see, 
look at 
large 
558. 
559. 
560, 
(cf. de:g) 
de :s 
(cf. de:^) 
de:% 
(cf. de:s) 
de :§ 
(cf. de:g) 
Nm^  rc^>jCri 
Nm , c ^ . 
Nf. t-^ 
metal 
cooking 
vessel; 
caldron 
pi ace, 
region, 
country 
place, 
region, 
country 
large 
metal 
cooking 
vessel; 
caldron 
561 de: r Nf, J'y de lay 
358 
Serial 
No. 
562. 
563. 
564. 
565. 
566. 
567. 
568. 
569. 
570. 
571. 
572. 
573. 
574. 
575. 
576. 
577. 
578. 
579. 
Entries 
do: 
do:st 
dai 
:£. dahi: 
dait 
daur 
daur 
• 
daur 
dwa: r 
da: t 
da:m 
da:n 
d i m 
de :n 
dhap 
dhat 
(cf.dUt,dUr) 
dha j 
dhak 
dhak 
Form 
Classes 
Al 
NfTlj 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Nf J 
^i 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Nmj 
Nmj 
Nfj 
Int 
Nfj 
Nmj 
Nfj 
Urdu 
Ortho-
araohv 
9> 
iz*y9> 
(ifc»i^y 
Cy> 
> 
j9y 
^ > 
uyh 
r'^  
CJh 
cy> 
• 
rj CJ««y 
€> 
KJ^> 
Kjj^y 
Gloss 
two 
friend 
yogurt, 
curds 
demon, 
giant 
time;era, 
age 
running; 
race 
run 
door,gate 
tooth 
price, 
cost, 
value 
donat ion 
faith, 
religion 
giving, 
gift 
sound of 
fal1ing 
away!, 
begone! 
style 
sudden 
impression 
of terror 
smal 1 
louse 
359 
Serial 
No. 
580. 
581. 
582. , 
583. 
584. 
585. 
586. 
587. 
588. 
589. 
590. 
591. 
592. 
593. 
594. 
Entries 
dhas 
dhar 
• 
dhik 
dhUt 
dh'Sm 
dhi^ n 
dhufn 
dhtJn 
dhtind 
dha: 
dha: t 
dha:k 
dha: r 
dhi:t 
(cf. *dhi:t) 
• • 
dhu:p 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
araohv 
^i (cr^;cr^ 
> > 
Vj L-^^ 
PA^ t::jjf^ 
Nfi ^^ 
^U f^^ 
^n e/*!? 
Vt cT^ 
N^l A^^ 
Nfi (^^ 
Nfi C.LPJ> 
Nfj (J^y 
N^ l ^UJ 
Aj (JtfijKt^J 
Nf. ^y!, 
Gloss 
sink , 
pierce 
body 
(exclusive 
of head) 
be heated, 
be warmed 
tipsy, 
stupefied 
(by liquor 
etc.) 
thud,loud 
noise 
uteal th, 
property 
longing, 
passion; 
tune 
comb 
(cotton); 
neat 
fog 
burning; 
heat 
metal 
fear, 
terror 
edge, 
sharpness; 
water 
current 
bold, 
shameless, 
obstinate 
sunlight 
360 
Serial 
No. 
595. 
596. 
597. 
598. 
599. 
600. 
601. 
602 
603. 
604. 
605. 
606. 
607. 
Entries 
dhu: 1 
dho: 
dhauk 
dhaus 
dhaul 
dhaTrg 
(cf. dh'a:n) 
dh'arm 
dha^cn 
dhltn 
(cf. dha:g) 
dhil:m 
dhy3f:n 
tap 
tap 
Form 
Classes 
Nf J 
^t 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphv 
6rr> 
r^> 
Vt (J''f>)J':P> 
Nm, 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nmj^ 
NfDj 
^t 
Nfi 
Nmj 
NniH 
Nm^ 
i^:/^)(J'f> 
d^> 
Uu\»> 
^\fi>> 
t/U 
LJW 
^:f^> 
m0 
/Nfi ^ 
•• • 
i^)^' 
Gloss 
dust 
wash, 
c lean 
b louj (with 
bel lows); 
puff 
over 
bearing 
conduct; 
threat-
ening , 
menace 
thump; 
slap 
mess 
(bedding 
etc. ) 
dwe11ing 
place 
paddv 
mess 
bedding 
etc) 
ce lebri ty; 
a kind of 
chikan 
embroidery 
attent ion, 
concentra-
tion 
overhead 
covering, 
sound of 
dropping 
(as of 
rain ) 
tub 
( c f . t a b ) 
361 
Serial 
No. 
608. 
609. 
610. 
611. 
612. 
613. 
614. 
615. 
616. 
617. 
618. 
619. 
620. 
621. 
622. 
Entries 
tap 
• 
tab 
(cf. 
tak 
• 
tal 
• 
tar 
• 
tik 
• 
tag 
(cf. 
tan 
• 
tan 
• 
JSff 
(cf. 
tTn 
(cf. 
tUn 
• 
ta:p 
ta:p 
ta:t 
• • 
tap) 
m 
t'an) 
• 
tag) 
t i :n) 
• 
Form 
Classes 
Vx 
Nm^ 
^1 
x^ 
Nf, 
^1 
x^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
PAi 
Hi, 
t^ 
Nnij 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraDhy 
• 
L> 
J 
> 
J' 
LJ 
Ji 
e> 
o5* 
^ 
^ 
* 
• 
li? 
6 loss 
leap over 
jurr^across, 
tub 
be 
stitched 
pass over, 
pass off 
croak 
stay, 
remain 
be hung; 
be susp-
ended 
sound(of 
a bell) 
ton 
be hung; 
be suspen-
ded 
t in 
intoxica-
ted 
tramp of 
a horse 
pauJ or 
beat the 
ground 
mat, 
canvas 
362 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Bloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraphy 
623. ta:k V^  (^^)ji 
(cf. ta:k) 
627. ti:p 
628. ti:k 
629. ti:s 
630. 
631. 
632. 
tu: t 
• * 
tu:l 
• 
tu: r 
633. te: 
634. te;p 
635. te:k 
st itch 
624. ta:l Nm^/Nfj fj^ firewood 
store 
625. ta:l V^ ^ijf put off 
626. ti:p 
Nfj 
"^t 
Nfi 
Nfi 
^i 
N f J, 
Nmj 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Hm^ 
> 
iy-
^ / 
> 
am 
the high-
est pitch 
of voice, 
shrill 
note 
compress 
squeeze 
top-knot 
(of hair) 
pain, 
throb 
be broken 
stool 
roller for 
wrapping 
gold or 
si 1ver 
lace 
(brocade) 
fifth 
letter 
of the 
Urdu 
alphabet 
tape-
recorder 
prop, 
support 
363 
Serial 
No. 
636. 
637. 
638. 
639. 
640. 
641. 
642. 
643. 
644. 
645. 
646. 
647. 
648. 
649. 
650. 
651. 
652. 
Entries 
teck 
• 
to: 
• 
to: 
• 
to:p 
• 
to:p 
lei. 
to:p 
to: k 
• 
to:k 
taip 
• 
tai t 
• • 
tair 
• 
taup 
lei. 
ta:c 
• 
ta:k 
<cf. 
taiQ 
{ei. 
^atg 
(cf. 
ta:n 
(cf. 
taup > 
to, 
• 
^a: 
ta: 
• 
t'a; 
• 
fa; 
:p) 
:k) 
:n) 
!Q) 
Form 
Classes 
Nmj 
Nfj 
^t 
Nm, 
Nm^ 
Nfi 
Nfj 
^t 
Nriij 
^1 
Nmj 
'^ t 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohy 
^e/'V 
rJ.^ 
• 
1 J 
^ > 
^ 
tu'i)iJ 
<d^i''>dJ 
fi^J 
Ufi!' 
v^/v^ i^i 
Nf, Jl^ 
Gloss 
support 
prop, 
place 
track, 
search 
feel, 
touch, 
search 
long stitch 
kind of 
earring 
hat 
question-
ing, 
checking 
quest ion, 
interro-
gate; check 
type 
t ight 
tyre 
kind of 
earring 
torch 
st itch 
leg 
hang 
leg 
364 
Serial 
No. 
653. 
654. 
655. 
656. 
657. 
658. 
Entries 
ta:n 
lei. farg) 
tHitn 
• 
t i :n ^ 
(cf. tTn) 
tu:g 
(cf. tLi:n) 
tu:n 
(cf. tuig) 
te: 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
Qraphy 
Gloss 
Nm 
Nm, 
A 
v^  /v^  ijii 
5 
Nfi C/^ 
hang 
team 
tin 
nibble 
nibblB 
inarti-
culate 
sound 
( indicat-
ing defeat 
or death) 
659. 
660. 
661. 
662. 
663. 
taim 
• 
thap 
that 
• • 
that 
• • 
thak 
664, 
665 
666, 
667, 
thag 
thag 
thas 
thUk 
Nm^  r/^l'V-
a 
Nmj (i^Xbuif 
N^l c J ^ 
Nm^ t->(^ 
Vi/Vt <->< 
. ^ 
/i V, L^itf^ 
t ime 
inert 
stand , 
endure, 
last 
laugh 
sound of 
knocking 
or hammer-
ing 
robber; 
cheat, 
thug 
cheat, 
dece1ve 
be stuffed, 
be crammed 
be hammered 
365 
Serial 
No. 
668. 
669. 
670. 
671. 
672. 
673. 
674. 
675. 
676. 
677. 
678. 
679. 
680. 
681 . 
Entries 
than 
• 
tha: t 
• • 
thi:k 
• 
thu:s 
(cf. thu:s) 
• 
the:t 
m • 
the:k 
the:k 
• 
the :s 
• 
the:l 
• 
tho: 
• 
tho:k 
• 
tho:s 
• 
tha*: 
• 
tha:n 
• 
Form 
Classes 
^1 
Nf 
Al 
^t 
^1 
Nf 
^1 
Nf 
"^t 
Pc 
'^t 
'^l 
Nfflj 
^t 
Urdu 
Ortho-
araohv 
c^ 
1 rMcioJ 
1 L ^ 
4. 
1 > 
U(i 
(^/> 
Gloss 
be f1xed 
(in the 
mind); be 
resolved 
pienty, 
abundance; 
luxury 
right, 
correct 
thrust IHJ 
press down 
pure,real; 
chaste 
stumble; 
knock 
come into 
collision 
(with) 
knock, 
blow 
push,move 
pleonas-
tic word 
added to 
numerals 
make firm; 
drive in, 
hammer; 
strike 
firm,hard, 
sol id 
sound of 
firing 
set the 
heart upon; 
fix,settle, 
resolve 
366 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraohv 
682. 
683. 
684. 
685. 
686. 
687. 
688. 
689. 
690. 
691. 
692. 
693. 
694. 
695. 
696. 
697, 
698. 
thu: t 
^hu:s 
(cf. thu:s) 
• 
dat 
• • 
daf 
• 
das 
• 
dal 
• 
dar 
• 
dar 
• 
dak 
• 
dand 
• * • 
dTm 
• 
da:b 
• 
da: t 
• • 
da: t 
*(cf.* da:t) 
• • 
^a: t 
(cf .'da:t) 
• • 
da: k 
• 
da:l 
0 
NfTlj 
^t 
^ 1 
Nf J 
^t 
"^ 1 
Nm. 
Nf, 
Nfj 
Nm^ 
d/^r 
i/J^ 
ct/ 
i/^ 
> 
> 
uf> 
Jt-/ 
• 
I * . / / 
(d>hW 
oSc/// 
stump of 
a tree; 
amputed 
hand or arm 
thrust in, 
press down 
be firm 
tambourine 
bite,sting 
be thrown; 
be put 
fear 
fear;be 
frightened 
sting of 
wasp or 
scorp ion 
fine, 
penalty 
dim 
green 
coconut 
cork 
scolding 
scold, 
chide, 
rebuke 
ma i I 
twelfth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
367 
Serial 
No. 
699. 
700. 
701 . 
Entries 
da: 1 
• 
da: 1 
• 
du:b 
9 
Form 
Classes 
Nf J 
^t 
^1 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraohv 
dii 
Oii 
• 
Gloss 
branch 
put,throw, 
lay 
sink; be 
drowned 
702 
703. 
704. 
705. 
de:Q 
de: r 
• • 
do:l 
• 
do:l 
706. 
707. 
708. 
709. 
710. 
711. 
712. 
713. 
714. 
do: r 
dir:t 
(cf. dart) 
da: t 
'(cf * da:t) 
darns 
di :Q 
(cf. di:n) 
^i rn 
(cf. dTrg) 
daim 
dhak 
dhal 
Nm 
Nf. 
V. 
Nf, 
Nf, 
Nm, 
Nf, 
Nf. 
Nm, 
V, 
step 
-c^^z^ 
"" ^m» 
d./ 
d>^ 
> 
j>y 
ii>\\ 
ti>ii 
LPH 
J^'> 
d^J 
0^1^ 
one and 
a half 
bucket 
sway from 
side to 
side; 
swing 
thread, 
twine, 
string 
scolding 
scold, 
chide, 
dance 
boasting 
boast, 
brag 
boast ing^ 
boast, 
brag 
dam 
cover, 
conceal 
be moul-
ded; decline 
368 
Serial 
No. 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraDhv 
Gloss 
715 
716. 
717. 
718. 
719. 
720. 
721 
722, 
723. 
dhUl 
dhag 
(cf. dh'an ) 
dhan 
*(cf. dhlTQ) 
dha: 1 
dha:l 
dhi :t 
(cf . *dhi :t) 
dhi : 1 
dhe: r 
dho: 
V, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Ni 
M 
Nf. 
Nm. 
C>f* 
V, /vt y,j; 
be carried 
aujay 
mode, way, 
manner, 
style 
mode,way 
manner, 
style 
slope, 
bent 
mould; 
shape 
bold, 
shame 1 ess^ 
obstinate 
loosen-
ing, slack-
ening 
heap , 
pile 
carry, 
transport 
724. 
725. 
726. 
727. 
728. 
729. 
730. 
dho: 1 
1 dholak 
dhai 
• 
dha:k 
• 
dho:g 
(cf. dho! 
• 
rib's :n 
(cf. dho: 
• 
cab 
cat 
• 
:n) 
Q) 
Nmj^ 
^1 
^t 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
^1 
Nmj , 
a:^> 
J^i 
a-^i 
u^ 
,Adv l^^ 
• 
drum 
Rill down 
cover, 
conceal 
dece it, 
fraud 
deceit, 
fraud 
be chewed 
sound of 
cracking; 
quickly 
369 
Serial 
No. 
Entries 
731. 
735. 
73<b. 
737. 
738. 
739. 
740. 
741. 
742. 
743. 
744. 
745. 
746. 
cak 
732. 
733. 
734. 
casm 
cal 
car 
carb 
care 
car 
ft 
car 
cit 
cit 
elk 
elk 
elk 
cir 
eir 
eUp 
Form 
Classes 
^t 
Nf ^  
'^ i 
"^ t 
«1 
Noij^ 
Nmj 
^1 
PA, 
Nfj 
Nm, 
Nf ^  
Nfj 
Nm^ 
^1 
^1 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohv 
(J?>^ 
^ . Oi. 
A 
Vv? 
&4 
'£ 
» 
(P^4^>-: 
• 
4if 
Je 
(0^>L4 
J' 
• 
ck^k 
*rtf 
7 • 
Gloss 
taste; 
experience 
eye 
move, go 
graze, 
pasture 
greasy, 
fatty 
church 
sound of 
tearing or 
crack ing 
group, 
mount, 
el imb 
lying flat 
(on the 
back) 
bi t,piece 
scrap 
check 
blind, 
mateurtain 
pain in 
the loins 
or back 
offence, 
huff; 
aversion 
become 
irritated, 
vexed 
quiet, 
SI lent 
370 
Serial 
No. 
Entries Form 
CI 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphv 
Gloss 
747. 
74B. 
749. 
750. 
751. 
752. 
753. 
754. 
cUb 
cUd 
CUQ 
cUst 
cUr 
c'ant . 
• • 
cUn 
(c f . c LJi: n ) 
cUn 
^ c 
"^t 
'^t 
«1 
Ni, 
^1 
Nf^ 
V^/V^ 
<?^^ 
* 
Cuf 
m 
e/? 
e^ 
be pricked, 
be pierced 
be copula-
ted with 
peck 
tight 
sound of 
cracking 
clever 
pleats, 
frill 
gather, 
pick,choose, 
select 
755. 
756. 
757. 
758. 
759. 
760. 
761. 
762. 
763. 
ca: 
ca: 
(cf. ca:h 
ca: 
(cf. ca:h) 
ca:p 
(cf. ca:p) 
ca:p 
ca: t 
ca; k 
ca: k 
ca:h 
(cf. ca: ) 
/ 
Nf. i^[ff)ir 
• m 
Nf^ 
^t 
Nmj 
Nfj 
^t 
Nm 
Nf 
Nf, 
(o\ff)\^ 
(oi^jy 
1 
1 
r r 
m 
oU 
tea 
Mish, 
desire, 
love 
wish, 
desire, 
love 
chop 
sound of 
footsteps 
lick, 
taste 
slit 
potter's 
wheel 
wish, 
desire, 
love 
371 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraphv 
764. ca:h V^ ^ [^  wish, 
(cf. ca:> ' desire, 
love 
765. ca:l Nfj (^\ff movement, 
t gait,walk; 
trick 
766. ca:r A^ y(g -four 
767. ci:p V^ L ^ 
768. ci:q Nf^  (^(55 
(cf . ci : X ) 
769. ci:q V^ it2:^C>J (cf. ci : X) «* •-
770. cite 
771. ci : X 
(cf. ci:q) 
772. ci:x 
(cf. ci:q) 
773. ci:l Nf^ (J^ kite 
774. ci:r V^ /^ cut open, 
tear, slit 
775. ci:r Nfj^  >^ pinewood 
776. cu: V^ p leak,drop 
777. curt Nfj vulva 
778. cu;k Nf, LJV mistake, 
blunder, 
error 
779. cu:k V, , fp commit an 
error 
780. cu:s V^  (/P guck 
Nf J 
Hi, 
"^ t 
i
^t 
Nf J 
^1 
Nfj 
j
•^ 1 
t^ 
V ^ 
^ ' 
n^ 
us 
^ 
> 
ut 
uA 
WP, 
press. 
crush 
cry. 
scream 
cry. 
scream 
thing, 
article 
cry. 
scream 
cry. 
scream 
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Serial 
No. 
781. 
782. 
783. 
784. 
785. 
786. 
787. 
788. 
789. 
790. 
791. 
191, 
793. 
794. 
795. 
Entries 
cu: r 
cu: r 
ce: 
ce :p 
ce: t 
co:d 
co: t 
• 
co:c 
(cf. 
co: r 
cai t 
caik 
cau: 
cauk 
cauk 
co:c) 
cauk 
(cf. cauk ) 
Form 
Classes 
Nmj^ 
^t 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
^t 
"^ 1 
Nf J 
Nf, 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
P^l 
Nm, 
Nmj^ 
Nmj 
^ ( 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphv 
• 
4^ 
(^ 4^ 
'rt^ 
' ^ 
^ ^ . 
(if^^p^ 
m 
•=£? 
A 
Jk 
- 4 
<-4^ <-4 
Gloss 
powder, 
sawdust 
reduce to 
powder, 
crush 
e ighth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
gum (of 
mangoes) 
become 
irritated, 
be vexed 
to copulate 
wi th 
wound, 
injury 
beak 
thief, 
burglar 
f irst, 
month of 
the Hindu 
calendar 
check 
back-
tooth 
square 
chalk 
be start-
led, be 
roused 
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Serial 
No. 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphv 
6 loss 
7 9 6 . 
I'Rl. 
7 9 8 . 
7 9 9 . 
8 0 0 . 
c a : p 
( c f . c a : p ) 
ciTrcl 
c i : 
c i : n 
c u : 
Nm < 
N m , 
Nmj^ 
Nrrij^ 
m 
0 
Ufr 
fci? 
u^ 
c h o p 
moon 
s l i g h t o r 
l ow n o i s e 
(made by 
b i r d s ) 
Ch i n a 
s i i g h t o r 
801 . 
802. 
803. 
804. 
805. 
806. 
807. 
808. 
809. 
810. 
cCtm 
cu:n ^ 
(cr. cUn) 
cu:n 
co:c 
(cf. co:c) 
ca'in 
cain 
cauk 
(cf. cauk) 
chap 
chat 
chat 
^t 
Nf. 0^ 
^4 Nf 
Nf 
Nm. 
V; 
Nf. 
* r 
Nm ii^yii^ 
(made by 
birds) 
k iss 
p leats, 
frill 
gather, 
pick,choose 
seleet 
beak 
chain 
rel1ef, 
peace 
be startled, 
be roused 
be printed, 
be published 
ceiling, 
roof 
sixth day 
of a lunar 
fortnight; 
name of a 
Hindu 
fest 1val 
374 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
Qraphv 
811. chat Vj ^^J^^ be picked 
out, be 
dispersed 
812. chak V^  ^j(^ be tric-
ked be 
dece1ved 
S12- char Nm^ > ^ shaft, rod 
^1^- chip Vj ^ ^ be hidden; 
(cf. chUp) V r hide 
815. chll V^  (J^ 
816, 
818. Cham Nf^ J^ 
819. Chan Nm^ ^ 
821. Chin V 
825. cha:t 
(cf. chart) r^ 
di 
823. cha:p Nm^ L^{(^ 
824. cha:p V^ ^ ^ 
V 
be peeled, 
be scrat-
ched 
•^ hUp V^ <.>tf^  be hidden; 
(cf. chip) •» r hide 
817. chUt V^ ( 2 ^ be set, 
(cf. chu:t) * free 
tinkle 
thick 
bracelet 
820. Chan V^ (^ be strai-
ned, be 
shifted 
be snat-
ched, be 
wrenched 
^22- ^^«- V^/V^ , ^ spread, 
cover; 
thatch 
impression, 
mark 
print, 
published 
trim, prune 
375 
Serial 
No. 
826. 
827. 
828. 
829. 
830. 
831 . 
832. 
833. 
834. 
835. 
836. 
837. 
838. 
839. 
840. 
Entries 
cha :c 
cha: 1 
ch i : 
Chi : 
ch i : t 
(cf . *ch7: t) 
• 
chi : t 
(cf . *ch7:t) 
• 
chi : k 
(cf. chT:k) 
ch 1 : k 
(cf. chT:k) 
chi :1 
chu: 
chu: t 
chu: t 
• 
chu: t 
(cf. *chUt ) 
• 
che: 
che :d 
Form 
Classes 
Nf 
M-f 
^i 
In 
Nf 
^1 
Nf 
^t 
^t 
^t 
Nf J 
Nfj 
^x 
^1 
Nm^ 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
m » • 
J ^ (f. 
trj (f^ 
A. • - » ^ 0 
m * 
Ofr 
4 
o>f 
ii^ ^f 
ti-^ 
^ , 
Gloss 
bu11 r r 
milk 
sk in,bark 
be slit; 
be worn 
out 
faugh'; 
shame' 
chintz; 
spot 
scatter 
sneeze 
sneeze 
peel , 
scratch 
touch , 
feel 
touch of 
anything 
impure; 
impurity, 
contamina-
t ion 
separat-
ion ; 1 iberty 
remission 
be separa-
ted; be 
set free 
SIX 
hole , 
opening 
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Serial 
No. 
841 
Entries 
842. 
843. 
844, 
845. 
846. 
847. 
848. 
849, 
850, 
851. 
852. 
853. 
854. 
855, 
che : d 
che : k 
(cf. cKezk) 
che: r 
cho: r 
cho: r 
chauk 
(cf. chluk) 
cha: 
cha: t 
(cf . cha: t) 
cha:c 
cha:n 
chi : t 
(cf. chi:t> 
chi : t 
(cf.'chi:t) 
chi : k 
(cf. chi:k) 
chT: k 
(cf. chirk) 
chi :n 
Form 
Classes 
^t 
""ti 
"^ t 
Nm^ 
^t 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphy 
jLdi 
m • 
J^ 
.4 
)A 
Gloss 
make a 
hoie in; 
bore 
pierce 
inter rup t^  
detain 
touch; 
tease 
provoke 
border, 
edge 
let go, 
release 
Nm. 
V. 
Nf, 
V 
Nf 
V. 
season 
f;c;(/< 
tiyl^ 
i\£ 
• 
t i ^ 
• 
^ 
«f 
shade, 
shadow 
pick out, 
trim, 
pr-ane 
spots on 
the skin, 
herpes 
strain , 
filter, 
invest igate 
chintz , 
spot 
scatter 
sneeze 
sneeze 
snatch 
wrench 
377 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. 
856. ch?:k V^ U * ^ interrupt, 
(cf. che:k) ** detain 
857. chauk V^. LSJ^ season 
(cf. chauk) 
858. jap V ^ { ^ mutter 
(prayers) 
 
C lasses 
^t 
^ t 
^ t 
Con, 
'^ i 
r
O r t h o -
Qraohv 
f 
J4 
1 • 
trf 
i-
& J. 
m J. 
J' 
859. jab j V T when, 
since 
860. jac V^ ^* be examin-
ed, be 
evaluated 
861. jaj Nm^ ^ judge 
862. jag Nm^ world 
863. jag Nm^ ^^^ jug 
864. jag V^ K^J^ be awake; 
(cf. ja:g) awake 
865. jal V^  Q^ burn;be 
burnt, be 
k indled 
root 
fix,stud 
who,which 
8 6 6 . 
8 6 7 . 
8 6 8 . 
j a r 
j a r 
• 
j l s 
Nm^ 
^ t 
Rel 
Pron 
N f , 
^ 1 
'A 
i/l 
LT? 
m 
CAf 
869. jlld f, jj^ skin; 
binding 
(of a book) 
870. jUt V^ (j;4^  be ploughed 
be yoked; 
be engaged 
(in) 
871. jUt Nmj tttf group 
378 
Serial 
No. 
872. 
873. 
874. 
875. 
876. 
877. 
878. 
879. 
880. 
881. 
882. 
883. 
884. 
885. 
886. 
887. 
888. 
889. 
Entries 
jUt 
• 
JUg 
jUrm 
jUr 
• 
jag 
(cf. 
jam 
jan 
J an 
jan 
(cf. 
j In 
j In 
ja: 
ja:p 
ja: t 
ja:c 
(cf. 
ja:c 
(cf. 
ja:g 
(cf. 
ja: 1 
j2n) 
jag) 
j'a:c ) 
ja:c ) 
jag) 
Form 
Classes 
^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
^1 
Nfj 
^x 
Nmj^ 
^t 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
Rel 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
d^ 
• 
C^-
^J 
dr. 
f-
zf. 
d'. 
Or 
e/f 
^ . 
Pron 
^1 
Nmj 
Nm^  
Nf^ 
^t 
^i 
Nfflj 
k 
mm » 
• 
t^y 
(^yy^y 
• 
J"le 
Ok 
Gloss 
un i te , 
adhere 
age,period 
crime 
be joined 
be attached 
war, 
battle 
become 
f i rm,fi xed 
frozen 
man,person 
bear 
(a child) 
ujar , bat 11 e 
J inn 
who,which 
go,depart 
muttering 
(prayers) 
Jat 
check ing, 
testing, 
examinat ioi 
evaluate, 
examine 
be awake; 
awake 
net 
379 
Serial 
No. 
890. 
891. 
892. 
893. 
894. 
895. 
896. 
897. 
898. 
899. 
900. 
Entries 
J i : 
ji : 
J i : 
J i :p 
j i :b 
j i : t 
j i : t 
ju: t 
ju:s 
je :b 
je : t 
• 
Form 
Classes 
NfTlj 
^t 
Adv 
Urdu 
Ortho-
araphy 
c? 
i3. 
G. 
Intra 
Nf, 
Nf, 
Nf J 
^t 
Nm^ 
Nmj^ 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
ioffOL^. 
Caf 
ii^ 
(ff. 
/Nf, i ^ 
(^')d^. 
Gloss 
heart, 
mind,soul, 
self 
live; be 
alive 
Yes;Sir', 
Madam' 
jeep 
tongue 
V ictory, 
conquest, 
success 
win , 
conquer 
twisted 
or matted 
hair of an 
ascetic 
juice 
pocket 
second 
901. 
902. 
903. 
904 
je : 1 
Jo: 
jo: t 
JO: k 
Nmj 
Rel 
Pron 
^t 
Nmj 
df. 
?. 
o £ 
Jg. 
month of 
the Hindu 
calender; 
husbands 
elder 
brother 
jail , 
prison 
who,which 
plough, 
cultivate 
joke 
380 
Serial 
No. 
905 
Entries 
907. 
90B. 
909. 
910. 
911. 
912. 
913. 
914. 
915. 
916, 
917. 
918. 
919. 
JO: k 
(cf. jo:kh) 
906. jo:kh 
(cf. jo:k) 
JO:Q 
JO :^ 
JO: r 
JO: r 
jai 
jai 
jaiz 
£ ja:yaz 
jau 
j«:c 
(cf. ja:c) 
ja:c 
(cf. ja:c) 
ja:§ 
(cf.ja:n) 
ja:m 
ja: m 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
Qraphy 
Gloss 
Nm, 
Nmi 
Nm. 
V. 
ut 
Nf 1 
Intr J 
Nmi 
(fc:^^£. 
1^ (>^^/f 
Nf, 
V. 
Nm 
Nm 
Nm 
^ m 
we igh, 
measure, 
estimate 
weigh, 
measure, 
estimate 
joining, 
union; 
mediat ion 
boi1ing , 
excitement 
joint ; 
total 
join,unite 
connect 
Victory; 
bravo'; 
hurrah! 
as many as, 
as much as 
leg 111-
mate, 
legal 
barley 
checking 
test ing, 
examina-
t ion 
evaluate, 
examine 
thigh 
goblet, 
bowl 
J am 
381 
S e r i a l 
No . 
9 2 0 . 
9 2 1 . 
E n t r i e s 
j a ! 
j a ! 
! n 
:n 
922, 
923. 
927, 
928. 
929. 
930. 
931. 
932. 
933. 
Ja :n 
(cf . ja':Q ) 
j 1 :m 
9 2 4 . 
9 2 5 . 
9 2 6 . 
j u : n 
J O : k 
j S u n 
jhat 
jhak 
jhak 
jhal 
jhal 
jhar 
jhUk 
Form 
C l a s s e s 
N f , 
^ t 
Nrrij 
Nm^ 
R e l 
P ro r 
Adv 
N f , 
"^1 
Nm^ 
^ 
^ 1 
^ 
U r d u 
O r t h o -
Qraphv 
• 
i:)\p 
(J\e)J\? 
C&)^-
0£ 
1 
li-f 
c>. 
dk 
0^ 
(/. 
'/ 
J^. 
Gloss 
934. jhUnd Nm. Jt>? 
life,body 
know, 
recognize 
thigh 
seventh, 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
June 
1 eech 
who,wh ich 
quickness; 
quickly 
fool ish 
talking, 
nonsense 
rave , 
lament 
anger 
move to 
and fro; 
fan 
drop , 
fall; 
be shed 
be bent 
down ;bend^ 
1 ean, 
incline 
. mul 11 tudej 
crowd, 
herd 
382 
Serial 
No. 
Entrjgs Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
graphy 
Gloss 
935. 
936. 
937. 
938. 
939. 
940. 
941. 
942. 
943. 
944. 
945. 
946. 
947. 
948. 
jha: t 
• 
jha:g 
jha:s 
(c f . jha! 
Jha: 1 
(cf. jha! 
jha: r 
(cf. jha! 
jha: r 
jha: r 
jhi : 1 
jhu: t 
jhu; j 
jhu: 1 
jhe: 1 
jho:k 
(cf. jho: 
jho;l< 
(cf. jho: 
IS) 
!r) 
;1) 
k) 
k) 
Nf 
Nm 
Nm 
Nm 
Nm 
Nf 
'^t 
Nf 
Nf 
^t 
^i 
Vt 
Nf. 
"^t 
1 
1 <Jk 
uPw)!/^ 
01^. 
M 
1 )l^. 
i\^. 
, 6^. 
1 (>/Jiiyf 
(//Jg/ 
>9 
O^-
1 ^ < - ^ C ^ 
id^^iJi'. 
public 
hair 
foam, 
forth 
pungency 
(as of 
onion 
pepper > 
pungency 
(as of 
pepper or 
Chi 11ies) 
pepper or 
chx11les) 
pungency 
(as of or 
pepper or 
chi11ies) 
bush , 
shrub 
clean, 
sweep, 
brush 
lake 
lie,false-
hood 
fight, 
struggle 
hang down; 
swing 
bear 
inclina-
t ion; 
impulse 
throw, 
set fire 
to 
383 
Serial 
No. 
949. 
950. 
951. 
952. 
953. 
954. 
955. 
956. 
957. 
958. 
959. 
960. 
Entries 
jho: 1 
Jha:p 
jha:p 
jha: J 
ih'a.zk 
jhl-.k 
jhiTrs 
<cf. jha:s) 
jhT: k 
jhu:m 
jhe :p 
jh?:p 
jho: k 
(cf. jho:k) 
Form 
Classes 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphv 
d / 
* 
'^ i/Vt (J/l^ 
Nm^ 
Nfj 
^t 
Nm^ 
"^ i 
"^ 1 
Nfi 
^1 
Nfj 
« 
iJ(i^iLe 
LJI4 
dv? 
(/ig 
Jd 
r^  
v ^ 
uvf 
Gloss 
puckering 
(as of ill 
made 
clothes); 
rumple 
frame 
of bamboo, 
mat t ing 
cover, 
hide, 
conceal 
cymbal; 
hoi lou) 
t ink 1ing 
anklet 
peeping; 
spying 
peep,look 
(through 
hole or 
opening 
pungency 
(as of 
onion, 
pepper) 
regret, 
lament; 
fret 
sway to 
and fro; 
shake,rol1 
shyness 
be shy, 
be bashful 
inc 1 ina-
t ion, 
impulse 
384 
Serial 
No. 
961. 
962. 
963. 
964. 
965. 
966. 
967. 
968. 
969. 
970. 
971. 
972. 
973. 
Entries 
974. 
« 
975. 
976. 
977. 
jho: k 
(cf. jhock) 
kap 
kab 
kad 
(cf. qad) 
kat 
kaf 
kaf 
kas 
kal 
kah 
(cf. kai) 
kal 
kal 
kar 
kar 
kar 
kis 
kist 
(cf. qlst) 
Form 
Classes 
V. 
Urdu 
Drtho-
Qraphv 
Gloss 
u4f 
Nm^ 
A d v 
N m M 
^ i 
Nm ^ 
N f j 
^ t 
Nm. 
v^  
uT 
^ 
(^ij^ 
ii/ 
u/ 
C^ 
^ 
^ 
/ 
Nm^ (/ 
V4 / 
(ot/)'' 
InterroQ 
Pron 
a^ 
N ^1 ^i^^ci^ 
throw; 
set fire 
to 
cup 
when 
he iQht 
be cut 
phlegm 
cuff 
draw 
tight, 
tighten 
puff 
say,speak, 
utter 
machine , 
tool 
tomorrow; 
yesterday 
wound 
caused by 
lying one 
side, 
do make; 
perform 
be drawn, 
be embroi-
dered 
who,what 
instal-
ment 
385 
Serial 
No. 
978. 
Entries 
979. 
980. 
981 
982, 
983. 
984. 
985. 
98<b. 
987. 
988. 
989. 
990. 
991. 
kirc 
kUt 
kUt 
kUc 
(cf. 
kUch 
(cf . 
kUl 
(cf. 
kUch) 
kUc) 
qUl) 
kUl 
kUr 
kam 
kTn 
kUm 
kUm 
kUnd 
Form 
Classes 
Nf J 
Nf ^  
"^ 1 
^1 
^1 
Nm j^  
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphy 
& / 
d/ 
d/ 
(^^ 
/ 
(Si/ 
Bloss 
i/ 
(K/^' 
"1 
InterroQ / ^ 
Pron 
Nm ^
 (J^>/ 
Nm 
Nm 
ka: 
(cf. kya:) 
InterroQ^{^^ 
particle 
crack ang 
of hens 
be poun-
ded 
few 
few 
first 
word of 
some suras 
of the 
Holy Quran 
whole, 
total,al1 
be annoyed. 
be disgus-
ted 
less,rare 
who,what 
kumbh; 
a Hindu 
fair held 
every 
twelfth 
year 
confine-
ment oppre-
ssive heat 
large 
trough; 
pool,pond 
what 
Pron 
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Serial 
No. 
992. 
993. 
994. 
995. 
996. 
997. 
998. 
999. 
1000. 
1001. 
1002. 
1003. 
1004. 
1005. 
Entries 
ka: 
(cf. ki:,ke:) 
ka:p 
(cf. ka:p) 
ka:b 
(cf. qa:b) 
ka: t 
ka: t 
• 
ka: t 
• 
ka: '1^  
ka :d 
£ ka:rad 
ka:c 
(cf. ka:c) 
ka:c 
ka: j 
ka:g 
ka:f 
(cf . qa:f ) 
ka:f 
Form 
Classes 
Pos 
^x 
Nm J 
^1 
Nftij 
Ni^ 
^t 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphy 
tp {/ 
iJo)u^ 
c^W 
Jiditi/ 
d^y 
iby 
ih\^)W 
* 
/Nf ^{J^^\^ 
^i/^t^^i^J't^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
&\^ 
Jy 
(J)0{/ 
(J)uy 
Gloss 
off; be Ion 
QinQ to 
tremble 
shake 
1 arge 
pi ate 
spin 
(cotton or 
thread) 
wood, 
timber 
cut,cleav-
age f bite 
cut,b1te 
card 
glass, 
crystal 
sk im, 
gather 
button-
hole 
crow 
twenty 
seventh 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
twenty 
eighth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
387 
Serial 
No. 
1006. 
Entries 
ka:l 
Form 
Classes 
Nm, 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
ciy" 
til O S S 
1nausp1 
c aous 
t ime ; 
famine 
1007. 
1008 
1009. 
1010. 
1011. 
1012. 
1013. 
1014. 
1015. 
1016. 
1017. 
1018. 
k a : r 
k a : r 
ft 
( c f . k a : r h ) 
ft 
k a : r h 
(cf*. ka»r) 
• 
k i : 
tcf.ka:) 
k i :c 
k i : f 
( c f . q i : f ) 
k i : l 
k u ; d 
k u : t 
k u : c 
k u ; k 
k u : k 
1019. 
1020. 
1021 . 
1022. 
ke: 
(cf. ka:) 
ke: k 
ke :s 
ko: 
Nf 
(fi>J 
u, f j V 
P o s t p 
Nf 
Nm 
Nm, 
Nf 
Nf 
, / 
>/ 
lb/ 
&/ 
^ / 
J/ 
1 
1 
Pos tp 
NfTlH 
Nm< 
Pos tp 
c a r 
e m b r o i d e r , 
draui 
embroider, 
draw 
of; belon-
ging to 
mud 
funne1 
nai1;peg; 
nose-pin 
jump,1eap 
spring 
pound, 
beat,crush 
decamp ing^ 
departure 
cry, 
shriek 
cry(of a 
bird), 
shriek 
of; belon-
ing to 
cake 
case 
to;for 
388 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Bloss 
No. C l a s s e s 
Nmj 
Nm^  
^t 
r
Ortho-
oraohy 
^ / 
iitj/ii^/ 
& / 
1023. ko:t , C^r coat 
1024. ko:t ^ Jj^ y^jjl^ y court 
1025. ko:c V+. ^j/ thrust 
( in); drive 
( in ) ; push, 
stuff 
1026. ko:k Nf, ti^^)U4 belly, 
abdomen; 
l^ (//)L// 
1027. ko:ft Nf, 4->?y anguish; 
vexation 
womb 
cr/ 1028. ko:s Nm, \J^ unit of 
1inear 
measure 
(equal to 
about 2.5 
kilometers) 
1029. ko:s V+. {J i curse, 
abuse 
1030. ko:r Nm, j ^ edge, 
border 
1031. ko;r Nm^ (C^^i^Jli leprosy 
1032. ko:r V^  ^ / dig out 
1033. kai Nf, (^) ^ vomiting 
(cf. qai) 
1034. kai Aj ( t > 0 ^ ^^^ many, 
how much 
1035. kai V^. (,^)^ say,speak 
<cf. kah) • utter 
1036. kaip Nf, cap 
1037. kaid Nf ^  (jii),AyC confine-
(cf. qaid) ment, 
imprison-
ment 
^ t 
^ 
^ 
^ t 
f i 
^ 1 
Vt 
i 
f i 
L// 
J 
ci:/)^ 
c >'Ji 
Serial 
No. 
1038. 
1039. 
1040. 
1041. 
1042. 
1043. 
1044. 
1045. 
1046. 
1047. • 
1048. 
Entries 
kya: 
(cf . 
ka: 
£ kah'a: 
ka:p 
(cf. 
ka:c 
(cf. 
ka:in 
ka:n 
ka:n 
ka:n 
k'aim 
kaud 
kaun 
ka: ) 
ka:p) 
ka:c ) 
389 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
araohy 
InterroQ Ir 
Pron 
Adv fUl/u^ 
r 
Nmj/Nfj ^1/ 
Nmi ^f/ 
Nmj ^^y 
Nfi d^ 
v,/v, Uy 
1^ (fiji/jx/ 
Interrog (rjy 
Pron 
Gloss 
what 
where 
tremble 
shake 
glass, 
crystal 
work; embr 
oidery 
ear 
mine; 
quarry 
cry 
camp 
flash, 
Q1itter, 
1 ighten 
who 
1049. khap Vj ^^^^ be absor-
7 bed; be 
uti 1 ized 
1050. khat Nm^ f^^ sound of 
knocking; 
noise 
work hard 
Nffii (i}A)(W mortar 
1051. 
1052. 
1053. 
1054. 
khat 
• 
khal 
khal 
khic 
Nfi tiiJ^SiW o i l - c a k e 
be drawn; 
be dragged, 
be p u l l e d 
390 
Serial 
No. 
1055 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
O r t h o -
Qraphy 
Gloss 
1059. 
1060. 
1061. 
1062. 
1063. 
1064. 
1065. 
1066. 
1067. 
1068. 
1069. 
1070. 
1071. 
khil 
1056. 
1057. 
1058. 
khUd 
khUt 
• 
khUl 
khUr 
khan 
khan 
kha: 
kha:d 
kha: t 
kha:s 
(cf. kha:s) 
kha:l 
khi :c 
(cf. khi:c) 
khi : j 
khi : j 
khi ;s 
khi:l 
^x 
^ i 
Nmj^  
^ 1 
Nm^ 
N f i 
'^i 
^t 
Nf ^ 
Nf ^ 
^ t f 
Nf 1 
1 
Nf J 
"^ i 
N f j 
0^ 
J 
dJ 
0^ 
/ 
^ 
ix/)i/ 
l/ 
> \ / 
ibU 
L/I/LTI/ 
0/ 
iS^^ 
^ 
/ . 
c ^ 
N^ J ^ 
bloom, 
flower 
be dug 
sound 
open;be 
opened 
cloven 
hoof 
c1 ink, 
t inkle 
dig,scrape 
eat 
fertilizer^ 
manure 
cot,charpoy, 
cough 
skin,hide 
draw,drag 
pull 
i rritat-
ion, 
vexation 
become 
irritated 
grimace 
parched 
grains 
391 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
Qraphv 
1072. I<hi:r Nf^  J dish made 
'^ ** of rice, 
milk and 
sugar 
1073. khu:t ^^\{£'J)i^J» peg, pivot 
(cf. khu:t) ' 
1074. khe:p Nm ^  (.,4> single 
CA/ 1078. khe:l Vj 
1079. kho: Nm^ l^^)* 
1080. kho: ^i/^t ^ ^ 
1081. kho:d V^ ^y» 
1082. kho:t Nm^ 
1083. kho:c ^ ^'^liOr^&^ 
(cf. kho:c) 
1084. kho:j Nf ^  ^y* 
1086. kho:s L//^ 
time; 
perodical 
supply(of 
grain or 
merchan-
di ze ) 
row 1075. khe:b V^ C u V ^ 
1076. khe:t Nm^  \--J^ cultiva-
' - ^ ted land, 
field 
1077. khe:l Nm^ C}T play, 
sport 
play 
cave,den 
lose;part 
with 
dig 
decei t, 
fraud, 
defect 
scratch, 
rent 
search, 
inquiry 
1085. kho:j V^ ^ ^ search 
for;seek, 
explore 
insert 
(into) 
Serial 
No. 
Entries 
1087. 
1088. 
1089. 
1090. 
1091. 
1092. 
1093. 
1094. 
1095. 
1096. 
1097. 
1098. 
1099. 
1100. 
kho:l 
khaul 
kha:s 
(cf. kha:s) 
khi :c 
(cf. "lie) 
khu: t 
(c-f. *khu;t) 
kho:c 
(cf. kho:c) 
gap 
gat 
gat 
gac 
(cf. gach) 
gach 
(cf. gac ) 
^t ga 
gaz 
gal 
1101. gar 
1102. gard 
1103. gar 
392 
Form 
Classes 
^t 
^1 
^t 
'^ t 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nf 1 
Urdu 
Ortho-
araohv 
d/ 
0/ 
( / ( / 
Cf'-
* * ; / 
^y 
J 
Gloss 
Nf. 
Nfiii 
Nf 
Nm 1 
// 
Con j 
Nf 1 
of 
/ 
N^ iJ'/)^/ 
open , 
loosen 
boil 
cough 
draw,drag 
pull 
peg,pivot 
scratch, 
rent 
idle talk, 
gossip 
state, 
condit ion 
sound of 
gulping 
agree 
agree 
going 
round 
yard 
be cooked 
or boiled 
till soft; 
melt 
if 
dust 
fort; 
castle 
Serial 
No. 
1104. 
1105. 
1106. 
1107. 
1108. 
1109. 
1110. 
n i l . 
1112. 
1113. 
1114. 
1115. 
1116. 
1117. 
1118. 
1119. 
Entries 
gar 
gar 
(cf. garh) 
garh 
(cf. gar) 
gid 
gl r 
gl rd 
gUt 
gUl 
gUr 
gad 
ga j 
g'an 
gin 
gOd 
gUm 
gUn 
393 
Form 
Classes 
^1 
^t 
^t 
Nf J 
'^ i 
Nm^ 
^x 
Nmj^ 
Nm, 
Nf^ 
NtDj 
Nm^ 
^t 
^x 
PAi 
Nmj 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphv 
y 
coiA'/ 
«y 
(o/)J 
/ 
J 
Ci^c/ 
(/ 
y 
J 
•i 
</ 
J 
/ 
J 
Gloss 
penetrate 
px erce,be 
driven 
( into) 
mould, 
cast 
(nould, 
cast 
vulture 
fail,drop 
c X rcle, 
cxrcumf-
erence 
thread, 
plax t, 
braxd 
flower 
raw sugar, 
molasses 
odour, 
bad sme11 
a place of 
merchan-
dize, 
market 
gun 
count, 
calculate 
be kneaded 
lost, 
mxssxng 
attrxbute 
qualX ty 
1120. g a : V^ 
^ \f s x n g 
394 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
graphy 
1121. ga: Fut ^ will,shall 
(cf. gi:,ge:> Aux (masculine 
singular) 
1122. ga:b Nm^ L-/(/ tree, 
diospy-
rosglut1-
nifera 
1123. Qa:b PA^ (^,\^}i^t/ pregnant 
(animal) 
1124. ga:d Nf^ ^^ sediment, 
dirt 
1125. ga:t Nfj /)j\f)tb\^ guard 
1126. ga:t Nf^ (J^\^)J^I^ knot,tie; 
(cf. g'a:t) bundle, 
packet 
1127. ga:f Nm^ luJ)i^^ twenty-
ninth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1128. ga: 1 Nm^ Q^ cheek 
1129. ga:r 
1130. Qa^r 
1131. gi: 
(cf. ga:) 
1132. girt 
1133. gu: 
"^ t 
'^ t 
Fut 
AUK 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
J^ 
.V 
L^)S 
cJ 
(o/)/ 
strain, 
filter, 
squeeze, 
milk 
drive 
(into); 
bury 
will,shal1 
(femine 
singular 
and plural) 
song 
human 
excrement 
Serial 
No. 
1134. 
1135. 
1136. 
1137. 
1138. 
1139. 
1140. 
1141. 
1142. 
1143. 
1144. 
1145. 
1146. 
1147. 
1148. 
Entries 
gu: t 
ge : 
(cf . 
ge:t 
go:d 
go:d 
go:t 
go:t 
go:4 
(cf . 
go:4t 
(cf . 
go: 1 
go: r 
• 
gaip 
gais 
gaud 
ga;t 
(cf. 
ga: ) 
go4t) 
gos) 
ga: t) 
395 
Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
qraphy 
v^  /v^  r/^o/ 
Fut 
Aux 
NOIH 
Nf ^  
^t 
Nm, 
Nf ^  
Nm« 
Nm 4 
^1 
^t 
Nm^ 
Nfj 
i^l 
^ 
*# 
/ 
. / 
iU6f 
^ / 
(c^/lA/ 
o</ 
0/ 
i^iSi/ 
(,fiy/)>y 
r>'^<i:i^ 
G10S& 
thread, 
plait, 
braid 
will, shall 
(masculine 
plural) 
gate 
1 ap,bosom 
prick, 
tattoo 
gold or 
silver 
lace , 
edg ing 
a counter 
(at chess 
etc) 
meat,f1esh 
meat,flesh 
round, 
circular 
scrape, 
scratch; 
dig 
gap 
gas, 
petromax 
bunch, 
cluster(of 
bananas) 
knot,t i e ; 
bundle, 
packet 
Sprial 
No. 
1149. 
1150. 
1151. 
Entries 
oa: r 
g'i s J 
(cf. QuTrnd) 
396 
Form Urdu Gloss 
Classes Ortho-
oraphv 
Nfi anus 
V^ <'i»»>V3>y knead 
V; ^ 7 ^ mash with 
the hand 
1152. Qu: j VJ ^ > ^ hum,echo, 
(cf. Q-gcd) 
1156. gornd Nm. ylT • / 1 
1157. Q'aig Nm, 
1158. ghat V, 
1159. ghar Nm^ 
1160. ghls V^  
1161. ghir 'V. 
^ 
^ 
1162. ghUp Aj ^,V^ 
1163. ghUt V^ ^ > ^ 
1164. ghUs V, 
1165. ghUl V c / ^ 
reverber-
ate 
1153. gu:nd V^  (tfXy)^^/ knead 
(c f . g u: d ) 
1154. ge:d Nf j j ^ ball 
(cf. ge:nd) *' 
1155. ge:nd Nf ^  . ^/ ball 
gum, glue 
gang 
lessen, 
diminish, 
decrease 
house 
rub,grind 
be surr- -. 
ounded. 
enclosed 
dark 
be pounded, 
suffocated; 
be blended 
enter 
forcibly; 
be thrust 
(in) 
be disso-
lved 
397 
Serial 
No. 
1166. 
1167. 
1168. 
1169. 
1170. 
1171. 
1172. 
1173. 
1174. 
1175. 
1176. 
1177. 
1178. 
Entries 
ghin 
QhUn 
gha: t 
gha: t 
gha:g 
gha:s 
(cf. ghSrs) 
ghi : 
ghu: t 
(cf .ghu:t) 
ghu: t 
(cf. ghu:t) 
ghu:s 
ghu;r 
ghe: r 
ghe: r 
Form 
Classes 
Nf ^  
Nf^ 
Nfj 
Al 
Nf J 
Nirjj 
^u 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
J 
J 
l^/ 
(MJU 
(ii^/)ityf 
J 
Nm^ 
^t 
A J 
J 
610SS 
dislike, 
hatred, 
aversion, 
disgust 
weevi 1 
way laying 
river-
bank 
shrewd, 
wi ly 
grass 
ghee 
gulp 
gulp 
bribe 
go round, 
return; 
stare at 
circumf-
erence ; 
ring,yard 
surround^ 
encircle 
1179. gho:t ^ ^^Hfi/J^ib^ 9"^ P 
(cf. gho:t 
ghu: t ,ghCr: t) 
1180. gho:t V. ,KJ^\^J gulp 
(cf. gho:t, *^ ^ 
ghu:t, ghuT: t) 
Serial 
No. 
1181 . 
1182. 
1183. 
1184. 
1185. 
1186. 
1187. 
1188. 
1189. 
1190. 
1191. 
1192. 
1193. 
1194. 
Entries 
Qho: t 
gho: 1 
Qho: 1 
gha:s 
(cf. gha:s) 
ghu: t 
(cf. ghurt, 
gho:t, gho: 
gh'u: t 
(cf. ghu:^, 
gho:t, gho: 
ghu:m 
ghe :g 
gho: t 
(cf. gho:t, 
ghu:t, ghuT: 
gho: t 
(cf. gho:t, 
ghu:t, ghu: 
qad 
(cf. kad) 
qabz 
qalb 
;£ qalab 
qlst 
(cf. kist) 
t) 
t) 
• 
t) 
• 
t) 
• 
Form 
Classes 
^t 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nf ^  
Nf ^  
x^ 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohv 
^ / 
d/ 
oJ 
L/l/ 
\i/^ 
^ / 
^i/'^t (/ 
Nmj^ l 
Nf ^  
'^t 
Nm j^  
Nm J 
Nnrij 
Nf J 
'J/\J^^ 
i^J 
d^sF 
•• 
iif^y/. 
\J 
Plo^s 
grind, pul 
veri ze; 
press 
squeeze, 
choke, 
throttle 
mixture, 
solution 
mix, 
dissolve 
grass 
gulp 
gulp 
turn,spin, 
revolve 
gulp 
gulp 
gulp 
height 
consti-
pat ion 
heart 
instalment 
399 
Serial 
No. 
1195. 
1196. 
1197. 
1198. 
1199. 
1200. 
1201. 
1202. 
1203. 
1204. 
1205. 
Entries 
qUl 
(cf. kUl) 
qa:b 
(cf. ka:b) 
qa: f 
(cf. ka:f) 
qi : f 
(cf. ki:f) 
qai 
(cf. kai) 
qaid 
(cf. kaid) 
qaul 
qSim 
£qa:yam 
qaum 
mat 
mat 
Form 
Classes 
Nmj 
Nmj^ 
Nm^ 
Nnrij, 
Nf J 
Nf J 
Mm J 
PAi 
Nfj 
Nmj^ 
Neg 
Adv 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
(f 
m 
(J>c>t-
^Nf^ 
ih 
•* 
J^ 
*» 
^ 
Of 
; ; ^ . 
•• 
cv 
cu^ 
Gloss 
first word 
of some 
suras of 
the Holy 
Quran 
1 arge 
plate 
twenty-
seventh 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
funne 1 
vomit ing 
confine-
ment ; 
prison 
saying, 
quotation 
fi xed, 
establi-
shed 
people, 
nation, 
community 
mind, 
wisdom 
don ' t 
1206. mat 
'^t (^)i^ beat up, 
churn 
1207. mad Nm^ ^^ diacriti-
cal mark 
piaced 
over 
alif ' 
400 
Serial 
No. 
1208. 
1209. 
1210. 
1211. 
1212. 
1213. 
1214. 
1215. 
1216. 
1217. 
1218. 
1219. 
1220. 
1221. 
1222. 
1223. 
Entries 
mac 
mag 
mast 
mal 
mar 
mar 
• 
mit 
• 
mic 
mil 
mUr 
• 
mUr 
• 
m'a j 
(cf . m'an j ) 
m'am 
m'an 
m'an 
m'and 
Form 
Classes 
^1 
Nm^ 
Al 
"^t 
^1 
•^t 
^1 
x^ 
^1 
i^ 
a^ 
""i 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Al 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraohv 
^ 
d^ 
iZ.t^ 
O' 
y* 
">>)' 
±^ 
i 
0-
> 
(h')^ 
(JL')'€' 
{ 
( / 
< / 
jy 
Gloss 
be raised 
(noise) 
mug 
intoxica-
ted 
exc i ted 
rub 
die,exp i re 
cover (as 
a book etc 
with cloth 
leather) 
be erased 
shut or 
close 
(the eyes) 
be met 
with, found; 
be mixed, 
mingled; 
meet 
be turned; 
be bent 
be shaved 
be cleaned, 
be polished 
water 
heart, 
mind 
measure of 
we ight 
slow 
401 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. 
1224. 
intr
man J 
(cf. ma j ) 
ma: 
(cf. ma"; ) 
ma: t 
(c f. mart) 
ma: t 
• 
Classes 
'^ i 
Nf J 
Nfi 
Nmj 
Ortho-
oraohy 
i/'^K 
(Ui^)f^ 
ci^ 
d^u 
1228. ma:c NmjC^6»^^l* 
1229. ma:9 Nm^  (g/i/)Ul. 
1230. ma:f 
(c f. ma:f) 
1232. 
1233. 
1234. 
1235. 
1236. 
1237. 
1238. 
1239. 
1240. 
ma: 1 
ma: r 
ma: r 
mi : t 
mi : t 
• 
mi :c 
mi : 1 
mi : 1 
mi : r 
PAl (0{,>)iJU 
1231. ma:¥ Nf ^  C/^ C» 
Nmj 
Nfi ^If 
Vt 
Nm 
Nmj 
^t 
1 Oif 
r-
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
be cleaned, 
be polished 
1225. : j fiJU)(^ mother 
 : ) * ^  
1226. :  . O t * defeat 
1227. :  ^ tS/i* large 
earthen 
vessel or 
jar 
March 
e leventh 
month of 
the Hindu 
calender 
pardoned, 
forgiven 
kind of 
pulse 
property 
beating, 
blow 
beat;kill 
friend 
meat 
shut or 
close (the 
eyes) 
mile 
mill 
Wir:t1tle 
assumed by 
the Saiyids 
402 
Serial 
No. 
Entries Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
graphV 
Gloss 
1241. 
1242. 
1243. 
1244. 
1245. 
1246. 
1247. 
1248. 
mu: t 
mu: t 
mu:d 
• 
mu:c 
(c f . m u: c ) 
me:Q 
me :q 
(cf . me : X ) 
me: z 
me: x 
(cf. me:q) 
Nmj 
^t 
Nmj 
Nmj 
Nm , 
Nf^ 
Nf ^  
Nf^ 
(oy)d^y 
oy 
iy 
(4f>&y 
CC-)c^ 
* ^  
i. 
1249. 
1250. 
1251. 
1252. 
1253. 
1254. 
1255. 
1256. 
1 2 5 7 . 
1 2 5 8 . 
me: 1 
me! r 
mo: 
(cf . 
mo:c 
(cf .1 
mo:h 
(cf. 
mo: 1 
mo: r 
mo: r 
mo: 
(no:c 
mo: 
h) 
) 
) 
Nm 
Nf. 
mo: r 
m a i c 
Nf , 
Nm. 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
V4 
Nm, 
Oi 
> 
Nm, fay'Jy 
or' 
Jy 
jy 
iy 
iy 
^ 
u r i n e 
discharge 
urine 
mood 
moustache 
cloud 
nail 
table 
nail 
meeting, 
reconc1-
1iat ion 
boundary, 
mound 
fascina-
tion,love 
affection 
strain, 
sprain 
fascina-
tion , love, 
affection 
price 
peacock 
turn , 
twist 
turn , 
twist 
match 
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Serial 
No. 
1259. 
1260. 
1261. 
1262. 
1263. 
1264. 
1265. 
1266. 
1267. 
126B. 
1269. 
1270. 
1271. 
1272. 
1273. 
1274. 
1275. 
Entries 
ma i 1 
maut 
mau J 
ma: 
(cf . 
ma: 
(cf. 
ma: t 
(cf. 
ma: j 
(cf . 
maf: g 
(cf. 
m'a:g 
(cf. 
ma:n 
ma:n 
ma:n 
ma:n J 
(cf. 
ma:n 
(cf. 
m'ar'h 
(cf. 
ma: f 
(cf. 
mafrs 
ma':h) 
ma: ) 
ma: t) 
ma:nj) 
ml :'n ) 
m9f:?>) 
i ^ 
ma: j ) 
ma:g) 
ma: g ) 
ma: f) 
Form 
Classes 
- • 
Nm, 
Nf ^  
Nf J 
Nm, 
Nf ^  
Nf J 
Nf ^  
^t 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nf J 
PA^( 
Nm^ 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
Or 
o y 
&y 
(oi^)Ui^ 
Ui^ 
iZ^l^ 
LJU 
(yi^)cfLr 
Ui> 
uu 
ij\y)Oi^ 
i/^ 
Gloss 
filth, 
d i r t 
death 
emotion, 
ecstasy; 
ujave 
month 
mother 
defeat 
clean, 
polish 
hai r-
part ing 
want, 
demand 
den (of a 
M i l d 
beast) 
honour, 
respect 
respect, 
regard 
clean, 
polish 
hai r-
parting 
want, 
demand 
pardoned, 
forg 1ven 
flesh 
404 
Serial 
No. 
Entries Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
oraphy 
Gloss 
1276, ma:h 
(cf. msLi ) 
Nm. month 
^ 
1277. 
127B. 
1279. 
1280. 
1281. 
1282. 
1283. 
1284. 
1285. 
1286. 
1287. 
1288. 
1289. 
mi :g 
(cf. 
mi :m 
mi :n 
(cf. 
mu: 
mtlid 
msic 
(cf. 
mti: j 
muTzg 
(cf. 
mu:R 
(cf. 
mu: r 
• 
me: 
(cf. 
me*: 
m'e : t 
mi :n) 
mi :Q ) 
mu: c ) 
mu;n) 
mu;g) 
m?:h ) 
Nfi 
Nm, 
Nf^ 
Nm< 
^t 
Nf, 
Nf ^  
Nf J 
^t 
Nfj 
u>: 
f 
a, 
{fi^y)f 
• 
€y 
J^y 
iJy 
>^i>i^ > 
iircyut 
Postp iJi 
v. . ^ 
orbicular 
dung of 
goats,etc; 
marrow 
thirty-
first 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
orbicular 
dung of 
goats, etc; 
marrow 
mouth, 
face 
c lose 
moust ache 
long grass 
of which 
ropes are 
made 
kind of 
pulse 
kind of 
pulse 
shave 
rain , 
shower 
in 
wipe out, 
erase 
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Serial 
No. 
1290. 
1291. 
1292. 
1293. 
1294. 
1295. 
1296. 
1297. 
1298. 
1299. 
1300. 
1301 . 
1302. 
1304. 
1305. 
1306. 
Entries Form Urdu 
1307. 
1308. 
me : m 
me :h 
(cf. me:) 
rnet r 
mo: c 
(cf. mo:c) 
mo:m 
mai 
mai 
nap 
nabs 
£naba; 
nag 
naf s 
nal 
nar 
nib 
nit 
nUqs 
nat 
nat 
Classes 
Nf^ 
Nf ^  
Nf J 
Ortho-
oraphy 
l< 
ii^)pC 
. > 
Gloss 
/f\i Nm 
Nf 
Nm 
Pers 
Pron 
V. 
1^ <f:y 
Nf, 
Nm 
Nm, 
Nm. 
Nmi 
Nf, 
Nm 
« • 
if 
Nfi (^^Ci-
Nm, jj/' 
madam, 
lady 
rain, 
shower 
boundary, 
mound 
strain, 
sprain 
uiax 
May 
I 
be measured 
pulse 
stone of 
a ring 
soul,se1f 
tube,pipe, 
tap 
mai e 
nib 
cont inual 
defect, 
defic i-
ency, 
flaw 
nose-ring 
rope-
dancer, 
juggler 
406 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. 
1309. n'aqs Nm, ( T ^ painting, 
arving 
1310. nafm A^  / damp,moist 
1311. n'an Nf^ ^ nun 
1312. n'and Nf, j ^ husband's 
sister 
Classes 
j 
H 
Nf J 
Nf^ 
Nf^ 
Nf J 
"^ t 
NeQ 
Adv 
Nfflj^ 
^t 
Ortho-
araohy 
\P 
• 
1 . 
JC/ 
i/y 
i 
I-
• 
1313. nas Nf^  {j vein 
1314. nTrs , C^x nurse 
1315. nUc V4. Tty be scrat-
ched; be 
plucked 
1316. na: o l*" no, not 
(cT. nai, na:) 
1317. na:p m< t^i' measurement 
1318. na:p V^ . L^ l'* measure, 
weigh 
1319. na:t Nm^  (^t)iZ^I^ lord 
1320. na:t Nf^ (iZt^ftZ^I^ hymn 
1321. na:d Nm. ^V large open 
mouthed, 
baked clay 
trough 
1322. na:d V^  (fi>t)>t yoke 
1323. na:c Nm, ^I* dance 
(c f . nl: c ) 
1324. na:c ^ V, (^ t dance 
(cf. na:c) 
1325. na:g Nm ^  L^ lT cobra 
1326. na:f Nf^ (Jft navel 
1327. na:s Mm, /^ /'l; loss, 
destruc-
t ion 
•^ t 
. 
^ i 
^ 
f j 
N j 
r^ (r;^  
^i-
Sl-
ut' 
a-
Cr'l' 
407 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Ciasses Ortho-
oraphy 
1328. na:s N"fi (Tl snuff 
1329. 
i 
5
na: z 
na: 1 
na: 1 
ni :c 
Ccf.nTrc) 
ni :st 
• nahast 
nu: r 
(c f . nH: 
ne: k 
(cf . ne: 
r) 
k) 
1336. ne:k 
(cf . ne": k ) 
1337. no:c 
(cf. no:c) 
1338. no:k 
(cf. nS:k) 
1339. nau 
(cf. nau) 
1340. n'a: 
(cf. na:; nai) 
fj 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
Wt 
A 
Oi: 1330. 
1331. I Nf^ (L^ -'Ci^ ' 
1332. :c A^ g^ 
. 
1333. . ni Nf^ C V ^ 
1334. r Nm, j^ 
/y 
1335.  ^m^({J^){^ 
Al 
'"^ t 
Nf J, 
^1 
Neg 
^ 
&y 
J^ 
• 
y 
c;>)0^ 
pride 
barre1 
horse-
shoe 
low,mean 
non-exist-
ent; nul1, 
void 
1 ight, 
i 1 lumina-
t ion 
customary 
presents 
at marriage 
and on 
other 
fest i val 
occasions 
made to 
to relative 
and depen-
dents 
good , 
vi rtuous 
scratch 
point, 
tip 
nine 
no, not; 
1 sn ' t^ 
aren ' t 
(used in 
questions > 
408 
Serial 
No. 
1341 . 
1342. 
1343. 
1344. 
1345. 
1346. 
1347. 
1348. 
1349. 
1350. 
1351. 
1352. 
1353. 
1354. 
1355. 
1356. 
Entries 
na: 
na:c 
(cf . na:c ) 
(cf. na:c) 
nS"; k 
na:m 
na: n 
ni : 
ni :d 
n 1 : c 
(cf. n i:c ) 
ni :m 
ni :m 
ni : 1 
nu: 
nu: 
(c f . n'u: h ) 
nu:h 
(c f . n'u: ) 
nu: r 
(cf. nu:r) 
Form 
Classes 
Pel 
Nrtij^ 
^ i 
Nf ^  
Nm< 
Nf^ 
Nf ^  
Nfj 
^1 
Nm 1 
Ai 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraohv 
t 
^ 
g|-
Ji-
r'' U-
* 
0 
X^ 
* 
/ ^ 
f-
Oi 
UP 
(O^uP 
tP 
J? 
Gloss 
negat i ve 
partic1e 
used at 
the end of 
sentences 
dance 
dance 
nose 
name 
oven-baked 
bread 
founda-
tion 
sleep 
loui,mean 
neem tree 
half, 
part ial 
dark blue 
color 
th i rty 
second 
letter 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
Noah 
Noah 
1 ight, 
11lumin-
a t ion 
409 
Serial 
No. 
Entries Form • Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
oraphy 
Gloss 
1357. 
1358. 
1359. 
1360. 
1361 . 
1362. 
1363. 
1364. 
1365. 
1366. 
1367. 
ne : 
ne: k 
(cf. 
^ 1 
ne: k (cf. 
no: t 
(cf .* 
no:c 
(cf. 
no: k 
(cf. 
no:n 
no:s 
nai 
(cf. 
nain 
nau 
(cf. 
ne: k ) 
ne: k ) 
lo:t) 
no:c ) 
no: k ) 
na: , n'a': ) 
nau) 
Pos-
Nmj 
^1 
Nm^ 
t^ 
Nf ^  
Nmj 
PA^ 
Neg 
Adv 
Nf^ 
\ 
tp ^ 
J. 
Ji 
li;' 
5P 
J> 
c9 
J'? 
ijJ^>'^ 
^ 
y 
agent 
marker 
customary 
presents 
at marriage 
and on 
other 
occasions 
made to 
relat ives 
and depen-
dents 
good, 
V1rtuous 
note,paper 
money 
scratch 
point, 
tip 
sa] t 
drinking, 
eating 
no, not 
eyes 
nine 
1368. 
1369. 
naun 
fak 
(cf. faq) 
barber 
woman 
lost (as 
colour 
from the 
face); 
blank 
410 
Serial 
No. 
1370. 
1371. 
1372. 
1373. 
1374. 
1375. 
1376. 
1377. 
1378. 
1379. 
1380. 
1381. 
1382. 
1383. 
Entries 
f aq 
(cf. fak) 
fa^^ 
fard 
•jiiarAd 
fark 
(cf. farq) 
i farax 
farq 
(cf. fark) 
f farax 
f arz 
^faraz 
farS 
i. f aras 
fan 
fa:i 
fa:l 
fi: 
fits 
fi:z 
fe: 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
araohv 
••* 
P^ l i/ 
Ai (iLy/JiL^ 
^1 ^/ 
"""uo/^^ 
Nrnj J^ 
'^'"l'«l(C^^^* 
* 
Nmj (/ 
PAi (Jl^ 
Nrnj (Ji; 
Prep ^ 
-^ 1^ erf 
Gloss 
lost (as 
colour 
from the 
face); 
blank 
f xrst 
sing le , 
sole,only 
djst inct-
ion, 
di fferences 
dist inct-
ion, 
d 1 f ferences 
duty, 
obixgat ion 
f loor 
skill, 
accomp-
1ishment 
known, 
apparent 
omen, 
angury 
each, for 
each; per 
fee(s) 
fuse 
twenty 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1384. fe:l Nm^ (^H^C^ deed, 
act ion 
411 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
qraphv 
13B5. fe:l PA^ / U fail 
13B6. faiz Nm^  10^)'/ benefic 
J/•* e n c e , 
bounty 
1387. faut Nf^  d/J death 
1388. fauj Nfj g y army 
1389. fu:n Nf^ ^ y telepho 
(ci . phu:n) 
1395. va:z 
1396. va:r 
1397. 
1398. 
s a b 
sabz 
sabaz 
IS'T'V. sat 
1400. sat 
1390. form Nf ^  ^J foam 
1391. faum Nm, /^^ form 
fa:ram 
1392. vaqt Nm, i-'i 9 time 
(c f . vax t, 
vaxat) 
1393 vaxt ^"^HCSJLU^^ time 
(c f . vaqt , 
vaxt ) 
f^
f  
f  
f  
. 
 , 
o y 
5y 
C}/ 
r> 
( ' 
c^^ 
1394. vim Nm j^  ^^ vim;powd 
for 
washing 
dishes 
r^  
Nm^  
Nmj 
^1 
Al 
Nn^ 
^ 1 
{^3)jh 
M 
* 
y 
• 
4 > 4 ^ 
sermon 
assault, 
knock 
all 
green 
juice ,sa( 
essence 
stick, 
adhere 
1401. sac Mr 
.412 
Serial 
No. 
1402. 
1403. 
1404. 
1405. 
1406. 
1407. 
1408. 
1409. 
1410. 
1411. 
1412. 
1413. 
1414. 
Entries 
saj 
eak 
saxt 
Jtsaxat 
sah 
(cf. sai) 
sar 
(cf. sir) 
ear 
sic 
sik 
(cf. sIkh) 
sIk 
Sikh 
(cf. sIk) 
sll 
sll 
sir 
tf-f . car- \ 
Form 
Classes 
'^x 
"^i 
Al 
^t 
Nm^ 
"^ x 
^ i 
Nm< 
^ 1 
Nmj^ 
Nf J 
^x 
Nm^ 
Urdu 
Ortbo-
oraohv 
t 
j:' 
c^ 
-r 
y 
> 
rr^s 
l/'^J-' 
^ 
^ 
(T 
\y 
y 
Gloss 
ke made 
ready; be 
adorned,be 
decorated 
be able 
hard, 
strict 
bear, 
tolerate 
head,top 
decay 
be irri-
gated 
Sikh 
be warmed 
be heated 
Sikh 
flat stone 
on which 
spices are 
ground 
wi th a 
muller 
be sewn, 
be embroi-
dered 
head,top 
1415. sUb Nf J (fy!)t„*^ morning, 
daybreak 
Serial 
No. 
Entries 
413 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
Qraphv 
Gloss 
1416, 
1417. 
141B. 
1419. 
1420. 
1421. 
1422. 
1423. 
1424. 
1425. 
1426. 
1427. 
1428. 
1429. 
1430. 
1431. 
1432. 
sUd 
sUk 
(cf. sUkh) 
suKh 
(cf. sUk) 
sUst 
iUr 
sag 
(cf. san) 
sag 
(cf. san) 
san 
san 
(cf. sag) 
san 
(cf. sag) 
Sin 
sUn 
sLJn 
sa: 
(c f . si:, s e : ) 
sa:b 
£ sah:ab 
sa: t 
sa: t 
1 (,<J^)J^ Mm 
Nm 
Nm, 
^ 
/ 
Nnij^ 
Pos tp 
^ 1 
Nfn< 
^ 
^ 
kJ' 
^ 
Postp f^J^ 
Nf J 
PA^ 
^ t 
E n d 
Pe l 
^^lii^M^^ 
CT 
er' 
cr 
u 
>L-/U 
^1 c:/U 
Postp ^ [^^j-L^ 
consclous-
ness, 
knowledge 
pi easure; 
comfort 
pi easure, 
comfort 
lazy,slow, 
dull 
tone,tune; 
melody;lost 
is one's 
thoughts 
stone 
in company^ 
together 
be smeared 
stone 
in company; 
together 
age 
senseless 
numb 
hear,1isten 
like, 
resemb-
1 ing 
mister 
seven 
together, 
in company 
414 
Se r i a 1 Entries Forni Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraphy 
1433. sa:d Nm^ (U^)>1^ twentieth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1434. sa:t A^ i/lfU)dly sixty 
1435. sa:t "^ i/V^  it/t^ stick, 
join 
1436. sa:Q Nm^ LJI-^ leafy 
vegetable 
1437. sa;f A, L ^ L J pure,clean, 
c lear 
1438. sa:s Nf, ( fL" mother-
in-law 
1439. sa:z Nm, ;j ^ musical 
instrument 
1440. sa:l 
1441. sa:l Nm^ // saul tree 
1442. sa:r V^ ^ [ ^ mend, 
repair 
1443. si: Nm^ (iS^JCf^ hushing 
(cf. si:) sound 
1444. si: V^ .^ sew,stitch 
1445. si: End (L-')tf like, 
(cf. sa:) Pol ^ resembling 
1446. si:p Nfj Lmt^ oystei— 
shell 
1447. si:d 
Al {fifLyitl  
V  / t 4i,U 
j^ 
^1 
 J 
^ 
Nm^^ 
 
^t 
< 
^ t 
c '. 
l 
j 
N f i , 
Ju 
Ljl^ 
V^ 
y[y 
dt-
J^ 
yU 
• 
cr 
^ i^)^5r 
< •• 
{tfJ^)X>^ 
year 
st raight-
ness, 
directness, 
d1rectline 
1448. si:t Nf- cf^u' seat 
1^49. si: J \)^ (^^^^ become 
soft 
Serial 
No. 
1450. 
1451 . 
1452. 
1453. 
1454. 
1455. 
1456. 
1457. 
1458. 
1459. 
1460. 
1461 . 
1462. 
1463. 
1464. 
Entries 
SI : k 
SI : k 
s 1 : K 
si: 1 
su:p 
su :p 
su: t 
su: t 
su:d 
su: t 
• 
su: J 
su: J 
su: j 
su: k 
su: k 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
araphy 
N^l (P^^^ 
""t {J^^^ 
-^ 1^ 'C 
&r^ 
1 < 
m 
Nm^ IZ^y^ 
x^ {i'y^yo^ 
N^i y:f^ 
Nm^ ti/^^ 
N^^^rO^r' 
V, (^^^)t^ 
V, ^r' 
N'"! {iPyj'!f' 
x^ U^)J:<' 
Gloss 
1esson, 
instruc-
t ion 
1 earn 
skewer 
become 
damp ; 
moist 
flat basket 
(for winn-
owing ) 
soup 
cpt ton, 
thread, 
string 
bale out 
(water); 
to drain, 
exhaust 
interest 
sui t 
seeing , 
vision, 
percept ion 
become 
visible, 
be seen 
swe 1 1 
Friday 
dry;become 
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Serial Entries Forn> Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Drtho-
Qraphy 
1465. su:r Nm^ {ji^y^y trumpet 
blown on 
the day of 
resurrec-
t ion 
1466. se: Nm^  {iZ^)4L. sixth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1467. se: V^ ^^^ sit on 
(eggs); 
hatch 
Postp ^ from;with 1468. 
1469. 
1470. 
1471. 
se : 
se: 
(cf. sa:) 
se :b 
se: t 
1472, 
1473, 
1474. 
1475, 
1476. 
1477, 
E n d (U^J^il like, 
Pc1 resemb1ing 
Nmj^ C-iA^ apple 
se: j 
se: k 
se : r 
so: 
so: 
so: t 
(cf. so:t) 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
'^t 
Nmj 
^1 
L^f^^iZ^ 
/Nf; 
Pron 
Nf, 
g? 
/ ^ 
^ 
y^ 
iif'y'iii/^ 
big 
business 
man ; 
banker 
decorated 
bed;couch 
warm,heat 
seer;measure 
we ight 
si ight ly 
less than 
a k ilogram 
sleep, lie 
down 
that, that 
one 
d ry ginger 
A17 
Serial 
No. 
1478. 
1479. 
1480. 
1481. 
1482. 
1483. 
1484. 
1485. 
1486. 
1487. 
1488. 
1489. 
1490. 
1491. 
1492. 
1493. 
1494. 
Entries 
so:c 
so:c 
so; k 
so:g 
sai 
(cf. sah) 
salt 
• 
sair 
sau 
saut 
slitp 
sa: J 
sa:n 
sa:s 
sa:s 
sa: r 
• 
si :c 
si :g 
(cf. sT:n) 
Form 
Classes 
Nfj 
^t 
^t 
Nm. 
^t 
Nm < 
Nf J 
^1 
Nfj 
Nm^ 
Nfi 
^t 
Nfj 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraohv 
r^-
g-^ 
i/f')J'f 
J^ 
r^>^ 
•• 
/^^ 
y 
i T / ^ 
• 
^/^t'^d^U 
t^u 
^ u 
N^CC/^Xr'^ 
Nmj 
^t 
Nm^ 
(Xi^yH'i' 
f-
^ 
Gloss 
thought, 
consider-
at ion 
imagina-
t ion 
think , 
consider 
soak , 
absorb 
sorrow, 
grief, 
mourning 
bear, 
tolerate 
set 
pleasure 
walk;sight 
see ing 
hundred 
co-wi fe 
snake, 
serpent 
even ing 
mi X up, 
mash 
breath 
sauce 
bull 
i rrigate 
horn 
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Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraphv 
>^* 1495. si:n Nmj C U O t ^ eighteenth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1496. sT:r=i Nm, L j C ^ horn 
(cf. si:Q) 
1497. SU:Q V ^ / V ^ ^ ^ J L ^ smel1,sn1ff , 
(cf. su:n) 
1502. 
1503. 
1504. 
so: \ 
(cf. so:t) 
so:s 
sai t 
1508. zapt Nm, fk<^Jt^^ Self-
control f 
restrain 
1509. zar Nm, ^S wealth; 
gold lace 
Noij^ 
Vt 
Nf J 
.
j 
^ ^ 
u^y 
u^y 
(^^^^ 
• 
Lnhalc 
1498. su:n ^i/^t^-^^-^ smell,sniff, 
(cf. su:g) inhale 
1499. su:r Nf^ jt*r^ elephant s 
trunk 
1500. s'e:m Nm^  /Z kidney 
' bean 
1501. s'e:n ^"^liPZ^^^cf^ ^ol^ '"^ '^ ^ 
in the 
wal1 by 
burglars 
Nfj^^rOl^r^ dry ginger 
•^"^1 L/y^ porpoise 
** order; 
arrange, 
preserve 
1505. salt m, \ll^ scent, 
perfume 
1506. s'aup V^  L^y^ entrust 
1507. sauf fi Li^*^ aniseed 
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Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
Qraphy 
1510. zard Aj^  j ^ ' yelloui 
•k- zarad 
1511. zld NfJ j ^ obstinacy 
1512. zUIf Nfj \jfJj tress 
1513. z ag Nm i rust 
za rd 
 ( 
l d 
I f 
ag 
( c f . 
zan 
( c f . 
z a : t 
z a : d 
zan) 
zag ) 
«1 
 J 
 J 
ffij 
Nm^ 
Nf ^ 
Nm^ 
?^j 
^ 
M 
J-; 
J; 
ir/b* 
ii/^y\S 
1514. n  < LJ^J rust 
1515. :t   i^\y caste 
1516. d  (i/^hi  twenty 
first 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1517. za:l Hm^ (>)0^^ thirteenth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1518. ze: Nm^  (J)^J sixteenth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1519. ze:b Nm^ L-^y beauty, 
grace, • a* 
elegance 
1520. 2e:r -Nm^  y^J the vowel 
" marker for 
I and i; 
1521. 2o: Nmj (ifJ^J twenty 
third 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1522. zo:r Nm^ y^y force, 
pressure 
1523. ^ab Nf, ,_> niQht 
420 
Serial 
No. 
1524. 
1525. 
1526. 
1527. 
1528. 
1529. 
1530. 
1531. 
1532. 
1533. 
1534. 
1535. 
1536. 
1537. 
1538. 
1539. 
Entries 
sat 
« 
sak 
saKS 
sar 
sart 
llv 
sak 
la: 
id. 
V 
sa:p 
sa:d 
%a:q 
(cf. 
sa: X 
(cf. 
sa:h 
(cf. 
sa: 1 
(cf . 
4a:h) 
sa: X ) 
%a:q) 
sa: ) 
SI : ) 
Form 
Classes 
Nf J 
Nm^ 
Nf ^  
Nf ^  
Nm^ 
«1 
3 
Nm^ 
PA^ 
Nfjl 
Nf, 
'Nmj 
Nf ^  
Nrnj 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphy 
^ 
/ 
i'^})C,/' 
• 
(ol>,^i> 
m 
,U^ 
{C\^)6I> 
t\> 
ol> 
o\> 
«• 
tT 
Gloss 
sh 1 rt 
doubt 
person, 
individual 
evil ,wrong 
doing 
cond i t ion, 
term 
Lord Shiva 
ausp icious^ 
fortunate 
conch-
shell 
title 
assumed 
by the 
faqirs 
curse, 
abuse 
de 1 ighted 
glad 
bough, 
branch 
bough, 
branch 
title 
assumed 
by the 
faq1rs 
shawl 
hushing 
sound 
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Serial 
No. 
Entries Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
oraphv 
Gloss 
1540. 
1541. 
1542. 
1543, 
1544, 
1545. 
1551 
SI : r 
^e :i 
V 
se: K 
Ui 
se: r 
so: 
1546. 
1547. 
1548. 
1549. 
1550. 
so: r 
Ui 
said 
i,sa:yad 
sair 
JLsa:yar 
V 
sauq 
1552, 
(cf. iaux) 
saux 
(cf. ^auq) 
sa:m 
Nf, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
y^ 
Nm, 
Nm, 
<>•. S. 
Nm, 
Nf< 
m 
Adv 
Nm^ 
Nf, C^ 
a sweet-
dish of 
milk 
shape 
Shei kh: 
one of the 
four 
classes 
into which 
Musiims 
are 
divided 
1 ion 
poetry; 
couplet 
bright, 
humourous 
piayful 
noise 
thing , 
article, 
commodity 
perhaps, 
possibly 
poet 
desire, 
ardor; 
fancy 
(for) 
desire, 
ardor; 
fancy 
(for) 
even ing 
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Serial 
No. 
1553. 
1554. 
1555. 
1556. 
1557. 
1558. 
1559. 
1560. 
1561. 
1562. 
1563. 
1564. 
1565. 
1566. 
1567. 
156B. 
1569. 
Entries 
^a:n 
^i :n 
xapt 
xat 
xas 
xar 
xUd 
xUt 
xUsk 
xa:b . 
xa: k 
xa:s 
xu:b 
xe; 
xo: 1 
xai r 
xauf 
Form 
Classes 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
Nmj^ 
Nm» 
Nm. 
Nm, 
Urdu 
Ortho-
oraphy 
(:)!> 
fcA'JC^ 
ik^'kf 
* 
U^ 
* 
J' 
• 
Recip ^ ^ 
Pron 
Al 
Al 
^1 
Aj;i 
NfDj 
Nm, 
Nfl 
Nm^ 
* • 
J^ 
il4 
c/t^ 
• 
(d)2-
0/ 
; Ad V ^ 
J/ 
Gloss 
dxgnity, 
glory 
grandeur 
nineteenth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
madness 
letter 
fragrant 
grass 
sound of 
snoring 
self, 
onese1f 
happy, 
dry 
dream 
dust,earth, 
ashes 
speclal 
splendid, 
pleasing, 
good;we 11 
tenth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
cover,case 
we 1 1-being; 
anyway,wel1 
fear,dread, 
terror 
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Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. 
1570. 
1571. 
1577. 
xMa:b 
(cf. xa:b) 
xaTrn 
xu:n 
gas 
gam 
Classes 
Nmj^ 
Nm^ 
Nmj^ 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Ortho-
oraDhv 
UP 
0^ 
^P 
m • 
• 
dream 
Khan, a 
title 
bestowed 
on Muslim 
nobles 
b 1 ood 
faint ing, 
insensi-
bility 
grief, 
sorrow 
1572. 
1573. 
1574. 
1575. §a:r Nm^ /(^ cave, den 
1576. §aib Nm^ L - ^ absence; 
" event of 
futurity 
U>. §a ib A1 <'(-•'(^^C-t^ a b s e n t , 
iL^a:yab * * hidden. 
i n v i s i b l e 
1578. §air Nm^;Aj S stranger, 
y" rival; 
other, 
strange 
1579. gaus Nm^ i ^ ^ name of a 
Muslim 
saint 
1580. gaur Nmj ^ ^ deep 
thought, 
close 
attention 
1581. §ain Nm^  (C^)0^ twenty-
fifth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
424 
Serial 
No. 
1582. 
1583. 
1584. 
1585. 
1586. 
1587. 
Entries 
hap 
haps 
had 
hat 
• 
hat 
• 
ha j 
Form 
Classes 
^1 
Nmj 
Hi, 
Nf, 
^ 
Nm^ 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraohv 
r<^Vf 
(o^^L^ 
c^y^ 
^ 
^ 
l.i)& 
Gloss 
be out of 
breath; 
pant 
suffocat-
t ion 
confine-
ment 
boundary, 
limit 
obstinacy 
move out, 
move away 
pi Ignma-
ge to 
Mecca 
1588. hak Nm, {(}F)^ 
( c f . haq) 
r i g h t 
1589. 
1590. 
1591. 
1592. 
1593. 
1594. 
1595. 
1596. 
hag 
haq 
(cf. hak) 
hal 
hal 
har 
hlfs 
(cf. hlfz) 
hlfz 
(cf. hlfs) 
his 
^ 1 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
^1 
Nm^ 
Nmj 
Nf^ 
4 
(7 
Oi 
(WJO: 
A 
(lii'JiA 
liii^)i!ii 
c / 
go to 
stool 
right 
plough 
solution 
every. 
each,any 
memory, 
committ-
ing to 
memory 
memory, 
commi 11-
ing to 
memory 
feeling, 
sense 
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Serial 
No. 
1597. 
1598. 
1599. 
1600. 
1601 . 
1602. 
1603. 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphv 
Gloss 
1607. 
1608. 
1609. 
1610. 
161 1 . 
1612. 
hll 
hUk 
(cf. hu:k) 
hUsn 
hasr 
t. ha4ar 
ham 
haoid 
hans 
1604. 
1605. 
1606. 
has 
hind 
ha: t 
(cf. ha:t) 
ha: t 
ha:l 
ha: 1 
ha: r 
ha: r 
ha: r 
^1 
Nm 
Nm 
Nm 1 (/'jjf 
Pers 
Pron 
Nm< 
VI 
Nm. 
Nm, 
Nm 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nf, 
(A 
tit 
A 
A 
shake, 
move , 
V ibrate 
hook 
beauty 
day of 
resurr-
ect ion 
uje ; I 
praise 
(of God); 
hymn 
swan , 
goose 
laugh 
India 
hand 
movab1e 
market, 
weekly 
fair 
hall 
cond1t-
lon ; 
shaking 
neck 1 ace; 
gar 1 and 
defeat, 
loss 
be defea-
ted; lose 
426 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. 
1613. hi: Adv; (^ only, 
merely 
1614. hi:k Nf, ijif bad smell 
1615. hi:l Nf. rk/ heel 
Classes 
dv 
Empl-
Nf J 
Nf ^  
Nm. 
-^ i 
Nm. 
Nf j^  
Nn^ 
Ortho-
araohy 
1 Pel 
* 
6/>r 
v / 
(C-^^ 
1616. hurk , (LJf)LJ»/f hook 
(cf. hUk) 
1617. hu.:4 A^ Lf^i uncouth 
1618. hu:l ^ (J y h o l e 
1619. hu:r , j ^ virgin of 
paradise 
1620. he: , iZ^i^L^ ninth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
a l p h a b e t 
1621. he: Nm^  ( b)<- t h i r t y -
^ fourth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1622. ho: V^  y be;become 
1623. ho: Sub junct.^.yi' are (second 
Aux » ' person 
neutral) 
1624. ho:^ Nfj /'^Vjttif l^P^ 
(cf. ho:^) * 
1625. ho:S Nm ^ LJ**^ understan-
ding 
sense; 
mind ; 
consci-
ousness 
ho: 
(cf. 
o: \ 
hai 
 
) 
V 
1 ^ 2d> • ho • p V^ cover with 
(cf. o:r) 
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Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraphv 
1627. 
1628. 
1629. 
1630. 
1631 . 
1632. 
1633. 
1634. 
1635. 
1636. 
1637. 
1636. 
1639. 
hai 
(cf.hai,ho:) 
halt 
• 
hauz 
haul 
ha: 
ha:p 
ha: t 
(cf. ha;t) 
ha": k 
hi :g 
(cf. hT:n) 
hi :n 
(cf . hi :9 ) 
hT:!!) 
ho: t 
(cf.* ho:t) 
• 
hai 
(cf. hai) 
Pres ^1^ 
Aux * 
Nmj 
Nmj 
Nmj 
ft/yv^ 
J^ 
Adv; (jL 
Intrj 
'^ i 
Nm^ 
^i 
Nmj 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nrtij, 
(S{)ci^ 
L4 
^ 
c4 
(^' (iV-^X' 
Pres (^)iA 
Aux ' 
is (third 
person 
singular 
and second 
person 
singular) 
hat 
reservoi r 
pool 
fright; 
horror 
yes; 
indeed' 
be out of 
breath; 
pant 
hand 
drive; 
boast 
asafoetida 
asafoet ida 
hem 
1 ips 
are (third 
person plural 
first person 
plural, 
second 
person 
plural, 
third 
person 
singular 
polite) 
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Serial 
No. 
1640. 
1641. 
1642. 
1643. 
1644. 
1645. 
Entries 
ya: 
ya: 
ya:d 
ya: r 
ye : 
ye: 
Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho 
oraph 
Con J 
Intrj 
Ni^ 
Nmj 
Y 
yi 
•• 
Nm^  (Cf^)^ 
Demon 
Pron ^ 
6 loss 
or,eIther 
o! ,oh ' 
remember-
ance, 
recol1ec-
t ion, 
memory 
fri end 
thirty-
fifty 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
this 
1646. 'iAi 
Jt yaha: 
1647. 
1652. 
1653. 
1654, 
yu! 
1648. 
1649. 
1650. 
1651. 
yaum 
rab 
rat 
rat 
rat 
rac 
rak 
Adv oi. 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm 1 (y^jlSiy 
Nfj ttv 
±^, 
V 
here 
in this 
manner; 
just so 
day 
lord,master 
protector 
chariot 
repet it ion, 
persistent 
demand 
repeat, 
memorize 
be stained, 
dyed;stain, 
color 
put,pi ace, 
lay 
429 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Bloss 
No. 
1655. raQ Nf^ K^Jj artery, 
vein 
1656. ras Nm^ (^y juice 
1657. rah Vj QJ remain, 
(cf. rai) stay; 
be left 
1658. ris V, t/V drop slowly; 
drip;trickle 
1659. rUt Nf^  C^j season 
1660. rUk V, stop;stay 
1661. rUx Nm. fjj face;aspect 
r'a j 
(cf . 
rag 
(cf . 
rag 
(cf. 
ran j 
(cf. 
r'an 
(cf. 
ran 
(cf . 
^^* 
rig 
(cf . 
rin 
(cf . 
ra: 
(cf . 
ran j ) 
ran ) 
ran ) 
raj ) 
rag ) 
rag) 
rTn) 
rig) 
ra:h ) 
Classes 
j
-
^1 
^1 
 ^  
^1 
fDj^ 
Nm, 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
^t 
Nf J 
Nf, 
Ortho-
oraphv 
d
C/v 
0^ 
( / / 
^J 
u, 
bj 
t. 
J. 
J: 
^ . 
J. 
J:. 
J. 
J. 
\b>b1. j Nm, £.y sorrow, 
grief 
1663. i . iL'j colour 
1664. 'ag V ^. (^^ colour, 
dye 
1665. , 2^ '^  sorrow, 
grief 
1666. i , Lj^J colour 
1667. V^ . i £', colour, 
dye 
1668. « j_^ y ear-ring 
. 
1669. ^  , LmJ^-^ ^^'—T'lng 
. T
1670.  Nf ^  (O^^^Lf road, way, 
path 
1671. ra:b Nm, L^V clarified 
syrup made 
from sugar 
cane juice 
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Serial 
No. 
1672. 
1673. 
1674. 
1675. 
1676. 
1677. 
1678. 
1679. 
1680. 
1681. 
1682. 
Entries 
ra: t 
ra: t 
• 
ra: j 
ra: k 
ra :Q 
ra :s 
ra: z 
ra:h 
<cf. ra:) 
ra: 1 
ri : t 
ri : j 
Form 
Classes 
Nf ^  
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
Nm. 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
Nf, 
Nf^ 
^i 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
ci-
{})j)it'ij 
(/l)Jt 
a 
C/Zy 
; ! / 
oJ' 
d!/ 
O^ 
•• 
(Jrj)€'> 
Gloss 
n igh t 
rod 
raj : 
reign, 
rule 
ashes 
raqa: a 
musical 
mode 
suitab 1-
lity, 
right-
fulness 
secret, 
mystery 
road,way, 
path 
saliva 
custom, 
pract ice 
be rejoi-
cied, 
incline 
(toward) 
1683. ri:l Nf^ (J'y reel 
1684. ri:r Nf. (/t^jyyj back-bone, 
*• •* spine 
1685. ru: Nf^  iZ^ij)9^ soul, 
(cf. ru:h ) sp i rit 
1686. ru:p Nm j^  (_,,/#/ appear-
^ ance, image, 
form; beauty 
1687. ru:t Nm^ ^^^^^t^j,^ be vexed, 
displeased 
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Serial 
No. 
Entries Form Urdu 
Classes Ortho-
oraphy 
Gloss 
l(bB8. 
1689. 
1690. 
1691. 
1698. 
1699, 
1700. 
1701 
1702, 
1703. 
1704. 
ru:s 
ru:h 
(cf. ru:) 
ru: 1 
re! 
1692. 
1693. 
1694. 
1695. 
1696. 
1697. 
re : t 
re: t 
9 
re :s 
re: 1 
ro: 
ro:b 
ro: t 
ro: t 
(cf. ro:d) 
ro:d 
(eft ro:t) 
ro: k 
ro; k 
ro:Q 
ro: 2 
Nm, 
Nf, 
Nm. 
Nmi 
Nf, 
Nmi 
Nm^/Nfi ^ 
Nf 
Nm 
1 
1 
Nf. d^s. 
^n C>9j)it^^ 
Nf 
Nf L/,. '9J 
v. Uij '9^ 
Nmj.Adv jfj 
Russia 
soul , 
s p i n t 
ruler, 
stick 
fourteenth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
sand 
rate 
race 
rai 1 
uieep, ujai 1 
commanding 
or awe 
inspi rang 
presence 
thick 
bread 
road 
road 
restri-
ction , 
obstruc-
tion 
stop , 
prohibit, 
obstruct 
disease 
day;dai iy 
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Serial 
No. 
1705. 
1706. 
1707. 
1708. 
1709. 
1710. 
1711 . 
1712. 
1713. 
1714. 
1715. 
1716. 
1717. 
1718. 
1719. 
1720. 
1721. 
1722. 
Entries 
ro: 1 
r^:m 
ra;h 
raT: r 
• 
ri :m 
ru:m 
r'e: k 
re :Q 
(cf. r'e'tn) 
re :n 
(cf. r?:Q) 
r'aud 
(cf. raund) 
riiund 
(c f . r a'ud ) 
lab 
lat 
lat 
lad 
lat 
• 
lat 
• 
lag 
Form 
Classes 
Nm^ 
Nm^ 
Nfj 
Nrnj 
^t 
^1 
^ 1 
^t 
^t 
Nmj 
Nf^ 
Nfj 
'^x 
Nfj 
Nf J 
^i 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
c/^y 
(^ 
tiU 
dij>H 
X9J 
Xf^ 
• 
o/ 
(bl)isJ 
J 
dJ 
f^)dJ 
J 
Gloss 
role 
Rama 
th igh 
widower 
pus 
room 
bray as an 
ass 
creep, 
crawl 
creep, 
crawl 
trample 
von),tread 
(down); 
crush 
trample 
(on);tread 
(down); 
crush 
lip 
bad habit, 
vice 
creeper, 
tendri1 
be loaded 
lock of 
hair 
stick 
be atta-
ched; 
seem, 
appear 
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Serial 
No. 
1723. 
1724. 
1725. 
1726. 
1727. 
1728. 
1729. 
1730. 
1731. 
1732. 
1733. 
1734. 
1735. 
1736. 
1737. 
1738. 
1739. 
1740. 
Entries 
las 
lar 
• 
lar 
• 
U p 
Ilk 
lUtf 
lUt 
• 
lUj 
I'int 
« • 
I'and 
•» 
lUnj 
la: 
la:b 
la:t 
lacd 
la:t 
« 
la:d 
• 
la: J 
Form 
Classes 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
•^1 
^1 
^t 
Nm-
^1 
Al 
«1 
Nm^ 
PA, 
^1 
Nm, 
Nf, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nfj 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
</ 
i/ 
i^ 
• 
(J) J 
(uitf)CP 
iJ 
(;^)i 
(J^)ii;:J 
ii 
1/ 
• • 
e:,i/ 
>li 
LbD 
u 
g l^/ 
Gloss 
V iscoc1ty, 
stickiness 
string (of 
pearls,etc) 
•f ight, 
quarre1, 
struggle 
be p 1 ast-
ered 
wri t e 
p 1 easure 
be robbed, 
cheated 
loose 
stupid; 
conten-
t lOUS 
penis 
crippled 
bring 
gain 
kick 
load , 
burden 
lord 
affect ion 
tendei— 
ness 
modesty; 
honour 
434 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
oraDhv 
1741. la:k Nm, (^liitJO lac 
(cf. la:h) 
1742. lark A, /J^lDi Hi Lakhione 
hundred 
thousand 
1743. larg Nf^ iJ\} correlat-
ion ; 
bearing 
boast 
dead body, 
corpse 
lac 
red 
1744. 
1745. 
1746. 
1747. 
174B. 
Ia:f 
la:4 
la:h 
(cf lark) 
larl 
11 rp 
1749. li:d 
1750. lirk 
1751. lur 
1752. lurt 
1753. lurt 
^
^1 
Nm^ 
Nf^ 
Nmj 
^1 
^t 
(oliJjO 
(/fi)Jii 
Ji 
ull 
U'li 
oD 
do 
LJ 
V 
1754. ler V^. J_ take 
Nf ^  
Nf^ 
Nf, 
Nf^ 
^t 
^t 
jJ 
(J^^d^ 
y 
ti^y 
itj 
2  
colourwash 
wi th 
ye 1 low 
soi1 mixed 
with cowd-
ung; 
plaster 
dung (of 
horses 
etc. ) 
egg of a 
louse;n1t 
hot wand; 
heat-
stroke 
robbery, 
booty 
rob , 
plunder 
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Serial 
No. 
Entries Form 
Classes 
Urdu 
Ortho-
Qraphy 
Gloss 
1755. 
1756. 
1757. 
1758. 
1759. 
1760. 
1761 . 
1762. 
1/63. 
1764. 
1768, 
1769. 
le :p 
le:t 
le: t 
lo:t 
lo:t 
(cf. no:t) 
lo:t 
lo:d 
1D:C 
lo:g 
lai 
Nm< i^ 
1765. 
1766. 
17hi. 
lais 
lau 
laut 
lauz 
la:Q 
(cf. la":?!) 
PAj 
"^1 
Al 
Nm^ 
^^ 
dJ 
•• 
iS:f>c^^ 
{^?)it^ 
V, (i/v 
Nm^ 
Nm, 
Nm. 
Nf ^  
,v 
&^ 
^ 
(^>^ 
Nm^/NfJ 
Nf, y 
(i'V 
Nf 
ointment, 
soft 
p1 aster 
late 
lie down; 
rest 
incapic i-
tated 
note , 
paper 
money 
rol1, toss 
about 
load 
viscos1ty 
people 
singing 
intune; 
tune , 
melody 
lace 
flame 
t u r n 
b a c k ; 
r e t u r n 
pieces 
(as of 
sweets) 
jump 
(over )^  
spring 
(over) 
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Serial 
No. 
1770. 
1771. 
1772. 
Entries 
1 a :m 
1 a:n 
la :n 
Form 
Classes 
Nm. 
Nf ^  
t^ 
Urdu 
Ortho-
qraphy 
iO)c\} 
lCf^)Uif 
{Ji))iJ\i 
Gloss 
thirtieth 
letter of 
the Urdu 
alphabet 
1 awn 
jump 
(cf. la:Q) (over, 
spring 
(over) 
1773. I'^ in Nf^  ICf^JCC line 
^ 
1774. lauQ ^ Nf^ C-^V 
(cf . I'au'n ) 
c iove, 
nosepin 
1775. laun Nf ^  L - ^ clove, 
(cf. 1auQ) nosepin 
1776. wa: Intr i( oh)h well don e' , 
(cf. wa:h) bravo' 
1777. wa:h Intrj ojj well done', 
(cf. wa:) bravo! 
1778. wo: Demon 09 he, she, 
Pron it they 
Appendlx-B 
Kinship Terms 
S. Entries 
fTo. 
1 . da :da 
2. da:di 
Form Urdu Gloss 
6. 
ta: ya 
(cf. bare:abba) 
bare:abba 
(cf. ta:ya) 
ta: 1 
(cf . b a n ;'amma ) 
b a n : amma 
(cf . ta:1:) 
caeca; 
8. cacc 1 : 
9. phu:pa 
(cf.phUpa: ) 
10. phUpa 
(cf. phurpa: ) 
11. phUp 1 : 
(cf. phu:p 1 : ) 
12. phu:pi : 
(cf. phUp1 : ) 
13. na:nl 
14. na:n i 
C1 asses 
Nmj^ 
Nf^ 
Nm^ 
Nfiij^  
Nfj 
Nf^ 
NniH 
Nf J 
Nm^ 
Ortho-
graphy 
hb 
(/?';» 
Itr 
y^Ji 
6t 
aCl(fy. 
am 
m 
Qrandfather: 
father's fatheT 
Qrandmother: 
father's mother 
Uncle: father'« 
elder brother 
Unc le: father'« 
elder brother 
The wife of 
father's elder 
brother 
The wife of 
fathers' elder 
brother 
Unc 1 e: father'« 
younger brother 
The wife of 
father's 
younger 
brother 
father s sistei 
husband 
Nm 
Nf, 
Nf 
Nm, 
Nf. 
father's sister 
husband 
father's sister 
father's sister 
grandfather; 
mother's 
father 
g randmother; 
mother's 
mother 
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S. Entries 
Wo. 
Forrrj 
CTas&es 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
ma:mu: 
abba: 
(cf . ba : p ) 
ba:p 
(cf . abba : ) 
amma: 
(c f . m'a: ) 
ma: 
(cf. amma:) 
bh'ain 
(cf. bahfn) 
bahln 
(cf . bh'ain ) 
bha:i: 
du:Ihe:bha:1: 
(cf-du:1e:bha:1:) 
Nm 
Nm 
Nm 
Nf 
Nf 
Nf 
Nf 
Nm 
Nm 
24. du:le:bha:i: 
(cf. dulhe:bha:1: ) 
25. a:pa: 
(cf . a:p1: ) 
26. a:pi: 
(cf . a:pa:) 
27. sauhar 
(cf . mly'a : ) 
28. miya: 
29, 
(cf. sauhar) 
nand 
30. nando:i 
Nm 
Nf 
Nf 
Nm 
Nm 
Nf 
Nm 
Urdu 
Drtho-
Qraphy 
Li 
m 
am 
G I D & S 
a^  
mother's 
brother 
father 
father 
mother 
mother 
sister 
sister 
brother 
sister • s 
husband 
sister • s 
husband 
elder sister 
eider sister 
^ ^ 
oy 
X/ 
1)>J:/ 
husband 
husband 
husband's 
sister 
s I s t e'^ - in-
•" a;.' • <5 husband 
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S. E n t r i e s 
No. 
3 1 . d e : V . 
3 2 . de : v r a : n i 
3 3 . j e : t 
34 . J I t h a : n i : 
T ^ sa : s 
>6. sUsar 
3 7 . d a d l y a : s U s a r 
3 8 . d a d l y a : s a : s 
3 9 . nan I ya : sL l sa r 
4 0 . n a n l y a : s a : s 
4 1 . mani Iya:sUsar 
4 2 . m a m l y a ; s a : s 
43. cacIya;sUsar 
Form 
C ] a<=;s e?-j 
Nm. 
Nf . 
1 
Urdu 
(Jrtho-
Qraphy 
•> 
OH' 
Gloss 
brother-in-
1 aui; husband ' s 
younger 
brother 
wife of 
husband's 
younger 
brother 
Nm, 
Nf , 
N f . 
Nfni 
Nm, 
Nf . 
Nm* 
N f , 
Nffii 
Nf , 
Nm, 
{j^-)^. 
y^^^ 
b r o t h e r - i n -
l a w ; h u s b a n d ' s 
e l d e r b r o t h e r 
iij^ 
</u 
/ " " ^ 
^ « ^ -
y^i/ 
wife of 
husband's 
elder 
brother 
mother-in-
1 aw 
father-in-
1 aw 
grandfather-
in-law 
grandmother-
in law 
grandfather-
in law 
grandmother-in 
law 
husband's or 
wife's mother '« 
brother 
husband's or 
wife's mother'« 
brother's wife 
h u s b a n d ' s o r 
w i f e ' s f a t h e r ' s 
younger b r o t h e i 
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5.. Entries Form yrdu Gloss 
No. Classes Ortho-
graphy 
44. caclya:sa:s Nfj i/'i/^i^ husband's or 
•" wife's father's 
younger brother 
wife 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
be : ta: 
• 
(cf. bhaiya:) 
bhaiya: 
(cf. be:ta) 
• 
1arka: 
• 
1 ark 1 
• 
be : t i : 
(cf! bitlya:) 
bitlya: 
(cf . be : 11 : ) 
• 
bhat i:ja: 
bhat1 : j i ; 
bh:an ja: 
bh'a:?i J i : 
po:ta: 
po: 11 
n'Swa:sa: 
n'awazsi : 
NfTln 
Nm . 
Nf ^  
Nf ^  
Nf ^  
Nm ^ 
Nf ^  
Nm-^  
Nf^ 
Nm< 
Nf, 
NfDj 
Nfj 
*• 
l^ 
i-
0< 
1 ^ 
• 
^ • 
Q'y. 
'JM 
m 
'Oi 
m 
UP 
(fip 
son 
son 
boy, son 
girl, daughter 
daughter 
daughter 
brother's son 
brother s 
daughter 
sister's son 
sister•s 
daughter 
grandson; 
son's son 
granddaughter; 
son's daughter 
grandson; 
daughter's 
son 
granddaughter 
daughter's 
daughter 
Appendlx-C 
Naaes of Months and Festivals 
(as spoken by Muslim women) 
S. Entries 
FTo. 
Form 
CI asses 
Urdu 
OrthoQ-
raphy 
QXsiSiS. 
1. moharram 
2. celUm 
saf ar 
4. rabbllavval 
Nm* 
Nm, 
Nm, 
r7 
(A^}/f-: 
(/^M^ 
N"! (OfillO^fJ^Jj 
The first 
month of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
The fortieth 
day of the 
martyrdom of 
Hazrat Imam 
Husain 
The second 
month of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
rabi-I-amwal 
The third 
month of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
5. Jama:dUlsani Nmi (J&iif^)OU^U Jumada'1 sani 
the fourth 
month of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
6. m ad a: r Nm, 
7. xa:jamandi:n 
VV jumada'1-awwal the fifth 
month of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
(so called 
after the saint 
Madar) 
jumada'l-akhir, 
the sixth 
month of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
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No. 
B. 
Entries Form Urdu Bloss 
ra jab 
9. sa:ba:n 
CI asses 
Nmj 
Nm-
Orthog-
raphy 
» • • • 
wtt? 
Rajab, the 
seventh month 
of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
The eighth 
month of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
10. ^abra:t 
11 ramza:n 
12. i:d 
13, xa: 11 
14. baqra:1:d 
15. ba:ra:vafa:t 
Nm 1 (C'kv^-'ts^ 
Nm. 
Nmi 
Nm* 
Nmi 
Nm, 
(c;l>v^c^y 
(j^>>^ 
cJi^ 
i^4/i)j^^. 
The eve of the 
14th day of the 
month of 
Sha ' ban 
Ramza:n. the 
ninth month 
of the 
Mohammedan 
year 
Idu • 1 Fitr. the 
tenth month of 
the Mohammedan 
year 
The month 
between the 
festival of 
ID and bakand. 
<so called on 
account of no 
fest ival 
occurring 
during that 
period) 
Idu2-Zoha the 
twelfth month 
of the 
Mohammadan 
year 
The twelve days 
of the Prophet 
Mohammad's 
fatal 11 Iness 
Append Ix-p 
Names of Months of the Hindu Calender 
(as spoken by women artisans 
S. Entries 
No. 
1 . cai t 
2. baisa:k 
3. je: t 
4. a^ a: r 
5. sa:van 
b. bha:do 
7. kUa:r 
8. ka:tik 
9. aghan 
10. pu:s 
11. ma:Q 
12. pha:gUn 
Form Urdu 
C lasses O r t h o -
Qraphy 
Nm. 
Nm^ 
Nftij 
Nm, 
Ct^ 
r^ jUf. 
(J^^itu^ 
ti^i 
Nm, 
Nmi 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
Nm, 
^ 
^ 
Z^" 
( 
</4 
(Ai 
Gloss 
The first month 
of Hindu Calender 
The second 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The third 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The fourth 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The fifth 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The sixth 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The seventh 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The eighth 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The ninth 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The tenth 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The eleventh 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
The twelfth 
month of 
Hindu Calender 
